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A Visual Language for the Modelling of Service Delivery Processes to Support
Business Processes Management
Eunji Lee, Amela Karahasanović, and Ragnhild Halvorsrud
SINTEF ICT
Oslo, Norway
{eunji.lee; amela.karahasanovic; ragnhild.halvorsrud}@sintef.no
Abstract—Business process management aims to align the
business processes of an organisation with customers’ needs.
Such alignment is of particular importance for services and
requires a good understanding of the interactions among the
actors involved. Although several process modelling languages
and a service design technique called ‘service blueprint’
provide good support for modelling of service delivery
processes, the actual execution of service and networked
interactions among actors seem to have not been sufficiently
considered. To overcome these limitations, we developed the
Service Journey Modelling Language. Each version of the
language has been evaluated, and the results were used as
input for the next version. Results from our case studies show
that our language might supplement the management of
business processes for services by aligning business processes
with customer perspectives and by supporting depiction of the
actual service journeys with networked interactions of involved
actors using appropriate visual representations.
Keywords-business process management; service; process
modelling; service design; visual language.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper is an extended version of ‘Can Business
Process Management Benefit from Service Journey
Modelling Language?’ that was published in the proceedings
of the Eighth International Conference on Software
Engineering Advances [1]. While the original paper
investigated if and how a visual language that presented the
customer journey through a service might be useful for
aligning the business processes of service providers with the
expectations of customers, this paper extends the scope,
investigating how such a language can support the modelling
of a service delivery process characterised by many steps,
actors, and interactions among them. In this paper, we
distinguish services from products. Services have
characteristics that are intangible, extended in time, and
delivered across various interfaces.
The importance of services in businesses has grown
worldwide [2]. The same trend can be seen in the European
Union (EU), where services generate approximately 70% of
the EU’s GDP and employment [3].
Business Process Management (BPM) is a systematic
approach to support the design, enactment, management, and
analysis of operational businesses processes [4]. It defines
business processes, shows the interactions among them, and
models the organisational structure [5]. The core concepts in

BPM are efficiency and adaptability. BPM is a collaborative
effort that involves people and their use of systems in an
organisation in pursuit of the organisation’s goals. The main
goal of BPM is to increase the productivity and efficiency of
the organisation’s work.
According to Verner [5], there is a lack of techniques for
designing, analysing, and simulating business processes. She
argued that process modelling languages are the key
elements for solving this problem [5]. The importance of
service in our economy emphasises the need for a good
understanding of BPM in the context of services.
Several process modelling languages have been used in
practice. Basic flowchart, UML activity diagram, and
Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) are some
examples. However, the customer’s point of view does not
seem to be included in most of these languages.
Service blueprint, a process-based technique from service
design, has been developed to illustrate the customer’s point
of view, but the interactive and dynamic nature of service
delivery processes are difficult to capture in the service
blueprint model [6]. There is a lack of service design
techniques in which the actual execution of a service, as
opposed to a presumed or expected execution, can be
represented or described.
Moreover, most existing tools for business process
modelling and service design are rooted in a dyadic
relationship (one customer and one provider); whereas
today’s fragmented service models have other relationships
(one customer and many service providers or actors due to
outsourcing, specialisation etc.). Tax et al. introduced the
concept of a service delivery network (SDN) and defined it
as ‘two or more organisations that, in the eyes of the
customer, are responsible for the provision of a connected
overall service experience’ [7]. This implies that there is a
need for description formats that take a network perspective
rather than a dyadic perspective.
In addition, there is a need for a process modelling
language with sufficient graphical capacity to support the
description of service delivery processes. Service blueprint
requires greater visualisation capacity to include more
information in a service delivery process [6].
In short, we believe that service providers need an
appropriate process modelling language that i) takes into
account the service customer’s point of view, ii) enables the
presentation of the actual execution of the service delivery
process, iii) considers the actor network perspective of
service provision and consumption in the description format,
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and iv) has rich enough graphical capacity. We believe that
such a language will eventually contribute to supplement
BPM for services.
We developed a visual domain specific language, called
Service Journey Modelling Language (SJML). SJML aims to
support the analysis of existing services and the design of
new services [8]. SJML contains terminology (semantical
attributes), graphical attributes (symbols), syntactical
attributes, and grammar (rules). To evaluate the very first
version of the language, we organised a workshop with the
staff of a university library, focusing on describing and
redesigning existing services [1]. The language has been
further developed by project members through discussions
and workshops, and it has been evaluated in two case studies
involving an eMarketing company and an energy providing
company [8].
This paper extends our previous work by investigating
how such a language can support the modelling of service
delivery processes characterised by many actors and steps,
and how to describe highly complex service delivery
processes appropriately. To do this, we conducted a case
study with a referral process. A referral process is the
process of transferring the care of a patient from one
medical expert to another [9]. We used our language to
describe an electronic referral process in a Norwegian
hospital. Several challenges were identified. To address
them, we further extended the language.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section II
describes the theoretical background and related work in the
areas of business process modelling and service design
techniques for process modelling. Section III presents the
overall requirements for SJML and describes a case study
with SJML v1.0. Section IV shows the development process
of SJML v2.0 with details of a case study. In Section V, we
present and discuss the results from our case studies.
Section VI discusses the limitations of this study. Section
VII concludes this paper and proposes future work.
II.

RELATED WORK

Our work spans quite a number of different disciplines,
and we have chosen to focus on the following: service
design, information visualisation, communication theory,
and modelling languages. In subsection A, we introduce the
theoretical background of the abovementioned four
disciplines that are related to our research. In subsection B,
we describe some existing process modelling languages that
demonstrate the sequence of steps in a business process. In
subsection C, we introduce a service design technique that
has been used to illustrate service delivery processes. In
subsection D, we discuss the previous mentioned process
modelling languages and the service design technique,
concluding that there is a need to develop a new language.

A. Theoretical Background
In this subsection, we introduce the theoretical
background of our research. Relevant knowledge from the
areas of service design, information visualisation,
communication theory, and modelling languages is
explained.
1) Service Design Phases
Services are designed in an iterative manner
[10][11][12]. The design of services consists of several
phases. Dubberly and Evenson. introduced five steps
(observe, reflect, make, socialise, and implement) [12], and
Stickdorn and Schneider introduced four phases
(exploration, creation, reflection, and implementation) [13].
The service delivery processes are specified prior to
implementation. However, the ‘fuzzy front end’ in service
design and development has been problematic; thus, there is
a need for a methodologically structured way to present the
service delivery processes [14].
We aim to research how to assist the activities of
specifying, describing and analysing the service delivery
processes to support the service design phases. Information
visualisation, communication theory, and modelling
languages have formed a theoretical basis for our research.
2) Information Visualisation
Visualisation originally meant forming a mental picture
of something [15]. Information visualisation is a visual
representation of abstracted data and concepts that include
numerical and non-numerical data. A good example of
information visualisation is weather forecasting. Moreover,
information visualisation increases human cognition [16] by
providing (interactive) visual representation of data or
concepts. The term has slightly shifted in meaning from
being an internal construct of the mind to an external
artefact supporting understanding and decision-making.
Pictures are routinely used to present information in
different fields such as medicine, architecture, geography,
statistics and design. One of the advantages of using
pictures in this way is that a large amount of complex
information can be quickly interpreted if presented
effectively. Information visualisation helps people easily
understand complex information and changes over time that
would otherwise be difficult to comprehend [17]. Extensive
research suggests that in many application domains like
reverse engineering, software restructuring, and information
retrieval, information visualisation may improve efficiency,
accuracy, and user satisfaction when solving complex tasks
[18][19].
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By adopting Ware’s advantages of information
visualisations [20] and Bitner et al.’s gaps model of service
quality [21], some expected advantages of information
visualisation in the context of describing service delivery
process could be:
• Important information about the described service
delivery process would be easy to understand.
• Gaps between the expected or prescribed service
delivery process and the actually delivered service
process will be emphasised.
• Identification of problem areas in need of
improvement in a service delivery process will be
facilitated.
3) Communication Theory
Communication is the process of sending and receiving
messages or transferring information from a sender to a
receiver. It is often described in accordance with the
sender/receiver-model developed by Shannon and Weaver
[22]. The model consists of eight key elements required for
communication: source, encoder, message, channel,
decoder, receiver, noise and feedback, see Figure 1.

describes communication theory as a non-coherent field,
distinguishing seven different traditions or approaches that
contribute significantly with their characteristic ways of
defining communication and related challenges [23]. These
seven traditions are referred to as rhetorical (the practical art
of discourse), semiotic (inter-subjective mediation by signs),
phenomenological (experience of otherness and dialogue),
cybernetic (information processing), socio-psychological
(expression, interaction, and influence), socio-cultural
(production of social order), and critical (discursive
reflection) traditions.
Semiotics is the study of signs, sign processes, and how
signs take part in communication. Although semiotics and
communication have a wide intersection in terms of the
general phenomena they investigate, their perspectives on
the underlying theory of communication are very different
[24]. One semiotic interpretation of the Shannon-Weaver
communication model was proposed by Jakobson [25]. This
model consists of six related elements: context, sender,
receiver, message, code, and channel. The sender and
receiver may alternate their roles, and the message has a
context.
Adopting Jakobson’s semiotic interpretations of the
Shannon-Weaver communication model [24] might be
useful when applying information visualisation in service
delivery process description. Considering the six elements
of the model might be beneficial for modelling of service
delivery processes.
4) Modelling Languages

Figure 1. Shannon-Weaver's model of communication

The source of communication is the initiator – an
individual or group - with a message or specific intention to
start the communication process. The message is
communicated from the source to an intended receiver. The
encoder provides the format of the message. The channel is
the mediator of the message and makes sure it is transmitted
to the receiver. To illustrate, the channel may be verbal,
written, or electronic. Noise may disturb the transmission
during the communication process. It could be physical
noise, like in actual sound transmission. However, it can
also be semantic noise, for example if the receiver cannot
understand the message. Before reaching the destination, the
message must be interpreted or decoded. Feedback indicates
whether the message has been received and interpreted
accurately. It ensures that the source knows whether the
communication was successful.
Although this linear model was developed in a time with
no multimedia and interactive environments, it is still a
widely accepted model when drilling down a
communication process in its bits and bytes. However, the
model lacks the relational and cultural factors, so it appeals
more towards the technological perspectives such as in the
development of information retrieval systems. Craig

Modelling languages are artificial languages that show
systems or information in a structure. A modelling language
is composed of a description of its semantics and syntax
[26]. Modelling languages define models that help us to
understand how things are and how things behave. People
model a language in order to communicate in a more
effective and accurate manner and to exchange messages
quickly and precisely without extraneous information.
A domain specific language (DSL) is defined as a
tailored language for particular application domain [27].
DSLs have evolved based on the needs for more effective
communication among people in specific domains. The
London metro map, which was pioneered by Beck in 1931
[28], is a good example of DSL. Compared to general
purpose languages, DSLs offer improved expressiveness
and ease of use [27].
A domain specific modelling language (DSML) allows
description of models in a specific area. Thus, a good
DSML can support better cooperation in that specific area.
Developing a DSML might be a good solution for
describing service delivery processes in order to support
cooperation in service design. In addition, the DSML would
support understanding information in service delivery
processes and facilitate communication among the
individuals involved in service design.
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B. Process Modelling Languages
In this subsection, we present several depictions of a
service delivery process created using some existing
modelling languages in BPM. The applied languages are
process modelling languages focused on representing the
sequence of steps in BPM.
We used a referral process as an example to examine
different techniques. There are essentially two types of
referrals in Norway: external and internal. An external
referral indicates a referral from a primary care provider
(general practitioner, GP) to a secondary care provider
(specialist). An internal referral indicates a referral from a
department in a hospital in which a patient is admitted to
another department in the same hospital or to another
hospital in the same health region.
In our case study, we focused on the external referral
process. The general activities of an external referral process
in Norway are as follows. First, a patient referral letter (in
paper or electronic form) from a GP is received in a
hospital. Second, the letter is assessed by a medical expert.
Third, depending on the result of the assessment, the patient
gets an appointment with a specialist or is required to wait.
Finally, the patient receives treatment, and the specialist
sends an epicrisis, which is an analytical summary of a
medical case history, to the GP who sent the referral letter.
However, the referral process may vary among clinics,
hospitals and regions.
In this subsection, an example of the initial part of an
external referral process to an outpatient clinic in a
Norwegian hospital is described using different process
modelling languages. The details of our case study are
described in Section IV. A.
Our example begins with a post document centre
forwarding a referral letter. A specialist then screens the
referral and, if another specialist group needs to assess the
referral, returns it to the post document centre. Otherwise,
the specialist assesses the referral. Depending on the content
of the referral and the patient case history, the specialist
assesses whether the patient needs prioritised medical
assistance. If so, a nurse arranges an appointment for the
patient. If not, the information is stored in an electronic
health record (EHR) system for later scheduling.

process. The rectangle boxes indicate activities. The
diamonds indicate decision points, and the arrows show the
activity flow.

Post document centre
forwards a referral to a
specialist group

A specialist in the
group screens the
referral

Referral came to a
right specialist group?

No

The referral returns to
the post document
centre

No

Patient information is
stored in the system
for later scheduling

Yes
A specialist assesses
the referral

The patient has the
right to be prioritised?

1) Flowchart
The first process modelling language that was
examined is a flowchart, which is a type of diagram that
describes a process or workflow. The steps of the process
are illustrated with various shapes and arrows that constitute
the sequence of activities. Flowcharts are used in various
fields to analyse, design, document or manage a process or
program [29].
Figure 2 shows a basic flowchart describing the initial
part of the previously mentioned referral process. The
rounded rectangle on the top indicates the start of the

Yes
A nurse arranges an
appointment for the
patient
Figure 2. An initial part of a referral process illustrated by a basic flowchart
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2) Unified Modelling Language Swimlane Activity
Diagram
Unified Modelling Language (UML) is defined as ‘a
graphical language for visualising, specifying, constructing,
and documenting the artefacts of a software-intensive
system’ [30]. UML consists of visual notations and the rules
for the use. It includes many types of diagrams, such as class
diagrams, use case diagrams, activity diagrams, etc. Eriksson
and Penker claimed that the most important UML diagram
for business process modelling is the activity diagram [31].

UML swimlane activity diagram is a type of activity
diagram that can divide activities by roles or locations.
Figure 3 shows the initial part of the referral process (the
same part as Figure 2), which is described using a role-based
swimlane activity diagram. Each swimlane (column) shows a
different role participating in the process. The black circle on
the top indicates the starting point. The diamonds show the
decision points. The rectangular boxes indicate the activities,
and the arrows show the transition flow from one activity to
another.

Referral process
Post document centre

Specialist

Forward a
referral

Screen the
referral

Nurse

Right specialist group?

The referral is
returned

No
Yes
Assess the
referral
The patient has the right to be
prioritised for medical assisstance?

Arrange an
appointment for
patient

Phase

Save patient
information for
later scheduling

Figure 3. An initial part of a referral process described with a UML swimlane activity diagram.
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An referral letter
arrives

Send the referral
to a specialist
group

Referral
[Rejrcted]

A specialist

Receive the
referral letter
and screen it

Yes
Came to right
specialist group?

Assess the
referral

Patient has the right
to be prioritised?

Arrange an
appointment
for patient

Nurse

An outpatient clinic in a hospital

No

No

Yes

Save the
patient
information in
the system

Waiting list

Figure 4. An initial part of a referral process illustrated by a BPMN diagram.

3) Business Process Modelling Notation
Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) is
considered to be an ‘understandable graphical notation for all
business users’, ranging from business analysts and technical
developers to business managers, which can reduce the gap
between business process design and process implementation
[32]. It describes the steps in a business process using a
flowchart that defines business process workflows [33].
Figure 4 shows an example of the use of BPMN for the
initial part of the referral process. Similar to UML swimlane
activity diagram, BPMN allows for description of the
swimlane, activity, decision point, event, data object and
pool, and provides three types of connectors: sequence flow,
message flow, and association. However, BPMN takes a
process-oriented approach while UML takes an objectoriented approach, and BPMN is designed to be more
suitable for a business process domain so that it can better
support BPM. In Figure 4, two locations are shown, the post
document centre and the outpatient clinic in the hospital. In
our example, there are two actors in the outpatient clinic: a
nurse and specialist.
C. Technique in Service Design
In this subsection, we introduce a DSML equivalent
service design technique that describes service delivery
processes.

1) Service Blueprint
Service blueprint is a service design technique
introduced by Shostack that has been widely used in service
management and marketing [34]. It shows the series of
service actions and the time flows that are related to the
roles of the actors involved in a service delivery process.
The actions that customers take as part of the service
delivery process are separated from the actions of the
contact person by the line of interaction. The line of
visibility differentiates the actions of an on-stage/visible
contact person (actions that are seen by the customer) from
the actions of a back-stage/invisible contact person (actions
that are not seen by the customer). Support processes, which
include all the activities carried out by individuals or units
in the company that are not contact persons, are separated
from the actions of the contact person by the line of internal
interaction. Physical evidences refer the media that
customers come in contact with when they perform their
actions.
A service blueprint enables managers to have an
overview of an entire process and provides useful
information for the development and evaluation of new
services [14]. Figure 5 shows the initial part of the referral
process using the extended service blueprint introduced by
Bitner et al. [14]. In Figure 5, the customer is a specialist in
the hospital.
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Figure 5. An initial part of a referral process drawn by a service blueprint

D. Summary
Flowcharts help us understand the overall processes [35],
but the lack of visual notations to represent actors and their
interactions might hinder the reader’s ability to clearly
understand the service delivery process. UML swimlane
activity diagram shows the sequence of activities with clear
role definitions [35], but it still does not have any visual
differentiator for actions and interactions. BPMN is an
industry standard for process modelling and has visual
notations for event, data object and various types of
connectors (sequence flow, message flow and association).
Nevertheless, it supports no visual differentiator for actions
and interactions. Recker et al. argued that BPMN still
requires more symbols with extended expressiveness to add
sufficient consistency for making the models fit for use [36].
Afrasiabi et al. claimed that there is a lack of standard
graphical notation for business process modelling languages
[37]. The same applies to service blueprint. There is no
standard service blueprint with common terminology and
visual language [38]. Therefore, to include more information
about a service delivery process, the service blueprint format
must improve its visualisation capacity [6].

Flowchart, UML swimlane diagram, and BPMN
illustrate only the expected service delivery processes. They
were developed to be used to prescribe planned processes.
Service blueprint allows us to see the technical parts of the
service delivery process that customers cannot see. However,
it often only supports description of the expected service
delivery processes, not the actually executed ones.
In addition, service blueprint does not take a network
view of services. Service blueprint does not support
describing complex service structures that involve
relationships among actors and events [6]. UML swimlane
activity diagram, and BPMN can support the description of
networked interactions among actors, but flowchart and
service blueprint might not be able to do so.
Table I summarises the different process modelling
languages and the service design technique for BPM that
have been described. The second column from the left
indicates the purpose for using the language or technique.
The third column indicates whether the language or
technique considers a service providers’ and/or customers’
perspective. The fourth column indicates whether the
language or technique supports the presentation of actually
executed service delivery processes or the presentation of
prescribed service delivery processes. The fifth column
shows what kind of customer and service provider
relationship the language or technique supports.
Flowchart is used to describe a sequence of interactions,
while UML swimlane activity diagram is used to illustrate a
sequence of interactions and data. BPMN is used to
demonstrate a sequence of interactions and data for business
purpose, and service blueprint is used to draw a sequence of
interactions for service design. The presented languages and
technique mainly consider the service providers’ point of
view. Flowchart, UML swimlane activity diagram, BPMN,
and service blueprint can support the description of only the
expected or prescribed execution of a service. UML
swimlane activity diagram and BPMN can support the
illustration of networked relationships among the customer,
service provider, and third party, but flowchart and service
blueprint support the illustration of the dyadic relationships.
Therefore, there is a need for a process modelling
language that includes service providers’ and customers’
perspectives, and can support the presentation of the actual
execution of a service and the networked relationships
among actors. A service domain specific process modelling
language that satisfies these aspects will be introduced in
Section III. This process modelling language was designed to
address the weaknesses of the existing languages and
technique by adopting information visualisation and
communication theory. Thus, it aims to show the interactions
among different actors in an easily understandable manner.
In addition, the language was designed to have a rich enough
graphical capacity to properly illustrate the service delivery
process.
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TABLE I. PROCESS MODELLING LANGUAGES AND SERVICE B LUEPRINT
Language/technique

Purpose of the use

Flowchart
UML swimlane activity diagram
BPMN

Sequencing of interactions
Sequencing of interactions and data
Sequencing of interactions and data
for business purpose
Sequencing of interactions for service
design

Service blueprint

III.

SETTING THE SCENE: REQUIREMENTS AND EARLY
VERSIONS OF THE SERVICE JOURNEY MODELLING
LANGUAGE

This section presents our first steps in developing the
modelling language. Subsection A describes the overall
requirements and the development procedure, and
subsection B describes the elements of SJML v1.0.
Subsection C describes the initial feedback on SJML v1.0
while subsection D briefly describes SJML v1.1.
A. Overall Requirements and Development Process
We wanted to develop a language that supports
specification, description and analysis of the service
delivery processes for service design, as described in
Section II.A. Our language is based on a customer journey
mapping approach, which is introduced below.
Customer journey maps (CJM) are widely used in
service design to visualise service delivery processes from
the end user’s perspective. CJM allows description of the
details of service interactions and associated emotions in a
highly accessible manner [13]. CJM is often structured
around touchpoints and is confined to a certain period of
time. A touchpoint corresponds to an interaction between a
customer and a service provider, but may also denote a
communication channel between the customer and service
provider. CJM is one of the most commonly used
visualisation techniques within service design, where it
utilised to obtain an overview of the customer’s service
consuming process. It communicates customer insight [39],
which in turn can be used to identify problem areas and
opportunities for innovation [13]. Using CJM, one can
easily compare a service with its competitors [13].
We expanded the concept of CJM by addressing the
requirements that are explained in the next paragraph. The
research was conducted according to the design science’s
three phases (problem analysis, solution design, and
evaluation) in an iterative manner to create artefacts, the
language and knowledge in the research domain.
The language we developed was designed to:
• Strengthen customer orientation and facilitate
collaboration among all actors through a common
vocabulary and extensive use of visualisation

Perspective of the
presentation
Service provider–oriented
Service provider–oriented
Service provider–oriented

Presentation
type
Prescriptive
Prescriptive
Prescriptive

Customer and service
provider relationship
Dyadic relationship
Networked relationship
Networked relationship

Service provider–oriented
(back-stage oriented)

Mainly
prescriptive

Dyadic relationship

Support service design and development by means
of a precise language for specifying actors,
interactions among them, the timing of their
interactions, and the communication channels used
• Support the analysis of services to check
consistency; in particular, it facilitates the
monitoring of service execution by comparing it to
the expected or prescribed service delivery process
Table II provides an overview of the versions of SJML.
The first column on the left shows the version. The second
column presents the elements of the version. The third
column describes the type of the study conducted for
evaluation and further development. The fourth column
shows whether the version was evaluated with existing or
new services. The fifth column presents the degree of
complexity of the service(s) it portrayed. The sixth column
shows the place(s) where the version is described.
A touchpoint is a point of interaction between a
customer and a service provider, and it is a central element
of our language. SJML v1.0 consisted of basic elements
(touchpoint, channel, actor, and status) to describe a
sequence of touchpoints for expected journeys (sequential
view). SJML v1.1 added new diagram elements and a
diagram type. Visual notations for action, decision point,
concurrency, and un-ordered sequence were added, and a
deviation view was introduced to describe the actual journey.
SJML v2.0 added additional diagram elements and adjusted
some elements. Diagram elements for system activity,
touchpoint description, and time flow were added, and
visual notations for touchpoint, action, actor, initiator, and
recipient were modified. A new diagram type (swimlane
view) was introduced to illustrate the service journeys of
several actors to support the description of a networked
perspective of the service journeys. The evaluations were
performed by describing services using the three versions of
our language. The earliest version of the language was
evaluated by describing simple services (book loan services
at a library). The results are described in the original paper
[1]. More complicated services (customer enrolment
services) from our research partner companies were
described using SJML v1.1, and the findings were reported
in a conference paper [8]. SJML v2.0 was developed and
evaluated by describing an even more complicated service
(a healthcare service) that involves many actors and the
interactions among them. The results and findings are
described in Section IV.
•
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TABLE II. C HARACTERISTICS OF THE DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF SJML
Version

Language composition

Evaluation
Type of study

SJML
v1.0

Basic attributes that form a basic diagram type
Basic diagram elements (touchpoint, channel, actor, and status)
supporting description of a basic diagram type (sequential view)

Preliminary
experience with
library services

SJML
v1.1

SJML v1.0, additional attributes, and a new diagram type
New diagram elements (action, decision point, concurrency notation,
and un-ordered sequence) and a new diagram type (deviation view)
were added in SJML v1.0
Adjusted and additional attributes, and a new diagram type
Adjusted elements (touchpoint, action, actor, initiator, and recipient),
new diagram elements (system activity, touchpoint description, and
time flow), and a new diagram type (swimlane view)

Two case studies
with customer
enrolment
services
A case study with
a referral process
in healthcare
service

SJML
v2.0

B. Service Journey Modelling Language v1.0
The first version of SJML (SJML v1.0) consisted of
terminology, symbols, graphical elements, visual syntax,
and visualisation modes. As this subsection represents the
first phase of our research, we wanted to investigate the
needs of practitioners when designing new services or
improving existing services; what information about
customers and their interactions in the service journey is
essential to be monitored to align business processes with
customers’ needs.
Each touchpoint has a symbol inside a circle. The
symbol shows a channel or device that is used for the
touchpoint. The colour of a touchpoint’s boundary indicates
the actor who initiates the touchpoint. The boundary style
specifies the status of the touchpoint. The elements for
SJML v1.0 are detailed below.
•
•
•
•

Service
type
Existing
service and
new service

Complexity

Existing
services

More
complicate
d service

Existing
service

Even more
complicate
d service

Simple
service

Described
in
[1] and
Section III.
of this
paper
[8] and
Section
III.D. of
this paper
Section IV.
of this
paper

The researchers collected data through participatory
observation and a plenary discussion. Thematic coding [40]
was used to analyse the field notes of the researchers and
summarise the results.
The SJML session included a short introduction to the
relevant terminology and visual notations, and a
presentation of the various exercises to be performed by the
participants. Twenty-six individuals participated. Seventeen
were library employees, four were students, and five were
researchers. The session lasted about 30 minutes and
concluded with a group discussion.
Participants were divided into four groups and were
asked to construct a customer’s service journey of
borrowing a paper or an electronic book at the library. One
blank circle plus seventeen book-loan service-relevant
symbols, which were selected from 32 SJML symbols, were
given to each group as a set (Figure 6).

Touchpoint. Service journey consists of touchpoints
that are described with circles.
Channel. Each touchpoint has a symbol inside a circle.
The symbol shows a channel or device that is used for
the touchpoint.
Actor. The colour of the touchpoint’s boundary
indicates the actor who initiates the touchpoint.
Status. The boundary style indicates the execution
status of the touchpoint (solid boundary: completed,
dashed boundary: missing, and crossed touchpoint:
failed).
C. Evaluation of SJML v1.0

To obtain initial feedback on SJML v1.0, we organised
a half-day workshop with library staff. The purpose was to
investigate SJML v1.0’s feasibility and collect requirements
for further development. The workshop was arranged for
June 2013 as a service design seminar on the premises of the
science library at the University of Oslo. It consisted of a
lecture about service design and two practical sessions.
SJML was presented and evaluated during one session.

Figure 6. SJML symbols given at the workshop

In this workshop, we observed the use of the touchpoints.
Pen and paper were provided to the groups in order to allow
them to draw the sequence of the touchpoints. The members
of the groups were allowed to create their own touchpoint
with the blank circle in the event they do not find the
touchpoint they needed. The actor and status attributes of a
touchpoint were not adopted for this session.
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The first task was to construct the customer journey for
borrowing a paper/electronic book (Figure 7). The process
of borrowing a book included extension of the loan and
finished when the book was returned. The second task was
to construct the customer journey for ordering a
paper/electronic book that the library did not have. The
process included extension of the loan and finished when
the book was returned. Participants were asked to make
customer journeys for both existing (Figure 7) and desired
book loan services.

•
•

•

journey. Unlike a touchpoint, an action does not include
any form of communication between the customer, the
service provider or a third party.
Decision point. A decision point refers to an expected
customer journey being split into ‘sub-journeys’. It is
illustrated using a square diamond.
Concurrency. In some situations, a touchpoint occurs
at the same time as another touchpoint. We call this
concurrency and describe it with two separated halfdotted circles. A visual indicator (two clocks and a
wave symbol) was introduced to represent the space
between the two half-dotted touchpoints.
Unordered sequences. Brackets were introduced to
describe unordered sequences of touchpoints.
IV.

ADDING COMPLEXITY: FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF
THE LANGUAGE

Figure 7. Participants are on the process of making service journeys for an
existing book loan service (borrowing of an electronic book)

A. Case Study with Patient Referral Processes

Results
We observed that the participants did not have any
problems understanding SJML and using its symbols.
Participants were able to construct and explain their service
journeys using SJML. However, some participants were
confused about using symbols that looked similar to each
other, such as the symbols representing PC and web access
via PC. During the feedback discussion, it became evident
that the participants missed certain functionalities as
directing the flow of the process through conditional
gateways or decision points that occur repeatedly during
such services. It was also found that more icons would be
needed to illustrate the library services more precisely.
D. Service Journey Modelling Language v1.1
Based on the initial feedback on SJML v1.0 and the
requirements that were subsequently discovered, we
extended the language. Action was added as one of the main
elements along with touchpoint, and more touchpoint
attributes were added. SJML v1.1’s detailed description and
our experience with the language can be found in [8]. The
elements for SJML v1.1 are detailed below.
•
•

We wanted our language to be able to describe complex
service journeys. Thus, SJML v1.1 was updated to present
many actors and their interactions by adapting the swimlane
approach. This section describes the use of SJML v2.0 for
modelling complex service delivery processes and our
experience with it in a hospital case.

Touchpoint, channel, actor, and status are the same
as in SJML v1.0.
Action. A service journey consists of touchpoints and
actions. An action is an event or activity conducted by a
customer or service provider as part of a customer

To identify a set of requirements for a visual language
related to modelling the processes of complex services, we
conducted a case study involving the modelling of referral
processes in health care services. We collected data
regarding the referral process from a Norwegian hospital
during the autumn of 2013 and used SJML to model the
various aspects of the processes.
Due to the number of actors involved, interactions
among them, and the number of steps in the process, the
referral process is regarded as one of the most complicated
services [41]. A referral process is a highly complex process
because it often involves many actors (e.g., a patient, a
healthcare provider who sent the referral like a GP,
administrative personnel such as a receptionist, nurses and
medical experts at the receiving facility) and their tasks are
interrelated across different organisations, such as a GP’s
office and a hospital.
The external referral process in the Norwegian hospital
where we collected data consists of the following steps: a
health secretary receives referral letters and sorts them; a
medical expert assesses the referral and makes a decision; a
nurse or health secretary follows up the referral, sets a time
for a patient visit and notifies the patient; the medical expert
meets the patient; and the medical expert communicates
with the healthcare provider who referred the patient.
Patient-administrative systems are central to the referral
process, and the EHR system is one of the core patientadministrative systems used by the healthcare personnel.
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B. Data Collection
To understand how the referral process works and what
it consists of in practice, we visited a surgical outpatient
clinic at a hospital in Norway three times during September
and October of 2013. We collected data using observations
and semi-structured interviews during our visits. A
researcher wrote down field notes during the observations
and the interviews with administrative personnel, nurses,
and medical experts. We also studied an E-learning’s
module, documentation, and photos that are relevant to the
referral process. The detailed data collection procedure is
introduced below.
We first studied the hospital procedures and routines
concerning referrals in general using an E-learning module
for the EHR system. We then classified the procedures.
After that, actual data from the referral processes were
collected through observations. These data consisted of
three detailed patient histories that were extracted from the
EHR system. Photographs of screenshots were taken during
the observations. Then, the data were supplemented by
semi-structured interviews with a nurse, a medical
specialist, and a health secretary. The interviews were
audio-recorded. Relevant documents such as patient
brochures and documentation explaining the referral process
and internal routines were also obtained. In addition, we had
telephone meetings with a nurse and asked her for some
additional explanations via email.
C. Data Analysis and Further Development of SJML
Reconstruction of the three patient cases formed the
core of our analysis. The three patient histories were
reconstructed by combining the patient journal with the
referral module in the EHR system. A chief nurse
anonymised the data from the patient journal and assisted in
constructing the patient histories. To process the fragmented
data from the interviews and the EHR system, each patient
history was compiled and systemised using a preformatted
spreadsheet template. The patient histories were organised
by date, physical location, and events, and attributes such as
initiator, recipient, task description, and communication
channel were specified.
The results from the data analyses were used to describe
the referral processes using SJML v1.1. We organised
workshops in which three researchers sketched different
approaches for visualising fragments of the referral process
through trial, error, and exploration. When visualising the
referral processes, we could also identify requirements for
the further development of our visual language. We
improved our language on the basis of the requirements
through several iterations. Those requirements and our
solutions are described as following.

(1) Ability to visually describe and distinguish among
several actors in a more appropriate way
Using different colours to distinguish among actors
might not be suitable in case many actors are involved.
Thus, we needed a new way to describe several actors.
Alternative representations were explored through trial
and evaluation of various solutions. Finally, swimlanes
with actor icons and titles were adopted. This approach
seems applicable to account for all the actors involved.
(2) Ability to describe and distinguish each actor’s
touchpoints that connect the actors
Since we adopted the swimlane approach, there was a
need for a new way to describe touchpoints that
involved communication among actors. The language
should therefore have touchpoints for both the initiator
and recipient. We adopted a sender-recipient concept.
Each touchpoint was duplicated and placed in both the
initiator’s and recipient’s swimlane so the readers could
recognise each actor’s journey easily by following each
swimlane. The boundary colour of a touchpoint showed
if the touchpoint was sent or received by the actor.
(3) Ability to distinguish among touchpoints mediated by
the same channel, and thus having the same symbols
Sometimes, several touchpoints occur through the same
communication channel. For instance, a customer may
receive two SMS messages from the service provider.
We proposed a text area to allow for a detailed
annotation of the touchpoint. The textual explanation,
together with a symbol of the channel inside a
touchpoint square box, would facilitate a detailed
understanding of the touchpoint.
(4) Ability to describe dataflow in the EHR system
Some information is delivered from sender to receiver
through the EHR system, such as when updating and
saving information. Therefore, we needed a way to
describe dataflow in the EHR system. We proposed
adding the EHR system as an actor and using arrows to
illustrate dataflow.
(5) Ability to distinguish between the workflow of referral
and dataflow
Since we used an arrow for both workflow and
dataflow, we needed a way to distinguish between these
two types of flow. We proposed using differently
shaped arrows for workflow and dataflow. Normal
black arrows were adopted to describe workflow while
dotted arrows were adopted to describe dataflow.
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D. Components for Visualisation
Figure 8 shows SJML v2.0 representing process steps in
the form of touchpoint or action. The text area enables
annotation concerning the context of the process step. In
SJML v2.0, a box was used to represent touchpoints and
actions as its shape can contain text more economically than
a circle. The colour of the touchpoint boundary indicates the
initiator (blue) and recipient (green), and a symbol area
carries information about the channel or device mediating
the touchpoint. In contrast to touchpoints, actions have no
sender or recipient, thus they do not need a colour to
distinguish between sender and recipient, nor a symbol to
represent the communication channel.

Figure 8. Visual components for our expanded language

Figure 9 presents an excerpt of SJML v2.0, showing two
touchpoints in a patient’s journey. On the left is a symbol
representing the patient along with a text label. The first
touchpoint represents an interaction in which the patient
receives a phone call from the hospital (a common
procedure when scheduling an urgent appointment). The
next touchpoint shows an interaction in which the patient
receives the appointment letter with all necessary details
about the imminent consultation and a brochure regarding
patient rights. Here, the patient is the recipient of both
touchpoints, signalled by the green colour. Correspondingly,

the health secretary responsible for the telephone call and
the letter is the initiator of both touchpoints. The
corresponding touchpoints of the health secretary would
appear with blue-coloured boxes in a separate swimlane.

Figure 9. A part of a patient's journey

E. Mapping in a Real Context
Figure 10 shows a part of the real referral process
described using SJML v2.0. Arrows indicate the workflow
and dataflow. Black arrows represent the workflow in the
process while grey dotted arrows represent the dataflow
to/from the EHR system. Time flow with time stamps is
shown by the black line on the bottom. This example is
based on one of the real patient histories explained in
subsection D.
First, a GP transferred an electronic referral letter to a
hospital for a patient with a lipoma who visited him/her.
Second, a health secretary in the document centre of the
hospital received, registered and forwarded the referral to a
specialist in the hospital. Third, the specialist assessed the
received referral and forwarded it to a health secretary in the
clinic for follow-up. Fourth, the health secretary checked the
received referral and sent a standby letter to the patient, and
so on. The entire version of this referral process can be
found in Appendix A.

Figure 10. The result of the proposal for extension of the language
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•

F. Service Journey Modelling Language v2.0
SJML v2.0 consists of a sequence of touchpoints,
actions, and system activities. The elements of SJML v2.0
are detailed below.
•

•
•

Touchpoint. A touchpoint indicates a point of
interaction between two actors. The shape of the
touchpoint was changed from a circle to a rounded
rectangle since more space was needed for text to
add information concerning the touchpoint.
Action. An action indicates an event performed by
an actor as part of a customer’s journey. It is
represented by a rounded grey rectangle.
System activity. This is an activity performed by
the EHR system. It is represented by a dotted grey
rectangle.

Attributes of touchpoints, including channel, status, initiator,
and receiver, and touchpoint description were specified for
SJML v2.0.
•
•
•

•

Channel. The symbol area for channel has been
moved to the upper left of a rounded rectangle
touchpoint.
Status. The way to describe the status of a
touchpoint is the same as in SJML v1.0 and v1.1.
Initiator and recipient. Initiator (rounded
rectangle with blue-coloured boundary) indicates
an actor who initiates the touchpoint, and recipient
(rounded rectangle with green-coloured boundary)
indicates an actor who receives the touchpoint.
We found through the case study that there could
be more than one recipient of a touchpoint in some
cases.
Touchpoint description. A text area has been
added on the right side of the rectangle to describe
the touchpoint in detail.

Graphical notations have been modified for SJML v2.0. The
swimlane approach was adapted to present several actors.
Therefore, the way of presenting actors has been updated.
One can see each actor’s journey by following each
swimlane. An axis with time information for each
touchpoint has been added to show the time flow of the
service journey.
•

Swimlanes. The swimlane concept was adapted to
describe the service journeys of several actors.
Touchpoints, actions, and system activities for an
actor are allocated inside a horizontal grey bar.
Several bars are collocated vertically, and the
interactions are described with arrows and the
colours and descriptions of the touchpoints.

•
•

Actor. The boundary between customer and
service provider has become ambiguous due to the
involvement of many actors. All of them are
actually customers of the EHR system. A symbol
on the left side of a swimlane bar represents an
actor. The text below the symbol specifies the role
of the actor in the service journey.
Actor’s journey. An actor’s journey can be seen
by following a swimlane bar.
Time flow. An axis with time stamps under the
swimlane diagram represents the time flow and the
occurrence dates of the touchpoints.

G. Preliminary Experience
We verified the visualisation of the referral process
using SJML v2.0 by communicating with the chief nurse via
emails and telephone conversation. We then presented the
visualisation to a small group of experts (five employees)
who work at the eHealth system producing company that
produces the EHR system through a remote workshop using
Lync. After the presentation, a set of questions was sent to
the participants via email to collect preliminary feedback.
The questions investigated whether the referral process and
visual elements described using SJML v2.0 were
understandable and whether the language would be helpful
for creating a common understanding of the business
process or workflow of the referral process. We received
answers from two respondents. Thus, we have only
anecdotal evidence of evaluation of the language based on
this preliminary experience. The preliminary feedback from
the participants regarding SJML v2.0 was analysed and
summarised using thematic coding [40]. The summary is
presented below.
Description of the process and visual elements using SJML
v2.0:
•
•
•
•

The language itself is relatively easy to understand
The swimlanes to distinguish actors are simple,
straightforward and easy to understand
The symbols for actors and channels are easily
understandable
The use of different colours to distinguish the initiator
and receiver is helpful for identifying the initiator

Creating a common understanding of the process and
workflow using SJMLv2.0:
•
•

The representations of SJML v.2.0 are suitable for
discussing and establish a common understanding of
the workflow and relationships among actors
It would be better if the tool could also illustrate
alternatives in a process.
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V.

DISCUSSION

Through our analysis of the related work, we found
some weaknesses in the existing process modelling
languages and the service design technique describing
service delivery processes. First, there is a need to focus on
the customer’s perspective [1]. Second, there is a need to
support the satisfactory description of the actual execution
of the service delivery process [5][6]. Third, there is a need
to sufficiently illustrate networked relationships in the
service delivery process [7]. Fourth, there is a need for
better visual expressiveness to describe the service delivery
process explicitly [5][6][37]. Thus, there is a need for a new
language or technique.
Relevant knowledge in the areas of service design,
information visualisation, communication theory, and
modelling languages have formed a theoretical basis for our
approach to find a solution for these needs. Based on this
approach, we developed a service domain specific process
modelling language (Service Journey Modelling Language,
SJML) to cover the aforementioned gaps in BPM for
services. The language was developed and evaluated
through case studies with partner companies, following the
three phases of design science (problem analysis, solution
design, and evaluation) in an iterative manner. For
evaluations, we used each version of our language to
describe existing or new services.
We evaluated the first version of our language (SJML
v1.0) through a workshop with library staff by describing
simple service journeys (book-loan services in a library) [1].
During the workshop we found that the participants did not
have any problems in understanding SJML v1.0, and they
could construct service journeys with our language.
Feedback from the participants indicating the weakness of
SJML v1.0 (a need for decisions points) was addressed
when we developed the next version of our language (SJLM
v1.1). SJML v1.1 was evaluated by describing more
complicated service journeys from our research partner
companies [8].
SJML v1.1 was updated by describing an even more
complicated service journey (a referral process), which
presents many actors and their interactions. The updated
version of our language (SJML v2.0) adopted a senderrecipient concept and a swimlane approach. We visualised a
patient history that was extracted from an EHR system
using SJML v2.0 and presented the result to a small group
of people via a remote workshop. We received feedback
from the participants that the visual elements and the
language itself were easy to understand and suitable for
creating a common understanding of the workflow and
relationships among actors involved in the business process.
To represent the customer’s perspective, our language
was developed based on a customer journey mapping
approach that introduced the touchpoint concept. SJML v1.0
supported a sequential view to describe the expected
journey. To support the description of the actual journey,

SJML v1.1 added a deviation view. SJML v2.0 added a new
diagram type (swimlane view) to support the illustration of
the networked relationships of several actors in a service
delivery process. Each version of SJML expanded the
graphical elements to better support the visual
expressiveness.
VI.

LIMITATIONS

The library service and referral process can vary in
practice, depending on the organisation. In this paper, we
conducted our case studies on book loan services in a
Norwegian university library and a referral process in a
Norwegian hospital; thus, SJML might not meet all the
challenges necessary to describe similar services in other
organisations.
For the case study on the referral process, we collected
patient data based on existing patient care histories in an
EHR system. Therefore, there might be a limitation in
regards to covering all the touchpoints or actions that were
not registered in the EHR system.
The initial feedback on SJML v1.0 was gathered through
observations and a group discussion. Audio recordings were
not used, and thus the discussion was not transcribed.
Observers took notes when the group members talked, and
the results were based on those field notes. Therefore, the
descriptive and interpretive validity might be limited.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Services usually have complex structures with several
actors whose interests are intertwined. Aligning business
processes with the customer’s perspective is important for
BPM, especially in the service field. To do this, a good
understanding of interactions among the actors involved in
service provision and consumption is needed. Several
techniques for managing business processes to support the
service delivery process were suggested in the context of
process modelling and service design. However, there was a
lack of support for describing the customer’s point of view,
the actual execution of service and the networked perspective
of the service delivery process. In addition, there is a need to
improve the visual expressiveness of the existing techniques.
Several versions of SJML were developed and evaluated
in an iterative manner to strengthen the customer orientation,
to facilitate collaboration among all involved actors and to
support specification, description and analyses of service
delivery processes. The requirements gathered from the
evaluations provided useful input for further development of
our language.
We believe that SJML v1.0 supplements BPM for
services by aligning business processes with the customer’s
perspective [1]. SJML v2.0 supports the description of the
actual journeys of actors and their networked interactions.
Therefore, we expect that SJML will support BPM of
complex services. Furthermore, the results from our
preliminary experience support the contention that the visual
representations of our language could be effective in creating
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a common understanding of workflows and relationships
among various actors in the business processes of services.
We intend to investigate the usefulness of SJML in BPM
in future studies. Experiments or another case study with a
larger number of participants would be used in further
research.
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Abstract—The growing importance and impact of new technologies are changing many industries. This effect is especially
noticeable in the manufacturing industry. This paper explores a
practical implementation of a hybrid architecture for the newest
generation of manufacturing systems. The papers starts with
a proposition that envisions reconfigurable systems that work
together autonomously to create Manufacturing as a Service
(MaaS). It introduces a number of problems in this area and
shows the requirements for an architecture that can be the
main research platform to solve a number of these problems,
including the need for safe and flexible system behaviour and the
ability to reconfigure with limited interference to other systems
within the manufacturing environment. The paper highlights
the infrastructure and architecture itself that can support the
requirements to solve the mentioned problems in the future. A
concept system named Grid Manufacturing is then introduced
that shows both the hardware and software systems to handle
the challenges. The paper then moves towards the design of
the architecture and introduces all systems involved, including
the specific hardware platforms that will be controlled by the
software platform called REXOS (Reconfigurable EQuipletS
Operating System). The design choices are provided that show
why it has become a hybrid platform that uses Java Agent
Development Framework (JADE) and Robot Operating System
(ROS). Finally, to validate REXOS, the performance is measured
and discussed, which shows that REXOS can be used as a
practical basis for more specific research for robust autonomous
reconfigurable systems and application in industry 4.0. This
paper shows practical examples of how to successfully combine
several technologies that are meant to lead to a faster adoption
and a better business case for autonomous and reconfigurable
systems in industry.
Index Terms— Flexible Manufacturing Systems; Multi-agent
systems; Autonomous agents; Reconfigurable architectures.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Computers are continuously changing industry, and whereas
in the past this has created opportunities for improved logistics
and overview like SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) it is now starting to change the industry itself. This
paper is based on our original work [1], which was presented at
the INTELLI conference. Computers are not only supporting
existing mechatronical systems, but are fundamentally chang-

ing the processes in how they are used. This is the basis for
many changes in the field of manufacturing that are known
under a variety of names, including ’Smart Industry’, ’Agile
Manufacturing’, ’Industry 4.0’, and Cyberphysical systems.
With the use of more computing power in manufacturing
systems it is easier to integrate ”intelligent”, i.e., dynamic
behaviour by using microsystems, i.e., sensors and actuators,
together with advanced software to interpret the sensed data
and act accordingly. This creates a robotic system that can
dynamically interact and act with its environment. However,
the dynamic behaviour of this systems can also increase
complexity [2]. Therefore, it is important to create a balanced
architecture that, on the one hand, has a high performance to
control the hardware, i.e., dynamically interpret and interact
with its environment in real-time and, on the other hand, is
not so complex that it will be difficult to use and shows
unexpected, i.e., unsafe or unwanted, behaviour.
From a hardware perspective there are also several changes
that are occurring, as the costs for developing such complex
systems have to be earned back and, therefore, it is necessary
to reuse systems as often as possible. This has led to the
creation of modular systems, where the modules can be used
as building blocks that can be combined for a specific purpose.
If the modular systems are standardized and well-documented
they can also be easily reconfigured to provide a range of
options. Since a well-defined module could be seen as a black
box, it also lowers complexity of the overall system, since
functionality can be abstracted on a higher level [2].
The structure of the paper is as follows: The next section
will give further information for the motivation and how
the research was conducted. Section III will provide more
insight overview of current technologies and paradigms that
are involved when researching smart technologies for manufacturing. After this overview the problem will be investigated
more closely in Section IV, which will result in a number
of specific research questions. Section V will then continue
with the chosen approach and provide the basis for the
requirements in Section VI. The requirements will then lead as
input for an overview of several technologies and concepts in
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Section VII. Section VIII will then describe the design choices
that have been made. The design triggered the development
of a software architecture and hardware platform thas been
implemented and described in Section IX. Finally, the platform
will be evaluated with several performance results in Section
X. These results and critical points of the platform will be
discussed and concluded in the final Section XI.
II. R ESEARCH M OTIVATION
Due to the obvious advantages of using smart systems,
many companies and research groups are experimenting and
conducting Research and Development with several projects.
However, the success in industry itself has so far been limited
[3]. This is due to a number of reasons, including the complexity of such systems with the high initial investment costs, the
expertise needed to create such systems, and the difficulties to
create a business case for dynamic systems. Schild and Bussmann show this in a case where a successful self-organized
manufacturing system was setup at Daimler-Chrysler. They
state that while the system was successfully implemented it
was discontinued because a technical advantage is not always
a measurable economical advantage [4]. When continuing this
research in this field, therefore, it is important to take this
aspect into account. In this research, this is done by taking into
account several techniques and requirements that will lower
the hardware costs, and also by targeting the manufacturing
means at an even wider variety.
Besides industrial parts there is also a change in retail
industry. Mass customization is slowly beginning to become
a standard. Wind even introduces the concept of ’customerization’. This is a new business strategy that combines personal marketing strategies, with mass customization. Figure
1 shows that customerization comes through a combination
of standardization, personalization and mass customization.
Wind mentions that for successful customerization requires
the integration of multiple processes, including operations and
R&D [5]. He also states that increasing the digital content of
everything the company does is one of two critical aspects that
should be considered.

reconfigurable manufacturing by laying the foundation for
a flexible and reconfigurable architecture for high-mix, lowvolume manufacturing that could enable customerization.
A. Research Approach
As observed in the introduction, technological advances and
changes in industry are starting to have an increasing impact
on the manufacturing industry. However, a true paradigm shift
has not yet occurred, likely because the maturity and efficiency
of these new technologies has yet to be proven. As Leitão
states in the conclusion of his survey: ’The challenge is thus
to develop innovative, agile and reconfigurable architectures
for distributed manufacturing control systems, using emergent
paradigms and technologies that can provide the answer to
those requirements’ [3]. Leitão also identifies some specific
issues in this field, including:
1) The need for mature and proven technology - the majority uses laboratorial control applications without the
need of physical devices [6].
2) Reconfigurability mechanisms - what architecture will
support the society of distributed entities? [3].
3) Development-related aspects - current platforms have
limited scalability and robustness [7].
4) Prediction in disturbance handling systems - the integration of prediction mechanisms with identification and
recovery of disturbances that can prevent these problems
[3].
The research in this paper responds to these factors by
including the hardware systems and the practical implementation to show a feasible system that can be used for industry.
Together with the hardware, several emulators and simulators
will also be developed to test various aspects of the proposed
system. Besides using the simulation for benchmarking, it will
also be used to predict problems like collisions in the changing
and possibly chaotic environment.
B. Hypothesis
The hypothesis is that new (software) technologies could be
used to create a new flexible manufacturing paradigm that is
(cost-) efficient and stable. The flexibility will have to provide
for a much shorter time to market and an increased variety in
products. The challenge for this hypothesis is to keep the complexity (and, therefore, the practical applicability) of the smart
and flexible approach under control. This has to be proven
by developing a proof of concept that shows the abilities,
performance and stability of such an ’agile’ architecture. To
prove the feasibility and practical implementation the system
will be fully built including low-cost hardware designed for
this purpose.
C. Research Methodology

Figure 1. Combining personalisation and mass customization towards a new
business strategy [5].

This paper will take a step further into the field of flexible

The study will be largely based on applied research. An
architecture and several hardware and software systems will
be developed to be used as a proof of concept. This system
will be the basis of future research and will be combined with
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several emulators to be tested in a large variety of cases. The
study will combine quantitative and qualitative elements:
• performance: quantitative research based on empirical
data using experiments from live proof of concepts and
simulators.
• abilities: qualitative research - comparing designs and
architecture performance based on correlation.
• processes: qualitative comparison based on cases with
(partly) quantitative data.
The research project will start with a ’top-down’ approach,
i.e., deductive research, that will test the proposition set in
the next subsection. However, the platform will be created
’bottom-up’ and as such is hoped to be a basis for inductive
research to create new insights in the future for the use
of reconfigurable systems and application of self-organizing
manufacturing platforms.

still produced safely and according to the specifications. The
products will schedule themselves in negotiation with the
manufacturing systems and, therefore, it is unknown which
services are required. This makes it difficult to establish the
demand, and therefore, the chances are that some manufacturing systems have a higher load than others.
III. G ENERAL R ESEARCH OVERVIEW
This section provides a theoretical framework and overview
for the current research. It discusses a number of paradigms
and technologies that could be applicable for the current study.
A. Manufacturing Paradigms
Many paradigms have emerged that have been of influence
in the manufacturing industry, the most influential have been
the three main paradigms, see Figure 2.

D. Propositions
To focus the research, a concept has been created for a manufacturing platform that is based on several basic principles:
1) A range of products can, in principle, be dynamically
built on demand - i.e., the machines offer a (wide) range
of services where any product that can be made with
these services can be manufactured.
2) Each system (with its own purpose) is autonomous - i.e.,
both products as manufacturing systems have no strong
dependencies and can act autonomously.
3) Hardware should be reconfigurable. - i.e., both hardware
and software modules within a system should be able
to be changed with limited downtime. In the case of
the software, compiling code should be required for a
reconfigure action.
4) Machines should be low-cost and single-purpose. - i.e.,
the flexibility that is offered should be done with limited
investment costs to guarantee experimental use and a
valid business case.
5) System behaviour should be transparent and safe. - The
flexibility and dynamic behaviour of the system must be
guaranteed not to lead to a high risk of use.
The idea is to create a range of products that can be built
on demand, i.e., all products can be manufactured ad hoc so
long as the parts and required services to assemble them are
available in the manufacturing systems or ’grid’.
The principles also focus on limiting complexity by creating
a minimum amount of interdependence between systems. This
results in a concept that has been called ’grid manufacturing’,
where each manufacturing system delivers a service to a
product. Since products and the manufacturing systems have
their own purpose, i.e., the machine delivers a service, the
product wishes to be produced, they are both autonomous and
will work together dynamically. Hence, the system will not be
a ’production line’, since the need for services will depend on
the specific product demand.
Since the products will be manufactured dynamically without any specific programming it is important that they are

Figure 2. The three main manufacturing paradigms [8].

Dedicated Manufacturing Systems (DMS) are the classic
way of mass-production. In this paradigm, all manufacturing
systems are developed for a specific single-purpose goal with
limited to no dynamic properties. This creates a cost-efficient
system for producing high volumes of a single product over a
longer timespan [9]. The requirements stay the same, therefore,
DMS are known to have a high performance and limited initial
costs.
Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) offers dynamic
behaviour, which it uses to react to changes. Usually, Flexible manufacturing systems offer a single purpose where the
machine has the ability to perform one action. This ability
is combined with sensors like a vision or dynamic routing
system so it can adapt certain parameters, e.g., the position of
a product. This creates more flexibility at the disadvantage of
complexity and cost to the initial implementations.
Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems (RMS) are
unique in the perspective that the functionality of the system
itself can be adapted [10]. As shown in Figure 2, they are
positioned between FMS and DMS. However, since RMS
provide a way to integrate change within a system it is
expected that they will become more flexible over time
[11]. ElMaraghy notes that the key characteristics of RMS
include modularity, integrability, scalability, convertibility, and
diagnosability [12]. These characteristics have to be taken
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into account when defining the requirements for a flexible
manufacturing architecture.
Besides the main three manufacturing paradigms, there are
also many other paradigms and methods of interest.
Agile Manufacturing (AM) is characterised by the integration of customer and supplier for both product design,
as manufacturing, marketing, and support services [13]. An
agile manufacturing environment creates processes, tools, and
a knowledge base to enable the organisation to respond quickly
to the customer needs and market changes whilst still controlling costs and quality [14].
Manufacturing As a Service (MAAS) is a concept to
deliver customizable and on-demand manufacturing. This is
closely related to manufacturing clouds, where factories and
their IT infrastructure are interconnected to create an infrastructure where ad-hoc products are being made [15].
Holonic Manufacturing is seen as an alternative to hierarchical management of manufacturing systems. It focuses
on modularization and ’plug and play’ capabilities when
developing or using manufacturing systems [16]. Holonic
manufacturing systems are often implemented using Multi
Agent Systems [17], which will be discussed later in this paper.
Noteworthy are also a number of concepts that are closely
related to this research:
Smart Industry and Industry 4.0 are often used as a
concept that combines industrial systems with properties like
the ’internet of things’ and other cloud related services. They
depict the vision of smart factories that consist of cyberphysical systems. Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are collaborating computational (virtual) elements that control physical
entities. i.e., basically a virtual entity with its virtual world
image that uses its own world image to control and interpret
the physical world and operate a physical counterpart in this
environment. This virtual entity is commonly an embedded
system within the system that it controls.
IV. P ROBLEM D ESCRIPTION
While many paradigms and technologies show promise they
are not yet considered mainstream in industry. As mentioned
before, the initial investment costs and complexity are factors
for this problem. However, while business is important, this
particular paper will first focus on the technological aspects
that are required to create a basic software platform as a
basis for further research and test cases for industry. For this
platform a number of main challenges have been identified:
1) Architectural performance / intelligence gap - The platform should both be able to show ’intelligent’ behaviour
and have real-time performance to control the hardware.
2) Abstract Services - To use manufacturing as a service
and limit complexity the hardware can not be ’known’
by the product.
3) Reconfigurable systems - It should be possible to quickly
adapt the hardware and reconfigure the system by changing its hardware modules.
4) System Behaviour - While systems should be autonomous and modular and work in a dynamic ’chaotic’

environment their behaviour should also be predictable
and ’safe’.
The first problem will be the main focus of this paper.
How can you create an architecture that combines the dynamic behaviour and flexibility for high-level functionality,
i.e., understand its environment and cooperate with other
systems in the grid, and low-level functionality, i.e., high
performance hardware control and algorithms. These different
functionalities are based on different behaviour and therefore
have different requirements. High-level functionality is based
on abstract cognitive processes that use networked data and
slow heuristic processes. Low-level processes are based on
strict rule based systems that have a direct impact on the
actuators. As such they are usually written in native code using
real-time systems. While native code could grant a higher
performance it is also more difficult to develop. Additionally,
it is important that the high-level functionality will have no
performance impact on the low-level systems.
The next problems will be taken into account and seen
as preconditions for the proposed architecture in this paper.
Their impact on the architecture will be discussed. However,
the solutions and research conducted to solve these specific
problems are not within the scope of this paper itself and will
be published in detail in future work.
The second problem focuses on the use of the manufacturing systems. Since the grid manufacturing concept asks
for autonomous systems the product is not aware of which
manufacturing system will produce it beforehand. As a result
both product and the manufacturing system are not designed
specifically for each other. Hence, to be able to use the
service for a product they should be able to interface with
and understand each other. This asks for an ontology that both
product and manufacturing system can use. The architecture
should take into account which services and limits it can
provide and match these to the requirements of the product.
The third problem focuses on the reconfigurable aspect of
the systems. Since demand can change it is important to adapt
the systems to the (possibly new) demand. To create maximum
flexibility the system should be easy to adapt and if possible
automatically update its use and services so they can become
unavailable to the products in the grid.
The last and fourth problem focuses on the system behaviour. Since products are unknown and manufacturing hardware can be reconfigured there is a large dynamic in a grid.
Hence, it is difficult to define its exact behaviour. To be sure of
the exact manufacturing specifications and safety aspects it is
required to create specifications and procedures for action that
a hardware module can perform. A system should be created
that defines the behaviour and describes how it will act during
diverse situations like starting up/shutting down or errors.
A. Research Questions
The research question will focus on the main problem of
this paper, the creation and specification for a flexible software
architecture that will provide both performance for low-level,
and flexibility for high-level functionality.
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1) What technologies are available for use in the proposed
concept for grid manufacturing?
2) What requirements are necessary for a software architecture for smart industry?
3) How can low-level performance and high-level flexibility be combined?
4) Can such an architecture be scalable?
5) Is the proposed concept feasible for near future use in
industry?
V. C ONTEXT - T HE CONCEPT
The main concept is based on the philosophy of cyberphysical systems. A grid will consist of three main types of
systems: several logistic services (including autonomous transport systems), autonomous manufacturing systems, and lastly
the products that will also be cyberphysical systems. Figure 5
shows the concept of a grid with autonomous (cyberphysical)
systems. The reconfigurable manufacturing systems are called
’equiplets’.
Classic manufacturing is based on a Line Cell Module
Device (LCMD) model as shown in Figure 3. The model
represents a modular manufacturing process based on 4 hierarchical levels. The line is literally a ’manufacturing line’
that is made up of a number of cells where a specific job is
performed. A Cell commonly uses multiple modules which
perform specific actions, e.g., pick & place. The module can
decomposed even further into devices, e.g., a pick & place
module will likely consist of several sensors and actuators,
each sensor and actuator can be seen as a device. The LCMD
model is optimised for cost efficient manufacturing of products
that are made in high quantities. Since this is a linear model
where products are made in a line, any change at any level will
influence the entire manufacturing process. Hence, the product
as well as the manufactured process will have to be matured
completely before actual mass manufacturing can start.

A1

Line

A1

Cell

A1.1

A1.2

A1.3

A1.4

A1.2

A1.2.1
A1.2.3

Module
A1.2.2
A1.2.2

Device

A1.2.2.1

A1.2.3

A1.2.3.1

Figure 3. Classic Line Cell Module Device (LCMD) structure.

The concept of Grid manufacturing provides the opportunity
to dynamically adapt both product and equipment at any level
where the overall impact will be limited as much as possible.
This is performed by autonomous reconfigurable systems that
provide generic services that products can use. All systems in
the grid should cooperate to become self-organizing. Because
of the reconfigurable aspect of these systems they are named
equiplets. Equiplets are not arranged in a line, but in a grid
to emphasize that they can be used sequentially based on
the current dynamic demand, i.e., dynamic in the sense that
different products can be made at any time using equiplets
in any order using (soft) real-time negotiation and scheduling
to plan how a possibly unique product will be manufactured.
Figure 4 shows a rendering of a grid with 12 equiplets, where
every equiplet can have a different configuration to provide
a variety of services that are required for the manufacturing
process. Note that a grid does not require to have any specific
form; depending on the demand they can be placed in any
relative position based on the local logistic setup of the factory.

Figure 4. Example of a Grid Structure.

Equiplets provide capabilities that are based on the configuration of the specific modules that are installed. In this context, reconfiguration is defined as adding/removing/changing
modules within the equiplet so as to change its capabilities.
This includes both the physical change as the adaptation and
configuration of the software to control the equiplet.
In contrast to LCMD, this architecture for Grid Manufacturing is called the Grid Equiplet Module (GEM) Architecture, as
shown in Figure 6. With GEM the systems are loosely coupled,
the Grid layer provides services to the autonomous equiplets.
Modules are commonly designed as Components of the Shelf
(COTS).
Besides delivering flexibility the concept also introduces a
manner to bring the product designers and production experts
closer together. In the past, lines were made specifically for
one product and as such it would come at a high cost to take a
working line off-line to create a prototype for a new product.
Since grids can dynamically handle various products in parallel
a product designer is able to use the same manufacturing
equipment that is used for the final manufacturing to create
prototypes and test the production phase. This shortens the
time-to-market and lowers costs.
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Figure 5. The simplified concept of grid manufacturing.

premises or starting points for reasoning. In Axiomatic design
the characteristics needs are translated into four domains:
• Customer Domain - Customer Attributes (CA)
• Functional Domain - Functional Requirements (FR)
• Physical Domain - Design Parameters (DP)
• Process Domain - Process Variables (PV)
A. Functional Requirements

Figure 6. GEM Architecture.

To further work out the required platform and analyse
the success of this concept the requirements should first be
discussed.
VI. REQUIREMENTS
The requirements of grid manufacturing will be split into
different parts. First, the preconditions and functional requirements of all levels within the GEM architecture. Then the
products themselves, and finally the processes that are required
to be active within the grid to fulfil its function.
Since the design of complex systems as used in grid manufacturing is challenging, the requirements are loosely based
on the Axiomatic Design methodology developed by MIT
[18]. Axiomatic design uses design principles or axioms, i.e.,

The functional requirements in Axiomatic Design are given
by answering the question, ’what should the system do?’.
This is placed in the scope of all software systems for
multiple autonomous reconfigurable manufacturing machines.
During the decomposition phase this clustered to a three level
decomposition for the manufacturing system and a fourth for
the product entity that represents the product:
• The Grid - A decentralised system where Equiplets and
Products cooperate.
• Equiplet - An autonomous modular reconfigurable singleservice low-cost manufacturing machine.
• Module - A hardware module that provides one specific
function within an equiplet.
• Product - The cyberphysical entity that will represent the
product.
B. Grid Level
The grid should be able to:
• GFR1 offer services to a variety of products.
• GFR2 validate and assess its own efficiency.
• GFR3 adapt (remove or add) services / equiplets with
limited to no interference to other products.
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•

GFR4 provide for product transport dynamically between
each equiplet.

C. Equiplet Level
An equiplet should be able to:
• EFR1 provide a specific service to a product.
• EFR2 be reconfigured (adding or removing of modules to provide a different service).
• EFR3 work autonomous, i.e., it has no strict dependencies
with other equiplets or create interferences for other
equiplets.
• EFR4 automatically adapt its software when modules are
added or removed.
– EFR4A let its new service (capability) known to the
grid.
– EFR4B update its system behaviour and safety software.
• EFR5 translate abstract instruction from a product and
translate it to instructions for its own specific hardware
modules.
• EFR6 efficiently control the hardware in real-time.
D. Product representation entity

complex dynamic environments. Paolucci and Sacile noted
that they can create a flexible, scalable and reliable production
system [20].

Environment

Sensing

Agent

Acting

Figure 7. An autonomous agent in its environment.

Agents can be split in two main types:
1) Reactive agents
2) Reasoning agents
Figure 8 shows an example of a standard reactive agent
cycle that perceives its environment through sensors, interprets it according to standard rules, and chooses an action
accordingly and acts using actuators to change something in
the environment.

A product representation (in its manufacturing phase)
should be able to:
• PFR1 coordinate its own production.
• PFR2 know of which parts it requires to be completed.
• PFR3 know which (abstract) services it requires to be
assembled (production steps).
• PFR4 determine which services are available.
• PFR5 communicate with equiplets to determine if they
can perform a production step.
• PFR6 create a (viable) schedule on how it will be
produced.
• PFR5 log its production/assembly history.
E. Module Level
A module should be able to:
• MFR1 know its own characteristics.
• MFR2 accept and perform instructions from the equiplet.

Figure 8. Simple reflex of an Intelligent Agent.

VII. T ECHNOLOGY COMPARISON
To create a platform for the proposed concepts let us first
investigate some current technology:
Agent Technology The word Agent comes from the Latin
word agere, which means: to act. Software agents, as shown
in Figure 7 are entities that have their own interpretation of
their environment on which they act autonomously. Hence, we
uphold the definition of Wooldrige and Jennings: ’An agent
is an encapsulated computer system that is situated in some
environment and that is capable of flexible, autonomous action
in that environment in order to meet its design objectives’[19].
Therefore, some consider agents as ’objects with an attitude’, since unlike an object an agent has control over its own
behaviour. Agents can also be seen as a higher abstraction
of objects, which makes them ideally suited to deal within

Reasoning agents exist in multiple types, the best known of
which being the belief-desire-intention (BDI) agent, see Figure
9. The BDI agent uses the philosophy of Dennett and Bratman
[21], [22]. The BDI agent uses its senses to build a set of
beliefs, where its desires are a set of accomplishments that
the agent wants to achieve. The BDI agent can choose desires
that it wants to actively try to achieve, these are its goals. It
then commits to a goal to make it into an intention, activating
a plan that consist of actions that it will take to achieve its
goal and thus satisfying its desire. Ideally, BDI agent uses the
following sequence to achieve this [23]:
1) initialize-state
2) repeat
a) options: option-generator(event-queue)
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TABLE I. Design Matrix that shows the relationship between FRs and DPs

b) selected-options: deliberate(options)
c) update-intentions(selected-options)
d) execute()
e) get-new-external-events()
f) drop-unsuccessful-attitudes()
g) drop-impossible-attitudes()
3) end repeat.

BDI-Agent

High Performance
Intelligent behaviour

Interpreter

Sensing

Acting

Desires

Intelligent Platform
x

Axiom 1: The independence Axiom - Maintain the independence of the functional requirements
• Axiom 2: the information Axiom - Minimise the information content of the design
These axioms show why cooperating autonomous systems
like MAS lower the complexity of a design, since many
functional systems can be isolated in a single entity. However,
this is not true for equiplets. Hence, they require specific
attention in the design.
The domains are represented as vectors that are interrelated
by design matrices.
•

Plans

Beliefs

Hardware Platform
x

Intentions

{F R} = [A] · {DP }
Figure 9. Beliefs Desire Intention Agent [24].

Figure 10 shows the concept of Multi Agent Systems
(MAS), where multiple environments communicate and work
within an environment. Agents interact and can cooperate or
negotiate to achieve common goals. Either agent can have a
specific role within a MAS and can interact with the other
agents using specific permissions and responsibilities.

Environment
Agent

Sensing

Acting

agent-agent
interaction

Sensing

Agent

Acting

Sensing

Agent

Acting

Figure 10. Multiple agents forming a Multi Agent System (MAS).

MAS can also be associated with Environment Programming. Environment Programming is seen as an abstraction
where the environment is seen from the agent perspective.
Objects in the environment that the agent interacts with
are seen as programming models and are named ’artefacts’.
This creates an extra abstraction where objects keep their
abstraction layer and can be used effectively by the agents
[25].
VIII. D ESIGN
The platform that has been developed is called REXOS,
which stands for Reconfigurable EQuipletS Operating System.
For the design it was necessary to consider an important rule
of Axiomatic Design:

(1)

Where {FR} is the vector of the Functional Requirements
(What should it do), {DP} the vector for the Design Parameters (What can satisfy the FR), and [A] is the design matrix
that hold the relationships between these two vectors:

 
 

F R1
A11 A12
DP 1
=
×
(2)
F R2
A21 A22
DP 2
As mentioned in the Problem Section, the architectural
design has to be able to have high performance and be able to
have intelligence behaviour. This is a common problem that is
recognized in recent literature [26]. Based on the methodology
of axiomatic design this urges us to think of how to decouple
these properties.
Table I shows the relationship between the requirements
and the solution. In this case, the requirements are decoupled
through the creation of a hybrid architecture where multiple
platforms are combined to potentially yield the best of two
worlds [27]. This in contrast to a system where one platform
is used where these requirements should be combined.
Hence, for the design, it is important to analyse a number
of platforms and research how they can interface without
becoming coupled. The next section will review a number of
platforms and technologies that could become the basis of
REXOS.
A. Choice of Technology
Grid Manufacturing can be seen as a complex system where
many autonomous systems have to interact. This is one of
the reasons why it is important to use autonomous entities
to become as flexible as possible without creating too many
interdependencies that increase the overall complexity of the
system. As shown in Figure 11, a multi-agent system fits this
requirement in that it offers a level of abstraction and limits
the sphere of influence for an entity.
The use of a MAS seems a good option to choose as a basis
for REXOS, if we investigate this further we can also look at
the characteristics of a manufacturing environment [29]:
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Figure 11. The sphere of influence within a MAS [28].

1) Autonomy
2) Cooperative
3) Communicating
4) Reactive
5) Pro-active
Together with the set requirements for equiplets and the grid,
these fit perfectly into the concept of grid manufacturing. Besides the manufacturing processes themselves agents provide
many more possibilities that are out of the scope for this paper,
e.g., a product agent that stays with the product to analyse its
behavior and offer problem solutions whenever possible [30].
The agent that can represent hardware could also be utilized
to analyse efficiency and learn from the behaviour to optimize
schedule times and other logistic matters.
B. Choice of platforms
Even though we choose to use MAS as a basis for REXOS,
this does not fulfil all requirements that we require for grid
manufacturing. MAS will provide a dynamic decision platform
that will represent all systems. However, it is normally not
suited for direct real-time control of hardware. Hence, it
is important to investigate which platform could fulfil this
requirement and to research how these platforms could be
successfully combined. To approach this task lets first look
at a number of agent platforms.
C. Agent platforms
The platform that is used for REXOS had to meet certain
requirements as mentioned in the problem description. Several
attributes also have to be satisfied, which are part of the
Customer Domain:
1) The platform needs to be scalable.
2) For flexibility the platform needs to be able to change
or add new agents during runtime.
3) The platform needs to be mature (for industrial application).
4) Performance needs to be sufficient to handle grid-wide
logistics.
5) The platform should preferably be open source, but also
applicable for industrial use with propriety sources.

Several agent platforms have been investigated:
• 2APL [31]
• JADE [32]
• Jadex [33]
• Madkit
• Jack
• Jason
The choice for the agent platform has become Java Agent
Development Framework (JADE), since in JADE agents can
migrate, terminate and start in runtime, also JADE has been
widely adopted and has an active community. While JADE has
no direct support for BDI agents it can be extended to add this
when necessary in the future. Currently, the architecture does
not force the use of the BDI. JADE is also compliant with
the Interoperable intelligent multi-agent systems specifications
standard FIPA. Which makes it possible to easily extend
the MAS with other FIPA compliant systemsFoundation for
Intelligent Physical Agents.
D. Diverse platforms
Besides the agent platform, there is a need to combine it
with other platforms to control the hardware and satisfy the
Customer Attributes and Functional requirements.
Robot Operating System (ROS) is a software framework
that provides services, tools and libraries for robots [34].
The framework has extensive support for a variety of sensors
and actuators and offers hardware abstraction and low-level
device control. ROS is free and open-source and uses nodes
as software modules that communicate with messages. Nodes
can be started and stopped in runtime, making it possible to
adapt software modules at any time. ROS has been created to
create general purpose robot software that is robust.
Robot Operating System (ROS 2.0) is currently under
development and is being created to overcome some limitations of ROS 1.0, including real-time requirements and use for
multiple robots.
MongoDB Due to the diversity and flexibility of the grid it
is difficult to define all schemas that relational databases use.
MongoDB uses dynamic schemas, is cross-platform and has
a document-oriented database. Hence, MongoDB can be used
as a blackboard between platforms.
OpenCV Open Computer Vision can easily be integrated
with ROS, it is released under the BSD license and can be used
on multiple platforms. It has a focus on real-time applications
and has been proven in many projects. Hence, it is logical
to choose for the OpenCV library to integrated OpenCV in
REXOS. The computer vision is used to identify and localise
parts within the working space of the equiplet and is used
for other logistic processes necessary for configuration and
calibration of the systems, e.g., identification of a new gripper.
E. REXOS
REXOS has been developed using JADE and ROS 1. The
main reason for using ROS is its proven use in many projects
and the experience from other projects. The combination of
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Figure 12. High-level software design of REXOS.

JADE and ROS results in the architecture as shown in Figure
12, the high-level design of REXOS.
REXOS is a distributed multi-platform system and as such
will run on a number of computers. The basic logistics will run
on a grid server that provides a Directory Facilitator (DF), Grid
Data Acquisition System and Logistic manager. The DF can
be seen as a yellow page service that knows which equiplets
are active and what services they provide for the products.
The Data acquisition will be used for statistical and Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP). The Logistic manager is mainly
meant for transportation within the grid.
Products will be created dynamically, and when they are
created they will usually be created by an application and then
be moved to the grid server where it will be produced. If the
product has an embedded computer the product agent will be
moved to the product after it has been completed. However,

it might also exist in the cloud. This way the product agent
can be of value throughout the entire life-cycle of the product.
This way it can provide a number of services for the owner and
others who use it, e.g., manuals, repair or recycle information
[35].
Transport agents are responsible for the transportation of the
device. Depending on the implementation this could be done
in a number of ways, including Autonomous Ground Vehicles
(AGV) or with (multi-directional) conveyor belts.
The equiplet will be the main system in a grid and will have
a number of main platforms that each consist of one or more
entities:
1) The equiplet agent
2) The Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL)
3) The ROS layer
All these platforms will commonly reside on one computer
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and are embedded within the equiplet. The equiplet agent will
represent the equiplet hardware and interact with the grid and
the products. It will also deal with scheduling and determine its
capabilities based on its configuration. When a product arrives
on schedule to be manufactured it will send its product steps
[29]to the equiplet agent that will forward it to the Hardware
Abstraction Layer (HAL). The HAL is capable to interpret
the steps and translate them to specific instruction known as
’hardware steps’ that will be send to the ROS layer to be
executed.
The ROS layer consists of an equiplet node and at least
one node per module that represents the hardware module.
It also consists of a spawner node that is able to start new
nodes when modules are reconfigured. The equiplet node
will receive instructions from the HAL. The ROS layer uses
an environment cache that represents the physical dynamic
environment. Information that the environment cache holds is,
for example, the position of products that are perceived by a
computer vision or external system.
The interface between the different platforms is essential
for a successful hybrid architecture. While Figure 12 shows a
blackboard, other implementations have been developed and
will be discussed in the next section.
IX. I MPLEMENTATION
For this paper, the basic architecture of REXOS is being
researched. Therefore, the main focus will be on the infrastructure and platforms that are required for grid manufacturing.
As mentioned before in the introduction, the hardware is an
important aspect to prove the feasibility of the concept. As
such, this section will show the implementation of the software
platforms, the interfaces, but also give an overview of the
hardware that is used.

In every container there is a Global agent descriptor table
(GADT) that registers all the agents in the platform, including
their status and location, and a local descriptor table (LADT).
The GADT in the remote containers will be used for caching.
EqA and PA are the Equiplet and Product agent who will
represent a specific product or equiplet.
B. Grid
The grid provides logistic functionality, which the autonomous equiplets can use. Based on the architecture shown
in Figure 12 it is standard that the GRID services run on a
separate server. However, since the software runs on a standard
linux system and the JADE environment can be moved or
distributed in any way, the GRID functionality can be run on
any computer within the network. As such it is possible to start
it on a computer within an equiplet. This creates the ability to
quickly setup the functionality of an equiplet without requiring
a complete infrastructure.
Transport [36], [37], [38] and other logistic systems like
scheduling [39] are discussed in separate research and are
considered out of scope for this paper.
C. Equiplets
The equiplet and its modules are specifically designed with
grid manufacturing in mind. An equiplet consists of a rigid
base with standard mounting points to attach modules. A
standard equiplet is commonly used for assembly actions
and as such typically uses 4 modules to be attached, a
manipulator, gripper, vision system and a working plane. A
standard equiplet stands on a rails to be easily moved and holds
a standard on-board PC. Equiplets and a number of modules
has been developed and tested, Figure 14 shows a demo setup
of 2 equiplets configured with a pick and place setup.

A. middleware
Figure 13 shows the implementation of an example of the
JADE platform for grid manufacturing, which consists of two
equiplets and a grid server. JADE uses a main container that
can be connected to remote containers (which are in the other
equiplets). The main container holds a container table (CT)
and two special agents, named the Agent Management Service
(AMS) and the Directory Facilitator (DF). JADE has the ability
to replicate or restore the main container to remain fully
operational in case of a failure.

Figure 14. Equiplet demo setup.

Figure 13. The Java Agent Development Platform.

The REXOS architecture is based upon different technologies, the C++ based ROS and the JAVA based JADE platform.
Therefore, the interface between these two is an important
aspect for stability, performance and, therefore, scalability
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issues. Due to the importance three different implementations
have been developed:
1) Blackboard
2) ROS bridge
3) ROS Java
The blackboard implementation (see Figure 15) uses a
MongoDB database server and multiple MongoDB database
clients. The HAL and ROS components each have a client,
connected to the server. By enabling the replication feature
of MongoDB (usually used to keep the databases of multiple
servers synchronised), the server generates an operation log,
which logs all databases and collections on the server. The
clients listen to this operation log using a tailable cursor. This
enables the clients to communicate with each other via the
server without having to periodically query the server.

Figure 16. ROS-HAL interface using a ROS bridge.

Figure 15. ROS HAL interface using a blackboard.

The ROS bridge implementation (see Figure 16) uses a
ROS node, which acts as proxy between the HAL and ROS
components. The bridge is written in Python and is designed
for flexible integration of ROS in other non-C++ systems. The
bridge acts as a websocket server to the outside (for REXOS
this is the HAL component) and acts as a standard ROS node
to the inside (for REXOS this is the ROS component). Because
the bridge acts as a standard ROS node, the ROS component
of REXOS can use standard ROS communication methods and
messages, reducing the complexity of the interface.
The ROS Java implementation (see Figure 17) uses the
rosjava core library to communicate between the HAL and
ROS components. ROS is currently available for C++ and
Python. Rosjava core is an attempt to make ROS available for
Java. It implements the internal ROS infrastructure including
time synchronisation, namespace resolving, topic and service
advertising, and communication methods.
D. Modules
Modules are usually not designed specifically for a product,
this enables the equiplets to offer generic services to a variety

Figure 17. ROS HAL interface using a ROS JAVA node.

of products. For this purpose, a components off the shelf
(COTS) strategy is adopted together with modules that are
specifically designed for grid manufacturing using equiplets,
and which are developed using product family engineering. As
shown in Figure 18, Product Family Engineering uses common
parts for as many different modules as possible.
Currently, a number of modules have been developed specifically for grid manufacturing:
Delta Robot The deltarobot is a parallel manipulator where
three actuators are located on the base, and where arms made
of light composite material are used to move parts. All moving
parts have a small inertia, which allows for very high speed
and accelerations.
Figure 19 shows the schematics of the deltarobot that
is specifically designed to be used for equiplets. The end
effector is designed in such a way that grippers can easily
be changed using a precise clicking system with magnets.
Many components of the delta robot are also manufactured
using additive manufacturing, making it easy to customise or
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a larger variety of products types. For this purpose, the Delta
Robot design with 3 degrees of freedom was adapted to an
inverted Stewart Gough platform, which uses 6 motors to
be able to have a limited 6 degrees of freedom. Figure 21
shows this 6 DOF parallel manipulator module. This module
is very useful since products can arrive at the equiplets in any
orientation.

Figure 18. Two different parallel manipulators with 3 and 6 Degrees of
Freedom using as many identical components as possible.

produce parts for the modules on demand.

Figure 21. An adaptation to the deltarobot, which uses 6 motors as an
inverted Stewart Gough Platform to create more flexibility.

This specific Gripper module is controlled using modbus
over TCP. This is performed by an inline bus coupler (Phoenix
contact IL ETH BK DI8 DO4) that is accessed from the respective gripper node. Most types of grippers that are currently
used work with a pneumatic system to move an effector or
create a vacuum to pick up small parts.
Figure 19. Delta robot Hardware Component Schematics.

The Delta Robot uses three actuators of the type Oriental Motors PK566PMB) that are controlled using motor
controllers (Oriental Motors CRD514-KD). The controllers
are directly accessed from the respective ROS module node.
Figure 20 shows the steppermotor class, which uses a modbus
interface. The modbus interface is offered by a generic InputOutput class that is implemented by the InputOutputModBusRtuController class. This class has been created for easy
reuse throughout the system and is implemented by all RTU
modbus implementations.

Figure 20. The call/inheritance graph for the motor controller.

Since equiplets are not specifically designed for a product it
is important to have as much flexibility as possible to service

Figure 22. Gripper call / inheritance graph.

The Vision Module is of high importance within grid manufacturing. The product location will usually not be preprogrammed and as such must be detected dynamically in realtime. This is done by the Vision module that uses an OpenCVbased detection system to determine either the location of a
product, or the location of a tray or other transport device
that has the knowledge of the relative location of the product
towards itself. The location data that will be found by the
Vision Module will be delivered to the environment cache so
that other modules can easily access it. The standard vision
module holds a number of algorithms to deal with a variety
of situation. It can automatically calibrate its lenses and has a
built-in correction and balance system to deal with differences
in lighting and distortions.
The Work plane is the area where a product, crate or
vehicle that carries a product is located. Many equiplets use
transparent working planes such that computer vision systems
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E. Basic operation

Figure 23. Vision system.

can be used to localise the specific parts. If a product is placed
on a crate or cart the product agent can usually infer the
location based on its own position as seen by the vision system.
While the working plane has no actuators or sensors itself it
is still seen as a module and has a ROS node that represents
it. The ROS node is used to calculate its own position based
on where it has been attached, its own known specifications
and calibrations using vision and markers that can be placed
on the working plane.
The Additive Manufacturing module can be used for a wide
range of tasks. Figure 24 shows the 3D printer module that
can print any object, i.e., casings or buttons for a unique
customized internet radio. This module is an important asset
for grid manufacturing since it makes it possible to create a
variety of items not only for custom products, but also for the
modules itself.

While not all services of a grid are relevant for this paper
it is important to show the basic operation of a grid. More
specific actions like reconfiguration and the implementation
of the HAL will be discussed in other work. Figure 25 shows
the normal operation when manufacturing. The sequence is
implemented in the following way:
1) An equiplet agent is aware of the capabilities based on
the modules it has configured.
2) The equiplet agent registers its service at the Directory
Facilitator (DF) that acts as a ’Yellow Page’ service for
the Product agents.
3) When a product agent is initialised it has a number of
product steps that describe how it needs to be manufactured, the product agent queries the DF to find the
services that could potentially perform the steps.
4) The product agent uses the list of equiplets it has
received from the DF to inquire the equiplets if the
equiplet can match the specific schedule.
5) If the schedule can be met the product agent also
inquires if it can meet its specific detailed criteria that the
product may require for the product step to be performed
adequately.
6) When all criteria are met and the product arrives on
schedule at the equiplet it will send its instructions on
how to perform the steps to the equiplet.
7) The equiplet will translate the steps to its specific
hardware and send it to the equiplet node in ROS to
control the hardware and perform the specific step.
8) When done the equiplet agent will inform the status to
the product agent.
X. E VALUATION AND P ERFORMANCE
The next step will be to evaluate the performance and
scalability by performing a number of benchmarks. These have
been split in multiple types:
1) Synthetic benchmark - to test the individual systems and
latencies during load [40].
2) Full testing in simulation mode - to test realistic cases
using the entire architecture.
A. Synthetic benchmarking

Figure 24. 3D printer module.

First, a standard equiplet setup has been created that uses
a ROS/JADE infrastructure connected by a MongoDB blackboard, see Figure 26.
Three tests were performed:
1) Node to Node communication over ROS.
2) Agent to Agent communication using JADE.
3) A pick and place case utilizing all layers.
For all three benchmarks 10,000 messages will be send,
where full round time including a response message is measured. Results are shown in Figure 27, which uses a trend line
over 5 periods. The message is an instruction that contains a
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) object that holds a target,
ID, instruction data and parameters.
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feedback instructions
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Figure 25. REXOS service.

Figure 26. Synthetic test setup for benchmarking.

The results show that ROS to ROS and JADE to JADE
performance is much better than when both are combined
using a blackboard. Hence, different interfaces were required
to be investigated to handle the communication between the
ROS and agent layer. This was performed using the simulated
benchmarking system.
B. Simulated benchmarking
This section evaluates the performance of the entire architecture using a full simulation of the system. The sources
are identical to a real runtime situation, only the hardware
responses are being simulated. The most important aspect of
this test is the different interface implementations that connect
the (C++ based) ROS and (JAVA based) JADE platform.
To determine the best implementation for the interface

between HAL and ROS, every implementation was benchmarked. The benchmark has been performed using custom
written software and measures the time required to communicate from node A to node B and back to A. Node B will respond immediately. Node A is always a ROS node, while node
B is either a regular ROS node, a ROS Java node, or a Java
ROS bridge listener. The only exception are the blackboard
measurements. Because the blackboard implementation does
not use the ROS infrastructure, measuring the latency using
ROS is not an accurate measurement. Instead the time required
to communicate from A to the MongoDB server and back to
A is measured. Because this gives an unfair discrepancy in
the measurement (the relevant case is to transmit a message
from A to B and receive and response from B), the blackboard
latencies have been multiplied by two to compensate that the
message has to be send twice (first from A to MongoDB and
then from A to B).
The idle equiplets are equiplets that have been started but
are not performing any tasks. The busy EQs are equiplets
executing a hardware step every 1 second and measuring data
every 10ms. The measurements have been determined using
100,000 samples.
The average latency as seen in Figure 29 has been measured
with 10 and 50 active equiplets. Other scenarios have also
been measured, but produced less relevant data. The ROS
C++ topic, service, and action servers used are native ROS
communication methods and act as a reference. They are not
actual implementations of the interface. The data clearly shows
that the average latency for the ROS C++ topics is the lowest.
The ROS C++ service and ROS C++ actionServer also have
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Figure 27. Synthetic benchmark of ROS to ROS communication (bottom), Agent to Agent communication (middle), and the pick and place benchmark (top).

Figure 28. Average latency of the different interfaces that have been developed.

a low average latency. The blackboard implementation has a
low base latency, but scales very poorly.
During the benchmarks it became clear that the blackboard
implementation has a specific point after which the latency
increases spectacularly. This might be caused by a connection
pool in the MongoDB server running out, resulting in other
connections having to wait. The ROS bridge has a very high
base latency but scales much better. In all the other scenarios
the base latency is also approximately 10,000,000 nanoseconds
(equals 10 milliseconds). This suggests that the ROS bridge
uses a periodical poll mechanism. The ROS Java topic has
very low base latency and seems to scale excellently.
Figure 29 shows the consistency of the latency of an
implementation of the interface. This shows how reliable the

interface is when it comes to consistent behaviour. The average
deviation matches the average latency in that once again the
ROS C++ topic, ROS C++ service and ROS C++ action server
perform very well, while the ROS blackboard scales poorly.
The ROS bridge has a quite high, but steady deviation.
XI. C ONCLUSION
The paper takes an all-embracing approach to selforganising, reconfigurable autonomous manufacturing systems. The goal behind this is to provide a basis for a practical
implementation by combining new technologies as a staging
ground for new manufacturing methodologies based on the
industry 4.0 principles that will boost the adoption by industry.
Hence, this includes the development of hardware, the use of
system and software engineering principles and integration of
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Figure 29. Average deviation of the latencies.

the newest hardware designing techniques. It also builds on
current advances in software by using distributed systems and
combining them in a hybrid architecture. The hope is that
this leads to solutions that prove to industry that the newest
technology is becoming more and more suitable for true mass
adoption. This is done by investigating the current state of
technology, analysing the requirements and new developments
in smart industry and trying to encompass this in the concept of
’grid manufacturing’ that consists of both a hardware platform,
i.e., the equiplets and a software platform, i.e., REXOS.
The main research question of the paper was intended to
show that grid manufacturing, based on the REXOS platform can combine low-level performance and flexibility using
intelligent behaviour. The choice to combine two platforms
are supported by the axiomatic design methodology, which
strongly asks to decouple the requirements from the design
parameters. The results give insights in how both JADE and
ROS can best be interfaced using the JAVA ROS node that
act as a wrapper for the messages from JADE towards the
ROS platform. It also shows that the interface between these
platforms are crucial to get a scalable platform, by demonstrating that the (originally developed) Blackboard interface was
severely lowering the performance when 50 or more equiplets
were used. However, the paper also introduces the entire
concept, by introducing the GEM architecture and giving an
introduction to the functionality that REXOS and the equiplets
can provide.
The paper also evaluates the concept of grid manufacturing in general, taking design techniques and hardware into
account. The equiplet platform in general and the modules
specifically were designed using a low-cost strategy where
equiplets can easily be reconfigured, providing a high utilization to a minimum cost. This was done by using combining
product family engineering with the use of many standard
components. When specific components have to be made they

are commonly designed in such a way that equiplets can
produce them themselves, for example by using 3D printed
parts.
More generally, the paper makes it clear that it is essential to
take an applied approach to solve these problems. The industry
will require working proof of concepts that not only tackle the
theory but also the practical problems that occur when working
with complex systems such as the ones demonstrated in this
paper. The development and testing of all these systems have
required a large amount of work but also add to the validity,
and therefore, usefulness for industry.
This research provides a number of insights:
1) ROS and MAS can be effectively combined - which
decouples the performance and intelligence gap.
a) The MAS provides the abstractness to deal with
the dynamics that are required for self-organising
systems.
b) ROS gives the performance and tools to effectively
develop a large range of control systems that can
be reconfigured.
c) The choice to specifically combine JADE and ROS
seems to be effective.
2) The autonomous nature of both platforms makes it possible to adapt part of the systems during runtime, which is
an important aspect when considering reconfigurability.
3) The use of autonomous systems makes it easier to
lower interdependence between functionalities, creating
a decoupled design, which lowers overal complexity.
4) Combining different platforms like MAS and ROS have
a high potential for industry.
The combination of the requirements and propositions gives
fuel to new research in more practical problems that are
fundamental for smart industry; in future work both the aspects
of (automatic) reconfiguration and dynamic (safety) system
behaviour will also be discussed in more detail. However, the
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proposition as mentioned in Section II-D seems feasible.
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Abstract—Recent developments in the field of eye-gaze tracking
by vidoeoculography indicate a growing interest towards unobtrusive tracking in real-life scenarios, a new paradigm referred to
as pervasive eye-gaze tracking. Among the challenges associated
with this paradigm, the capability of a tracking platform to
integrate well into devices with in-built imaging hardware and to
permit natural head movement during tracking is of importance
in less constrained scenarios. The work presented in this paper
builds on our earlier work, which addressed the problem of
estimating on-screen point-of-regard from iris center movements
captured by an integrated camera inside a notebook computer,
by proposing a method to approximate the head movements in
conjunction with the iris movements in order to alleviate the
requirement for a stationary head pose. Following iris localization
by an appearance-based method, linear mapping functions for
the iris and head movement are computed during a brief
calibration procedure permitting the image information to be
mapped to a point-of-regard on the monitor screen. Following
the calculation of the point-of-regard as a function of the iris and
head movement, separate Kalman filters improve upon the noisy
point-of-regard estimates to smoothen the trajectory of the mouse
cursor on the monitor screen. Quantitative and qualitative results
obtained from two validation procedures reveal an improvement
in the estimation accuracy under natural head movement, over
our previous results achieved from earlier work.
Keywords–Point-of-regard estimation; Eye-gaze tracking; Iris
center localization; Head movement tracking; Integrated webcam.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The idea of estimating the human eye-gaze has been receiving increasing interest since at least the 1870s, following the
realization that the eye movements hold important information
that relates to visual attention. Throughout the years, efforts in
improving eye-gaze tracking devices to minimize discomfort
and direct contact with the user led to the conception of
videooculography (VOG), whereby the eye movements are
tracked remotely from a stream of images that is captured by
digital cameras. Eye-gaze tracking by VOG quickly found its
way into a host of applications, ranging from human-computer
interaction (HCI) [1]–[3], to automotive engineering [4][5].
Indeed, with the advent of the personal computer, eye-gaze
tracking technology was identified as an alternative controlling
medium enabling the user to operate the mouse cursor using
the eye movements alone [3].

Following the emergence and widespread use of highly
mobile devices with integrated imaging hardware, there has
been an increasing interest in mobile eye-gaze tracking that
blends well into the daily life setting of the user [6]. This
emerging interest led to the conception of a new paradigm
that is referred to as pervasive tracking, which refers to
the endeavor of tracking the eye movements continuously
in different real-life scenarios [6]. This notion of pervasive
eye-gaze tracking is multi-faceted, typically characterized by
different aspects such as the capability of a tracking platform
to permit tracking inside less constrained conditions, to track
the user remotely and unobtrusively and to integrate well
into devices that already comprise imaging hardware without
necessitating hardware modification.
Nevertheless, this new paradigm brings challenges that
go beyond the typical conditions for which classical videobased eye-gaze tracking methods have been developed. Despite
considerable advances in the field of eye-gaze tracking as
evidenced by an abundance of methods proposed over the years
[7], video-based eye-gaze tracking has been mainly considered
as a desktop technology, often requiring specific conditions
to operate. Commercially available eye-gaze tracking systems,
for instance, are usually equipped with high-grade cameras
and actively project infra-red illumination over the face and
the eyes to obtain accurate eye movement measurements. In
utilizing specialized hardware to operate, active eye-gaze tracking fails to integrate well into devices that already comprise
imaging hardware, while its usability is constrained to controlled environments away from interfering infra-red sources.
On the other hand, passive eye-gaze tracking that operates
via standard imaging hardware and exploits the appearance
of the eye without relying on specialized illumination sources
for localization and tracking, provides a solution that promises
to integrate better into pervasive scenarios.
Nonetheless, utilizing existing passive eye-gaze tracking
methods to address the challenges associated with pervasive
tracking, such as the measurement of eye movement from lowquality images captured by lower-grade hardware, may not
necessarily be a suitable solution. For instance, existing shapebased methods that localize the eye region inside an image
frame by fitting curves to its contours, often require images
of suitable quality and good contrast in which the boundaries
between different components such as the eyelids, the sclera
and the iris are clearly distinguishable [8]–[11]. Similarly,
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feature-based methods that search for distinctive features such
as the limbus boundary [12][13], necessitate these features to
be clearly identifiable. Appearance-based methods relying on
a trained classifier, such as a Support Vector Machine (SVM),
to estimate the 2D point-of-regard directly from an eye region
image without identifying its separate components, have been
reported to perform relatively well on lower-quality images as
long as the training data includes images of similar quality
as well [14]. However, this performance usually comes at the
cost of lengthy calibration sessions that serve to gather the
user-dependent data that is required for training [15][16].
Moreover, recent attempts to track the eye-gaze on mobile
platforms by existing eye-gaze tracking methods [17][18] have
reported undesirable constraints such as a requirement for
close-up eye region images [19], lengthy calibration sessions
[17] and stationary head poses [15][20][21] often with the aid
of a chin-rest [15][20]. The capability of a tracking platform
to allow head movement during gaze estimation, in particular,
is an important aspect in the context of pervasive eye-gaze
tracking, permitting the user to move naturally without constraining the tracking conditions. Methods that do not cater for
head movement during tracking and calibration often estimate
an image-to-screen mapping function that is valid for a single
head pose alone, hence requiring a stationary head pose during
and following calibration [15][20][21]. While this may be
considered as a workable solution for short-term use, it does
not provide for a comfortable setup over longer periods of
time. Head movement compensation is, therefore, required in
order to lift the constraint of maintaining a stationary head
pose, permitting small head displacement if the movement is
measured by a simple head marker [22][23] or higher degreesof-freedom if the head pose is calculated in 3-dimensional
space [9][24][25]. In this regard, several eye-gaze tracking
methods that cater for head movement via an appearancebased approach generally populate a training dataset with
images captured under different head orientations [26][27],
often at the expense of presenting the user with a larger set
of calibration targets resulting in a data collection session that
is considerably prolonged [26]. Feature-based approaches for
head pose estimation, on the other hand, generally follow a
model-fitting approach whereby a face model is fit to specific
face feature landmarks allowing the estimation of the head
rotation angles [19][28][29]. The accuracy of these approaches
is often contingent upon accurate tracking of several facial
features, which is in turn susceptible to feature distortion and
self-occlusion during head rotations [19].
In light of the challenges associated with pervasive tracking,
we propose a passive eye-gaze tracking method to estimate
the point-of-regard (POR) on a monitor screen from lowerquality images acquired by an integrated camera inside a
notebook computer, while approximating any natural, typically
small, head rotations performed by the user during tracking.
To localize the iris center coordinates from low-resolution eye
region images while the user sits at a distance from the monitor
screen, we propose an appearance-based method that localizes
the iris region by its intensity values. In addition, our method
ensures that the iris region can be located at different angles
of eyeball and head rotation and under partial occlusion by the

eyelids, and can be automatically relocated after this has been
entirely occluded during blinking. Following iris localization,
the iris center coordinates extracted earlier are mapped to a
POR on the monitor screen via linear mapping functions that
are estimated through a brief calibration procedure. Linear
mapping functions for the head movement are also estimated
during calibration, ensuring that any natural head rotations
performed by the user during tracking are handled according to
the resulting face region displacement inside the image space.
Kalman filters handling the iris and head movement separately
are assigned to each of four screen quadrants, characterised
by different mapping functions, in order to improve upon the
noisy POR estimates computed as a function of the iris and
head movement. This serves to smoothen the trajectory of the
mouse cursor on the monitor screen.
The details of the proposed passive eye-gaze tracking
method are described in Section II. Section III presents and
discusses the experimental results. A comparison between
the results achieved by our method and those reported by
relevant state-of-the-art methods is provided in Section IV,
while Section V draws the final remarks that conclude the
paper.
II.

M ETHOD

The following sections describe the stages of the proposed
method, starting off with eye region detection and tracking up
to the estimation of the POR onto the monitor screen.
A. Eye Region Detection
The estimation of the POR on the monitor screen requires
that the eye region is initially detected inside the first few
image frames. Searching for the eye region over an entire
image frame can be computationally expensive for a real-time
application and can lead to the occurrence of several false
positive detections. Therefore, prior to detecting the eye region,
the bounding box that encloses the face region is detected first
such that this constrains the search range for the eye region,
reducing the searching time as well as the possibility of false
positives. The eye region is subsequently detected within the
area delimited by the boundaries of the face region.
Given the real-time nature of our application, we chose
the Viola-Jones algorithm for rapid detection of the face and
eye region [30]. Within the Viola-Jones framework, features
of interest are detected by sliding rectangular windows of
Haar-like operators over an image frame, subtracting the
underlying image pixels that fall within the shaded regions
of the Haar-like operators from the image pixels that fall
within the clear regions. Candidate image patches are classified
between positive and negative samples by a cascade of weak
classifiers arranged in order of increasing complexity. Every
weak classifier is trained to search for a specific set of Haar
features by a technique called boosting, such that each stage
processes the samples that pass through the preceding classifier
and rejects the negative samples as early into the cascade as
possible to ensure computational efficiency.
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The face and eye region detection stages in our work utilize
freely available cascades of classifiers that come with the
OpenCV library [31], which had been previously trained on a
wide variety of training images such that detection generalizes
well across different users. Since the training data for these
classifiers was mainly composed of frontal face and eye region
samples, the user is required to hold a frontal head pose for a
brief period of time until the face and eye regions have been
successfully detected. In case multiple candidates are detected
by the face region classifier, the proposed method chooses the
candidate that is closest to the monitor screen characterized by
the largest bounding box, and discards the others.
B. Eye Region Tracking
To allow for small and natural head movement during
tracking without requiring the uncomfortable use of a chinrest, the initial position of the eye region detected earlier
needs to be updated at every image frame to account for its
displacement in the x- and y-directions. While performing eye
region detection on a frame-by-frame basis would be a possible
solution to estimate the eye region displacement through an
image sequence, such an approach would be sub-optimal in
terms of computational efficiency for a real-time application.
Therefore, assuming gradual and small head displacement, the
eye region is tracked between successive image frames by
template matching, using the last known position of the eye
region inside the previous image frame to constrain the search
area inside the next frame.
A template image of the eye region is captured and stored
following earlier detection of this region by the Viola-Jones
algorithm. The template image is then matched to the search
image inside a window of fixed size, centered around the last
known position of the feature of interest. Template matching
utilizes the normalized sum of squared differences (NSSD) as
a measure of similarity, denoted as follows,
, y 0 ) − I(x + x0 , y + y 0 )]2
P
0 0 2
0
0 2
x0 ,y 0 T (x , y )
x0 ,y 0 I(x + x , y + y )
(1)
where T denotes the template image and I denotes the search
image. A NSSD value of zero represents a perfect match
between the template and search image, whereas a higher value
denotes increasing mismatch between the two images. This
permits the identification of the new position of the feature of
interest, which is specified by the location inside the search
image that gives the minimum NSSD value after template
matching.
P

N SSD(x, y) = qP

x0 ,y 0 [T (x

0

C. Iris Center Localization
The movement of the eyes is commonly represented by the
trajectory of the iris or pupil center in a stream of image frames
[7], and hence the significance of localizing the iris or pupil
center coordinates after the eye region has been detected. Given
the small footprint of the eye region inside the image space,

we opt to localize the iris center coordinates rather than the
pupil, since the iris occupies a larger area inside the eye region
and can be detected more reliably.
While there exist different methods that permit localization
of the iris region inside an image frame, not all of these
methods are suitable for localizing the iris region from lowresolution images, especially if fine details such as the contours
of different components of the eye [8]–[11] need to be clearly
distinguishable. We propose an appearance-based method that
segments the iris region via a Bayes’ classifier to localize it.
The Bayes’ classifier is trained during an offline training stage
to classify between iris and non-iris pixels based on their
red channel value in the RGB color space. During tracking,
intensity values of pixels residing within the eye region are
classified as belonging to the iris region if their likelihood
exceeds a pre-defined threshold value, θ:
p(xr (i, j) | $iris )
≥θ
p(xr (i, j) | $non−iris )

(2)

where p(xr (i, j) | $iris ) denotes the class-conditional probability of observing a red-band measurement at pixel (i, j) knowing it belongs to the iris class, while p(xr (i, j) | $non−iris )
denotes the class-conditional probability of observing the same
red-band measurement at pixel (i, j) knowing it belongs to the
non-iris class. The resulting binary image contains a blob of
pixels that belongs to the iris region, whose center of mass
is taken to represent the iris center coordinates. In case the
eyebrow is also mistakenly classified as belonging to the iris
region due to the resemblance in color with dark irises, the
blob of pixels that is closer to the center of the eye region is
considered to represent the iris.
The Bayes’ classifier had been previously used for skin
region segmentation in images [32], but to our knowledge it
has never been adopted to the problem of iris region localization for eye-gaze tracking until our work of [1]. Preliminary
results have shown this method to be suitable in localizing
the iris region from low-quality images, owing especially to
the fact that the proposed localization method depends upon
statistical color modeling rather than geometrical information.
Another advantage that is also related to its independency from
geometrical information is the ability to locate the iris region at
different angles of rotation and under partial occlusion by the
eyelids. The main downside of this method is its susceptibility
to illumination variations, which problem is however alleviated
by training the Bayes’ classifier on iris and non-iris pixels
acquired under different illumination conditions.
D. POR Estimation
Having determined the iris center coordinates, the final stage
seeks to estimate the user’s POR on the monitor screen from
the iris displacement while approximating any head rotations
performed by the user during tracking.
For simplicity, and since we expect small eyeball and head
rotation angles within the width and height of the monitor
screen at close range, the eyeball and head rotations performed
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(1)
x ih

(2)
xih ,

requiring the estimation of image coordinates,
and
while the user fixates at the corresponding on-screen calibra(1)
(2)
tion targets, xs and xs , by the head pose alone maintaining
the eyes stationary. In order to reduce the calibration effort
and re-use the iris mapping relationship estimated earlier for
the visual targets in Figure 1, the user is requested to perform
head rotations in the horizontal and vertical directions while
fixating at a single calibration target. Since the user’s POR
on the monitor screen is maintained fixed during the head
movement, Equation (3) reduces to,
∆xse + ∆xsh = 0
Figure 1. Strategically placed calibration points divide the screen display
into four separate quadrants.

(6)

such that the on-screen relationship between the iris and head
displacement may be defined as follows,
∆xse = −∆xsh

by the user during tracking are approximated by planar displacement of the respective iris center and face region inside
the image space. The on-screen displacement, ∆xsg , of the
user’s POR may therefore be defined as a function of the
iris displacement, ∆xse , and head displacement, ∆xsh , on the
monitor screen as follows,
∆xsg = ∆xse + ∆xsh

(3)

In order to estimate the on-screen POR displacement, we seek
to determine image-to-screen mapping relationships for the iris
and head components. The assumption of planar iris center
displacement permits us to define a linear mapping relationship
between the image and screen coordinates as follows,
(1)
(x(3)
se − xs ) =
(1)
xs

(2)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(xs − xs )
(xie − xie )

(3)

(1)

(xie − xie )

(2)

(2)
(xih

(1)

−

(1)
xih )

Sx =

∆xih
∆xie

Sy =

(3)

(1)

(xih − xih )

∆yih
∆yie

(8)

where displacements, ∆xie and ∆xih , are estimated with
respect to initial eye and head poses. Equation (5) may hence
be re-defined as,
(2)

denote the screen coordinates of two
and
where
(1)
(2)
calibration points respectively, whereas xie and xie denote
the corresponding iris center coordinates inside the eye region
which are estimated while the user fixates at the two calibration
points maintaining the head stationary. During tracking, the
mapping function in (4) computes the displacement in screen
(3)
coordinates between the new POR xse and the calibration
(1)
point xs , following the estimation of the displacement in
(3)
image coordinates between the new iris center location xie
(1)
and the previously estimated xie . In order to compensate
for the assumption of planar iris movement, the monitor
screen is divided into four separate quadrants by strategically
placed calibration points as illustrated in Figure 1, such that
each quadrant is assigned different parameter values that
best describe the linear mapping between the image-to-screen
coordinates.
Similarly, a linear image-to-screen mapping relationship for
the head displacement is defined as follows,
(xs − xs )

Inside the image space, ∆xie ∝ ∆xih up to a scale factor S
which models the relationship between the different rotation
radii of the eyeball and the head around their respective
axis. As the user performs arbitrary head movement during
calibration, tuples of coordinates xie and xih are collected
allowing the scale factors Sx and Sy , in the horizontal and
vertical directions, to be estimated as follows,

(4)

(2)
xs

(1)
(x(3)
sh − xs ) =

(7)

(5)

(1)
(x(3)
sh − xs ) =

(1)

(xs − xs )
(2)

(1)

S ◦ (xie − xie )


Sx
S=
Sy

(3)

(1)

(xih − S ◦ xie ),

(3)

(9)

where xsh denotes the new POR determined by the head
movement alone, corresponding to a new head region location
(3)
xih inside the image space. Having determined the iris, ∆xse ,
and head displacement, ∆xsh , following Equations (4) and
(9), respectively, the on-screen POR displacement may be
estimated from Equation (3).
To alleviate the issue of noisy iris center and head displacement measurements from low-quality images, and hence
smoothen the trajectory of the mouse cursor on the monitor
screen after mapping the iris and head movement to a POR,
we propose to employ Kalman filtering to improve upon these
noisy measurements. Indeed, the Kalman filter is an algorithm
that recursively utilizes noisy measurements observed over
time to produce estimates of desired variables that tend to be
more accurate than the single measurements alone [33]. We
define separate Kalman filters to handle the respective iris and
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head displacement for our specific application of smoothing
the mouse cursor trajectory as follows:
(e)

State Vector: We define the state vector xk+1 as,
(e)

xk+1 = [∆xse ∆yse ]Tk+1

(10)

comprising the horizontal iris centre displacement, ∆xse =
(3)
(1)
(xse − xs ), and similarly for the vertical iris centre displacement displacement, ∆yse . Similarly, for the other Kalman
(h)
filter, we define the state vector xk+1 as,
(h)

xk+1 = [∆xsh ∆ysh ]Tk+1

(11)

where ∆xsh and ∆ysh denote the horizontal and vertical onscreen head displacement.
Transition Matrix: Assuming the eye and head movement
during tracking to consist of fixation periods and smooth movement between one visual stimulus and another, we represent
the transition matrices A(e) and A(h) by simple linear models
of the ideal mouse cursor trajectory during constant velocity
movement as follows,
A(e) =



1
0

0
1


(12)

and,

Figure 2. Five visual stimuli were displayed in succession on the monitor
screen during a brief calibration procedure in order to collect image-screen
coordinate pairs.



(xie −xie )


(e)
Hk+1 = 

(2)
(1)
(xs −xs )



1
0

0
1


(13)

Measurement Vector: In our work, the measurement vector
(e)
zk+1 , attributed to the Kalman filter that handles the iris
movement, holds the estimated image displacement of the iris
center coordinates as follows,
(e)

zk+1 = [∆xie ∆yie ]Tk+1

(14)

where ∆xie and ∆yie represent the horizontal and vertical
image displacement respectively. Similarly, the measurement
(h)
vector, zk+1 , belonging to the Kalman filter that handles the
head movement is defined as follows,
(h)

zk+1 = [∆xih ∆yih ]Tk+1

(15)

where ∆xih and ∆yih denote the horizontal and vertical head
displacement inside the image space.
Measurement Matrix: The measurement matrix defines the
relationship that maps the true state space onto the measurement. In our work, the values that populate the measurement
matrices can be derived from Equations (4) and (9), such that
these matrices map the screen coordinates onto the image
coordinates. The measurement matrix corresponding to the
Kalman filter that handles the iris displacement is defined as,



(1)

0
(2)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(yie −yie )

0

(16)




(ys −ys )

while the measurement matrix attributed to the Kalman filter
that handles the head movement is defined as,


A(h) =

(2)


(h)
Hk+1 = 

(2)



(1)

Sx (xie −xie )

0

(2)
(1)
(xs −xs )

0

(2)

(1)

Sy (yie −yie )
(2)




(17)

(1)

(ys −ys )

Measurement Noise and Process Noise: The measurement
y
x
noise is represented by vector, vk+1 = [vk+1
vk+1
], characterized by standard deviations σvx and σvy in the x- and
y-directions, respectively, and similarly the process noise is
y
x
represented by vector, wk+1 = [wk+1
wk+1
], characterized
by standard deviations σwx and σwy in the respective xand y-directions. The process noise corresponding to the iris
movement is taken to represent the characteristics inherent
to the visual system itself, such that the standard deviations
(e)
(e)
σwx and σwy are therefore set to a low value to model
the small, microsaccadic movements performed by the eye
during periods of fixation. Similarly, the standard deviations
(h)
(h)
σwx and σwy characterizing the process noise corresponding
to the head movement are also set to a low value. Values
(e)
(e)
for the standard deviations, σvx and σvy , corresponding to
(h)
(h)
the iris displacement and standard deviations, σvx and σvy ,
corresponding to the head movement that adequately smooth
the mouse cursor trajectory after the estimation of noisy image
measurements were found experimentally.
Separate Kalman filters are assigned to every screen quadrant, with each filter being characterized by a different measurement matrix corresponding to the screen quadrant for
which it is responsible. During tracking, all Kalman filters are
updated online to produce an estimate of the POR following
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Figure 3. An additional calibration target was displayed at the center of the
monitor screen while the participants performed horizontal and vertical head
rotations, maintaining a fixed gaze point.

the estimation of the iris center coordinates, such that the onscreen position of the mouse cursor can subsequently be updated according to the Kalman filter estimate that corresponds
to the quadrant of interest. In updating the Kalman filters at
every time step, we ensure a smooth hand over between one
filter and another as the mouse cursor trajectory crosses over
adjacent screen quadrants.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
To evaluate the proposed eye-gaze tracking method, a group
of nine female and male participants having a mean age of 35.1
and standard deviation of 12.7, were recruited for an experimental session. All participants were proficient computer users
without any prior experience in the field of eye-gaze tracking,
except for one participant who was already accustomed to the
technology. The experimental procedure was carried out on
a 15.6” notebook display while each participant was seated
inside a well-lit indoor environment at an approximate distance
of 60 cm from the monitor screen and the camera. At this
distance, combined eyeball and head rotations were carried out
within a ±15◦ range, corresponding to the width and height of
the monitor screen. Image data was acquired by the webcam
that was readily available on-board the notebook computer.
Following detection and tracking of the eye region, and
iris center localization, each participant was requested to sit
through a brief calibration procedure that served to estimate
the mapping functions required to transform the iris center
and head displacement inside the image space into a POR
on the monitor screen. During the calibration procedure, the
participants were first instructed to fixate at five visual stimuli
appearing in succession on the monitor screen as shown
in Figure 2, and requested to maintain a stationary head
pose while pairs of image-screen coordinates were collected.
Subsequently, an additional calibration target was displayed at
the center of the monitor screen as shown in Figure 3, during
which the participants were instructed to perform horizontal
and vertical head rotations while maintaining their gaze fixed
onto the visual target. The five visual stimuli displayed successively during calibration were positioned strategically in order

Figure 4. A validation session consisting of nine visual stimuli displayed in
succession served to calculate the error of the estimated PORs.

to divide the screen into four separate quadrants, as illustrated
in Figure 1. A different mapping function was estimated for
each quadrant according to the relationship between the image
and screen coordinates collected earlier.
Every participant was then requested to sit through two
validation procedures that served to calculate the error between
the estimated POR and ground truth data. The first validation procedure consisted of nine visual stimuli which were
evenly spread throughout the monitor screen and displayed
in succession as shown in Figure 4. The participants were
allowed natural head movement, and instructed to move the
mouse cursor as close to each visual stimulus as possible
and hold its position for a brief period of time such that the
on-screen coordinates of the mouse cursor were recorded, as
shown in Figure 7 for participant 7. Tables I and II display
the mean absolute error (MAE) and standard deviation (SD) in
pixels for each validation target in the x- and y-directions. The
second validation procedure served to evaluate the accuracy
of head pose compensation for a fixed POR on the monitor
screen. To this end, the participants were requested to maintain
their gaze fixed upon a single visual stimulus displayed on
the monitor screen and perform arbitrary head rotations in
the horizontal and vertical directions while the mouse cursor
coordinates were recorded. Table IV presents the MAE and SD
in pixels calculated between the cursor position and validation
target in the x- and y-directions. Qualitative results of the iris
segmentation method are presented in Figure 6. The proposed
method was coded in C using the OpenCV library [31] and
was capable of executing in real-time at 18 fps on an Intel
Core i5 notebook computer, at 2.60 GHz.
An analysis of the results in Tables I and II reveals that for
the majority of the validation targets, the MAE and SD values
in pixel units for the x-coordinates of the estimated PORs
exceed the error values corresponding to the y-coordinates
across all participants. One of the main sources for this consistent discrepancy in error was found to relate to inaccuracies
in the estimation of the iris center coordinates, as indicated
by the iris segmentation results in Figures 6(a-e). As shown
in the binary images, dark colored pixels belonging to the
eyelashes are often erroneously included with the iris region
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TABLE I.

M EAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE) AND STANDARD DEVIATION (SD) IN PIXELS , OF THE ESTIMATED ON - SCREEN POR X - COORDINATES FOR
EACH VALIDATION TARGET.

Participant

1

2

3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Mean

(18.32, 13.09)
(27.12, 15.40)
(22.00, 13.13)
(20.38, 8.80)
(10.66, 2.14)
(7.72, 4.46)
(29.85, 7.43)
(17.67, 4.95)
(14.22, 10.92)
(18.66, 8.92)

(37.96, 28.02)
(12.91, 13.36)
(17.91, 9.14)
(37.17, 24.06)
(27.80, 14.63)
(20.16, 3.37)
(32.49, 7.69)
(8.07, 0.96)
(17.90, 9.79)
(23.60, 12.34)

(20.81, 11.74)
(38.92, 5.41)
(20.06, 11.27)
(37.61, 6.18)
(58.44, 25.70)
(23.90, 6.73)
(40.82, 14.18)
(17.22, 4.36)
(25.75, 15.29)
(31.50, 11.21)

TABLE II.

Validation Target
4
5
6
x-Coordinate (MAE (pix), SD (pix)))
(28.12, 18.30)
(6.19, 3.05)
(34.36, 5.27)
(8.66, 5.46)
(9.03, 8.06)
(47.25, 21.30)
(9.95, 7.75)
(10.66, 8.37)
(22.47, 8.10)
(32.55, 20.05)
(55.94, 38.20)
(30.23, 0.67)
(20.68, 13.11)
(13.64, 3.18)
(38.37, 4.46)
(4.16, 2.28)
(25.54, 7.13)
(27.10, 8.28)
(11.53, 6.15)
(13.95, 3.89)
(49.05, 10.89)
(30.95, 11.36)
(15.37, 15.08)
(23.41, 5.55)
(20.49, 17.14)
(17.32, 9.49)
(26.92, 23.10)
(18.57, 11.29)
(18.63, 10.72)
(33.24, 9.74)

7

8

9

(9.03, 6.74)
(6.99, 6.00)
(7.67, 5.03)
(12.47, 3.70)
(6.98, 6.23)
(10.81, 12.31)
(13.57, 7.82)
(6.01, 2.38)
(18.88, 8.10)
(10.27, 6.48)

(10.88, 5.08)
(18.11, 12.28)
(20.65, 8.01)
(26.58, 5.93)
(33.85, 18.78)
(15.61, 3.53)
(9.22, 6.09)
(6.10, 3.96)
(10.71, 5.05)
(16.86, 7.63)

(34.09, 13.42)
(37.96, 13.04)
(33.64, 9.38)
(34.91, 7.94)
(36.80, 15.25)
(20.73, 8.51)
(19.35, 4.86)
(27.41, 4.34)
(47.01, 22.97)
(32.43, 11.08)

M EAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE) AND STANDARD DEVIATION (SD) IN PIXELS , OF THE ESTIMATED ON - SCREEN POR Y- COORDINATES FOR
EACH VALIDATION TARGET.

Participant

1

2

3

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Mean

(17.58, 5.76)
(11.48, 8.46)
(16.31, 13.45)
(20.03, 8.98)
(4.53, 2.87)
(8.58, 4.55)
(4.58, 3.52)
(56.07, 5.24)
(20.52, 13.49)
(17.74, 7.37)

(17.06, 7.60)
(49.17, 14.13)
(11.97, 9.08)
(30.14, 11.08)
(7.50, 2.91)
(11.50, 4.93)
(26.90, 2.01)
(31.06, 1.83)
(3.54, 3.39)
(20.98, 6.33)

(11.75, 2.27)
(7.75, 2.02)
(16.03, 7.98)
(34.84, 8.96)
(15.12, 7.08)
(29.49, 21.50)
(27.49, 3.28)
(16.35, 2.11)
(10.14, 6.11)
(18.77, 6.81)

Validation Target
4
5
6
y-Coordinate (MAE (pix), SD (pix)))
(26.60, 20.07)
(16.26, 9.50)
(10.80, 7.35)
(13.42, 8.65)
(9.96, 6.17)
(33.21, 19.31)
(5.64, 3.65)
(13.16, 11.03)
(13.38, 8.06)
(29.59, 7.31)
(19.27, 8.11)
(10.69, 5.13)
(12.06, 5.85)
(22.44, 7.50)
(16.74, 1.55)
(3.67, 2.43)
(6.34, 3.06)
(20.62, 14.87)
(21.19, 5.79)
(4.06, 3.06)
(3.87, 2.03)
(35.15, 4.03)
(11.01, 9.04)
(7.63, 4.49)
(12.34, 9.41)
(13.60, 6.50)
(37.78, 33.79)
(17.74, 7.47)
(12.90, 7.11)
(17.19, 10.73)

during segmentation due to their close resemblance in color
to dark brown irises. This erroneous inclusion of pixels on
either side of the iris region serves to shift the center of
mass of the segmented blob of pixels horizontally towards
the inner or outer eye corners, away from the true iris center.
The horizontal displacement of the iris center gives rise to
errors in the estimated PORs, and it was found that even a
seemingly trivial error of a few pixels in the estimation of the
iris center coordinates inside the image frame could produce
a significant POR error at an approximate distance of 60 cm
from the monitor screen.
While the majority of the validation targets displayed a
higher error in the horizontal component of the estimated
PORs, the results for validation target 7 clearly indicate
the contrary, that is higher MAE and SD values for the ycoordinates of most participants. The discrepancy in error for
this particular validation target relates to its lower left onscreen position as shown in Figure 4, requiring the user to gaze
downwards and towards the outer edge of the monitor screen.
At this instance, the tracked iris region displaces towards the
outer eye corner and becomes partially occluded underneath
the upper and lower eyelids, as shown in Figures 6(f-j). The
reduced visibility of the true shape of the iris region shifts
the localized iris centre downwards, reducing the accuracy of
the corresponding POR. Another source of error that reduces
the accuracy of the POR y-coordinates in general is the less
than ideal positioning of the webcam at the top of the monitor
screen, in relation to the positioning of the eyes as the user
sits in front of the display. Indeed, commercial systems usually
place the tracking device below the monitor screen in order
to capture a better view of the visible portion of the eyeball
that is not concealed below the eyelid. Being situated at the

7

8

9

(31.84, 16.23)
(22.28, 5.19)
(20.53, 7.51)
(13.87, 6.49)
(44.73, 28.11)
(31.06, 19.01)
(6.97, 4.39)
(23.50, 3.04)
(23.47, 16.18)
(24.25, 11.79)

(6.63, 6.80)
(23.80, 13.06)
(12.20, 7.84)
(18.14, 9.72)
(31.64, 16.13)
(14.28, 10.16)
(22.06, 4.14)
(8.12, 5.36)
(14.08, 7.00)
(16.77, 8.91)

(7.29, 6.97)
(14.37, 8.63)
(10.36, 5.93)
(22.98, 2.82)
(21.39, 18.39)
(11.27, 7.39)
(15.09, 7.48)
(11.75, 4.61)
(11.11, 11.15)
(13.96, 8.15)

TABLE III.
M EAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE) AND STANDARD
DEVIATION (SD) OF THE ERROR IN PIXELS AND VISUAL ANGLE , OF THE
ESTIMATED ON - SCREEN POR COORDINATES FOR THE FIRST VALIDATION
STAGE .
Participant
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Mean

x
(MAE (pix),
(22.20, 11.63)
(22.99, 11.15)
(18.34, 8.91)
(31.98, 12.84)
(27.47, 11.50)
(17.30, 6.29)
(24.43, 7.67)
(16.91, 5.88)
(22.13, 13.54)
(22.64, 9.93)

y
SD (pix))
(16.20, 9.17)
(20.60, 9.51)
(13.29, 8.28)
(22.17, 7.62)
(19.57, 10.04)
(15.20, 9.77)
(14.69, 3.97)
(22.29, 4.42)
(16.29, 11.89)
(17.81, 8.30)

x
(MAE (◦ ),
(0.53, 0.28)
(0.55, 0.27)
(0.44, 0.21)
(0.76, 0.31)
(0.65, 0.27)
(0.41, 0.15)
(0.58, 0.18)
(0.40, 0.14)
(0.53, 0.32)
(0.54, 0.24)

y
SD (◦ ))
(0.39, 0.22)
(0.49, 0.23)
(0.32, 0.20)
(0.53, 0.18)
(0.47, 0.24)
(0.36, 0.23)
(0.35, 0.09)
(0.53, 0.11)
(0.39, 0.28)
(0.42, 0.20)

top of the screen, the webcam that is utilized in our work
captures a smaller portion of the iris especially when the user
gazes downwards, partially occluding the iris region below the
eyelid and potentially introducing an error in the estimation of
the iris center coordinates. It is, nonetheless, worth noting that
since the iris region is localized by its photometric appearance
rather than the shape, the proposed method for iris region
segmentation was equally capable of detecting the iris region
and hence follow its displacement under partial occlusion by
the eyelids.
In order to put the error values tabulated in Tables I and
II into context, the mean MAE and SD values per participant
across all validation targets were subsequently calculated and
converted to visual angle at a distance of 60 cm between
the user and the monitor screen, as presented in Table III.
Given that the resolution of the monitor screen is equal to
1366 × 768 pixels, a mean MAE value of (22.64, 17.81)
in pixel units constitutes less than 2% and 3% of the screen
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resolution in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
Furthermore, at a distance of 60 cm away from the monitor
screen, a mean error of (22.64, 17.81) pixels was found to
correspond to an error of (0.54◦ , 0.42◦ ) in visual angle. It is
also worth noting that in approximating any head movement
performed by the user during tracking, we have also obtained
an improvement of around 37% and 59% in visual angle corresponding to the horizontal and vertical directions respectively,
over our previous result of (1.46◦ , 0.71◦ ) obtained through our
earlier work without head movement compensation [1]. This
improvement further substantiates the benefit of handling head
movement during tracking rather than constraining the user
to a stationary head pose, where small head displacements
performed by the user due to fatigue may adversely affect
the accuracy of the estimated PORs if the computed mapping
function is valid for a single head pose alone. Indeed, plotting
the calculated on-screen iris and head displacements performed
by participant 7 during the validation procedure in Figure
5, reveals that the users naturally tend to perform combined
eyeball and head movement during tracking in order to move
the mouse cursor position close to the validation targets.
The low quantitative error obtained by the proposed method
may also be corroborated qualitatively as shown in Figure 7,
displaying a small distance between the estimated PORs on
the monitor screen and the ground truth validation targets. If
the average on-screen icon is taken to have an average size of
45 × 45 pixels, the mean error that is achieved through the
proposed method can be considered to be within the footprint
of the average on-screen icon and therefore applicable to an
HCI scenario.
A second validation procedure aimed to evaluate the accuracy of head movement approximation, by requesting the
user to perform horizontal and vertical head rotations while
maintaining the gaze fixed upon an on-screen validation target.
Visually, the mouse cursor was expected to maintain a fixed
on-screen position close to the validation target during this
experimental procedure. In response to the head rotations
performed during this validation stage, the mouse cursor was
noticed to displace in the direction of the head movement and
promptly return to its starting position in response to a counterrotation of the eyeball without a change in the user’s gaze.
This resulted in mouse cursor trajectories as shown in Figure
8, for three horizontal and vertical head rotations performed
by participant 7. As shown in Figure 9, the return positions
of the mouse cursor corresponding to a total of five different
head rotations performed by the participant were close to the
ground truth validation target, hence ensuring that a fixed
POR was also maintained on the monitor screen. Plotting the
calculated on-screen iris and head displacements for these head
rotations in Figure 10, together with the resulting mouse cursor
coordinates, reveals that at every head rotation the estimated
iris and head displacements reach equivalent amplitudes in
opposite directions in agreement with Equation (7). The MAE
and SD values across all participants, presented in Table IV
in pixels and visual angle calculated at a distance of 60 cm
from the monitor screen, reveal low error values between
the return positions of the mouse cursor and the validation
target. These results indicate the effectiveness of the head

TABLE IV.
M EAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE) AND STANDARD
DEVIATION (SD) IN PIXELS AND VISUAL ANGLE , OF THE ESTIMATED
ON - SCREEN POR COORDINATES DURING ARBITRARY HEAD ROTATIONS .
Participant
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Mean

x
(MAE (pix),
(45.30, 59.53)
(36.56, 11.07)
(13.27, 7.07)
(48.97, 9.66)
(16.93, 8.85)
(13.06, 4.65)
(29.02, 2.46)
(42.24, 23.47)
(17.37, 6.20)
(29.19, 14.77)

y
SD (pix))
(64.02, 19.20)
(16.52, 9.70)
(24.96, 16.87)
(12.28, 4.53)
(10.33, 6.91)
(21.44, 5.21)
(24.13, 3.05)
(28.01, 10.23)
(23.12, 13.28)
(24.98, 9.89)

x
(MAE (◦ ),
(1.08, 1.42)
(0.87, 0.26)
(0.32, 0.17)
(1.17, 0.23)
(0.40, 0.21)
(0.31, 0.11)
(0.69, 0.06)
(1.01, 0.56)
(0.41, 0.15)
(0.70, 0.35)

y
SD (◦ ))
(1.53, 0.46)
(0.39, 0.23)
(0.60, 0.40)
(0.29, 0.11)
(0.25, 0.16)
(0.51, 0.12)
(0.58, 0.07)
(0.67, 0.24)
(0.55, 0.32)
(0.60, 0.24)

pose compensation algorithm in maintaining a consistent POR
corresponding to a fixed gaze point in the presence of head
rotations.
IV.

C OMPARISON WITH THE S TATE - OF - THE -A RT

In order to put the results achieved by the proposed method
into context, a comparison with the results reported by other
state-of-the-art methods [9][15]–[17][21][24][28] has been
provided in Table V. Relevant state-of-the-art methods that
estimate a POR on a monitor screen under conditions similar to
ours have been chosen. These include methods that allow free
head movement [9][16][17][21][24][28] and utilize generic
imaging hardware, such as webcams [9][15][17][21][24], for
image frame acquisition. Table V presents a comparison of
gaze estimation results in visual angle, specifying the number
of subjects considered during data collection, the number of
calibration points required for POR estimation, the range of
head rotation angles performed by the participants, and the
distance at which the participants sit from the camera and
visual targets.
The results in Table V reveal that our method achieves
a POR estimation performance that is comparable to [21]1
or better than the results reported by relevant state-of-the-art
methods in [9][15]–[17][21][24][28]. It is also worth noting
that our method achieves this performance by employing fewer
calibration points than the methods of [15]–[17][21][24][28],
in the absence of training prior to POR estimation unlike the
method of [16] and without constraining the user to a stationary
head pose by the use of a chin-rest unlike the method of
[15]. These characteristics allow for a method that addresses
the challenges associated with pervasive eye-gaze tracking in
less constrained conditions, by estimating a POR on a monitor
screen from images acquired by an integrated webcam inside
a notebook computer, under natural head movement, following
a brief calibration procedure that does not require prolonged
user-cooperation.
V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a passive eye-gaze tracking
method to estimate the POR on a monitor screen from lowquality image data acquired by an integrated camera inside
a notebook computer, while approximating any head rotations performed by the user during tracking. Following eye
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Calculated on-screen iris and head displacements, with respect to reference head and eye poses, during horizontal (a) and vertical (b) head rotations
performed by participant 7 throughout the first validation procedure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

(j)

Figure 6. The proposed method for iris region segmentation was capable of localizing the iris center coordinates marked in green, at different eyeball rotations
(a-e) and under partial occlusion of the iris region by the eyelids (f-j).
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TABLE V.

C OMPARISON OF THE MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE) AND STANDARD DEVIATION (SD) RESULTS OBTAINED BY OUR METHOD WITH
RESULTS REPORTED BY RELEVANT STATE - OF - THE - ART METHODS . 1,2,3,4 R EFER TO RESULTS REPORTED BY THE SAME METHOD , EMPLOYING DIFFERENT
CALIBRATION PATTERNS CONTAINING VARYING AMOUNTS OF CALIBRATION POINTS .
Method

Yaw
◦

Our method
[9]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[21]1
[21]2
[21]3
[21]4
[24]
[28]

Pitch
◦

◦

◦

(MAE/ , SD/ )
(MAE/ , SD/ )
(0.54, 0.24)
(0.42, 0.20)
1.9
2.2
2.60 (±3.43)
2.61 (±2.45)
1.90
3.55
0.59
0.63
0.69
0.97
5.3

(±0.42)
(±0.38)
(±0.39)
(±0.41)
(±0.57)
5.06
7.7

Number of
Subjects
9
11
5
4
11
7
7
7
7
N/A
5

Number of
Calibration
Points
6
5
48
4000 training
samples/user
16
33
23
18
9
12
Arbitrary head
rotations

Figure 7. Validation result for participant 7, showing the displayed visual
stimuli (green) and the estimated on-screen PORs (colored).

Figure 8. Mouse cursor trajectories in response to three of five head rotations
performed by participant 7, keeping a fixed gaze point.

Range of Head
Rotation
(Yaw/◦ , Pitch/◦ , Roll/◦ )
(±15, ±15, 0)
N/A
None
N/A

User-Camera
Distance
(cm)
60
75
75
N/A

User-Target
Distance
(cm)
60
75
75
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
(621.2, 69.75, 0)
N/A

58.42 (±6.98)
50 - 60
50 - 60
50 - 60
50 - 60
N/A
220

58.42 (±6.98)
50 - 60
50 - 60
50 - 60
50 - 60
N/A
240

Figure 9. Return positions of the mouse cursor close to the ground truth
validation target, corresponding to a total of five different head rotations
performed by participant 7.

region detection and tracking, we proposed an appearancebased method which allows the localization of the iris center
coordinates from low-resolution eye region images. In view
of the constraints imposed when working on a computer,
approximate linear mapping functions for the iris and head
displacement inside the image space were computed during a
calibration procedure, in order to map the image information
to a POR on the monitor screen. The POR estimates, computed
as a function of the iris and head movement, were improved
by Kalman filters to smoothen the mouse cursor trajectory.
Two validation procedures were carried out in order to
evaluate the proposed POR estimation method with head
movement approximation. The experimental results for the
first validation procedure revealed a noticeable discrepancy
between the error in the x- and y-directions of the estimated
PORs, with the error in the x-direction being the dominant
between the two. The source of this error was observed to
relate to incorrect segmentation of pixels belonging to artifacts,
such as the eyelashes, along with the iris region producing a
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10. Calculated on-screen iris and head displacements, with respect to reference head and eye poses, having the same amplitude in opposite directions,
during horizontal (a) and vertical (b) head rotations maintaining a fixed gaze point.

horizontal shift away from the true iris center. Nonetheless,
the proposed method for iris region segmentation was capable
of detecting and hence following the displacement of the iris
region under partial occlusion by the eyelids, permitting the
estimation of the POR in less than ideal conditions. It is
noteworthy to mention that the proposed method achieved a
low mean MAE of (0.54◦ , 0.42◦ ), a significant improvement
over our previous result of (1.46◦ , 0.71◦ ) obtained through our
earlier work without head movement compensation [1].
The second validation procedure aimed to evaluate the
accuracy of head movement approximation. In response to
horizontal and vertical head rotations without a change in
gaze, the mouse cursor was noticed to displace in the direction
of the head movement and promptly return to its starting
position, hence retaining a fixed POR on the monitor screen.
A low mean MAE of (0.70◦ , 0.60◦ ) was achieved across all
participants, indicating a small distance between the return
positions of the mouse cursor and the validation target.
Future work aims to consider the non-linearities associated
with eyeball and head rotations, approximated by planar image
displacement of the respective iris center and head region in
this work, in order to permit a wider range of eyeball and head
rotations during tracking.
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Abstract—Since the emergence of Software Product Line
Engineering, the requirements evolution issue has been addressed
by many researchers and many approaches have been proposed.
However, most studies focused on evolution in domain engineering
while application engineering has not received the same attention.
During the evolution of a derived product, new features are
added or modified in the application model, which may cause
many model defects, such as inconsistency and duplication. These
defects are introduced to the existing models from the nonverified specifications related to the SPL evolutions. Since these
specifications are most of the time expressed in natural language,
the task of detecting defects becomes more complicated and errorprone. The aim of this paper is to present a framework that
transforms both the SPL feature models and the specification of
a new evolution into a more formal representation and provides
algorithms to determine the duplicated features between the
specification and the existing models. In addition, we describe
a support tool created based on the framework and we evaluate
the efficacy of our approach using an open source product line.
Keywords—Software Product Line Evolution; Domain Engineering; Application Engineering; Feature Duplication; Natural
Language Processing.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Feature duplication, as described in [1], occurs when two
or more features of the same semantics exist in a feature model
of a SPL. SPLs, contrarily to single software, have emerged
as a solution to develop different applications based on a core
platform. The adoption of SPLs by companies enables them
to reduce time to market, to reduce cost and to produce high
quality applications. Another major advantage of SPLs is the
reuse of core assets to generate specific applications according
to the need of customers.
The Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) approach
consists of two processes, namely, domain engineering and
application engineering [2]. During these processes, a number
of artefacts are produced which encompass requirements, architecture, components and tests. Domain engineering involves
identifying the common and distinct features of all the product
line members, creating the design of the system and implementing the reusable components. During application engineering, individual products are derived based on the artefacts
of the first process, using some techniques of derivation.
Many issues related to SPLE have been addressed both
by researchers and practitioners, such as reusability, product
derivation, variability management, etc. The focus of our study
will be on SPL evolution. Evolution is defined by Madhavji
et al. [3] as ”a process of progressive change and cyclic
adaptation over time in terms of the attributes, behavioral

properties and relational configuration of some material, abstract, natural or artificial entity or system”. This definition
applies to different domains, including software engineering.
In the literature, several studies have dealt with evolution
in Software Product Lines (SPLs). Xue et al. [4] presented a
method to detect changes that occurred to product features
in a family of product variants. In order to support agile
SPL evolution, Urli et al. [5] introduces the Composite Feature Model (CFM), which consists of creating small Feature
Models (FMs) that corresponds each to a precise domain.
Other approaches, such as Ahmad et al.’s [6], focused on the
extraction of architecture knowledge in order to assess the
evolutionary capabilities of a system and to estimate the cost of
evolution. Some papers focused on the co-evolution of different
elements of SPLs [7].
Based on the literature, we have found that most of
the studies addressing software evolution focus on domain
engineering, while application engineering has not received
the same interest. However, the experience has proven in
many industrial contexts that systems continue to change even
after the product derivation. This change can be the source of
many problems in the product line such as inconsistency and
duplication. Indeed, the core assets of the product line and the
artefacts of derived products are most of the time maintained
by different teams. Moreover, developers under time pressure
can forget to refer to the domain model before starting to implement the changes. For these reasons and others, duplication
in SPL can easily happen. Since the requirements related to
SPL evolutions are most of the time expressed in the form of
natural language specifications, the task of model verification
becomes difficult and error-prone. In order to simplify the
detection of defects, many studies have proposed methods to
transform natural language specifications into formal or semiformal specifications [8][9][10].
In this paper, we describe our framework that consists of
unifying the representation of the natural language specifications and the existing domain and application models, then
detecting duplicate features using a set of algorithms. We
extend the work presented in [1] by:
•

Completing the background of our work by adding an
overview of the presentation of specifications related
to SPL evolutions.

•

Presenting an improved version of the proposed framework and describing its different processes in details.

•

Enhancing the formalization of the framework concepts.
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•

Providing the pseudo-code of the algorithm of duplication detection.

•

Describing the architecture and main functionality of
a support tool created to evaluate the framework.

variability in a dedicated model, while other papers preferred
to integrate the variability in the existing models, such as UML
models or FODA models [12]. Another approach proposed
by Salinesi et al. [13] used a constraint-based product line
language. In our approach, we will use the FODA method.

•

Applying the proposed solution to an open source case
study.

B. Duplication of Features during SPL Evolution

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section
II gives an overview of the background of our study and
describes the problem we are dealing with. In Section III, we
present the basic concepts and the overview of the proposed
framework. In Section IV, we provide a formalization of the
basic concepts before describing the algorithm of deduplication. Section V presents the architecture and the main features
of the automated tool created based on the framework. An
application of the framework on a case study is presented in
Section VI. Section VII positions our approach with related
works. The paper is concluded in Section VIII.
II.

BACKGROUND AND O BJECTIVE

In this section, we introduce the background of our study.
First, we present the SPLE paradigm. Then, we highlight the
problem of duplication when evolving products in application
engineering, and finally, we give an insight of the presentation of specifications related to SPLs, before explaining the
objective of our work.
A. Software Product Line Engineering
A SPL is defined by Clements and Northop [11] as ”a set of
intensive-software systems sharing a common, managed set of
features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market
segment or mission and that are developed from a common
set of core assets in a prescribed way”. The main goals of a
SPL are to reduce the cost of developing software products,
to enhance quality and to promote reusability.
The domain engineering phase of the SPLE framework is
responsible for defining the commonality and variability of
the applications of the product line. Capturing the common
features of all the applications increases the reusability of
the system, and determining the variant features allows the
production of a large number of specific applications that
satisfy different needs of customers. When the domain model
is ready, the next step consists of creating the design of
the system that contains the software components and their
relationships. Those components are then implemented and the
code of the product line is generated.
The process of creating a specific product based on a SPL
is referred to as product derivation or product instantiation.
Product derivation consists of taking a snapshot of the product
line by binding variability already defined in the domain
engineering and using it as a starting point to develop an
individual product. This process is applied during application
engineering phase and is responsible for instantiating all the
artefacts of the product line, i.e., model, design, components,
etc.
In order to document and model variability in SPL, many
approaches have been proposed. For instance, Pohl et al.
[2] proposed the orthogonal variability model to define the

The goal of SPLE is to make an up-front investment to
create the platform. Indeed, during domain engineering, the
requirements of all the potential applications are captured, and
as far as possible, the scenarios of the possible changes have to
be predicted and anticipated. The evolution and maintenance of
the product line are conducted through several iterations until
the platform becomes as stable as possible. As new evolutions
arise, the domain artefacts are adapted and refined.
On the one hand, the team responsible for developing
and maintaining the product line studies the requirements of
each customer and derives specific applications that respond
to these requirements. On the other hand, a different team
takes in charge the maintenance of each application. Following
the logic of SPLE, the derived applications are not supposed
to change much, but the experience has shown that this
assumption is not always true. In fact, even after the derivation
of a specific product, new demands can be received from the
customer, either changes to existing features or addition of new
ones.
During the maintenance of a product, duplication of knowledge can easily happen when evolving the model, the design
or the code. In [14], four categories of duplication are distinguished:
•

Imposed duplication: Developers cannot avoid duplication because the technology or the environment
seems to impose it.

•

Inadvertent duplication: This type of duplication
comes about as a result of mistakes in the design.
In this case, the developers are not aware of the
duplication.

•

Impatient duplication: When the time is pressing and
deadlines are looming, developers get impatient and
tend to take shortcuts by implementing as quick as
possible the requirements of customers. In these conditions, duplication is very likely to happen.

•

Inter-developer duplication: Different people working
on one product can easily duplicate information.

In the context of SPLE, at least the three last categories
might occur. Indeed, when a derived application is shipped,
developers responsible for maintaining it do not have a clear
visibility of the domain model because another team conceived
it. Thus, developers of the application may add features which
are already satisfied in the domain model and have only to
be derived or configured. In addition, under time pressure,
developers do not refer to the application model and might
add features which are already implemented.
C. Specifications of SPL Evolutions
In software engineering projects, specifications are an important input of the requirements analysis. These specifications
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are most of the time written in natural language. Indeed, this
communication channel is obviously what customers often use
to express easily what they expect from the system and to
explain their perception of the problem. However, specifying
requirements in a natural language frequently makes them
prone to many defects. In [15], Meyer details seven problems with natural language specifications: noise, silence, overspecification, contradictions, ambiguity, forward references
and wishful thinking. Lami et al. [16] focused on other defects,
namely the ambiguity, the inconsistency and the incompleteness. In order to deal with these problems, several methods
have been proposed in the literature to transform natural
language specifications to formal or semi-formal specifications
[8][9][10].
In the case of software product lines, the domain model
of the entire product line and the application models of the
derived products can be expressed using feature models, while
the specifications of the new evolutions concerning a derived
product can be expressed using natural language. In order to
avoid the introduction of defects (Duplication in our case)
into the existing feature models, we need to formalize the
presentation of these specifications, which facilitates their
verification against the SPL models.

of domain models, but the most interesting are the feature
model [12] and the variability model [2].
Application Model: The model corresponding to an individual application. It is generated by binding the variability of
the domain model in a way that satisfies the needs of a specific
customer [2].
Feature: A feature is the abstraction of functional or
non-functional requirements that help characterize the system
and must be implemented, tested, delivered, and maintained
[18][19].
Feature Model: It is the description of all the possible features of a software product line and the relationships between
them. The most common representation of feature models is by
using the FODA feature diagram proposed by [12]. The feature
diagram is a tree-like structure where a feature is represented
by a node and sub-features by children nodes. In basic feature
models, there are four kinds of relationships between features:
•

Mandatory: The relationship between a child feature
and a parent feature is mandatory when the child is
included in all the products in which its parent exists.

•

Optional: The relationship between a child feature
and a parent feature is optional when the child feature
may or may not be present in a product when its parent
feature is selected.

•

Alternative: The relationship between a set of child
features and a parent feature is alternative when only
one feature of the children can be included in a product
where its parent is present.

•

Or: The relationship between a set of child features
and a parent feature is an or-relationship when one or
more of them can be selected in the products in which
its parent feature exists.

D. Objective
To the best of our knowledge, few attempts have dealt
with feature duplication when evolving derived products of
SPLs. Hence, the aim and contribution of this paper is to
provide a framework that helps developers avoid duplication
in a SPL when evolving a specific product. To this end, we
will first unify the presentation of the domain and application
feature models of the product line and the natural language
specifications of an evolution related to a derived product.
Then, an algorithm is proposed to detect the duplicated features
between these two inputs.
III.

A F RAMEWORK TO AVOID D UPLICATION WHEN
E VOLVING D ERIVED P RODUCTS

In this section, we first provide a short definition of the
basic concepts used in the framework, then we present the
overview of the framework.
A. Basic Concepts
Before going any further, we will give an insight of the
basic concepts used in the framework.

Variation Point: Variation points are places in a design or
implementation that identify the locations at which variation
occurs [20].
Variant: It is a single option of a variation point and is
related to the latter using a variability dependency [21].
Specification: Requirements specification is a description
of the intended behavior of a software product. It contains the
details of all the features that have to be implemented during
an evolution of the system.

Requirement: According to [17], a Requirement is:
1)
2)

3)

A condition or capability needed by a user to solve
a problem or achieve an objective.
A condition or capability that must or possessed by a
system or system component to satisfy a contract,
standard, specification, or other formally imposed
document.
A documented representation of a condition or capability as in (1) or (2).

Domain Model: A domain is a family of related products,
and the domain model is the representation of all the different
and common features of these products. There are many types

B. The Framework in a Nutshell
With the large number of features in the SPLs, the manual
checking of duplication becomes a complicated and an errorprone task. In order to deal efficiently with the problem
of duplication during the evolution of derived products, we
proposed the framework depicted in Figure 1 as an attempt
to set an automated deduplication tool. As stated in [22],
the objective of this framework is to transform the new
specifications and the existing feature models into a formal
representation, which facilitates the detection of duplication
between these two inputs.
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Figure 1. The Overview of the Framework.

1) Models Transformation: Feature-oriented software development (FOSD) [23] is a development paradigm based on
the FODA method. This paradigm can be used to develop
product lines and to do domain engineering. When other
methods lack clean mapping between features, architecture and
implementation artefacts, FOSD aims at generating automatically the software products. Hence, tools like GUIDSL [24]
and FeatureIDE [25] have been proposed. These tools present
features in an interactive form and allow a flexible selection
of the features of a derived product.
During this step of the framework, we use the FeatureIDE
tool in order to provide a formal presentation of the domain
model of the product line and the application model of the
derived product. FeatureIDE [25] is an open source framework
for software product line engineering based on FOSD. This
framework supports the entire life-cycle of a product line,
especially domain analysis and feature modeling. Indeed, the
framework provides the possibility of presenting graphically
the feature model tree and generates automatically the corresponding XML source.

operation is a new specification that contains a sentence per
line.
Tokenizer: This step consists of dividing the resulted
sentences of the previous step into tokens. A token can be a
word, a punctuation, a number, etc. At the end of this action, all
the tokens of the specification are separated using whitespace
characters, such as a space or line break, or by punctuation
characters.
Parser: The parser analyses the sentences of the specification in order to determine the roles of the different tokens
based on the rules of the language grammar (e.g., noun,
verb, adjective, adverb). In our case, the language used in
the specifications is English. A parser marks all the words
of a sentence using a POS tagger (Part-Of-Speach tagger) and
converts the sentence into a tree that represents the syntactic
structure of the sentence. Figure 2 illustrates an example of
parsing for a natural language requirement related to the case
study presented in Figure 5.

2) Specification Transformation: This process of the framework is responsible for transforming the natural language
specifications of a derived product to an XML document. For
this, we use the OpenNLP library [26], which is a machine
learning based toolkit for the processing of natural language
text. The remainder of this subsection details the different steps
and artefacts involved in this process. In [27], we described the
different steps of parsing:
Initial Specification: The main input of this process is
the specification of a new evolution related to a derived
product. The specification contains the features that have to
be implemented in this specific product, expressed in natural
language. In the context of our framework, we consider that a
feature is the association of a variation point and a variant.
Sentence Detector: The first step of the process consists
of detecting the punctuation characters that indicate the end
of sentences. After the detection of all sentence boundaries,
each sentence is written in a separated line. The output of this

Figure 2. An Example of Syntax Parsing

This action allows us to have an exact understanding of
the sentence. For example, it enables us to confirm whether
the action of a verb is affirmative or negative, and whether a
requirement is mandatory or optional.
Entity Detector: During this step, we detect semantic
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entities in the specification. In our study, we are interested
in the parts of the sentences considered as variation points
and variants. To carry out this task, we use the repository and
especially the model where all the domain specifications are
tagged.

each feature of the initial specification, the algorithm verifies
whether the associated variation point and variant have equivalents in the domain model and the application model. The
detection of equivalence is carried out based on the Repository
content.

The example given in Figure 3 represents a sentence
processed by the entity detector. The output is a sentence with
markup for the detected variant.

5) Output: The output of the framework is a duplicationfree specification that contains distinct features, and the list
of the duplicate features. The two outputs are sent to the user
in order to verify his initial requirements and change them in
case of need.
IV.

Figure 3. An Example of Detecting Entities

In order to measure the precision of entity recognition,
we use the evaluation tool of OpenNLP that calculates the
accuracy of the used model.
3) Repository: The repository contains two components:
•

•

The model: It is initially created based on the domain
model of the SPL and contains the different features
classified by categories, especially <variation point>
and <variant>.
The dictionary: It contains the set of synonyms and
alternatives for all the concepts used in the system.

A N A LGORITHM FOR D UPLICATION -F REE SPL

In this section, we provide the formalization of the basic
concepts used in the framework, then we describe the deduplication algorithm. The inputs of the algorithm, as depicted
in Figure 1, are the XML trees of the domain model, the
application model and the specification.
A. Formalizing the Basic Concepts
Prior to explaining the algorithm, a certain number of
predicates must be defined. We denote by D the domain model.
PD is the set of variation points of D, and VD is the set of
variants of D.
P D = {pd1 , pd2 , . . . , pdm }
∀pdi ∈ P D

∃V Di where V Di = {vdij

Thus:
VD =

The repository is initially populated based on the domain
model of the product line. So that the repository follows the
evolution of the product line and its derived products, the new
concepts detected in the specification are added to the initial
repository.
4) Deduplication Tool: This tool contains a set of algorithms of features verification. In this paper, we focus on the
algorithm of deduplication between the feature models and
the specifications of new evolutions. The other algorithms
are responsible for the verification of non duplication in
specifications [27] and in feature models. Before describing
the algorithm, we need to define some predicates.
Equivalence: We consider that a variation point (resp. a
variant) is equivalent to another variation point (resp. variant) if
they both implement the same functionality, which means that
they have the same semantics. The equivalents of the different
variation points and variants of the system are stored in the
repository.

The aim of the algorithm is thus to verify the nonduplication of all the features of the initial specification in
order to generate a new correct specification. Indeed, for

V Di

i=1

Similarly, we denote by A the application model of a derived
application. PA is the set of variation points of A, and VA is
the set of variants of A.
P A = {pa1 , pa2 , . . . , pam }
∀pai ∈ P A ∃V Ai where V Ai = {vaij

Thus:
VA=

m
[

| j ∈ N}

V Ai

i=1

As a reminder:
PA ⊆ PD

and

VA⊆VD

Finally, we denote by S the specification of a new evolution. P
is the set of variation points of S, and V is the set of variants
of S.

Example: The variant ”On-line Sales” associated to the
variation point ”Sales” is equivalent to the new variant ”esales”.
Duplication: We consider that a feature of the specification
is duplicated if the associated variation point and variant have
equivalents in the application model or the domain model.

m
[

| j ∈ N}

P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn }
∀pi ∈ P

∃Vi where Vi = {vij

Thus:
V =

n
[

| j ∈ N}

Vi

i=1

It has to be noted that P and V are not subsets of PA and
VA.
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B. The Algorithms of Duplication Detection
In order to verify whether a feature is duplicated when
implementing a new specification, we propose two algorithms
[22]. The first algorithm (Algorithm 1) carries out a comparison between the specification and the domain model. In the
second algorithm (Algorithm 2), the comparison is between the
specification and the application model of a derived product.
Algorithm 1 Detecting duplication between S and D
Principal Lookup :
for each pi ∈ P do
for each pdk ∈ P D do
if Equiv(pi , pdk ) then
Secondary Lookup :
for each vij ∈ Vi do
for each vdkl ∈ V Dk do
if Equiv(vij , vdkl ) then
N oticeDuplication(pi , vij , pdk , vdkl )
Continue Secondary Lookup
end if
end for
end for
Continue Principal Lookup
end if
end for
end for

of the duplication and its location. When the customer confirms
the duplication, the duplicate features are removed from the
initial specification and a new duplication-free specification is
generated.
V.

AUTOMATED T OOL

At the aim of automatizing the proposed framework, a
support tool is currently under development [28]. In this
section, we describe the implementation of this tool. Then,
we present some of the features it provides.
A. Tool Implementation
The tool is a thick-client java-based application built
around Eclipse IDE. A major factor of this choice is the
adaptability of Eclipse and its large community of plugins
compared to its competitors. Figure 4 presents the architecture
of the proposed tool.

Algorithm 2 Detecting duplication between S and A
Principal Lookup :
for each pi ∈ P do
for each pak ∈ P A do
if Equiv(pi , pak ) then
Secondary Lookup :
for each vij ∈ Vi do
for each vakl ∈ V Ak do
if Equiv(vij , vakl ) then
N oticeDuplication(pi , vij , pak , vakl )
Continue Secondary Lookup
end if
end for
end for
Continue Principal Lookup
end if
end for
end for

The first loop of these algorithms consists of comparing
each variation point of the specification with the variation
points of the feature model. When an equivalent is found,
the algorithms start another comparison between the variants
corresponding to the variation point of the specification and the
variants related to the equivalent variation point of the feature
model. If a variant is detected, the feature corresponding to
the pair (variation point, variant) is considered as duplication.
Although the two algorithms are similar, but it is necessary
to implement them both because the decision when detecting a
duplication will be different. Indeed, if the new feature exists
already in the application model, nothing has to be done.
However, if the new feature exists in the domain model but
not in the application model, a derivation of this feature is
necessary.
Result:
For each algorithm, the duplicate features are stored in a
log file that will be sent to the customer in order to inform him

Figure 4. The Tool Architecture.

The tool is composed of four layers:
•

Presentation Layer: This layer enables the communication between the user and the application. The tool
interface is created using SWT [29], which is an open
source widget toolkit for Java designed to provide
efficient, portable access to the user-interface facilities
of the operating systems on which it is implemented.
In our case, the application is built on Windows.
So, SWT will use Windows facilities to create the
interface. Another aspect managed in this layer is
the visualization of the processed specifications as the
form of a graph. For this, we use Prefuse [30], which
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Figure 5. The Domain Feature Model of FeatureAMP.

•

•

•

is an open source toolkit that provides a visualization
framework for the Java programming language.

•

The distinction of duplicate features with a different
color in the graph.

Business Layer: This layer is responsible for the
definition of business operations. In our tool, we
process textual specifications and we transform them
to a tree-like document using OpenNLP. In addition,
we implement the algorithms of duplication detection
using Java code.

•

The binding of new variants with the corresponding
variation points in the repository.

•

The manual and automatic update of the repository
based on a new specification or a new feature model.

•

The re-processing of the specification after a modification of the repository.

•

The generation of a log with information about the
detected duplicate features.

•

The sending of the log to the user via email.

Data Access Layer: This layer provides data to the
Business Layer and updates the Data Layer with new
information. For this, we use ActiveJDBC [31].
Data Layer: In order to store the content of the
repository, we use PostgreSQL [32], which is an
open source object-relational database system. In the
repository are stored all the domain features, their
categories, and their synonyms.

B. Tool Features
The final goal of the automated tool is to detect duplication
between new specifications and feature models during SPL
evolution. Thus, the main features of the tool are as follows:
•

The upload of a textual specification and an XML
feature model.

•

The transformation of a specification into a tree.

•

The detection of duplicate features in a specification.

•

The detection of duplicate features in a feature model.

•

The comparison of features between a feature model
and a specification to detect duplication between them.

•

The creation and update of the repository.

The tool provides also some auxiliary features that help
achieve the target goal:
•

The visualization of the processed specification as a
graph.

VI.

C ASE S TUDY

In a previous work [28], we evaluated our framework using
a CRM SPL. In the feature model of this tool, the features
are expressed in the form of sentences. In this paper, we will
apply the framework on a different case study which is the
FeatureAMP tool [33]. FeatureAMP is an open source audio
player product line. The features of this tool are expressed using one word, which makes our task more difficult, because we
have to transform the word into a sentence before comparing
it to the new requirements.
A. The Feature Models
Figure 5 depicts the domain feature model of FeatureAMP.
This tool supports two formats, MP3 and WAV, and provides
many functionality such as the play-list management and the
volume control.
The main interface of our tool presented in Figure 6
contains two main entries (File) and (Repository). The first
entry enables the import of the specification and the feature
model. The second entry is used to display the content of the
repository.
In order to upload the XML source of the domain model,
we use the option ”Open Feature Model”. The interface
presented in Figure 7 displays the uploaded feature model and
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Figure 6. The Main Interface of the Automated Tool.
Figure 8. The Specification of the new evolution.

gives the possibility to load it into the repository. Initially, the
creation of the repository was done manually, but its update
can be automatic to load the new features from specifications
or application feature models.

be able to bind these variants with a variation point from the
repository.

Figure 9. The graph corresponding to the specification.

This interface provides other features such as the display
of the generated XML, the re-processing of the specification
after a modification of the repository, the comparison between
the specification and the feature model to detect duplication
between them, the refreshment of the repository after the
binding of new features, and the generation of the log.
C. The Duplication Detection
Figure 7. The Feature Model Loading.

B. The Specification
We consider the specification of a new evolution of the
product line. The specification is displayed in Figure 8. It
contains new features to be introduced in the application, but
we added intentionally other duplicate features that already
exist in the domain model.
When we press the button ”Process”, the specification is
processed and transformed into an XML document. In Figure
9 is presented the graphic form of the generated XML. This
presentation facilitates the visualization of the different new
features introduced by the specification. In addition, the graph
distinguishes the new variants added by the specification by
relating them to the node ”unbound variants”. The user will

The graph generated for the specification facilitates the
distinction of duplicate features inside the specification by presenting them in a different color. For our test, the specification
does not contain duplications as displayed in the top left corner
of the interface.
If we want to search duplications between the specification
and the feature model, we use the button ”Compare to feature
models”. The result of this operation is illustrated in Figure
10. Two duplications are detected in the domain model, which
represents 20% of the features in the specification. The percentages calculated in this interface will allow us to estimate
the gain in the development cost. To visualize the details of
the detected duplications, we can generate the log.
In this test, we detected the duplication between the
specification and the domain model, but the same test can
be performed between the specification and the application
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during evolution, the impact on the family of products and
SPL heterogeneity.
Figure 10. The result of duplication detection.

model. Besides, it has to be noted that in this paper, we
focused on the evaluation of the efficacy of the proposed
framework, which means, whether the framework allows the
detection of duplication or not. Ongoing work consists of
testing the effectiveness of the solution by applying it to a
complex product line and carrying out a quantitative evaluation
to estimate the effort gained by using the proposed approach.
VII.

R ELATED W ORK

In this section, we provide an overview of the studies most
relevant to our work by categorizing them according to the
issues addressed in this paper.
A. Evolution of Feature and Variability Models
A plethora of studies have dealt with evolution of feature and variability models. For instance, in order to reduce
complexity and improve the maintenance of variability in
large-scale product lines, Dhungana et al. [34] proposed a
method to organize product lines as a set of interrelated model
fragments that define the variability of particular parts of the
system, and presented a support to semi-automatically merge
the different fragments into a complete variability model. The
same approach was proposed by Pleuss et al. [35] for feature
models.
White et al. [36] presents a new approach for handling
feature model drift, which represents the problem of introducing one or more changes in a feature model’s constraints. For
this, they propose a technique called MUSCLES that consists
of transforming multi-step feature configuration problems into
Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSPs), then uses a constraint
solver to generate a series of configurations that meet the multistep constraints.
Cordy et al. [37] defined two particular types of features,
regulative features and conservative features, and explained
how the addition of these features to the SPL can reduce the
overhead of model-checking.
The common denominator of the cited studies is that
they all consider evolution in domain engineering, while our
approach deals with evolution in application engineering.

In [40], Mazo provides a classification of different verification criteria of the product line model that he categorizes
into four families: expressiveness criteria, consistency criteria,
error-prone criteria and redundancy-free criteria. Redundancy
can easily be confused with Duplication, but it is completely
different, because Mazo focuses on redundancy of dependencies and not redundancy of features. The same study defines
also different conformance checking criteria, among which two
features should not have the same name in the same model.
This is also different from our approach, which is based on
equivalence and not only equality of features.
In order to locate inconsistency in the domain feature
model of a SPL, Yu [41] provides a new method to construct
traceability between requirements and features. It consists of
creating individual application Feature Tree Models (AFTMs)
and establishing traceability between each AFTM and its
corresponding requirements. It finally merges all the AFTMs
to extract the Domain Feature Tree Model (DFTM), which
enables to figure out the traceability between domain requirements and DFTM. Using this method helps constructing
automatically the domain feature model from requirements. It
also helps locate affected requirements while features change
or vice versa, which makes it easier to detect inconsistencies.
However, this approach is different from our own one, because
we suppose that the domain and application models exist, our
objective is hence to construct a more formal presentation
of them to facilitate the search of the new features in these
models.
Kamalrudin et al. [42] use the automated tracing tool
Marama that gives the possibility to users to capture their
requirements and automatically generate the Essential Use
Cases (EUC). This tool supports the inconsistency checking
between the textual requirements, the abstract interactions and
the EUCs. Unlike our approach, this one focuses on use cases
instead of feature models.
Another approach proposed by Barreiros and Moreira [43]
consists of including soft constraints in a feature model, which
brings additional semantics that allow improved consistency
and sanity checks. Hence, a framework is provided that injects
soft constraints into publicly available feature models and
recreates typical patterns of use. These features are then
subjected to automated analysis to assess the prevalence of the
proposed method. While this approach deals with constraint
inconsistency, our own one focuses on feature duplication.
C. Evolution in Application Engineering

B. Model Defects in SPL
Several papers in the literature have addressed model
defects caused by SPL Evolution. For example, Guo and Wang
[38] proposed to limit the consistency maintenance to the part
of the feature model that is affected by the requested change
instead of the whole feature model.
Romero et al. [39] introduced SPLEmma, a generic evolution framework that enables the validation of controlled SPL
evolution by following a Model Driven Engineering approach.
This study focused on three main challenges: SPL consistency

In the literature, the evolution in domain engineering have
been discussed in many papers, while few studies focuses on
application engineering. Among these studies, Carbon et al.
[44] presented an empirical study, which consists of adapting
the planning game to the product line context in order to
introduce a lightweight feedback process from application to
family engineering at Testo, but it does not provide a general
approach that is applicable to all SPLs.
Hallsteinsen et al. [45] introduced the concept of Dynamic
Software Product Lines (DSPL), which provides mechanisms
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for binding variation points at runtime in order to keep up with
fluctuations in user needs. This approach does not explain in
details how the variability is managed between application and
domain engineering.

[4]

Y. Xue, Z. Xing, and S. Jarzabek, ”Understanding feature evolution in a
family of product variants,” Proc. 17th Working Conference on Reverse
Engineering (WCRE’10), IEEE, Oct. 2010, pp. 109-118.

[5]

S. Urli, M. Blay-Fornarino, P. Collet, and S. Mosser, ”Using composite
feature models to support agile software product line evolution,” Proc.
6th International Workshop on Models and Evolution, ACM, Oct. 2012,
pp. 21-26.

[6]

A. Ahmad, P. Jamshidi, and C. Pahl, ”A Framework for Acquisition
and Application of Software Architecture Evolution Knowledge,” ACM
SIGSOFT Software Engineering Notes, vol. 38, no. 5, Sept. 2013, pp.
65-71.

[7]

C. Seidl, F. Heidenreich, and U. Assmann, ”Co-evolution of models and
feature mapping in Software Product Lines,” Proc. SPLC’12, ACM, New
York, USA, 2012, Vol. 1, pp. 76-85.

[8]

J. Holtmann, J. Meyer, and M. von Detten, ”Automatic validation and
correction of formalized, textual requirements,” In 4th International
Conference on Software Testing, Verification and Validation Workshops
(ICSTW’11), IEEE, Mar. 2011, pp. 486-495.

[9]

A. Fatwanto, ”Software requirements specification analysis using natural
language processing technique,” In 2013 International Conference on QiR
(Quality in Research), IEEE, June 2013, pp. 105-110.

[10]

M. G. Ilieva and O. Ormandjieva, ”Automatic transition of natural
language software requirements specification into formal presentation,”
In Natural Language Processing and Information Systems, Springer
Berlin Heidelberg, 2005, pp. 392-397.

[11]

P. Clements and L. Northop, Software Product Lines - Practices and
Patterns, Boston: Addison-Wesley, 2002.

In the literature, many studies have addressed the evolution
in SPLs, but the majority of them focused on the domain
engineering phase, while application engineering has not been
thoroughly discussed. Based on industrial experience, products
are also likely to evolve even after their derivation, and this
evolution can cause many problems especially duplication in
the different artefacts of the product line. In most software
engineering projects, evolutions are written in the form of
natural language specifications because it is the simplest way
for customers to express their requirements. At the aim of
avoiding duplication when introducing the new features of
these specifications into the existing SPL feature models, we
proposed in this paper a framework with two main objectives.
The first objective is to transform the feature models and
the specifications to a more formal representation, and the
second objective is to apply an algorithm that compares the
new features proposed in the specifications with the features
of the existing models in order to detect feature duplication.
At the aim of instantiate the framework, we have started
the development of an automated tool whose architecture
was described in this paper. The evaluation of this tool was
performed using the FeatureAMP product line.

[12]

K. Kang, S. Cohen, J. Hess, W. Novak, and S. Peterson, ”FeatureOriented Domain Analysis (FODA) Feasibility Study,” Technical Report
CMU/SEI-90-TR-21, Carnegie Mellon University, Software Engineering
Institute, Nov. 1990.

[13]

C. Salinesi, R. Mazo, O. Djebbi, D. Diaz, and A. Lora-Michiels,
”Constraints: the Core of Product Line Engineering,” Proc. RCIS’11,
IEEE, Guadeloupe-French West Indies, France, May 19-21, 2011, pp.
1-10.

[14]

A. Hunt and D. Thomas, The pragmatic programmer: from journeyman
to master, Addison-Wesley Professional, 2000.

[15]

B. Meyer, ”On formalism in specifications,” IEEE Software, vol. 2, no.
1, pp. 6-26, 1985.

[16]

G. Lami, S. Gnesi, F. Fabbrini, M. Fusani, and G. Trentanni, ”An automatic tool for the analysis of natural language requirements,” Informe
tcnico, CNR Information Science and Technology Institute, Pisa, Italia,
Sept. 2004.

[17]

IEEE, IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology
(IEEE Std 610.12-1990), IEEE Computer Society, 1990.

[18]

K. C. Kang et al., ”FORM: A feature-oriented reuse method with
domain-specific reference architectures,” Annals of Software Engineering, vol. 5, no. 1, 1998, pp. 143-168.

[19]

J. Bosch, Design and use of software architectures: adopting and
evolving a product-line approach, New York, USA: ACM Press/AddisonWesley, 2000.

In a future work, we intend to apply the framework on a
large scale product line, which will enable us to carry out
a quantitative evaluation to prove the effectiveness of our
solution.

[20]

I. Jacobson, M. Griss, and P. Jonsson, Software Reuse. Architecture,
Process and Organization for Business Success, Addison-Wesley, ISBN:
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[21]
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Abstract—Recent health reforms in Norway have produced
changes at all levels of the health sector, bringing to light a
need for technology solutions explicitly designed for enhancing
end-user collaboration. Telemedicine technology can support
in this context new services that enable communication across
local borders, optimizing resources and increasing cost
effectiveness. This study focuses on the user-centered design,
iterative development and evaluation of the user interface of a
mobile application for a new telemedicine service for remote
monitoring of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease patients.
The tablet device application was developed based on
information gathered in a workshop and group interviews
where the end-users, e.g., patients and health professionals,
described their preferred way of interacting with the
telemedicine technology. User evaluations showed positive
results on the ease of use and user satisfaction regarding the
interaction with the application. Application’s user interface
refinements were made iteratively through several end-users’
evaluations, resulting in a fully developed system suitable for
remote monitoring of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
patients. Furthermore, the process led to the deployment of a
telemedicine system, adopted by the partners of the project
United4Health as part of the 7th Framework Programme for
Research of the European Union.

municipalities. This service responsibility shift brought to
light the need for an effective coordination and improved
communication across borders of health care services
[5][6][7], where ICT could play an essential role.
The prevalence of chronic diseases is increasing and
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is predicted
to be the fourth most fatal disease globally in 2030 [8].
COPD patients suffer from exacerbations with frequent
admissions to hospital, leading to a reduced quality of life [9]
and an increase of medical expenses for the society [10]. In
this context, the 7th Framework Programme for Research of
the European Union (EU FP7) funded the research project
United4Health [11], to develop technology for remote
monitoring of chronic diseases and communication across
the different levels of health care services. In particular, the
Norwegian contribution to the United4Health project
focused on the development of telemedicine technology that
supported remote monitoring of COPD patients after hospital
discharge [12]. Research evidence showed that COPD
patients are at an increased risk of readmission to hospital
within 12 months [13][14] after hospital discharge. In the
Norwegian health system, municipal health care services are
responsible for patients after hospital discharge, which
requires a close collaboration with general practitioners
(GPs) and specialists at hospital to provide continuity of care
for patients with chronic conditions. The aim of the project
was then to evaluate the benefits of using ICT for monitoring
COPD patients that traditionally have not had the possibility
of reporting their symptoms and health status after
hospitalization. The potential benefits would include
reduction of hospital readmission rates with their
correspondent diminution in cost and benefits on quality of
life.
Two developments were made connected with the U4H
project: a mobile telemedicine application for continuous
monitoring COPD patient’s symptoms and an information
system (IS) for the new telemedicine centre through which
health professionals would remotely attend the patients
[1][15]. This paper presents the development of the mobile
telemedicine application on a tablet device for remote
monitoring of blood oxygen saturation (SpO2) and pulse
measurements. In addition, the application included a
questionnaire for daily self-evaluation of COPD symptoms.
Through the application, patients were able to take
measurements at home that were wirelessly transmitted to

Keywords-user-centered design;
development; usability evaluation.

I.

telemedicine;

software

INTRODUCTION

Health care services involve heterogeneous user groups,
such as health professionals, administrative employees and
patients. However, these groups share a common need: easyto-use systems that support collaboration and coordination
between users. User-centered design (UCD) has proven to be
an effective methodology to identify needs across different
user groups and to include them in the implementation of
information and communication technology (ICT) systems
[1] while increasing the usability [2] [3] and user satisfaction
of clinical systems.
In Norway, a recent health reform [4] urged health
organizations to implement structural changes and new
pathways for citizens. Services that traditionally were offered
by specialized national and regional health care institutions
(e.g., follow-up of chronic diseases managed by hospitals)
were transferred to primary health care managed by
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the telemedicine centre. In order to achieve acceptable levels
of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction, a UCD process
led by a multidisciplinary research group with ICT and
health background was employed for the development and
evaluation of the mobile telemedicine application. The
application was designed with the active involvement of endusers: patients from the patient’s union of cardiac and
pulmonary patients and health professionals from the
municipality and partner hospital. The results from the UCD
and evaluation process of the mobile telemedicine
application were validated from operational and qualitative
usability perspectives. The following research questions
(RQ) were addressed:
RQ1: “How can a mobile telemedicine application for
remote monitoring of COPD patients be developed with the
contribution in the design process of patients and diseaserelated health professionals?”
RQ2: “What lessons from this study are transferable and
applicable for the development of useful technology for other
chronic disease clinical pathways?”
Following this introduction, Section II gives an overview
of the research background about UCD. Section III outlines
the research methodology employed and Section IV
describes the results of the mobile application development.
In Section V, the results are discussed and, in Section VI, the
conclusion and future work are presented.
II.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND

Telemedicine can be defined as a remote electronic
clinical consultation using technology for the delivery of
health care and the exchange of information across distance.
Telemedicine covers a diverse spectrum of technologies and
clinical applications [16][17][18]. Telemedicine has the
potential to improve the equity of access to health care
services and, therefore, the quality of the health care [17].
Mobile technology is used nowadays for multiple purposes
in health, such as monitoring diseases and personalized
management. Portable devices allow collection of data from
patients and electronic data transmission over the Internet.
Mobile networks support interactive communication between
health care professionals and enable remote direct feedback
to the patient. These uses are targeted at improving long-term
cost-effectiveness, real time monitoring, shortening
feedback’s time and reducing the number of hospital visits
[19].
Telemedicine systems often involve the interaction
between multiple user groups through a digital system, e.g., a
patient at home communicates using a device with nurse in a
telemedicine or health centre, or with GP at their office.
Communication in these use scenarios is usually multimodal,
that is, synchronous (e.g., videoconference) and
asynchronous (e.g., data transmission and dispatch); what
makes it crucial to know between whom, how and when the
information transmission and personal communication occur.
Thus, an effective telemedicine application requires a
detailed analysis of end-users’ needs to inform system
designers and the usability is necessary for the continuous,
efficient and satisfactory use of an application. In system
development, the approach of UCD [20][21][22][23]

involves end-users in all the stages and helps to understand
users’ needs and the context of use, which are key elements
for the construction of a system framed within a clinical
workflow [24]. In addition, the usability evaluation allows to
analyze user’s interaction and user satisfaction with the
system [25][26][27].
UCD has already been used in health contexts. For
instance, Martínez-Alcalá et al. [28] presented a study of
telemedicine systems’ development based on UCD. The aim
was to develop two intuitive and efficient systems, with an
optimized design of the user interface (UI) according to
users’ needs. The eMental System and the e-Park System
development was composed of four phases: analysis, design,
implementation and evaluation. They concluded that
researchers and system developers must work together to
integrate the knowledge of UCD towards new systems
customized to users’ specific needs. Further, they identified 4
research lines: (1) deployment of other telemedicine systems
based on their framework including other technology; (2)
development of tailored versions of a telemedicine system
for mobile devices; (3) implementation of their approach in
the treatment and rehabilitation therapy file; (4)
incorporation of intelligent agents in telemedicine systems to
support the patient and medical staff.
Ho et al. [29] described the application of a UCD process
of a new remote consultation system for use in developing
regions with methods such as semi-structured interviews,
participant observation, and focus groups. Paper prototyping
was used in the initial iterative design. De Vito Dabbs et al.
[30] described the UCD of a Pocket PATH, a handheld PC
that allowed lung transplant patients with data recording,
messaging and decision-support to promote self-care and
communication to their transplant team in hospital. The UCD
process is described with the use of an interdisciplinary team
in order to understand the patient users. Representative
patients were recruited for meaningful selection of tasks and
participation in platform for development. The evaluation
was carried out in laboratory settings to measure usability,
and afterwards, completed by an assessment of the
functionality through a field study. Das et al. [31] used a codesign approach to involve users in the design process. Users
were COPD patients that explored mobile technologies to
support their health condition and disease. The examples
listed above show the importance of user participation from
the early stage of designing a technological solution.
However, many studies like these did not reach final
deployment stage. The contribution of this paper is a case
study with a UCD process of a COPD remote monitoring
application describing all the stages of design, whose final
result has been deployed in real settings.
III.

METHODOLOGY

Qualitative methods such as observations and group
interviews were used for data collection and analysis during
the UCD process of the telemedicine tablet application,
which was framed within the research project United4Health
[11][12]. The UCD process was executed in two phases with
a total duration of 6 months during 2013 and 2014. The
process is described in Figure 1: (A) workshop with
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representative end-users, such as patients and health
professionals; (B) iterative design of the tablet application
for COPD remote monitoring. Each sub-phase’s output
informed the input of the next. The iterative system
development included a sequence of four concatenated
stages: design and implementation, functional test, user
evaluation and field trial.
The running commentary gathered during the two phases
of the UCD process resulted in 18 hours of audio-visually
recorded data, verbatim transcribed by the researchers.
Transcripts were coded into categories through a qualitative
content analysis [27] with the software QSR NVIVO v10
[32].
A. Workshop with End-users
A one-day workshop with 7 end-user representatives
(e.g., patients, health professionals and technicians) was
hosted by the University of Agder, Norway. The aim was to
understand the context of use and to work out the user
requirements for the design of the tablet application for
remote monitoring. In addition, the workshop was a source
of information and familiarization for end-users with the
research team and health professionals working in the

Figure 1. The User-Centered Design Process.

project. The participants were 2 members of the union of
cardiac and pulmonary patients, mean age of 69 years; 2
nurses and 1 project-leader from the municipality and
hospital, mean clinical experience of 6 years with COPD
patients; and 2 technicians from hospital responsible for
correct functioning and maintenance of the tablet devices,
mean of 6 years of experience working with medical
technical equipment.
The workshop lasted 5 hours and was divided into two
parts. In the first part of the workshop, participants were
given an introduction to the research project United4Health.
A prototype demonstration of wirelessly transmitted
measurements of SpO2 and pulse was shown to end-users on
a tablet device to facilitate the understanding of the context
of use of the system. Additionally, a videoconference
between a patient and a health care professional was tested.
The members of the union of cardiac and pulmonary patients
described their preferred way of interacting with the
application at home and suggested ideas for the UI’s layout.
The participants used colorful post-it notes and handmade
sketches to describe application’s functionalities and design.
In the second part of the workshop, participants described
their suggestions for the procedure of remote monitoring of a
COPD patient, such as taking measurements at home,
transmitting measurements’ values through the system to the
telemedicine centre and illustrating the feedback given from
telemedicine centre to a COPD patient at home.
B. Iterative Design
The design of the application was carried out through the
iterative execution of the following stages: design and
implementation, functional test, user evaluation and field
trial. A development team supervised by one of the
researchers developed the system. An interaction designer
hired by the team was in charge of the initial graphical user
interface and interaction design.
1) Design and Implementation: The results from the
workshop led the initial design and implementation of a Java
native application. Java includes libraries for several lowlevel application program interfaces (APIs), in particular for
the Bluetooth connectivity and communication with sensor
devices. In addition, using Java allowed the application to be
used across different tablet devices. The outcome of the
subsequent
sub-phases
informed
additional
user
requirements included in the implementation of the user
interface design (UID) and system’s functionality.
2) Functional Test: The facilities of the Centre for
eHealth and Health Care Technology of the University of
Agder, Norway, were used as a test bed for a functional test
of the implemented application. It allowed verifying whether
the system matched the requested functionality determined
by users in the workshop and in user evaluations from other
iterations. Performance and scalability of the system were
not within the scope of the functional test.
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3) User Evaluation: Two evaluations of the
application’s prototype were carried out with end-users in the
Usability Laboratory at the Centre for eHealth and Health
Care Technology. The facilities had two separate test rooms
(referred to as “test room 1” and “test room 2”) and one
observation room. The infrastructure is further described in
[33]. The user evaluations had the aim to provide end-user’s
feedback to the development team about system’s errors and
potential refinements. They consisted of a series of tasks
using a think aloud protocol [34][35][36]. Group interviews
were made at the end of the evaluations to complete the
feedback.
a) Evaluation 1: In total 15 end-users participated in
the first evaluation. They were: 13 nurses and physicians
from municipality and hospital partner and 2 technicians
from hospital partner. During the test, the participants were
involved in a role-play scenario. In the patient’s home
(represented by test room 1), health care professionals
simulated the patient’s use of tablet application (see Figure
2). At the same time, the telemedicine centre (represented by
test room 2) contained the health care professionals that
interacted with patient’s home. The functionalities tested at a
patient’s home consisted of taking and sending patient’s
measurements (i.e., SpO2 and pulse), filling and sending a
questionnaire to the telemedicine centre. In addition, a
videoconference session between the patient and the
telemedicine centre was evaluated. There were three
repetitions of the scenario with different users. The overall
duration of the evaluation was 6 hours.
b) Evaluation 2: The second evaluation included
another role-play with the new telemedicine application. It
was carried out two weeks after the first evaluation and
included 9 end-users: 2 members of the patient’s union (who
played the patient’s role), 3 nurses from municipality (who
played telemedicine centre health professional’s role), 2
nurses from hospital and 2 technicians from hospital. The
test simulated the following interactions with the application:
(1) user training of COPD patient in hospital with
instructions from a hospital nurse; (2) COPD patient at home
taking measurements, filling in symptom self-evaluation
questionnaire and sending it to the telemedicine centre; (3)
videoconference between COPD patient at home and a
health professional at the telemedicine centre. There were
two iterations of the user evaluation, with a total duration of
5 hours.

Figure 3. The remote monitoring equipment.

4) Field Trial: A field trial was carried out with 6
diagnosed COPD patients (mean age 72.6 years). They tested
the continuous functioning and interaction with the
technology at home during a period of 7 days. The trial was
performed across several weeks, lasting 5 weeks in total.
Each participant was equipped with a suitcase including a
pulse oximetry device (Nonin Onyx II, 2012) and a tablet
device (Lenovo ThinkPad tablet 2, 2013, Windows 8.1) with
the telemedicine application installed. In addition, an
adjustable USB camera and a headset were included for the
videoconference. Figure 3 shows the remote monitoring
equipment. Every day, the participants used the tablet
application for measurements with the pulse oximetry device
filled in the symptoms’ self-evaluation questionnaire. The
data were sent over the mobile network to the telemedicine
centre. A videoconference session between the participant at
home and a health professional at the telemedicine centre
was tested in addition.
All these tasks were performed using the tablet device.
After each week of testing, the research team visited each

Figure 2. End-user testing the tablet application during the evaluation.
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participant at home and made a user evaluation of the
application and an interview. The user evaluation entailed
switching on tablet, logging in to the telemedicine
application, taking measurements, filling in symptom selfevaluation questionnaire, sending the data to the
telemedicine centre and answering a videoconference call
from the telemedicine centre. The interviews focused on the
user experience and suggestions for further improvements.
The users’ suggestions in the field trial were incorporated in
the iterative refinements of the tablet application. More
details on the field trial are presented in [37].
IV.

RESULTS

The results were obtained from the content analysis of
the transcripts of the audio-visually recorded data and
annotations and observations during the UCD process. To
ease the reading, the results of each phase are separately
presented.
A. Workshop with End-users
The contributions from end-users in the workshop are
grouped in 3 different categories: context of use, user
interface design and procedure for remote monitoring.
1) Context of Use: Patient representatives explained that
their individual’s level of physical energy was regularly low
and even simple actions, such as using a tablet device, might
become unachievable. This issue underlined the importance
of designing an easy-to-use application that did not require
much physical effort and mental workload to be successfully
used. Therefore, it was suggested that user interaction with
the system must be minimal, with only the few necessary
actions. One participant stated: “Usability is extremely
important for the interaction with this application since
COPD patients have little energy left on bad days”.
2) User Interface Design: Patients agreed with the
authentication method through a personal identification
number (PIN) mechanism, although they expressed having
difficulties remembering numbers and they preferred to be
able to choose their own PIN instead of using a pre-defined
one. In addition, they requested to have the user’s name at
the top of the home screen after each successful login.
Patients required seeing the results of their own
measurements on the device’s screen before sending them to
the telemedicine centre. They asked for receiving immediate
feedback when measurements were successfully delivered. A
time-span visualization of several days of measurement
results was also suggested where patients could see
measurements from previous days. Another request was the
possibility of seeing the health professional through a
videoconference to simultaneously guide the patient through
any of the tasks.
For the interface’s layout, patients chose not to have
nested menus (e.g., one patient representative said: “you
cannot ask elderly people to remember what is inside each
menu”) and instead, only one touch area per action.
Suggestions included 6 squared big-size touch areas, with
readable and appropriate function’s names. The 3 most
important functions were placed at the top: “new
measurements”,
“daily
questionnaire”
and

Figure 4. Users’ suggestions for the UI of the tablet application’s
main screen.

“videoconference”. The other 3 touch areas with less
frequently used functions were placed at the bottom:
“historical data”, “information about COPD”, and “user
instructions”, see Figure 4. Further, it was concluded that the
system was not to be used for emergency situations, so a
written text was displayed that said “Call 113 for
emergency” was suggested.
For the questionnaire, end-users suggested multiple
touchable selections for the daily self-evaluation of
symptoms. Specifically, to have six questions visible on the
screen at the same time because patients were afraid they
would get tired of reading the questions one by one (see
Figure 5). The button to navigate to the next step, labelled
“Next”, had to visible at the bottom of the screen. The users
requested to be able to review the questionnaire answers
before sending the self-evaluation questionnaire.
3) Procedure for Remote Monitoring: One of the most
important findings of the workshop was the description of
the procedure for the use of the telemedicine application for
remote monitoring of COPD patients.

Figure 5. User’s UI suggestions for the questionnaire for daily selfevaluation of symptoms.
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Figure 7. GUI of tablet application main screen.
Figure 6. Procedure for remote monitoring.

Figure 6 shows the end users’ suggestion for the process
and feedback in the remote monitoring scenario. In addition,
instructions were required to be concise and to be
additionally available on paper and through the system.
It is a common practice in a given telemedicine centre to
differentiate patient status by an easy-to-interpret color
scheme, called triage. Triage color was represented in this
case by a green color for measurement values within the predefined cut-off values; yellow color for requiring attention
and red one to trigger alert. Yellow and red colors were
activated when measurement values were outside the
predefined cut-off values. Patient representatives initially
suggested that patients at home should be able to see the
triage color related to their own measurements in order to
have a feeling of control of their own health. However, a
“false” red measurement (e.g., cold finger may alter
measurement readings) could potentially increase patient’s
anxiety. At the end, patient representatives agreed with the
option that only health care professionals could see the
triage’s color.
B. Iterative Design
The contributions from the iterative design are presented
following the sub-phases of design and implementation,
functional test, user evaluations and field trial.
1) Design and Implementation: In the sub-phase design
and implementation, the workshop’s results were
transformed into user requirements. The initial graphical user
interface (GUI) for the main screen of the tablet application
was outlined including the two functions “New
Measurement” and “Questionnaire”, which were placed at
the top, see Figure 7.
For the GUI of the daily self-evaluation questionnaire,
three questions with touch areas for answers were displayed
with a legible text on a tablet device, see Figure 8. Outcomes
from further iterations’ sub-phases contributed to refine the
user requirements and improve the application
implementation.
Based on the initial GUI, a first prototype version was
created. Figure 9 shows the first prototype version of the
measurements’ screen with the buttons “Measure Pulse” and
“Send Pulse Value”. The readings of SpO2 and pulse are

shown in the right column (e.g., pulse = 85 beats per minute,
and SpO2 = 98%).
Figure 10 shows the initial prototype version of the
questionnaire’s UI, with one question per screen. The list of
answers had to be touch-selected. A “Next” button to
advance to the next question was placed under the list of
answers.
2)
Functional Test: In each iteration during the
development of the application, a functionality test was run
by the development team. The identification of errors at this
stage proved to be relatively cost-effective to fix in terms of
time and effort compared with further sub-phases.
3)
User Evaluation: The user evaluations in
laboratory settings comprised tasks to perform in the tablet
application. An in-depth analysis of the observations
revealed a number of usability issues. For the GUI, several
problems were identified due to the insufficient text size in
the UI of the measurement’s screen and related to the
progress bar. Some spelling errors were found in the UI
wording. For the functionality, there were some technical
issues related to transmission of data from the tablet device.
The videoconference sound quality was insufficient, but the
use of headset improved the communication. Further, while
the measurement reader device showed correct measured
values, wrong ones were displayed in the tablet screen and
sent to the telemedicine centre. User evaluation helped to
identify these issues.

Figure 8. The GUI of the daily self-evaluation questionnaire
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Figure 9. First prototype version of the measurement screen

Figure 10. First prototype version of the questionnaire

In the group interviews after the evaluations, user
comments about the tablet use were overall positive. They
refer to the usability of the application and its
functionalities: “I think this will help us if we get worse; the
tablet was easy to use with 5 or 6 functions and few things
that should be touched to do measurements”. Comments
also addressed the feeling of safety after using the system
for few days in a row: “This is a fantastic procedure and a
nice service for COPD patients. Initially I was skeptical
because I was afraid this would be too technical and little
human, but now I think this will give patients a feeling of
safety, especially the first 14 days after hospital discharge”.
Other comments referred to the need of user training: “With
some user training I think most people could use this, it was
not complicated. If you forget how to do it, you can contact
telemedicine centre”. Patients also positively commented
about the videoconference: “It was a good feeling to have
the videoconference with telemedicine centre. I think it is
good to see and hear the nurse for users at home”. About the
interaction with the tablet device, one of the patients stated:
“I assume finger interaction will work well for most elderly
people”.
The tablet application went through several iterative
refinements to implement the findings from the user
evaluations. These refinements included the display of the
questionnaire with the adequate number of questions per
screen, reduced from 3 in the initial GUI design to finally 1
per screen in the final implementation to ease the individual
reading A review of the questionnaire’s answers was
included to allow patient to double check the filled-in
answers before sending them in. Initially, a progress bar
notified data transmission but it was unclear for
distinguishing between successful and unsuccessful data
delivery. A feedback notification pop-up window was
shown, displaying a round face with an associated color code
(i.e., green smiley face for successful delivery and red sad
face for unsuccessful one). In addition, the user manual with
intuitive images to guide step-by-step how to handle the
measurement devices was requested. In this line, the GUI

corresponding to the new measurement was improved by
reducing the information load to perform tasks.
4) Field Trial: The usability evaluations performed
during the field comprised 4 tasks with associated sub-tasks
and several usability problems were revealed. In the GUI of
the measurements’ screen, the text “New Measurement” was
used twice, as a heading but also as an action bar, creating
confusion on which was one had to be selected to start the
action. When choosing the action bar, a pop-up window
opened over the instruction text, impeding its reading. The
size of the touch area to answer the videoconference call was
too small. Regarding the interface design, the text size was
evaluated as sufficient and the choice of colors as
appropriate. The interface of the main screen, measurement
and the symptom self-evaluation questionnaire were easy to
understand and had sufficient contrast between the elements.
In the questionnaire, the size of boxes was sufficient and the
overview of filled-in answers before sending was evaluated
as a positive feature. For the application’s functionality, there
was a lack of notification to the user when there was a data
transmission error. For instance, a progress bar showed on
the screen an ongoing transmission, but without notifying
whether the transmission was successful or not. In addition,
the videoconference had problems with sound and video
quality. Initially, the quality was rated as satisfactory, but it
presented some minor sound and video problems. Only one
participant rated as satisfactory the videoconference quality
during the whole test. The touch area to answer
videoconference call was too small.
Regarding users’ interactions with the tablet device, the
double touch action was problematic because users had to
apply the correct touch speed and pressure. A stylus was
required in some cases. One user had forgotten the correct
action for starting the application and found a way around by
touching another UI area. When adjusting the camera in the
videoconference, one user accidently switched off the
application twice before succeeding.
The interviews showed that all participants successfully
connected the equipment by themselves at home. The
instruction manual was evaluated as clear and instructive, but
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Figure 13. Notification window for successful sending (left) and for
unsuccessful sending (right).

Figure 11. The final version of the UI’s main screen

some mismatch between the content shown in the manual
and the final text and layout shown in the system had to be
resolved. The main frustration expressed by participants was
the videoconference problem, which was related to mobile
network coverage. For the interaction with the UI, most users
stated that during one week they became familiar with the
correct speed and pressure for touch actions.
Based on findings from the field trial, several refinements
were made in the tablet application, such as the automatic
start of the application because of problems with touch
initiation of the program icon (i.e., equivalent to mouse
double-click). It was found that, ideally, the tablet
application should report the battery level of the
measurement device to the telemedicine centre and patient.
The videoconference image and sound quality was improved
through software configuration changes. The sound quality
was improved by the selection of optimal headphones and
microphone setup for the users.
The participants’ overall rating of the application was
satisfactory concerning all interactions with the tablet (e.g.,
equipment setup, device connection, measurements,
questionnaire
filling,
data
transmission,
and

videoconference). Comments referred to the design,
understanding and usability of the system: “I think the
application is very well designed so you do not
misunderstand anything. I consider this system userfriendly”; “This application was easy to use because even an
old person like me without computer experience could use
it”.
C. Final Version
The UCD process concluded the development of a final
version of the tablet application, which was evaluated as
“satisfactory” in all the sub-phases. Users started to operate
the UI from the main screen of the application. The screen
was divided into six differentiable touch areas with the daily
functions at the top (e.g., “Questionnaire”, “New
Measurement” and “COPD Assessment Test”. Figure 11
shows the final UI of the tablet application.
The series of steps related to the task of taking a new
measurement is shown in Figure 12 and 13. The procedure
included pressing the button “Start measurement” to start the
operation (see Figure 12.1). When starting the measurement,
a pop-up window opened and visually showed how to place
the sensor on the finger (Figure 12.2). When successfully
measured, the readings of SpO2 and pulse were shown in the
two fields and the button with the label “Send” would
become active to send the readings to the telemedicine centre
(see Figure 12.3). When pressing the “Send” button, a
progress bar showed the text “Sending”, representing the
ongoing transmission of data (see Figure 12.4). When the
data were transmitted, a feedback notification pop-up
window opened to alternatively show successful or
unsuccessful data delivery, see Figure 13.
The questionnaire for the daily self-evaluation of
symptoms consisted of a sequence of 9 screens, 7 for the
questions and 2 for reviewing and reset the answers when
necessary. The question screen showed the possible answers
to be touch-selected and a button with the text “Next” to
continue with the remaining questions, see Figure 14 left.
The questionnaire review screen showed the answers
selected and gave the possibility of resetting them when
necessary. In addition, the button with the text “Send” would
submit the answers to the telemedicine centre and the button
labelled with “Cancel” would cancel the whole operation
discarding the answers, see Figure 14 right.

Figure 12. (1) The final version UI’s of the New Measurement screen.
(2) Pop-up window with instruction. (3) Readings of SpO2 and pulse.
(4) Progress bar.
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Figure 14. The final version of the UI’s daily self-evaluation
questionnaire, question 1 (left, Q1) and answer review (right).

V.

DISCUSSION

This paper has presented the UCD process for the
development of a tablet device application for remote
monitoring of COPD patients in home environment.
Telemedicine applications typically involve multiple users in
number and type, such as patients, health professionals and
administrative officers. This is why the involvement of those
groups of end-users in the design of a new technical
application is crucial to understand the clinical workflow
where the solution will be deployed, its context of use and
the interactions involved. The two research questions (RQs)
formulated at the beginning of this paper are answered below
based on the results from the study.
About the RQ1, which asked about the development of a
telemedicine application for remote monitoring of COPD
patients, it has been confirmed by end-users (i.e., COPD
patients and health professionals) that the employed UCD
approach included their needs in the development of the
application. The workshop with end-users efficiently
outlined user needs, context of use and helped the user
groups involved to familiarize themselves with each other
and the research team. Therefore, the workshop was the key
to elicit users’ requirements of the application, taking on
board different aspects of GUI, interaction and
functionalities.
The user evaluations were carried out both in a controlled
laboratory environment and at COPD patients’ homes. The
early evaluations in laboratory environment simulated a
realistic user scenario based on constructed role-play
scenario where the patients and health care professionals
interacted with the technology. In addition, the laboratory
provided a test environment allowing controlling the
variables studied and enabled users to give feedback about
GUI design and the interactions following the remote
monitoring process. The laboratory test was a necessary step
where to evaluate the iterations for the refinement of the
application. Finally, the controlled test provided the
necessary safety for, as seen in other studies, afterwards
running the field trial in an optimal way [30].
The field trial allowed studying the long-term and realtime usage of the technology by COPD patients at their
home and provided useful information about the interactions

between humans and technology, but also between the
different technologies involved. This helped to address the
common issues with interoperability [38], present nowadays
in the deployment and use of telemedicine technologies
[39][40].
Several lessons were learned during the study that can be
transferable and applicable for technology development for
other chronic clinical pathways (RQ2). In particular,
intended solutions for medical environments necessarily
need to firstly involve all the user groups in the creation of
the solution. Secondly, the respective analysis of how this
solution could best fit in an existing clinical workflow or, if
non-existent, embedding the solution in a new workflow
built up in collaboration with the end-user groups. Thirdly,
the fact that chronic patients do not have the same levels of
physical energy as healthy people underlines the importance
of designing easy-to-use solutions that minimise physical
effort and mental workload.
The research study of the UCD process had also some
limitations such as: patient role-play by health professionals,
user-scenarios tested in a simulated environment and reduced
number of end-users. The health professionals took the role
of the patient in the user evaluation 1 due to the low
legibility of interface wording (as it can be seen in Figure 9
and 10). This was improved in the user evaluation 2, where
real patients tested the interface. The simulated test
environment allowed creating highly realistic scenarios
under controlled conditions, and the field trial gave the
opportunity to test the system in real-world settings. The
number of users, despite low, meaningfully represented all
the end-user groups involved [41][42].
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study has been developed including end-users’ (i.e.,
COPD patients and health professionals) needs, suggestions
and preferences, in the design and evaluation of a COPD
remote monitoring application. Positive results were reported
after the evaluation in the laboratory settings, regarding ease
of use of the telemedicine solution and user satisfaction. The
methodology employed, UCD, transformed the end-user into
a contributor of the telemedicine service design and allowing
continuous refinement of the application to fully develop the
system suitable for remote monitoring of COPD patients.
The telemedicine service enabled COPD patients
reporting their symptoms and health status after
hospitalization. The system is interoperable with other
concurrent systems, resolving the common issue of
interoperability present in the deployment and use of
telemedicine technologies. The continuous report of
symptoms for chronic patients throughout the whole health
service chain together with actively including patients in
building the solution, are in line with the European Union
(EU) Health Strategy, “putting patients at the heart of the
system and encouraging them to be involved in managing
their own healthcare needs” [43]. This EU strategy aims to
help current health care systems placing the patient at the
centre of new treatments for chronic conditions included in
the projections of global mortality for 2030 [8], such as
ischemic heart disease and diabetes.
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The simulation in high fidelity laboratory settings and the
field trial are significant contributing factors to the ecological
validity of the research here presented. In a world where
human-computer interactions progressively increase in
number and complexity, real-time evaluations in real-world
settings become crucial to understand not only whether
deployment is successful, but the efficient and continuous
use of technological solutions.
Finally, the proposed UCD process has been validated by
the development of a telemedicine tablet application,
successfully adopted by the EU FP7 project United4Health,
which focused on technologies that support remote
monitoring of COPD patients after hospital discharge. As a
result, 3 telemedicine centers covering 23 municipalities in
Norway are currently using the final version of the
application. This represents a significant contribution
compared with related scientific literature where many
telemedicine studies do not reach final deployment stage.
Future work will address research on appropriate
identification and authentication methods for patients, more
autonomous reasoning and decision support in the
application, and integration of further devices to support
other patient groups and clinical pathways associated with
chronic diseases, such as hypertension and diabetes.
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Abstract—This paper presents the extended research conducted
for an implementation creating knowledge-supported dynamical
visualisation and computation, which can also be used
in combination with dynamical processing. The focus of
methodologies, knowledge, and approach is data-centric,
especially concentrating on cognostics and knowledge. The
methodologies, knowledge resources, data structures, and
workflows are very suitable for long-term multi-disciplinary
context and creating application components for the use
with High End Computing. The core knowledge is based on
long-term knowledge resources further developed for several
decades and used with many applications scenarios utilising
multi-disciplinary and multi-lingual content and context like
references, associations, and knowledge container collections.
A major goal of the application case studies shown here is
creating context-sensitive dynamical program components and
algorithms from selected knowledge content. The selections are
results of dynamical workflows, which are part of component
implementations, e.g., including search processes and result
matrix generators. Previous research has shown that long-term
knowledge resources are the most important and most valuable
component of long-term approaches and solutions. Here, the
structures and classifications are used with independent database
frameworks and programming interfaces. The results show
that the methodological foundations and knowledge resources
are very well suitable as long-term core base, as well as for
creating dynamical application components, e.g., for visualisation
and computation in multi-disciplinary, geoscientific, and spatial
context. The knowledge resources can refer to any kind of
resources. The overall environment allows to develop and govern
extensive content structures and promote their long-term vitality.
The long-term knowledge resources and cognostics are an
excellent base for supporting dynamical processing sustainable,
economic, long-term development of resources and components.
Keywords–Advanced Knowledge Discovery; Universal Decimal
Classification; Conceptual Knowledge; Dynamical Visualisation
and Computation; Cognostics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Many methods have been created for deploying computing and processing with knowledge discovery and dynamical
visualisation. However, conceptual knowledge and cognostics
supporting the creation of fully functional application components has not been been considered explicitely. The target
in this implementation is multi-disciplinary information with
examples from geoscientific and natural sciences referring
to universal knowledge and reaching into many disciplines.
The secondary data utilised here can also include spatial
information.

Within the last decades the value of the content, the “value
of data”, has steadily increased and with this the demand
for flexible and efficient discovery processes for creating
results from requests on data sources. This paper presents
the extended research based on the creation of knowledgesupported dynamical visualisation and computation, the results
of which were published and presented at the GEOProcessing
conference in February 2015 in Lisbon [1]. Applying the
conceptual knowledge and cognostics in this context, this paper
is especially focussing on support for data-centric approaches.
This research shows details of the latest case studies and
discusses the up-to-date experiences from the implementation
of the dynamical components and their integration with knowledge resources’ structures and workflows. The case studies
especially consider the levels inside application components,
which can be created based on universal knowledge resources
and cognostics. The studies also discuss the conceptual support
for generators and some resulting features.
This paper is organised as follows. Section II introduces
with the state-of-the-art and motivation for this research.
Sections III and IV summarise the foundations and challenges
with cognostic components, Section V introduces the methodological bases, Section VI presents the previous research being
a fundament for this work. Sections VII and VIII present
the fundamental implementations, esp. integration referring to
knowledge and dynamics, discussing the foundations, architecture, framework, integration, and dynamical visualisation and
computation. Section IX discusses selected parts of the implementation and resulting components and Section X presents
examples of dynamical cognostic processing in context with
knowledge and cognostics. These sections show the details of
the implementation and the resulting components, from geo
sets, computation to index selection and some views from
the resulting visualisations. Sections XI to XIII evaluate the
main results, potential and summarise the lessons learned,
conclusions and future work.
II.

S TATE - OF - THE - ART AND MOTIVATION

The creation of long-term knowledge resources and utilisation methods is one of the most pressing goals in information
science as the masses of data and the loss of knowledge in
society are steadily increasing in all areas. Existing projects
employ segment-like spectra of disciplines in their focus.
Examples are large digital libraries and projects like the
Europeana [2] and the World Digital Library (WDL) [3]. For
most data, source and resulting data, it is reasonable to assume
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a data value at least higher than the funding value [4], which
motivates for increased efforts.
As existing projects, e.g., which are only concentrating on
bibliographic means, do not focus on such integration, use
different and mostly isolated classifications and schemes for
different areas and specific purposes. For example, there is
a small number of general classifications, which are mostly
used in library context. Although such classifications are used
in many thousands of institutions worldwide this is neither
a general use case or application scenario nor a significant
share of the overall knowledge. They are missing to provide
facilities for arbitrary kinds of objects, e.g., factual data and
trans-disciplinary context in information science and natural
sciences. Therefore, the handling of knowledge issues at a
cognostic level is not reflected by processes for creation of
software components. Besides these major gaps in research,
shortcomings result regarding data quality, data-centric solutions, required long-term aspects, and functionality of application components.
In contrast to that, the state of the art for documentation
of universal, conceptual knowledge is the Universal Decimal
Classification (UDC) [5], which is one of the very few
classifications providing a universal classification [6], [7].
Besides public interfaces, the implementations of the known
application scenarios are not publicly available in common.
Anyhow, all known scenarios have in common that they deploy
only a small subset of available classifications and in the
vast majority the classification process is not automated. It
is necessary to develop logical structures in order to govern
the existing big data today and in future, especially in volume,
variability, and velocity. This is necessary in order to keep the
information addressable and maintain the quality of data on
long-term.
Beyond the focus of the mentioned segment-like projects the
knowledge resources and concepts discussed and implemented
in this research focus on the trans-disciplinary integration of
arbitrary different segments and disciplines and a universal
usability based on factual data and criteria. The documentation
and context also integrates and refers to content and context,
e.g., conceptual, procedural, and metacognitive knowledge and
allows for a huge range of possible scenarios. This is a
driving force to extend the use of classification in trans- and
multi-disciplinary context and transfer the experiences from
deploying a classification for long-term documentation and
application.
III.

F OUNDATIONS OF COGNOSTIC COMPONENTS

The term cognostics is related to the Latin verb cognoscere
(con ‘with’, gnoscere ‘know, recognise’). This is in itself a
cognate of the Greek verb γιγνωσκω (gignósko), meaning
’I know, I perceive’ (noun: gnósis, ’knowledge’) referring to
‘recognize’, ‘conceptualize’. The archaic paradigm of many
aspects of fields of human activities is, e.g., a complementary
trias of animistics, empirics, and cognostics. Most cognostic
content followed prehistorical and early historical times, in the
later stages of development. Cognostic fundaments have been
discussed in detail by classical ancient Greek philosophers.

“Cognition” as a modern term at least dates back to the 15th
century, used for “awareness” and “thinking”.
Cognition is the set of all mental abilities and processes.
Cognition is therefore related to knowledge, decision making
[8], [9], problem solving, human-computer interaction and
many more. Cognitive processes use existing knowledge and
generate new knowledge.
In result, the implementation of cognostic views can be
complex, not only because of application components but
especially because of the knowledge-centric base, which has
to be created. A lot of following researchers have picked-up
the term, e.g., in context with diagnostics guided by computers
[10], [11], in an early phase of data exploratory analysis and
without developing a base for the knowledge itself.
The term cognostics has been more widely used with developments in information science since the nineteen-nineties. In
Geocognostics refers not only to dynamical components but to
different views and how to achieve this, e.g., how to integrate
political and social-cultural differences, which are examples of
major aspects to be considered.
The cognitive aspects of human-computer interaction are
multifold, especially in the context of geographic information
systems [12]. As one contribution to complex information
systems, on the one hand, the accuracy of spatial databases is
an important factor [13] but on the other hand it is important
that researchers and users can create cognitive collages and
spatial mental models [14]. Besides that, the integration of
psychological aspects of spatial information [15] as well as
the consideration of cultural aspects [16] has become significant for several decades. This has led to the concepts of
cognitive geographic information systems [17] and the idea
of geocognostics [18]. These fundamental concepts have led
to implementations considering cognostics with dynamical
features [19] and collaboration frameworks [20], resulting in
modular cognostic component concepts [21] and knowledge
based approaches and implementations [22], e.g., the new
concept of object carousels.
IV.

C HALLENGES WITH KNOWLEDGE AND COGNOSTICS

The insufficient care for knowledge has shown to have
impact on scientific work [23] and most achievements have
to be created over and over again [24] as well as on industrial
developments and automation [25], [26], [27], [28], [29], [30].
Data collections can provide any huge amount of information, directly and in consequence of applied workflows.
The more unstructured the data collections are the more
interpretation of the data are possible. Automated processes
can then easily lead to a much higher rate of misinterpretation.
Examples of misinterpretation [31] and unclean data [32],
which can regulary result when not integrating high quality
knowledge resources have led to suggestions and recommendations that raw data might take enormous efforts to clean,
reformat, and consolidate but is very well worth. In spite of
the quantity of data [33] bigger does not mean better. For many
cases big data has been claimed a ‘big misnomer’ [34].
The quality of data cannot be neglected especially when
creating sustainable structures, long-term documentations and
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solutions. Some analysis considers data size being important
on the one hand, e.g., volume of data. On the other hand, small
volumes of data can have a large significance, examples are
the following:
• Non-standard mean data like outliers can be significant
for working with problems and data.
• Rare data events or attributes can be the interesting ones.
• Rare discrete values or classes.
• Missing values can lead to sparsely observed observation
space.
Therefore, the target is a) to minimise the continuous rework
and provide long-term features in order to document all
parts of the creational steps and results and b) to integrate
knowledge and cognostic features, which is a core purpose of
the knowledge resources. Besides benefits, complex “all-in”
folders, like in election context do show up with challenges
[35], which requires alternatives.
V. M ETHODOLOGICAL BASES : L OGICAL STRUCTURES
To work on that goal requires to define information units
and to care for depositing an appropriate segmentation in
sub-units. The information units require links to the related
units, e.g., superunits. The challenges are to define these
structures and units for data used in different disciplinary
context, in one discipline, as well as in multi-disciplinary
context. These logical structures are the basic precondition for
the development of functioning algorithms, which can access
the units and whose application can be perfected in a next selflearning step. The tries of using unstructured data result in the
fact that data volumes, variabilities, and volumes devaluate
the resulting values of requests. Any isolated technological
approaches to the big data challenge have shown not to be
constructive. A sustainable approach has to consider the data
and structure itself.
• The first step is the preconditional definition of a logical,
commonly valid structure for the data.
• The second step is the planning for the applications
based on the logical structures in step one.
• The third step is the creation of algorithms regarding the
data and data retrieval, interfaces, and workflows based
on steps one and two. The fourth step is the planning
of the implementation. This includes data format, platforms, and applications.
Further, the creation, development, and operation of the
content and components require to consider and define the
essential plans, especially:
• Plans for extending structures.
• Preparations for all required interfaces for the newly
extended structures should be done.
• Plans for self-learning components.
• Plans for container formats and utilisation.
• Plans for sustainable handling of data lifecycles, data
formats, and system resources.
The early stage of planning requires a concept catalogue. So
far, the activities are commonly in a pre-planning stage. The

next step includes case studies on structures, algorithms, and
collaborational issues (efficiency, economical cycle).
VI. F UNDAMENT FOR THIS WORK
Long-term knowledge resources can be created and used
for universal documentation and re-use of content. The re-use
includes discovery, as well as gathering new results and creating new applications. The knowledge resources [36] can refer
to any kind of resources, e.g., to natural sciences resources
or historical geographic resources [37]. Basics of knowledge
organisation [38] and multi-lingual lexical linked data [39]
have been discussed for various disciplines and shown the
huge potential and value of the knowledge. This also shows
the benefits of linking with universal classifications, especially
with consequently numerical notations, which can be easily
and most flexibly and efficiently used with modern applications
components. Further, on the one hand, information services
benefit from a comprehensive and holistic model for evaluation
[40] and on the other hand, they align with the benefits for a
quality management of information services [41].
The paper presents a new implementation for creating
knowledge-supported dynamical visualisation and computation, which have not been integrated before for that purpose.
Therefore, a major goal of the application case studies is creating dynamical program components and algorithms based on
knowledge resources. The different previous projects and case
studies have already shown that the combination of knowledge
resources with integrated conceptual knowledge references can
be used for the creation of dynamical applications.
The dynamical visualisation and computation based on
knowledge resources does have numberless applications. Some
prominent examples with the research presented here are
knowledge discovery, visualising result matrices from workflows or search processes, and creating objects and extending knowledge resources. The framework presented here is
a high level framework interconnecting several frameworks
for complex system architecture, multi-column operation, and
long-term creation for main resources. Therefore, the required
approach is considered to be necessarily most complex from
knowledge and implementation point of view.
Following the Geo Exploration and Information case studies
[42] based on the actmap framework [43] a number of developments for the deployment of High End Computing resources
and technologies with integrated systems are still state of
the art. In addition, including the structural and conceptual
knowledge based on the knowledge resources, research has
been done for a different special database framework, which is
as well autonomous and can be used for the creation of standalone dynamical and portable application components. The
components can be integrated with the existing frameworks, as
well as they can be used as standalone interactive applications.
VII. I MPLEMENTATION : I NTEGRATION AND KNOWLEDGE
A. Content and context
The implementation shows the context-sensitive dynamical
components based on the knowledge resources. The knowledge resources provide the structure and integrate the factual
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knowledge, the references, including the references for the
object classification views required for the dynamic utilisation,
ensuring integration [44] and sustainability [45].
Previous case studies have shown that any suitable cartographic visualisation can be used for the presentation of the
results, for example, with the Generic Mapping Tools [46]
(e.g., filtering, trend fitting, gridding, views, and projections)
or creating exports and imports with various products.
Most available cartographic visualisation products are too
specialised in order to handle advanced knowledge workflows
on the one hand and dynamical results on cognitive context
on the other hand. In the presented case where the application
should concentrate on the intention of presenting a special
result in an abstract way we require special and flexible
facilities for dynamical sketch drawings. The more, in the
special case the cognitive background forbids to concentrate
on detailed cartographic visualisation or mixing with modern
ways of geographic conventions. Historical names, locations,
and context are not adequately represented by existing modern
frameworks.
Regarding both requirements for this study are fully complied by the flexibility of the implementation. The knowledge
resources themselves are not restrictive regarding the use of
other components for other purposes.
B. Implementation foundations
The implementation for dynamical visualisation and computation is based on the framework for the architecture for
documentation and development of advanced scientific computing and multi-disciplinary knowledge [47]. The architecture
implemented for an economical long-term strategy is based
on different development blocks. Figure 1 shows the three
main columns: Application resources, knowledge resources,
and originary resources.
Applications
Resources
and
Components

Knowledge Resources
Scientific Resources

Originary Resources
and
Sources

Databases
Containers
Documentation

Services Interfaces

Resources
Workspace

Services Interfaces

Resources
Storage

Resources
Compute and Storage

Services Interfaces

Services Interfaces

Compute Services

Services Interfaces

Storage Services
and
Resources
(c) Rückemann 2012

Figure 1. Architecture: Columns of practical dimensions. The knowledge
resources are the central component within the long-term architecture.

The central block in the “Collaboration house” framework
architecture [48], are the knowledge resources, scientific resources, databases, containers, and documentation (e.g., LX
[36], databases, containers, list resources). These can be based
on and refer to the originary resources and sources (photos,
scientific data, literature).
The knowledge resources are used as a universal component for compute and storage workflows. Application resources and components (Active Source, Active Map, local
applications) are implementations for analysing, utilising, and
processing data and making the information and knowledge
accessible. The related information, all data, and algorithm
objects presented are copyright the author of this paper, LX
Foundation Scientific Resources [36], all rights reserved. The
LX structure and the classification references based on UDC
[5], especially mentioning the well structured editions [49]
and the multi-lingual features [6], are essential means for
the processing workflows and evaluation of the knowledge
objects and containers. Both provide strong multi-disciplinary
and multi-lingual support.
The three blocks are supported by services’ interfaces.
The interfaces interact with the physical resources, in the
local workspace, in the compute and storage resources the
knowledge resources are situated, and in the storage resources
for the originary resources.
All of these do allow for advanced scientific computing and
data processing, as well as the access of compute and storage
resources via services interfaces. The resources’ needs depend
on the application scenarios to be implemented for user groups.
C. Cognostics and related data
The content-supported cognostics support a plethora of
knowledge object sources, information, and data features. An
excerpt of examples of these features used in the case studies
implemented here are:
• name,
• keywords,
• conceptual knowledge and classification,
• text,
• link references,
• dates,
• languages,
• translations,
• transliterations,
• map locations and GPS,
• various types of comparisons and context references,
• researchers’ views,
• comments,
• object specific material, classification, documentation,
parameters, files, workflow descriptions, programs, . . .
All the data provided for an application, e.g., from knowledge
objects in collections or containers, including textual and nontextual data, scientific data, mathematical data, technical data
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as well as comments can be analysed by the workflows and
application components.
The visualisation components can use all the cognostic
attributes in order to further exploit the information for the
respective application targets. In addition, with the multidisciplinary long-term features and structures the knowledge
resources provide the means for a sustainable integrated research data management [50].
This is significant in combination with integrated realia and
digital resources, for example, in digital museums projects
[51]. An example for creating components usable with complex environments is an agent-based modeling and simulation
in archaeology [52]. This is especially interesting for High End
Computing environments, in the given examples, for example,
for archaeological simulations [53].
In the presented scenarios implemented with this research,
the new resources overcome the insufficient documentation,
the structural and long-term deficits. Therefore, the integration
benefits from the combination of structured and unstructured
data.
A lot of unstructured data is provided on the Internet.
For some scenarios this source might provide the largest
percentage of unstructured data, regulary integrated in the
workflows, e.g., with knowledge discovery processes. Regarding non knowledge resources based sources the propertisation
(or ‘Proprietarisierung’ and ‘proprietarisation’ in German and
French a bit more concisely reflecting the stricter and essential
Latin ‘proprius’, meaning ‘own, individual, special, particular,
characteristic’ and dissociating from ‘proper’ and ‘property’)
is not only a threat for the free Web [54], [55], [56] but also for
the workflows, which can be based on unstructured data and
free and open access data, at least to a flexible extend. The
situation may lead to challenges with application scenarios,
which contain a large percentage of references to unstructured
data on the free net as well as with workflows, which require
or benefit from such data.
With unstructured Big Data, which is most of the overall
amount of data available, there is also a lot of bias [57]. With
high end solutions and resources, e.g., with High Performance
Computing, there is an increasing demand for techniques supporting fault tolerance [58]. For High End Computing solutions
this can be achieved by modular structures and documentation.
One of the important features of algorithms and structures
supporting these applications is the ability to cope with failures
in information and applied knowledge [59]. With the facilities
of the knowledge resources for precision and fuzzyness the
components can cover a flexible range of cognostic coverage.
VIII.

I MPLEMENTATION : I NTEGRATION AND DYNAMICS

A. Integration and computation
The context of the application components is fully integrated
with the knowledge resources and dynamical components [60].
The screenshot (Figure 2) illustrates some features. Shown
examples illustrate features of Active Source, computed and
filtered views, LX information, and aerial site photographs,
e.g., from Google Maps.

Figure 2. Dynamical use of information systems and scientific computing with
multi-disciplinary and universal knowledge resources [48].

Many general aspects of dynamical use of information
systems and scientific computing have been analysed with the
collaboration house case studies.
B. Implemented content and application dynamics
The main groups of challenges are resulting from the content
and from the applications.
• Content side: From content side, the knowledge resources provide the central repository and infrastructure
(‘Knowledge as a Service’) for discovery and component
creation.
• Application side: From application side, the dynamical
components can deploy the resources to any extent and
in any step of workflows.
Any part of the components and features can be assembled
from the knowledge resources’ workflows. As an example, the
site context and factual data components, the database and the
graphical user interface components including event definition
and management can be dynamically created via transform
routines and concatenate operations.
C. Dynamical visualisation and computation implementation
A number of different visualisation tools and frameworks
have been analysed in the latest case studies. The results
presented here were mostly realised with Tcl/Tk [61] for the
dynamical visualisations, Fortran and C based programs for
required algorithms, Message Passing Interface (MPI) [62],
and Perl for dynamical scripting.
Many components have been developed for the actmap
framework [43] and successfully used and verified in context
with existing scenarios. Besides the actmap framework additional possibilities of creating application programming interfaces and graphical user interfaces for dynamical visualisation
of knowledge matrices have to be analysed.
As a simple example for a dynamical, portable, and standalone component an application like Tclworld has been considered [63]. The application is built on a very portable Tool
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Command Language (TCL) base integrating programming,
database, and user interfaces.
The database application programming interface [64] is
very simple, portable, and extendable. The database graphical
user interface [65] can be used within the same application
and is based on a rapid prototyping concept. Both interface
models allow dynamical control and extension of any features
regarding the application, as well as for the content.

A. Knowledge resources and geo sets
The integrated information systems can generate result
matrices based on the available components and workflows.
The result matrix generators can be configured to deliver any
kind of result matrix. One base for the implementation is the
generation of georeferences data resulting from requests. The
listing (Figure 3) shows an example of a result matrix, an
excerpt of the generated site handler database.
1

IX.

I MPLEMENTATION AND RESULTING COMPONENTS

The knowledge resources are very flexibly supporting documentation and handling of knowledge content and context. The
features include cognostics as well as dynamical application
support.
Key to the flexibility is that any knowledge object can
carry as much documentation as required. It is the task of the
application workflow to make use of the available information
to the extend needed and to develop or create complementary information. Creating knowledge-supported dynamical
components starts at the application to knowledge resources’
interface level. The conventional components and processes
have been described and discussed in practice in detail in
previous research, regarding Active Map Software [43], case
studies [42], and knowledge integration for classification and
computation [44].
For the visualisation and computation using the matrix objects with spatial and georeferenced context, a new application
instance “lxworlddynamic” has been created based on the
knowledge resources and interfaces. This component re-using
the Tclworld interfaces is the required extension complementary to the actmap framework components. All parts of the
component shall
• support dynamical and cognostic features,
•

integrate with the knowledge resources and existing
components, e.g., georeferenced objects,

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

be usable interactively,

•

have access to the content, e.g., index selection,

•

facilitate a standalone application assembly, and

•

20.687652
20.682658
20.682859
21.210859
21.097633
21.157199
21.157199
21.094751
41.377968
41.375842
38.676439
38.677683
21.234502
21.184412
16.043421
16.043153
17.633225
17.633225
51.151786
20.214301
20.493276
20.494663
20.494761
40.821961
20.365228
20.365228

-88.567674} site 20.687652 88.567674
-88.570147} site 20.682658 88.570147
-88.568548} site 20.682859 88.568548
-86.80352} site 21.210859 86.80352
-86.796799} site 21.097633 86.796799
-86.834736} site 21.157199 86.834736
-86.834736} site 21.157199 86.834736
-86.812248} site 21.094751 86.812248
2.17804} site 41.377968 -2.17804
2.177696} site 41.375842 -2.177696
-0.198618} site 38.676439 0.198618
-0.198103} site 38.677683 0.198103
-86.740494} site 21.234502 86.740494
-86.807528} site 21.184412 86.807528
-61.663857} site 16.043421 61.663857
-61.663374} site 16.043153 61.663374
-63.236961} site 17.633225 63.236961
-63.236961} site 17.633225 63.236961
10.415039} site 51.151786 -10.415039
-87.429103} site 20.214301 87.429103
-87.735701} site 20.493276 87.735701
-87.720294} site 20.494663 87.720294
-87.720138} site 20.494761 87.720138
14.428868} site 40.821961 -14.428868
-87.452545} site 20.365228 87.452545
-87.452545} site 20.365228 87.452545

The database is the result of a request summarising results on
objects referring to a defined context, in this case references
between archaeological and geological objects.
The framework provides a number of features like level handlers and sets of object georeferences. The listing (Figure 4)
shows an excerpt of the generated site level handler.
1
3
4

allow a flexible configuration of all aspects of the
applications’ visualisation and computation, including
cognostic support.
Especially, the component requires a site handler database,
has to refer to sets of georeferenced objects, a level handler for
selecting levels of detail, to create groups of matrix objects, to
support for an individualised configuration, to facilitate index
selections on the generated matrix elements, to visualise the
matrix elements and context graphically, and has to provide
associated data textually and numerically.
Therefore, the implementations done for this study concentrate on creating dynamical, generated, cognostic components.
Explicitly, the focus was not on georeferencing standards or
cartographic issues or precision. Any of such features can be
developed by third parties being interested in supporting their
individual scenarios.

Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site

Figure 3. Excerpt of generated site handler database (lxworlddynamic).

2

•

{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX
{LX

5

foreach
{ ...
{ ...
...
} {+ $i

i {
}
}
level 2}

Figure 4. Excerpt of generated site level handler (lxworlddynamic).

The level handler manages the site handler database, which
can also be generated and updated dynamically. Appropriate
entries are managed by the geo::set. The listing (Figure 5)
shows an excerpt of the generated geo set.
1
2
3
4
5

geo::Set {
{ ... } site ... ...
{ ... } site ... ...
...
}

Figure 5. Excerpt of generated geo::set (lxworlddynamic).

Groups of objects, e.g., associated archaeological,
geological, meteorite, and volcanological sites, as well
as subgroups like pottery and stones, can be dynamically
associated and handled in the generated component. The
listing (Figure 6) shows an excerpt of the generated database
matrix.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

+ {Archaeological site} : {A selected site with findings
of human activity, complementary to a
{Geological site} .
These sites have been dynamically created
from a request to the LX knowledge resources ... .
These sites have been ... .
}

1

8
9
10
11
12
13

+ {Geological site} : {A selected site with geological
findings, e.g., a {Volcanological site} or a
{Meteorite site} , complementary to an
{Archaeological site} .
This site has been ...}

16
17
18

+ {Metorite site} : {A selected site with meteorite
findings, e.g., meteorite crater, a special
{Geological site} .
This site has been ...}

19
20
21
22
23
24

+ {Volcanological site} : {A selected site with
volcanological findings, e.g., volcanological
findings like a volcano or fumarole, a special
{Geological site} .
This site has been ...}

25
26

2
3
4
5
6

14
15

references are, e.g., cities, mounts, lakes, roads, rails, rivers,
and grids. Any part of the dynamically generated components
can be individualised depending on context-sensitive attributes
and workflow configuration. The listing (Figure 8) shows an
example for the generated on-the-fly-symbol used for “sites”.

+ Pottery
: {Archaeological site} major.countries {
Italy France Spain Greece}

7
8
9
10

set bitmaps(site) [image create bitmap -data [strimj::xbm
"
....#....
...###...
..#...#..
.#.###.#.
##.###.##
.#.###.#.
..#...#..
...###...
....#...."] -foreground darkviolet]

Figure 8. Excerpt of generated on-the-fly symbol for sites (lxworlddynamic).

Different symbols can be integrated for different sites or for
different groups. The objects with their symbols are only
visible if the defined level, which is handled by the level
handler, is active in the interactive view.

27
28

+ Stone
: {Geological site} major.countries {Italy
France Spain Greece}

Figure 6. Excerpt of generated database matrix (lxworlddynamic).

Here, the matrix includes site and object types for the respective matrix with excerpts of descriptions and linked references.

C. Dynamical visualisation and computation
The following image (Figure 9) shows a screenshot of a
resulting dynamical visualisation of items in the result matrix,
in this case the resulting archaeological context sites. The
generated application utilises all the features so far described
with the implementation.

B. Index selection and configuration
When a representation of matrix objects in dynamical spatial
cartographic context is possible then selected objects can be
integrated either from the matrix elements or from the context
elements and references (Figure 7).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

foreach i [geo::Names] {
if {[lindex $geo::db($i) 0]=="city"} {
"LX World database" $i : {city} loc [lrange $
geo::db($i) 1 end] }
if {[lindex $geo::db($i) 0]=="mount"} {
"LX World database" $i : {mount} loc [lrange $
geo::db($i) 1 end] }
if {[lindex $geo::db($i) 0]=="site"} {
"LX World database" $i : {site} loc [lrange $
geo::db($i) 1 end] }
if {[lindex $geo::db($i) 0]=="lake"} {
"LX World database" $i : {lake} loc [lrange $
geo::db($i) 1 end] }
if {[lindex $geo::db($i) 0]=="road"} {
"LX World database" $i : {road} loc [lrange $
geo::db($i) 1 end] }
if {[lindex $geo::db($i) 0]=="rail"} {
"LX World database" $i : {rail} loc [lrange $
geo::db($i) 1 end] }
if {[lindex $geo::db($i) 0]=="river"} {
"LX World database" $i : {river} loc [lrange $
geo::db($i) 1 end] }
if {[lindex $geo::db($i) 0]=="grid"} {
"LX World database" $i : {grid} loc [lrange $
geo::db($i) 1 end] }
}

Figure 7. Excerpt of generated index selection (lxworlddynamic).

The listing shows an excerpt of the generated index selection. Matrix elements are, e.g., sites. Context elements and

Figure 9. Archaeological context sites in interactive, dynamically generated
spatial application (lxworlddynamic).

The screenshot illustrates the dynamical visualisation of
the matrix elements for the context of the respective results.
With the workflow a spatial context has been chosen for
the matrix, creating the components. The spatial application
component has been assembled by the workflow, integrating
the object item references from the result matrix and secondary
information from the referring knowledge resources objects
with a dynamical and interactive view of the matrix.
Figure 10 shows a screenshot of a resulting dynamical
zoom visualisation of matrix results and secondary information
on geological and archaeological context sites. The partially
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shown superpositioning effect of the respective zoom is still
visible in order to show the results, which can be separated in
different cognitive views, different zooms, and event sensitive
actions. The implementor can do anything with this feature
he is interested in, e.g., use the interactive features for label
stacks and level effects, being sensitive for single results or
result group. Workflow sensitive cartographic material objects
(e.g., cities, land, sea, countries, border lines, grid lines) are
shown for orientation and context and support cognitive feature
display. The shown zoom value and the scroll bars indicate the
level of detail. The screenshot illustrates the matrix elements
and their references within the knowledge resources.

Figure 10. Zoom archaeological and geological sites and context, integrated
in interactive, dynamically generated spatial application (lxworlddynamic).

In this example, an active context-sensitive window component is delivering the secondary information. This component
is actively communicating with the other components. The
site entity data regarding levels and objects referred from the
matrix elements is dynamically available (Figure 11).
1

generating further result matrices. The screenshot illustrates
the matrix elements and their references within the knowledge
resources. In this example, an active context-sensitive window
is delivering the secondary information.
X. DYNAMICAL COGNOSTIC PROCESSING
Some of the knowledge object data is processed and filtered
for cognostic context and shown in application components,
e.g., as secondary data in dynamical windows, e.g., in the
LX World database windows.
A. Knowledge levels and cognostics
A resulting selection can, for example, be used for interactive discovery processes in the dynamically generated result
matrix. The next passages are based on a result matrix of
objects from the context of natural sciences and archaeology.
The result matrix elements were dynamically processed and
added to the interactive application component. The standard
entries had not to be removed as from the processing workflow
they are not interlinked and as they demonstrate the coexistence of non-linked objects. The data is based on the
knowledge resources and the lxworlddynamic components.
The workflow illustrates the secondary information from the
dynamically extendable database being used for cognostic
based improvement of an intermediate result matrix. In this
case, the goal is to look for archaeological sites with associations to more than two societies or cultures as they might
be called. The following example (Figure 13) shows a search
window searching “Society” context in the intermediate result
matrix in the intermediate historical result matrix.

LX Site 16.043153,-61.663374

2
3
4
5

level
:
loc

2
site
16.043153 61.663374

Figure 11. Example of a single site entity data extract (lxworlddynamic).

Figure 13. Secondary information on “Society” (lxworlddynamic).

Here the matrix elements are referring to the attributes of the
knowledge resources’ objects, e.g., sites and cities. In this
example, the displayed data excerpt includes the level, the
type, and the location of the respective site. Figure 12 shows
a screenshot of the corresponding dynamical site database.

The secondary search window contains the results from
within the result matrix, Mayan, Roman, and Greek society. They are dynamically interlinked with deeper respective
information. The following example (Figure 14) shows the
referenced information for “Mayan society” in the context of
the result matrix.

Figure 12. Site database, secondary information (lxworlddynamic).

The site database can be accessed by integrated or external
applications’ components, e.g., for searches, references or for

Figure 14. Dynamically linked information on “Mayan society”
(lxworlddynamic).
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The following example (Figure 15) shows the referenced
information for “Greek society” in the result matrix’ context.

Figure 15. Dynamically linked information on “Greek society”
(lxworlddynamic).

The following example (Figure 16) shows the referenced
information for “Roman society” in the result matrix’ context.

Table I. Universal Decimal Classification location and language (knowledge
resources, excerpt, English version).
UDC Code

Description

UDC:(37)
UDC:(38)
UDC:=12
UDC:=13
UDC:=14

Italia. Ancient Rome and Italy
Ancient Greece
Italic languages
Romance languages
Greek (Hellenic)

As used in the objects’ excerpt, the classification presents
a view, which includes a cognostic meaning with its selection
and sort order. In this case, only appropriate elements from the
compiled result matrix are linked automatically when relevant
for the application scenario.
B. Synonyms and cognostics
The following example (Figure 19) shows a search window
searching in the intermediate result matrix for the synonyms
of Vesuvius.

Figure 16. Dynamically linked information on “Roman society”
(lxworlddynamic).

Whereas the first entry does not carry a dynamical reference
to a common location, both entries Greek and Roman link to
a location object “Antipolis”.
The following example (Figure 17) shows the referenced
information for “Antipolis” in the context of the result matrix.

Figure 19. Dynamically linked information on “Vesuvius” synonyms
(lxworlddynamic).

The excerpt result matrix provides quite a number of Vesuvius synonyms. Any further discovery can exploit this context
for views and cognostics, either proceeding with the discovery
in-width or in-depth.
Figure 20 shows an excerpt of an referenced Vesuvius object
entry with UDC classified knowledge objects.
1
2
3
4
5

Figure 17. Dynamically linked information on “Antipolis” linked as well
from “Greek Society” and “Roman society” (lxworlddynamic).

When the discovery goes into the elements’ context, then
the attributes refer to many details of the context. Figure 18
shows an excerpt of an referenced Antipolis object entry with
UDC classified knowledge objects.
1
2
3
4
5

Antipolis [Archaeology, Geophysics, Remote Sensing]:
Greek city, later Roman city, Southern France.
Modern location name Antibes, between Nice and
Cannes, France.
Predecessor of the city of Antibes, France.
%%IML: UDC:711(38)(37)=12=14=13

Figure 18. Content-supported cognostics: Knowledge object “Antipolis”
(LX resources).

This not only refers to the antique Greece and to the antique
Rome and to both cultural ‘areas’ but also to a related predecessor name of the city. Table I shows the referred conceptual
knowledge.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Vesuvius [Vulcanology, Geology, Archaeology]:
(lat.) Mons Vesuvius.
(ital.) Vesuvio.
(deutsch.) Vesuv.
Volcano, Gulf of Naples, Italy.
Complex volcano (compound volcano).
Stratovolcano, large cone (Gran Cono).
Volcano Type: Somma volcano,
VNUM: 0101-02=,
Summit Elevation: 1281\UD{m}.
The volcanic activity in the region is observed
by the Oservatorio
Vesuviano. The Vesuvius area has been declared a
national park on
\isodate{1995}{06}{05}. The most known antique
settlements at the
Vesuvius are Pompeji and Herculaneum.
Syn.: Vesaevus, Vesevus, Vesbius, Vesvius
s. volcano, super volcano, compound volcano
s. also Pompeji, Herculaneum, seismology
compare La Soufrière, Mt. Scenery, Soufriere
%%IML: UDC:[911.2+55]:[57+930.85]:[902]"63"
(4+23+24)=12=14
%%IML: GoogleMapsLocation: http://maps.google.de
/maps?hl=de&gl=de&vpsrc=0&ie=UTF8&ll
=40.821961,14.428868&spn=0.018804,0.028238&t=h&
z=15

Figure 20. Content-supported cognostics: Knowledge object “Vesuvius”
(LX resources).
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Besides all the other information in this excerpt, the names of
the object in different languages and the explicitely declared
synonyms were choosen to be handled equally when dynamically generating the “Synonym:” data for the lxworlddynamic
database as shown in Figure 19. Due to the reference to the
objects in the knowledge resources it will also be possible to
use the information separately again for further cognostic purposes, e.g., when creating a language specific search interface.
It is important to mention that with the excerpts of classification shown the conceptual knowledge consistency is
supported by editions, which may be used exclusively but
also in combination. Table II excerpts the classification (UDC)
references used for objects as implemented with the knowledge
resources references for the example above.
Table II. Universal Decimal Classification “Vesuvius” (knowledge resources,
excerpt, English version).
UDC Code

Description

UDC:55
UDC:57
UDC:930.85
UDC:902
UDC:”63”
UDC:(4)
UDC:(23)
UDC:(24)
UDC:=12
UDC:=14

Earth Sciences. Geological sciences
Biological sciences in general
History of civilization. Cultural history
Archaeology
Archaeological, prehistoric, protohistoric periods . . .
Europe
Above sea level. Surface relief. Above ground . . .
Below sea level. Underground. Subterranean
Italic languages
Greek (Hellenic)

Whereas any of the application components are limited by
default –not only those in the examples above– the resources
containing the knowledge provide much higher flexibility,
which includes “universal” conceptual knowledge features. In
consequence, only individual representations and views of the
objects can be shown.
C. Cognostic levels and dynamical visualisation
Classification has been considered as a research tool for
several decades now [66]. When getting into non-disciplinary
classification [67] or the more into integrated knowledge
processing then the UDC can support even complex context.
Today, many sites using a classification will considered UDC
to be the top end of the existing multi-lingual universal
classifications [68]. In detail, regarding some disciplines’ classification the reliability of classification is an issue, e.g., with
diagnostic classification [69]. In other cases, e.g., with text
classification a non-parametric statistical method can help to
provide solutions [70]. The recherche in heterogeneous data
resources is a special challenge [71], which can be supported
by referencing between classifications and imaging between
classifications.
This means besides UDC, regarding universal, multidisciplinary knowledge, natural sciences, and mathematics,
e.g., the Physics and Astronomy Classification Scheme (PACS)
[72], the Mathematics Subject Classification (MSC) [73], the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) library classification system
[74], and the North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS) [75] are and were widely in use and might need to
be considered.

With the research on knowledge resources and dynamical
components basic work for intermediate classification has
been done [76], which can extend the knowledge context
and interlinks specialised resources into universal conceptual
knowledge. Handling details or respectively the content and
context of “objects” includes challenging tasks. Using an
universal classification can support the cognostic aspects in
many ways. For example, on the one hand, the granularity must be as high as possible but on the other hand it
should still be easy to group certain selections. Therefore,
the documentation requires means, which combine precise and
fuzzy methods at the same time. This results in challenges
from creating documentation down to using the content in
any way. Today advanced cognitive geoscientific information
system components can integrate higher levels of cognostic
information. All the aspects can be documented and provided
applying a universal classification. Mapping cognostic details
with levels of details can, e.g., be aligned with the depth of
the classification.
All the objects, like map objects and their attributes are part
of the environment, including the city markers. These entries
are defined for creating a specific environment.
In this example, from the second view level on the generated
entries are shown. These entries are objects from the group
of result matrix elements. The context and attributes of these
objects can be generated according to the cognostic context
and purpose. For example, the labels, colours, appearance of
the objects, the dynamical features and so on can be modified
by the author for creating the respective view accordingly. In
the above examples cognostics contributes especially from the
• Object level (e.g., documentation context),
• Workflow level (e.g., result matrix generation),
• Application level (e.g., component implementation),
• Interactive level (e.g., dynamical context).
The following screenshot (Figure 21) shows an example
for the dynamical visualisation of a result matrix containing
archaeological and geological sites and context. The object
data is integrated in an interactive, dynamically generated
spatial application. The screenshot shows level 1, where the
cognostic level of detail containing the “site” objects is defined
level 2.

Figure 21. lxworlddynamic – archaeological and geological sites and context,
integrated in interactive, dynamically generated spatial application (level 1).
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Whereas in this example level 1 only contains continents,
some border lines, and some larger cities level 2 also visualises
the targeted objects.

D. Conceptual support for generators
The high level of required application and discovery processes leads to the fact that there must be facilities to create
result matrices via many different ways when using a knowledge resources concept.
Structured long-term resources integrating complex documentation and classification and providing the required ‘data
features’ have been developed for that purpose. Besides the
large spectrum of features of the knowledge objects, the major
attribute supporting cognostic reuse is conceptual knowledge.
The knowledge object can carry many attributes, e.g., references, keywords, and conceptual knowledge. In many cases
this conceptual knowledge comes in the form of one or more
classifications.
The classification, which has shown up being especially
important for complex multi-disciplinary long-term classification with knowledge resources is the Universal Decimal
Classification (UDC) [77].
UDC allows an efficient and effective processing of knowledge data and provides facilities to obtain a universal and
systematical view on classified objects.
Regarding library applications only, UDC is used by more
than 144,000 institutions and 130 countries [78]. Further
operational areas are author-side content classifications and
museum collections, e.g., with documentation of resources,
library content, bibliographic purposes on publications and
references, for digital and realia objects.
The tiny unsorted excerpts of knowledge resources objects
only refer to main UDC-based classes, which for this part of
the publication are taken from the Multilingual UDC Summary
(UDCC Publication No. 088) [49] released by the UDC
Consortium under the Creative Commons Attribution Share
Alike 3.0 license [79] (first release 2009, subsequent update
2012).
If nothing special is mentioned the basic classification codes
are used in an unaltered way. If a classification refers to a
modified code in particular contributing authors have to notice
and document the modifications explicitely. So in practice, the
classification views with knowledge resources are references
to UDC.

E. Series of cognostic views
The series of screenshots in Figure 22 depicts the sequence
zoom details in levels 2 to level 5 for the archaeological and
geological sites and context. The first image shows the LX sites
generated from the result matrix. The second image shows the
zoom of the Europe LX sites’ area. The third and fourth images
show a zoom and a followup zoom of the Europe selection,
e.g., identifying Barcin and Vesuvius sites.

Figure 22. lxworlddynamic – archaeological and geological sites and context,
integrated in interactive, dynamically generated spatial application (top to
bottom: Zoom details, level 2 – 5).
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F. Triggering events and interactive features
Figure 23 shows the generated search window for the result
matrix site database, especially with the Vesuvius georeference
data.

The listing (Figure 26) shows an excerpt of the generated
database entry code for the database information windows.
1

2

3

4
5

Figure 23. lxworlddynamic – archaeological and geological sites and context,
site database window (Vesuvius).

Using the “!” function triggers a “goto” for the coordinates
and open a corresponding zoom window containing the selected georeferences (Figure 24).

6

7
8

+ Cimiez
@ flags/fr.gif : {{Archaeological site}
in France, country in Europe} capital Paris country.
code FR
+ Altinum
@ flags/it.gif : {{Archaeological site}
in Italy, country in Europe} capital Rome country.code
IT
+ Barcin
@ flags/es.gif : {{Archaeological site}
in Spain, country in Europe} capital Madrid country.
code ES
+ Coba
@ flags/mx.gif : {{Archaeological site}
in Mexico, country in America}
+ Tulum
@ flags/mx.gif : {{Archaeological site}
in Mexico, country in America}
+ Vesuvius
@ flags/it.gif : {{Volcanological site}
in Italy, country in Europe} capital Rome country.code
IT
+ Soufriere
@ flags/fr.gif : {{Volcanological site}
on Guadeloupe, France, Caribbean, F.W.I.}
+ {Mt. Scenery} @ flags/nl.gif : {{Volcanological site}
on Saba, The Netherlands, Caribbean, D.W.I.}

Figure 26. Excerpt of generated database entry code for the database
information windows (lxworlddynamic).

The excerpt includes the references for the hypertext and flag
code for parts of the result matrix elements. The database
code can be used for many purposes, as codes generated
like this part are capable of being directly integrated into the
dynamical application components as shown above. The text
is automatically linked by the framework environment in a
very simple fuzzy way and can transport cognostic aspects
in textual and visual context. The cognostic levels can be
handled very flexible, e.g., the content and the generated
database entry code in arbitrary ways. In this case, the result
matrix defines objects for one level. The environment defines
additional context objects for other levels.
Figure 24. lxworlddynamic – archaeological and geological sites and context,
“goto” (!) zoom window (Vesuvius).

The sequence of the consequent levels and interactive features shows a dynamical visualisation integrated with result
matrices and components generated from universal knowledge
resources. Based on this any events can be triggered that way,
e.g., visualisation or computation events. This goto function
is only an example for the multitude of possibilities to add
code and procedures to the generated components in order to
support the dynamic and cognostic features.
G. Generating referenced information code
Figure 25 shows the generated search window for the result
matrix site database, especially with a country dependent
graphics included with the information. The code for the component as well as for the content has been created dynamically.

Figure 25. lxworlddynamic – archaeological and geological sites and context,
site database window (Coba).

XI.

E VALUATION

Application components can be created and assembled dynamically from any workflow. Knowledge objects can be used
efficiently with any dynamical components. The cognostic
features for the content as well as for resulting application components can be efficiently provided by conceptual
knowledge documented with advanced knowledge resources.
Database interfaces can be used dynamically and efficiently
with the components. Graphical User Interfaces (GUI) and
Application Programming Interfaces (API) can be used most
flexible on that dynamical base.
The information created from arbitrary numbers of resources’ objects in this excerpt includes site labels, level
information, category information, as well as the georeferences. The components can trigger any instances and events
dynamically and interactively. This allows any kind of processing, computation, and visualisation, from sketch like visualisation to special cartographical mapping. All the more,
the dynamical components based on the knowledge resources
and the lxworlddynamic frameworks allow for the interactive,
autonomous components’ generation. The components have
been successfully implemented on a number of operating
systems (e.g., SuSE Linux, Debian, Red Hat, and Scientific
Linux, as well with older and up-to-date distributions).
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The knowledge and system architecture allows to seamlessly integrate with all the steps required for a sustainable
implementation of the methodological bases. The case studies
done over several decades of knowledge resources’ creation
and development and two decades of application component
developments have shown that plans for extending structures,
creating interfaces, self-learning components, container formats, and integration with life cycles and systems resources’
operation can be assured even for long-term application.
XII.

F URTHER POTENTIAL OF COMPONENTS

The development with this long-term research has led to
sustainable solutions when implementing components that
support splitting up the data, which is most important in
order to achieve an efficient use of available resources, e.g.,
Input/Output or distribution onto many disks and machines.
Otherwise, bulk data can be as inefficient to handle as it
will not be practical to use certain methods and algorithms
at all. Not all the tools, which are implemented by respective
disciplines for handling data are suitable and efficient for all
data, algorithms, and workflows. Parallel processing can and
should be done with different tools for different purposes.
Examples are commonly used tools like Hadoop, Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS), and MapReduce with a basic
Application Programmers Interface (API) for a more abstracted
way of developing components for parallel processing of
portions of data on a cluster system.
For critical cases it might be argued that components
like MapReduce code are costly to write and difficult to
troubleshoot and manage. With the same breath, tools like
MapReduce are inefficient for exploring datasets. Therefore,
the Hadoop_on_a_chip ‘ecosystem’ got tools that span a
wide variety of needs, including providing layers of abstraction
that make interacting with the data simpler.
In public presentation and marketing common understanding
of containers is reduced to certain aspects, e.g., security
features [80], [81]. Special container concepts have been
introduced for handling Big Data, especially scientific data,
e.g., the NERSC ‘Shifter’ at the National Energy Research
Scientific Computing Center [82].
These approaches are insufficient from the content and
knowledge related point of view of containers. For example,
on the one hand, there is nothing general for a container when
postulating that it should contain “everything”. At the same
level, security features have to be considered very special
with specific cases of application. In addition, in most cases
the advanced application scenarios trigger those secondary
conditions. On the other hand, containers must not only
provide computational features. The result is that up to now
we neither have a commonly discussed container concept
nor a set of universal features. A container is a term for a
data or file format bundling the data for certain purpose and
application. The features for anything more interesting will
include data, documentation, references and so on. Doing so
includes how the information is transferred or accessed, which
includes to define the modalities for a certain scenario. When
discussing containers from the content and knowledge view

many scenarios if not universal application is the target, which
induces a much more general understanding of containers as
has been done with this research.
XIII. C ONCLUSIONS
Application components have shown to benefit in many
cases from dynamical processing in context with knowledge
and cognostics. This research has provided details of the
implementation and the resulting components, from structure,
content, and context of knowledge resources and cognostic
support for dynamical components, geo sets, computation to
index selection and various views from the resulting visualisations.
Long-term knowledge resources are core means for providing a sustainable base for these features. The knowledge
resources can refer to any kind of resources and allow to
efficiently transport implementation features for long-term
vitality of use cases. Over many years the implementation with
different scenarios has proven to be straight forward.
It has been demonstrated that with the proposed framework
and concept context-sensitive dynamical components can be
successfully created on base of universal knowledge resources.
It has been shown that even standalone dynamical components
can be created based on the implementation of the foundations, supporting arbitrary dynamical, modular, portable, and
extendable database application programming and database
graphical user interfaces. The implementation can utilise workflows and algorithms for knowledge discovery and selection
up to intelligent application component creation. It integrates
very efficiently in workflow chains, e.g., for computation and
visualisation, and is very well usable even for rapid prototyping
environments.
The integration is non-invasive regarding the knowledge resources for uni-directional visualisation and computation. If the
intention with an application scenario is to update information
consistently then multi-directional workflows can also update
objects in side knowledge resources or containers from the
created components in arbitrary ways, ensuring consistency
and plausibility, as well as following management and security
policies. Future work will be focussed on issues and usability
beyond the plain Big Data approaches, resulting from data values, creating implementations supporting data vitality. A major
focus will concentrate on sustainable integration of content and
context with conceptual knowledge and cognostics.
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Abstract—OpenStreetMap is a platform where users contribute geographic data. To serve multiple use cases,
these data are held in a very generic format. This
makes processing and indexing OpenStreetMap data a
challenge. Nominatim is an open source geocoding system
that consumes OpenStreetMap data. Nominatim processes
OpenStreetMap data well. It relies on predefined address
schemes to determine the meaning of various address
elements and to discover relevant results. Nominatim ranks
results by a global precomputed score. Elasticsearch is
a web service on top of Lucene – a general purpose
document store. Lucene searches for documents and ranks
results according to a term frequency – inversed document
frequency scoring scheme. In this article, Nominatim is
compared to two systems populated with exactly the same
data: An out-of-the-box instance of Elasticsearch, and a
specialized system that builds on top of Elasticsearch,
but implements a custom algorithm to aggregate house
numbers on every street segment, thereby vastly reducing
the index size. The three geocoding systems are throughly
benchmarked with three different data sets and geocoding
queries of increasing complexity. The analysis shows: Term
frequency – inversed document frequency based ranking
yields more accurate results, and is more robust removing
the need for predefined address schemes. Also, the reduced
index size of the specialized system comes at a cost, which,
depending on the application scenario, may be a viable
option.
Keywords–Geocoding;
Address
OpenStreetMap; Nominatim; Elasticsearch

I.

Indexing;

I NTRODUCTION

This article is based on [1], which showed that generic
document stores as Elasticsearch make a good baseline
for geocoding services. A more detailed view on the
experiments is presented here, additional experiments are
introduced, as well as a new, more complex data set.
Also, a specialized approach to reduce the index size
of the document store is suggested in this article. It is
evaluated in the same way as the two systems that have

already been presented in [1].
OpenStreetMap [2] is a collaborative platform where
every registered user can contribute relevant and mappable data. These data can be of arbitrary type: Street
segments or bridges, their names, speed limits or surface
materials, position and outline of buildings, forests, lakes
or administrative areas, radio beacons and their operators,
train tracks, bicycle, hiking or bus routes, etc. That variety is possible, because OpenStreetMap data is stored in
a very generic data format without a specific application
in mind.
OpenStretMap data consist of the three entity types
node, way, and relation. Every entity type has an id
attribute for referencing and the attributes timestamp,
version, and changeset for versioning. There are also the
attributes uid and user specifying the user who created
or modified an entity.
Nodes have values for longitude and latitude in
WGS84 format [3]. Therefore, nodes model single points
on the globe. Because most things on a map have an areal
extent, a node alone can be used to specify the position of
an entry with yet unknown area. Also, for example, nodes
can specify mountain peaks, magnetic and geographic
poles, or other entities with no area. Most of the nodes,
however, are parts of ways and relations.
Ways compose lines through points by specifying
ordered lists of node references. A way can also specify
an area by referencing the same node at the begin and
at the end of the node list. Using ways it is possible
to model car lanes on a street, pedestrian zones, simple
outlines of structures, and the like.
Relations, in turn, may reference both ways and
nodes. Therefore, relations can model complex geographic features as polygons with holes as well as specify, e.g., a center point for displaying pins on the map.
Relations may also reference other relations assembling
abstract entities that span several ’real things’ such as
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groups of islands, or universities with multiple, widespread buildings.
Finally, nodes, ways, and relationships can hold an
arbitrary number of tags. Tags are key-value pairs that
specify names, categories, address elements as city, district or street name, house number ranges, data sources,
speed limits, and all other attributes of real-world features
that the entities model.
Clearly, this data format is flexible enough to accommodate all kinds of data. For example, properly
tagged relationships could hold 3D models of buildings,
where different parts of buildings are different relations.
[4] describes in depth how 3D models are stored in
OpenStreetMap data. On one hand, that flexibility is convenient, but on the other hand it is also an obstacle: For
many use cases the data need to be preprocessed before
they can be utilized. In the case of geocoding, because
of the versatile structure of OpenStretMap data, address
elements are often spread across different entities. For
example, a node might only be tagged with a house
number, while the way that references this node only
holds the street name information. The way itself may be
contained in a postal code area represented by a relation.
Another relation could describe the area of the city.
However, the relations not necessarily reference the way
or each other. Therefore, to offer a geocoding service,
addresses need to be assembled out of OpenStreetMap
entities first.
Geocoding [5] is the process of resolving named
locations such as full addresses, named areas, and sometimes even landmarks into their location. A variety of
proprietary and open source geocoding services, e.g.,
[6], [7], or [8] offer that through their APIs. First, to
offer such a service, there need to be source data to be
made searchable. These data need to contain a mapping
from addresses or names to the geolocation of the entry,
which, most often, is represented as a pair of WGS84
coordinates. Because errors in data are exposed through
the service, the quality of data determines the quality
of the geocoding service. To some extent, errors in the
data can be covered when the data is being indexed: To
account for errors and ambiguities in queries indexing
algorithms need to store the data in a way that it is fuzzy
and robust at the same time – some of these techniques
can be applied to the source data at indexing time too.
Geocoding services use indexes to parse and split queries
into address elements, possibly determine their meaning
and compile a list of candidate results the query may
have referred to. In a last step, the service orders the

candidate list so that the most probable result is on top.
If possible, unlikely candidates at the bottom of that list
are cut off. Depending on the specific type of geocoder,
specialized approaches are used as described in [9], [10],
and [11].
Nominatim [7] is an open source system implemented in several programming languages that uses
OpenStreetMap data to provide a geocoding service.
That means Nominatim preprocesses the OpenStreetMap
data assembling full addresses from address elements
spread in tags on various entities prior to building an
index for geocoding. Both these processes are very time
consuming, also because Nominatim precomputes global
ranks for all entries at indexing time already. The source
data, the geocoding index, and the ranks are all stored
in a PostGIS [12] enabled PostgreSQL [13] data base.
An apache server [14] invoking PHP to access the data
base serves search requests via HTTP. When a search
is performed, Nominatim first parses the query address
according to predefined schemes. These schemes specify
where various address elements as postal code, state, city,
district, street name, or house number may be located
in a query. Next, Nominatim queries the data base using
the derived address elements. It collects candidate results
ordered by the precomputed ranking score. In Nominatim
there is no stage where result lists are ordered or cut in
relation to a served query.
Term frequency – inverted document frequency
(TF-IDF) [15], [16] is a formula to rank documents
based on query terms and their distributions. For a given
query term and a document, the term frequency is the
number of occurrences of that term in that document.
A higher term frequency implies that a document is
more relevant to a query: The more often a query term
appears in a document, the more likely the document
corresponds to the query. At the same time, if a term
rarely occurs in a document, the term may have been
mentioned as a side note only, while the actual topic
of the document could be a different one. Some terms
are very common or have multiple meanings. Such terms
appear in many documents therefore. Other terms are rare
and specific. Clearly, rare and specific terms distinguish
the relevant documents stronger than the generic and ambiguous ones. To incorporate that, a global term weight
is computed for each term: The document frequency of a
term is the number of documents that term occurs in. The
more documents a term occurs in, the less distinguishable
that term is. Thus, for each term a greater inverted
document frequency implies a greater importance of its
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term frequency value. The TF-IDF score for a term and a
document is therefore computed by multiplying the term
frequency and the inverted document frequency. For a
query with multiple terms, the overall TF-IDF score is
computed as the sum of scores of every query term for
each document. There are variants of TF-IDF that differ
in various details. Particularly, BM25f [17] is a variant
that supports documents with differently weighted fields.
Also, when computing the BM25f score, the document
length is taken into account.
In contrast to Nominatim, Lucene [18] is a generic
open source document indexing framework, that ranks
results at query time. Lucene supports various ranking
schemes for ordering results, including TF-IDF and
BM25f. In the context of geocoding, where addresses are
documents, one can easily agree that the token ’street’
is less distinctive than the token ’Springfield’, which –
given that there are many towns called like that – is
less distinctive than, let’s say ’Chicago’. Therefore, for
a query for ’Michigan Street Chicago’ the ’Michigan
Avenue in Chicago, Illinois’ is scored higher than the
’Michigan Street in Springfield, Massachusetts’. The
match on the rare token ’Chicago’ outweighs the match
on the common token ’Street’.
Elasticsearch [19] is a RESTful [20] wrapper around
Lucene. That means, besides many other features it offers
a simple HTTP based interface to create, read, update,
and delete single documents as well as whole document
collections. Internally a separate Lucene index is maintained per document collection, allowing Elasticsearch to
expose a search interface as well. Thus, if populated with
documents that contain addresses and their coordinates,
Elasticsearch becomes an HTTP based geocoding service
that uses BM25f to compute, which results match to
given queries best.
A number of efforts was made to index
OpenStreetMap data in Elasticsearch. The elasticsearchosmosis-plugin [21] extends Osmosis [22], a tool for
processing OpenStreetMap data, allowing it to index this
data in Elasticsearch. Thereby, the entities are indexed
as they are, the plug-in does not transform the data in
any way. Instead it enables Elasticsearch to be used as
a tool to browse original OpenStreetMap entities from
the indexed source data set. Pelias [23] is a collection
of modular tools that plug into each other. There are
modules for reading data from OpenStreetMaps as
well as other data formats, a module for indexing the
data in Elasticsearch, and a module to offer a set of
APIs and provide a geocoding service on top. Similar

to the elasticsearch-osmosis-plugin, Pelias does not
process the data in any way similar to Nominatim. Both
systems do not harvest addresses that are spread across
OpenStreetMap entities, but rather index the raw data
in its generic format. Gazetteer [24] consists of two
modules: One to parse OpenStreetMap data and derive
points of interest, addresses, streets, street networks, and
administrative boundaries. The other to index this data
in Elasticsearch and thereby offer a geocoding service.
Unlike the osmosis-elasticsearch-plugin or Pelias, the
Gazetteer tool tries to assemble full addresses based
on entities that contain one another, or are located
nearby. Nominatim, as discussed earlier, is a geocoding
service that does not rely on Elasticsearch, Lucene, or
a dynamic ranking scheme. Instead, Nominatim tries
to split queries into address elements in accordance
to given schemes and ranks candidates by a globally
precomputed score. As the Gazetteer, Nominatim is
collecting address elements from various nodes as it is
necessary with the generic OpenStreetMap data format.
For all the systems above, no qualitative analysis on
their performance is available. These systems are besteffort solutions. In this article, a set of experiments is
performed, which allows a qualitative comparison of
geocoding systems based on BM25f as used in generic
document stores and Nominatim, which relies on address
schemes to split queries into address elements and derive
their meaning. Existing solutions are using different
data than Nominatim: They either do not preprocess
OpenStreetMap data at all, or, like the Gazetteer solution,
use own processing. Therefore, for this article, the data
indexed in Elasticsearch is extracted directly from a
Nominatim data base. This ensures that there are no
data differences between the measured systems. Only
differences between the various indexing algorithms are
evaluated. In addition to Nominatim and Elasticsearch,
an approach to reduce the index size is suggested in this
article: Instead of indexing every house number address
as a separate document, house numbers on the same
street segment are aggregated into one document. Instead
of WGS84 coordinates each document in this system
contains a mapping table declaring the coordinates for
every house number on that street segment. This solution requires a thin layer around Elasticsearch, which
takes care of identifying and, if available, extracting the
response for a requested house number. Elasticsearch
is still used to retrieve street segments that match to
queries. These three solutions are evaluated using the
same benchmarks allowing to derive the strengths and
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Figure 1. Schemes of indices in Nominatim (left, simplified), Elasticsearch (middle), and EAHN (right)

weaknesses of every system. All in all, BM25f strives
to bring the document to the top of the result lists
that, according to term hits and their respective weights,
matches to a given query the best. Also, [25] shows,
that address schemes often contradict each other, e.g.,
by some schemes assuming the house number before
the street name while other schemes assume it behind
the street name, which results in ambiguous parsing of
address elements. Therefore, it is fair to assume that the
Elasticsearch based solutions are more solid geocoding
services than Nominatim.

This same stored procedure and a PostGIS procedure
to derive the centroid latitude and longitude of PostGIS
geometries were applied to every row of Nominatim’s
result table generating documents to be indexed in
Elasticsearch. Documents derived this way contain the
full address of an entry (which, in the case of higher level
administrative areas, may not contain the most specific
address parts), the entries’ ID in the Nominatim data
base, and WGS84 latitude and longitude coordinates. An
Elasticsearch instance was set up next to Nominatim and
populated with the documents extracted.

II. E XPERIMENT
Three geocoding systems: Nominatim, Elasticsearch,
and Elasticsearch with Aggregated House Numbers
(EAHN) have been set up with the same data in
their indexes. First, Nominatim has been set up with
OpenStreetMap data for Europe. This long-running process is fully automated and results in a PostgreSQL data
base that holds the data and the indexes for Nominatim.
The entries served by Nominatim are stored in a single
table, which is the output of processing OpenStreetMap
data and assembling address elements spread across
entities. Besides a name, e.g., the name of a street or
the house number, rows of this table store their areal
extent in PostGIS geometries, their IDs, types, ranks,
and some additional meta-data. Additionally, each row
references the rows containing the data of the nexthigher administrative area: A row with a house number
references the row with the street name the house number
belongs to, which in turn references the row with the city
district that street segment is in, and so forth. This allows
entries to be normalized, not storing the names of higher
level administrative areas that make up a full address. The
full address hierarchy is assembled by a stored procedure,
which is called by Nominatim for each result at query
time.

One drawback of indexing every address in
Elasticsearch is the vast amount of denormalized data:
Street names, districts, cities, postal codes, etc. do not
differ for many addresses, but are all stored and indexed
as parts of separate documents for every house number
address. This requires additional space and makes the
process of picking the right document harder: The BM25f
scores of different documents are less spread apart if
the documents scored contain redundant data. EAHN
tries to approach this problem, by only creating separate
documents for separate street segments. Thus, in EAHN
BM25f is only used to find the right street segment.
All house numbers of that street segment are stored
within that document. They are, however, not indexed
in Elastcisearch and extracted using string matching in a
second step.
To set up EAHN with the same data, the same
data base table was used. First, as for documents in
Elasticsearch, for every row the full address for its entry
as well as the entries’ ID and WGS84 coordinates have
been assembled. Entries representing a house number
address were separated from non house number entries
using a flag Nominatim stores in the data base as part
of each row’s meta data. House number entries were
grouped by the ID of their parent, which, according to
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Nominatim’s data base structure, would be the street segment the house numbers would be in. Non house number
entries were used to generate documents to be indexed in
EAHN. In a final step, documents of entries referenced
by house number entries were extended to contain a
mapping from each house number to the respective house
number address, its ID and its WGS84 coordinates. These
documents with aggregated house numbers as well as all
documents that were not referenced by a house number
entry were indexed in an Elasticsearch instance. Note
that by default Elasticsearch would index every part of
the document. To achieve the reduction in index size,
the instance used for EAHN was explicitly configured to
index the address text of street segments only, ignoring
house number mappings and their addresses.
Figure 1 presents the simplified schemes of the three
systems. While Nominatim uses a normalized table with
entries referencing their parents, Elasticsearch contains
a denormalized document per entry. EAHN aggregates
documents representing house numbers in their parent
document, containing a denormalized document for each
entry that is not a house number. Looking at the schemas
in Figure 1 makes it obvious that Elasticsearch is a
geocoding system already: A response to a search request
contains addresses with their WGS84 coordinates that
match to a given query. That is not the case for EAHN:
It requires an additional step between its Elasticsearch
instance and a client that unwraps documents representing house numbers if appropriate. This layer has been
implemented as follows:
1)

2)

3)

Forward every query to Elasticsearch, request it
to highlight those parts of the query that have
matched to parts of the document.
For every candidate in the returned list, for every
query token that has not been highlighted as
matched, if the token is a key in the house
number mapping, return the text, the ID, and
the WGS84 coordinates the key maps to.
Fall back to returning the text, the ID, and the
WGS84 coordinates of the first candidate on the
result list if no suitable house number result has
been found.

For EAHN, ideally, a street segment would be the
entire part of a street referenced by the same address,
i.e., the segment has the same city, the same district, the
same postal code, etc. However, OpenStreetMaps defines
street segments on a finer-grained level: Multiple equally
addressed street segments exist next to each other. These
segments represent different sides or multiple chunks

of a lengthy street, or parts of a street that vary in
other attributes as speed limits. Some house numbers
would be attached to one street segment, while others
would be attached to another. For this article, the street
segments, as they are defined in OpenStreetMaps were
used. Therefore, it is not sufficient for EAHN to only
look at the house numbers attached to the first candidate
returned by Elasticsearch. Without house numbers being
part of the scoring scheme BM25f cannot differentiate
between otherwise equal documents in a meaningful way.
Thus, it is inevitable to look at all equally named street
segments. For experiments in this article, EAHN was
configured to query Elastcsearch for 250 candidates to
look at – a number small enough to be processed and
big enough to cover almost all of the cases with multiple equally named street segments. On the downside,
requesting many candidates for a street that does not
have many segments exposes the risk to match a house
number on a segment of a different street than the one the
query referred to. To account for that, a house number
match has only be returned as stated in (2) if the number
of query tokens matching the candidate was equal or
greater than the number of matched tokens in the first
candidate. Thereby, every matched token was counted
only once, even if the indexed document contained that
token multiple times. That was required to deal with documents that stated address elements multiple times. Such
documents appeared as artifacts of Nominatim collecting
address elements from incorrectly tagged OpenStreetMap
entities. For example, entities for city districts often list
the postal codes contained in those districts repeatedly.
Another caveat of EAHN are house number ranges. Since
there is no standardized way to specify them, various
separators are used between the leading and the tailing
number in OpenStreetMap data as well as in the data
sets used for experiments. Because house number ranges
were not normalized by EAHN, some times, a requested
house number range would not be retrieved, even though
it was available in the data. Similarly, letters added to
house numbers were not normalized and not found if the
index had a different capitalization or whitespace variant
of the same house number. Generally, because house
numbers have not been indexed in the documents, they
did not contribute to the BM25f score of the document
leaving a greater chance of false documents appearing
on top of the result list.
Given all these downsides of EAHN, its main feature
only becomes obvious after it has been populated with
data: Because instead of every house number address
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TABLE I. Index sizes

90%

system

row or document count

index size on disk

80%

Nominatim

61 198 211

(366 GB)

70%

Elasticsearch

61 198 211

15.7 GB

60%

EAHN

33 678 783

6.2 GB

50%
40%
30%

being a separate document house numbers are aggregated
into the document of their street segment, the number of
indexed documents is drastically reduced. Also, house
numbers themselves are not indexed in EAHN at all.
Therefore, while all of the data is still available the
index size is much smaller too. Table I shows the index
sizes of the three systems benchmarked in this article
after they have been populated with OpenStreetMap data
for Europe. Nominatim collected and indexed 61.2M
addresses from OpenStreetMap data. Every single entry
in Nominatim is indexed as a separate document in
Elasticsearch. Aggregating the house numbers on the
same street segment into one document nearly cuts the
number of documents to be indexed in EAHN in half. Because the house number tokens are not indexed any more,
and because overall there are less documents to reference,
the index size of EAHN shrinks by more than 50%. Note
that the index size of Nominatim is not comparable with
the sizes of the other two indexes. The given size of the
PostgreSQL data base after Nominatim’s processing of
OpenStreetMap data also includes the source entities as
well as preliminary results of the processing. To operate
Nominatim as a geocoder, many of these tables are not
required. Also, Nominatim contained and indexed the
full set of address translations, which have not been
exported or indexed. This feature has not been evaluated
on Elastcisearch and EAHN, though it is fair to assume
that address translations can be handled in the same way
as addresses in their local languages.
As a final difference between Nominatim and the
other two systems, abbreviations are to be mentioned.
Nominatim implements a defined set of operations to,
e.g., normalize STREET to ST in both the indexed data
and a served query. These operations have not been
ported to Elasticsearch or EAHN. Because Nominatim
returned addresses are not abbreviated, the documents
indexed in Elasticsearch and EAHN did not contain any
abbreviations implicitly. To mimic the feature, test sets
were manually processed to spell out every abbreviated
address element.
At the end of the set up process three geocoding

20%
10%
0%

100%

Nominatm

Elasticsearch

EAHN

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Figure 2. Percentages of successfully geocoded addresses with
increasingly less address tokens for addresses extracted from
Nominatim with address tokens in order (top) and shuffled (bottom)

systems with the same addresses indexed were running
next to each other: Nominatim with precomputed rank
scores as well as BM25f based Elasticsearch and EAHN.
To compare these three systems three benchmarks have
been designed to gradually increase the complexity of
requests issued. The benchmarks allow to observe how
the percentage of successfully served requests decreases
for the three systems. Three data sets have been generated
for the three systems:
1)
2)
3)

A data set of 2000 addresses randomly sampled
from the Nominatim data base.
A data set of 1500 addresses of pharmacies in
big German cities.
A data set of 2000 addresses randomly sampled
out of addresses sourced from a German on-line
portal for real estate.

In accordance to the set up, set (1) of addresses
extracted from Nominatim (and, therefore, indexed in
each system) contain samples from various European
countries. The addresses were extracted with their IDs so
that right or wrong responses from the geocoding systems
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Figure 3. Percentages of buckets of geocoding responses to requests
with formally correct postal addresses and increasingly less
address tokens with address tokens in their original order (top) and
shuffled (bottom)

Figure 4. Percentages of buckets of geocoding responses to requests
with user input addresses and increasingly less address tokens with
address tokens in their original order (top) and shuffled (bottom)

were identified by simple ID comparison. The addresses
were extracted exactly as Nominatim presents them to
clients. This presentation is usually verbose: It names
additional address elements as district or county names
that are not usually part of a postal address. In contrast
to that, set (2) contains formally correct postal addresses
of pharmacies. Note that for some of the pharmacies
OpenStreetMap data (and, therefore, the three geocoding
systems) contain the addresses as well as the pharmacies
them selves as separate entries. This does not interfere
with the approach used to evaluate if a request with
this address has been successfull or not: The addresses
have been geocoded with the Google’s geocoding system
as reference first. Because Google’s geocoding system
uses different data than Nominatim, Elasticsearch, and
EAHN, results were not expected have equal coordinates.
Instead results were grouped into buckets depending on
the distance to the reference. The buckets within 100m,
100m-1000m, further than 1000m, and no result have
been used. Because of these distance based buckets, it
did not matter if a geocoding system returned the result

for an address or the pharmacy itself: The positions of
both entries are close enough so that their distance to
the reference position would up in the same bucket for
either of the two cases. For a general purpose geocoder
(and, therefore, in this article) only results from the first
bucket are close enough to be considered as successfully
served ones. Set (3) contains yet again a different type
of addresses: The on-line portal is asking agents to input
addresses of the real estate they are offering. Thus, as
actual real estate is offered, all the addresses are most
likely to exist and be comprehensible for human beings.
More importantly, however, these addresses are not necessarily formally correct, as addresses in (2). Instead,
addresses are spelled out as humans refer to them when
communicating with each other. The on-line portal is also
asking their users to specify geocoordinates of addresses
by clicking on a map. As these WGS84 coordinates are
part of the data set, relying on a reference geocoding
system is not necessary. As for pharmacies, results of
the real estate addresses were grouped into the same
four buckets, depending on their distance to the user
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specified coordinates. Again, only results in the within
100m bucket can be considered correct.
For every data set multiple experiments have been
conducted: First, full addresses as they are in the data sets
have been issued as geocoding requests to each system.
Next, in steps of 10% more and more randomly picked
address tokens have been removed from requests, up
until requests contained only 10% of all address tokens.
The consequence of dropping tokens from the query are
less precise and more ambiguous requests. This behavior
mimicked users that query for incomplete addresses.
Finally, the whole iteration of increasingly ambiguous
queries has been repeated with randomly shuffled address
tokens. This behavior mimicked users that do not adhere
to a formal address standard. In total for each of the
5500 addresses 10 queries with different token counts
were issued with tokens in their original and in shuffled
order to each of the three systems under test. Note that
all queries were composed from house number addresses.
A benchmark examining a production geocoding system
would incorporate a contingent of queries for named
areas that is proportional to the number of queries for
named areas the system has to serve. In this article,
however, no productive system specifies the portion of
queries for named addresses. Also, it is fair to assume
that geocoding house number addresses is a more complex scenario.
III. R ESULTS
Measurement results for all three systems and all
three data sets are presented in Figures 2, 3, and 4.
Every chart has three blocks of bars – one for the
reference geocoding system Nominatim, one for the
document store Elasticsearch, and one for Elasticsearch
with aggregated house numbers. The leftmost bar of
each block shows the success rate for issuing geocoding
requests with all address tokens. Every next bar shows
results for requests with additional 10% address tokens
dropped. Each block consists of exactly ten bars with
the rightmost bar showing the success rate for geocoding
requests with only 10% of address tokens. In each figure
the upper chart is showing the results of stating requests
with address tokens in their original order, while the
bottom chart is showing the results of geocoding queries
with shuffled address tokens. Note that for ordered and
shuffled queries, different query tokens were dropped at
random: A query for an address with address tokens
in their original order would therefore contain different
tokens than a shuffled query for the same address. This
statistical noise explains, e.g., why in Figure 2 EAHN

seems to perform slightly better with 60% of address
tokens shuffled, rather than in their original order. An
insight in some specific numbers is given by Table II. It
lists the percentages of successful requests for all systems
and data sets with requests containing 100% and 50% of
address tokens. Every value pair gives the success rate for
requests with address tokens in their original order first,
followed by the success rate for requests with shuffled
address tokens.
Results for geocoding addresses extracted from the index are presented in Figure 2. The upper chart shows that
Elasticsearch and EAHN are outperforming Nominatim
with full addresses already. With less and less address
tokens in the queries and, therefore, with less distinctive queries, the performance of all the three systems
decreases linearly, keeping Nominatim below the two
BM25f based systems constantly. Another picture is
shown by the lower chart: While Elasticsearch and
EAHN are almost not affected by shuffling of address
tokens at all, Nominatim’s success rate drops to below
5% for full addresses. With increasingly less tokens,
Elasticsearch and EAHN behave as if the address tokens
were in order. In contrast, Nominatim seems to become
better at first, reaching its maximum at requests composed with 60% of address tokens. Even at this maximum
Nominatim still stays below its own performance with
address tokens in order. Interestingly, EAHN performs
better than Elasticsearch for full addresses only. For
addresses with missing tokens, Elasticsearch takes the
lead.
Figure 3 shows response buckets of requests with
formally correct postal addresses of pharmacies. The
bars for the various buckets are shaded differently and
stacked adding up to 100% of requests. The general
trend on this figure is similar to that shown on Figure 2: Nominatim does not handle shuffled address
tokens well; Elasticsearch and EAHN constantly outperform Nominatim. A closer look, however, reveals that
Nominatim is more successful in dealing with formally
correct postal addresses than with queries for addresses
extracted from the index. Table II highlights that for
the two BM25f based systems the opposite is true: On
indexed addresses these systems perform best. Another
thing to note on Figure 3 is that Nominatim often returns
no results, while the other two systems return some
responses for most of the queries. That behavior can be
good or bad, depending on the use case scenario.
Results of the experiment using user input addresses
in Figure 4 confirm the previous observations. Again,
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TABLE II. Select rates of successfully served geocoding requests (ordered - shuffled)
indexed addresses

formally correct postal addresses

user input addresses

100% address tokens in query
Nominatim

66.7% - 3.8%

71.6% - 16.2%

35.8% - 6.4%

Elasticsearch

92.3% - 92.1%

75.9% - 75.6%

59.2% - 58.6%

EHN

94.5% - 94.5%

70.5% - 70.5%

51.5% - 51.5%

50% address tokens in query
18.4% - 4.7%

17.2% - 12.3%

17.35% - 8.5%

Elasticsearch

Nominatim

30.8% - 28.7%

23.7% - 21.9%

22.8% - 22.3%

EHN

26.0% - 23.2%

20.3% - 18.9%

20.9% - 19.6%

Nominatim is constantly outperformed by the other two
systems. Again, only Nominatim is impacted negatively
if address tokens are shuffled. Clearly, the user input data
set was the hardest to geocode: All three systems are least
successful with geocoding these data.

IV.

C ONCLUSION

The experiments show that Nominatim requires
queries to adhere to the implemented addressing schemes
to function well: It performs best on the data set of formally correct postal addresses. However, if query tokens
are in arbitrary order, Nominatim is likely to not find the
right result. This is a strong limitation, given that there
is not one universal, but many different and some times
contradicting address schemes in use. Because there are
less ways to shuffle less address tokens, Nominatims
performance at first increases when less tokens are used
to issue a query. Addresses with missing tokens are less
distinctive, which is why Nominatim does not reach the
same performance as with query tokens left in their order.
For the same reason the performance of the BM25f based
systems decreases linearly proportional to the number
of address tokens dropped. The experiments prove that
BM25f is an approach suitable to select proper geocoding
results. It is independent of the token order and generally
performs better than precomputing global ranks. The
vast superiority of the two BM25f systems on indexed
addresses is somewhat artificial: Querying a system that
matches documents to queries using queries generated
from documents indexed is very likely to produce a high
success rate. The only reason why Elasticsearch does
not achieve full 100% hits is data: As discussed, some
entries are repeated in the OpenStreetMaps data set, thus
a duplicate to the right result has a different ID and is
therefore not recognized as a correct response. This is

also the reason why EAHN outperforms Elasticsearch
for full addresses: By design EAHN looks into multiple
candidates for a house number match, which makes
it more likely to derive the correct result. Obviously,
the actual performance of a geocoding system highly
depends on the actual queries it faces. When developing
geocoding systems, however, Elasticsearch makes a good
base line to compete with.

EAHN has proven to be a valuable approach to offer
geocoding services too. As expected, it yields slightly
less accurate results than Elasticsearch, because less parts
of the address are indexed. Still, the observed impact
has shown to be a tolerable cost, especially taking into
account the gains EAHN offers: Smaller index size
and less indexed documents promote responsiveness and
scalability of a system. Also, a smaller index is easier
to update. Future work could assess how to incorporate
house numbers into the indexing and scoring methods
to close the performance gap to Elasticsearch. Also,
aggregating equally named street segments would lead to
further reduction of the index size. Ideally, an approach
can be found that utilizes the hierarchical structure of
addresses on other levels as well. For example, by aggregating districts of a city in the same way house numbers
of a street have been aggregated for EAHN would allow
to store index data in a more compact and efficient
way. Finally, to further improve EAHN, normalization
logic for house number ranges could be developed. For
example, house number ranges to be indexed could be
unfolded at indexing time mapping every house number
in the range to the entire range it is part of. At query
time it would suffice to use only the starting or only the
ending house number of a range to retrieve the entire
range address.
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Abstract—Optimized coverage using multi-sensors is a
challenging task, which is becoming more and more
complicated in dense and occluded environments such as
urban environments. In this paper, we propose a multisensors placement solution for optimized coverage in dense
urban environments. Our main contribution is based on two
main efforts: 1. Defining conditions necessary for visibility,
taking into account detection and false alarm rate
probabilities, representing the sensor's stochastic character as
part of our visibility analysis. 2. Unique concept facing
partially visible objects, such as trees, in an urban scene,
extending our previous work and proposing fast and exact 3D
visible volumes analysis in urban scenes based on an analytic
solution. We consider several 3D models for 3D visibility
analysis and present an optimized solution using genetic
algorithm, suited to our problem's constraints. We
demonstrate the results through simulations with a 3D
neighborhood model, taking trees into account. We
demonstrate formulation of the conditions necessary for
visibility related to detection and false alarm rate
probabilities.
Keywords- Visibility; 3D; Urban environment; Spatial
analysis; Genetic algorithm; Sensor coverage.

I.

INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Modern cities and urban environments are becoming
denser more heavily populated and are still rapidly growing,
including new infrastructures, markets, banks, transportation,
etc.
At the same time, security needs are becoming more and
more demanding in our present era, in the face of terror
attacks, crimes, and the need for improving law enforcement
capabilities, as part of the increasing global social demand
for efficient and immediate homeland and personal security
in modern cities.
In the last two decades, more and more cities and megacities have started using multi-camera networks in order to
face this challenge, mounting cameras for security
monitoring needs [1]; however, this is still not enough [30].
Due to the complexity of working with 3D and the dynamic
constraints of urban terrain, sensors were placed in busy and
populated viewpoints, to observe the occurrences at these
major points of interest.

These current multi-sensors placement solutions ignore
some key factors, such as: visibility analysis in 3D models,
which also consist of unique objects such as trees; changing
the visibility analysis aspect from visible or invisible states
to semi-visible cases, such as trees, and above all
optimization solutions which take these factors into account.
Multi-sensor placement in 3D urban environments is not a
simple task. The optimization problem of the optimal
configuration of multi sensors for maximal coverage is a
well-known Non-deterministic Polynomial-time hard (NPhard) one [5], even without considering the added
complexity of urban environments.
An extensive theoretical research effort has been made
over the last four decades, addressing a much simpler
problem in 2D known as the art gallery problem, with
unrealistic assumptions such as unlimited visibility for each
agent, while the 3D problem has not received special
attention [8][28][35].
The coupling between sensors' performances and their
environment's constraints is, in general, a complex
optimization problem. In this paper, we study the multisensors placement optimization problem in 3D urban
environments for optimized coverage based on genetic
algorithms using novel visibility analysis.
Our optimization solution for this problem relates to
maximal coverage from a number of viewpoints, where each
3D position (x, y, z coordinates) of the viewpoint is set as
part of the optimized solution. The search space contains
local minima and is highly non-linear. The Genetic
Algorithms are global search methods, which are well-suited
for such tasks. The optimization process is based on
randomly generating an initial population of possible
solutions (called chromosomes) and, by improving these
solutions over a series of generations, it is able to achieve an
optimal solution [36].
Multi-sensor placements are scene- and applicationdependent, and for this reason generic rules are not very
efficient at meeting these challenges. Our approach is based
on a flexible and efficient analysis that can handle this
complexity.
The total number of sensors is a crucial parameter, due to
the real-time outcome data that should be monitored and
tracked, where too many sensors are not an efficient solution.
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We address the sensor numbers that should be set as a
tradeoff of coverage area and logical data sources that can be
monitored and tracked.
As part of our high-dimension optimization problem, we
present several 3D models, such as B-ref, sweeping and
wireframe models, Polyhedral Terrain Models (PTM) and
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) for an efficient 3D
visibility analysis method, integrating trees as part of our fast
and efficient visibility computation, thus extending our
previous work [25] to 3D visible volumes.
Accurate visibility computation in 3D environments is a
very complicated process demanding a high computational
effort, which cannot be easily carried out in a very short time
using traditional well-known visibility methods [41]. The
exact visibility methods are highly complex, and cannot be
used for fast applications due to their long computation time.
As mentioned above, previous research in visibility
computation has been devoted to open environments using
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) models, representing raster
data in 2.5D (Polyhedral model), which do not address, or
suggest solutions for, densely built-up areas.
One of the most efficient methods for DEM visibility
computation is based on shadow-casting routine. The routine
casts shadowed volumes in the DEM, like a light bubble
[42]. Other methods related to urban design environment and
open space impact treat abstract visibility analysis in urban
environments using DEM, focusing on local areas and
approximate openness [20]. Extensive research treated
Digital Terrain Models (DTM) in open terrains, mainly
Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) and Regular Square
Grid (RSG) structures. Visibility analysis on terrain was
classified into point, line and region visibility, and several
algorithms were introduced based on horizon computation
describing visibility boundaries [11][12].
A vast number of algorithms have been suggested for
speeding up the process and reducing computation time [38].
Franklin [21] evaluates and approximates visibility for each
cell in a DEM model based on greedy algorithms. An
application for siting multiple observers on terrain for
optimal visibility cover was introduced in [23]. Wang et al.
[52] introduced a Grid-based DEM method using viewshed
horizon, saving computation time based on relations between
surfaces and Line Of Sight (LOS), using a similar concept of
Dead-Zones visibility [4]. Later on, an extended method for
viewshed computation was presented, using reference planes
rather than sightlines [53].
Most of these published papers have focused on
approximate visibility computation, enabling fast results
using interpolations of visibility values between points,
calculating point visibility with the Line of Sight (LOS)
method [13]. Other fast algorithms are based on the
conservative Potentially Visible Set (PVS) [16]. These
methods are not always completely accurate, as they may
render hidden objects' parts as visible due to various
simplifications and heuristics.

Only a few works have treated visibility analysis in urban
environments. A mathematical model of an urban scene,
calculating probabilistic visibility for a given object from a
specific viewcell in the scene, has been presented by [37].
This is a very interesting concept, which extends the
traditional deterministic visibility concept. Nevertheless, the
buildings are modeled as cylinders, and the main challenges
of spatial analysis and model building were not tackled.
Other methods have been developed, subject to computer
graphics and fields of vision, dealing with exact visibility in
3D scenes, without considering environmental constraints.
Concerning this issue, Plantinga and Dyer [41] used the
aspect graph – a graph with all the different views of an
object. Shadow boundaries computation is a very popular
method, studied by [14][47][48]. All of these works are not
applicable to a large scene, due to computational complexity.
As mentioned, online visibility analysis is a very
complicated task. Recently, off-line visibility analysis, based
on preprocessing, was introduced. Cohen-Or et al. [4] used a
ray-shooting sample to identify occluded parts. Schaufler et
al. [44] use blocker extensions to handle occlusion.
Since visibility analysis in 3D urban environments is a
very complicated task, it is therefore our main optimization
function, known as Fitness. We introduce an extended
visibility aspect for the common method of Boolean
visibility values, "1" for objects seen and "0" for objects
unseen from a specific viewpoint, and treat trees as semivisibility values (such as partially seen, "0.5" value), thereby
including in our analysis the real environmental phenomena,
which are commonly omitted.
We extend our previous work and propose fast and exact
3D visible volumes analysis in urban scenes based on an
analytic solution, integrating trees into our 3D model, and it
is demonstrated with a real urban scene model from NeveSha'anan neighborhood (within the city of Haifa).
In the following sections, we first introduce an overview
of 3D models and our demands from these models. In the
next section, we extended the 3D visible volumes analysis,
which for the first time, takes trees into account. Later on, we
present the simulation using the Neve-Sha'anan
neighborhood (within the city of Haifa) 3D model. We
present our genetic algorithm optimization stages and
simulation based on our 3D visible volumes analysis, taking
trees into account. Eventually, we extend our current
visibility aspect and include conditions necessary for
visibility based on the sensor's stochastic character and
present the effect of these limitations on our visibility
analysis.
II.

3D MODELS FOR VISIBILITY ANALYSIS – OVERVIEW

In this section, we present a comprehensive overview of
3D models for urban scenes, from visibility analysis aspects.
We divide the different models into polyhedral, parametric
classes, which are available today using existing data sets,
and examine the advantages and disadvantages of each. We
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focus on visibility computation capabilities using these
models.
A. Polyhedral models
Wireframe - In this model, 3D objects are represented as
a set of vertices and lines, but not as faces. The model's
assumption is that buildings consist of straight lines and that
very dense scenes can be modeled. However, building types
are very limited and, above all, the model is missing
topological relations. Therefore, wireframe models are rarely
used for visibility analysis applications.
B-rep - Boundary models offer a very flexible tool for
modeling manmade objects. They are based on a surfaceoriented view of solid objects: an object is considered as
completely represented by its bounding faces. In order to
represent the object correctly, boundary models consist of
edges and vertices, as well as the topological relations of all
features. The faces, edges, and vertices are the (labeled)
nodes of a graph, and the direct neighborhood relations are
described by a graph of edges, as shown in Figure 1.

representations are widely-used in computer vision, using
symmetry for rendering techniques. However, topological
relations and Boolean set operations between objects used in
visibility methods such as union, intersection and difference
are not supported. Moreover, the generation of arbitrary
objects becomes rather difficult using this technique [46].
Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG): It is the aim of
CSG to provide solid 3D primitives describing a set of
parameters that reflect the object's dimensions. CSG
primitives are simple objects such as cubes, boxes,
tetrahedrons or quadratic pyramids. The CSG method can be
easily adapted by using Boolean set operations (union,
intersection and difference) in order to represent more
complex objects consisting of more than one primitive, as
shown in Figure 3. Therefore, CSG is the most useful and
convenient method for visibility analysis, since the
generation history of the solid itself, corresponding to the
CSG tree upper node, is stored in the tree, as can be seen in
Figure 4. As Boolean set operations are an integral part of a
CSG tree, these operations are closed for CSG trees, e.g.,
the union of two CSG trees will again be a valid CSG tree
[34].

Figure 1. Boundary model of a solid object: a graph with nodes of type f
(faces), e (edges) and v (vertices) and their topological relations (source:
[34])

Boundary models are well-suited for visualization tasks
because they readily include all data required for that
purpose, which is why they are very often used for 3D solid
modeling systems. On the other hand, simple operators
demand a very complex computation effort, which is
sometimes critical for efficient visibility analysis, with
limited representation capabilities. Therefore, B-ref are very
common for visualization but not for efficient visibility
analysis.
B. Parametric models
Sweep methods: Sweep-representations of a 3D object
are created by moving a planar (2D) shape, which is usually
defined as a closed polygon, according to a pre-defined rule
[43][46]. Depending on the rule by which the 2D shape is
moved, two types of sweep representations can be
distinguished, as seen in Figure 2:
Translational sweep: The shape is translated along a predefined translational vector.
Rotational sweep: The shape is rotated around a pre-defined
rotational axis.
The concept of translational sweeps can be extended by
sweeping two shapes along each other [34]. Sweep

Figure 2. Sweeping a planar rectangular shape. (Top) a translational
sweep creates a vertical prism. (Bottom) a rotational sweep creates a
cylindrical object (source: [34])

Figure 3. Boolean set operations (union, difference and intersection)
(source: [34])

Figure 4. CSG - The CSG model (left) is represented by the CSG tree
(right) consisting of three primitives connected by a Boolean union
operation, (source: [34])
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C. Discussion
Visibility analyses commonly use tree presentations,
which allow fast Boolean operations and modeling many
types of objects, where computational effort is a major
issue. The existing models possess rules which eliminate
them from representing the whole building's structure
envisioned by the designing architect. Table I summarizes
the different capabilities of each model for our demands,
where CSG seems to be the most relevant model for
visibility computation.
TABLE I.

COMPARISONS OF 3D MODELS FOR VISIBILITY
COMPUTATION

Model

Presentation
friability

Fast Visibility
Computation

Presentation
Accuracy

Wireframe

Limited

Limited

Low

B-rep

Flexible

Limited

High

Sweep

Limited

Limited

Medium

CSG

Constraint free

Flexible

High

III.

The Visible Pyramid (VP): we define VPij=1..Nsurf(x0, y0,
z0) of object i as a 3D pyramid generated by connecting
VBP of specific surface j to a viewpoint V(x0, y0, z0).
In the case of a box, the maximum number of Nsurf for a
single object is three. VP boundary, colored with green
arrows, can be seen in Figure 5(b).
For each VP, we calculate Projected Visible Pyramid
(PVP), projecting VBP to the boundaries of the bounding
volume S.
Projected Visible Pyramid (PVP) - we define
of object i as 3D projected points to
the bounding volume S, VBP of specific surface j through
viewpoint V(x0, y0, z0). PVP boundary, colored with purple
arrows, can be seen in Figure 6.

ANALYTIC 3D VISIBLE VOLUMES ANALYSIS

In this section, we present fast 3D visible volumes
analysis in urban environments, based on an analytic solution
that plays a major role in our proposed method of estimating
the number of clusters. We briefly present our analysis
presented in [27], extending our previous work [25] for
surfaces' visibility analysis, and present an efficient solution
for visible volumes analysis in 3D.
We analyze each building, computing visible surfaces
and defining visible pyramids using analytic computation for
visibility boundaries [25]. For each object we define Visible
Boundary Points and (VBP) and Visible Pyramid (VP).
A simple case demonstrating analytic solution from a
visibility point to a building can be seen in Figure 5(a). The
visibility point is marked in black, the visible parts colored in
red, and the invisible parts colored in blue where VBP are
marked with yellow circles.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Visibility Volume Computed with the Analytic Solution. (b)
Visible Pyramid from a Viewpoint (marked as a Black Dot) to VBP of a
Specific Surface (source: [27]).

In this section, we briefly introduce our concept for
visible volumes inside bounding volume by decreasing
visible pyramids and projected pyramids to the bounding
volume boundary. First, we define the relevant pyramids and
volumes.

Figure 6. Invisible Projected Visible Pyramid Boundaries colored with
purple arrows from a Viewpoint (marked as a Black Dot) to the boundary
surface ABCD of Bounding Volume S (source: [27]).

The 3D Visible Volumes inside bounding volume S,
,
computed as the total bounding volume S,
minus the
Invisible Volumes
. In a case of no overlap between
buildings,
is computed by decreasing the visible volume
from the projected visible volume,
(1)

By decreasing the invisible volumes from the total
bounding volume, only the visible volumes are computed, as
seen in Figure 7. Volumes of PVP and VP can be simply
computed based on a simple pyramid volume geometric
formula.
Invisible Hidden Volume (IHV) - We define Invisible
Hidden Volume (IHV), as the Invisible Surface (IS) between
visible pyramids projected to bounding box S.
The PVP of the object close to the viewpoint is marked in
black, colored with pink circles denoted as boundary set
points
and the far object's PVP is colored with
orange circles, denoted as boundary set points
.
It can be seen that IHV is included in each of these invisible
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We model trees as two boxes [40], as seen in Figure 9.
The lower box, bounded between
models the tree's
trunk, leads to invisible volume and is analyzed as presented
previously for a box modeling building's structures. On the
other hand, the upper box bounded between
is
defined as partially visible, since a tree's leaves and the
wind's effect are hard to predict and continuously change
over time. Due to these inaccuracies, we set the projected
surfaces and the Projected Visible Pyramid of this box as
half visible volume.
Figure 7. Invisible Volume
Colored in Gray Arrows.
Decreasing Projected Visible Pyramid boundary surface ABCD of
Bounding Volume S from Visible Pyramid (source: [27]).

h2

volumes,
where
and
, as can be seen in Figure 8.
Therefore, we add IHV between each overlapping pair of
objects to the total visible volume. In the case of overlapping
between objects' visible pyramids, 3D visible volume is
formulated as:
(2)
The same analysis holds true for multiple overlapping
objects, adding the IHV between each two consecutive
objects.

h1
Figure 9. Modeling a Tree Using Two Bounding Boxes.

According to that, a tree's effect on our visibility analysis
is divided into regular boxes included in the total number of
objects,
(identical to the building case), and the upper
boxes modeling the tree's leaves, denoted as
The
total 3D visible volumes can be formulated as:

(3)

Figure 8. Invisible Volume
colored in purple and
green arrows for each building. PVP of the object close to viewpoint
colored in black, the far object PVP colored with orange circle (source:
[27]).

Extended formulation for two buildings with or without
overlap can be seen in [27].
A. Partial Visibility Concept - Trees
In this research, we analyze trees as constant objects in
the scene, and formulate a partial visibility concept. In our
previous work, we tested trees as dynamic objects and their
effect on visibility analysis [26]. Still, the analysis focused
on trees' branches over time, setting visible and invisible
values for each state, taking into account probabilistic
modeling in time.

B. Simulations
In this section, we demonstrate our 3D visible volumes
analysis in urban scenes integrated with trees, presented in
the previous section. We have implemented the presented
algorithm and tested some urban environments on a 1.8GHz
Intel Core CPU with Matlab. Neve-Sha'anan Street in the
city of Haifa was chosen as a case study, presented in Figure
10.
We modeled the urban environment into structures using
AutoCAD model, as seen in Figure 11, with bounding box S.
By using the Matlab©MathWorks software we automated
the transformation of data from AutoCAD structure to our
model’s internal data structure.
Our simulations focused on two cases: (1) small-scale
housing in dense environments; (2) Multi-story buildings in
an open area. These two different cases do not take the same
objects into account. The first viewpoint is marked with
black dot and the second one marked in purple, as seen in
Figure 12. Since trees are not a part of our urban scene
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model, trees are simulated based on similar urban terrain in
Neve-Sha'anan. We simulated fifty trees' locations using
standard Gauss normal distribution, where the trees'
parameters
are defined randomly
, as seen in Figure 12.

Figure 10. Views of Neve-Sha'anan Street, Haifa, Israel from Google Maps
source: [20]

TABLE II.

VISIBLE VOLUMES AND COMPUTATION TIME FOR SMALLSCALE HOUSING CASE

Viewpoint

Visible
Volumes
[

[100 m *100
m * 100 m]

Viewpoint 1

321.7

Viewpoint 2

486.8

[200 m * 200
m * 200 m]

Viewpoint 1

547.4

Viewpoint 2

584.2

Bounding
Box

TABLE III.

Computation
Time
[sec]
19.6

20.8

VISIBLE VOLUMES FOR SMALL MULTI-STORY BUILDINGS
CASE

Bounding Box

Visible Volumes
[

[100 m *100 m * 100
m]
Viewpoint 1

3453

Viewpoint 2

3528

Computation Time
[sec]

22.9

C.
Figure 11. AutoCAD model of Neve-Sha'anan Street, Haifa, Israel.

3D Visible Volumes - Pseudo Code
Given viewpoint V(x0, y0, z0)
1. Calculate bounding volume
2. For i=1:1:Nobj building models
2.1. Calculate Azimuth  i and Distance Di from viewpoint to object
2.2. Set and Sort Buildings Azimuth Array  [i ]
2.3. IF Azimuth Objects (i, 1..i-1) Intersect
2.3.1. Sort Intersected Objects j=1:1:Ninsect by Distance
2.3.2. Compute VBP for each intersected building, VBP1.. Nbound .
j 1.. Nint sec

2.3.3. Generate VP for each intersected building, VP1.. N

surf

j 1.. Nint sec

2.3.4. Set
2.3.5. Set

and
and

volumes for objects, Nobj
volumes for Trees, NTrees

Else
2.3.6. Compute VBP for each object, VBP1..N

bound

j 1.. Nint sec

.

1.. N surf
j 1.. Nint sec

2.3.7. Generate VP for each building, VP
Figure 12. Tested Scenes with Trees marked with green points, Viewpoint
1 Colored in Black, Viewpoint 2 Colored in Purple : (a) Small-scale
housing in dense environments; (b) Multi-story buildings in an open area.

We set two different viewpoints, and calculated the
visible volumes based on our analysis presented in the
previous sub-section. Visible volumes with time computation
for different cases of bounding boxes' test scenes are
presented in Table II and Table III.
One can notice that the visible volumes become smaller
in the dense environments described in Table II, as we
enlarge the bounding box. Since we take into account more
buildings and trees, less volumes are visible and the total
visible volumes from the same viewpoint are smaller.
Pseudo-code of our visible volumes analysis can be seen in
Section II.C.

2.3.8. Set
volumes for objects, Nobj
2.3.9. Set
volumes for Trees, NTrees
End
2.4. Calculate Visible Volumes
End

D. Complexity Analysis
We analyze our algorithm complexity based on the
pseudo code presented in the previous section, where n
represents the number of buildings and trees. In the worst
case, n objects hide each other. Visibility complexity consists
of generating VBP and VP for n objects,
complexity.
Projection and intersection are also
complexity. The
complexity of our algorithm, without considering data
structure managing for urban environments, is
.
IV.

OPTIMIZED COVERAGE USING GENETIC ALGORITHMS

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) presented by Holland [31] is
one of the most common algorithms from the evolutionary
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algorithms class used for complex optimization problems in
different fields, such as: pharmaceutical design [33],
financial forecasting [50], tracking and coverage
[18][39][45], and bridge design [24]. These kinds of
algorithms, inspired by natural selection and genetics, are
sometimes criticized for their lack of theoretical background
due to the fact that in some cases the outcome is
unpredictable or difficult to verify.
The main idea behind GA is based on repeated evaluation
of individuals (which are part of a candidate solution) using
an objective function over a series of generations. These
series are improved over generations in order to achieve an
optimal solution. In the next paragraphs, we present the
genetic algorithms' main stages, adapted to our specific
problem.
The major stages in the GA process (evaluation, selection,
and reproduction) are repeated either for a fixed number of
generations, or until no further improvement is noted. The
common range is about 50-200 generations, where fitness
function values improve monotonically [31]. A block
diagram of GA is depicted in Figure 13.

can easily understand the major drawback of the GA method
in relation to computational effort. Nevertheless, parallel
computation has made a significant breakthrough over the
last two decades; GA and other optimization methods based
on independent evaluation of each chromosome can nearly
be computed in linear time.

Figure 14. An individual in the GA search is also called "Chromosome". In
our case it represents one possible sensor's location for N viewpoints
computing 3D visible volumes analysis with trees.

Figure 15. Population of GA search with N chromosomes.

Figure 13. GA Block Diagram, source: [31].

Population Initialization: The initialization stage creates
the first generation of candidate solutions, also called
chromosomes. A population of candidate solutions is
generated by a random possible solution from the solution
space. The number of individuals in the population is
dependent on the size of the problem and also on
computational capabilities and limitations. In our case, it is
defined as 500 chromosomes, due to the fact that 3D visible
volumes must be computed for each candidate.
For our case, the initialized population of viewpoints
configuration is set randomly, and would probably be a poor
solution due to its random nature, as can be estimated. The
chromosome is a 3xN-dimensional vector for N sensor's
locations, i.e., viewpoints, where position and translation is a
3-dimensional (x,y,z) vector for each viewpoint location, as
seen in Figure 14. The population is depicted in Figure 15.
Evaluation: The key factor of genetic algorithm relates
to individual evaluation, which is based on a score for each
chromosome, known as Fitness function. This stage is the
most time-consuming in our optimization, since we evaluate
all individuals in each generation. It should be noticed that
each chromosome score leads to 3D visible volume
computation N times. As a tradeoff between the covered area
and computational effort, we set N to eight. In the worst
case, one generation evaluation demands visibility analysis
for four thousand different viewpoints. In such a case, one

Fitness Function: The fitness function evaluates each
chromosome using optimization function, finding a global
minimum value, which allows us to compare chromosomes
in relation to each other.
In our case, we evaluate each chromosome's quality
using 3D visible volumes normalized to the bounding box S
around a viewpoint:
(4)
Selection: Once the population is sorted by fitness,
chromosomes' population with greater values will have a
better chance of being selected for the next reproduction
stage. Over the last years, many selection operators have
been proposed, such as the Stochastic Universal Sampling
and Tournament Selection. We used the most common
Tournament, where k individuals are chosen randomly, and
the best performance from this group is selected. The
selection operator is repeated until a sufficient number of
parents are chosen to form a child generation.
Reproduction: In this stage, the parent individuals
chosen in the previous step are combined to create the next
generation. Many types of reproduction have been presented
over the years, such as crossover, mutation and elitism.
Crossover takes parts from two parents and splices them
to form two offspring, as seen in Figure 16(a). Mutation
modifies the parameters of a randomly selected chromosome
from within a single parent, as seen in Figure 16(b). Elitism
takes the fittest parents from the previous generation and
replicates them into the new generation. Finally, individuals
not selected as parents are replaced with new, random
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offspring. Further analysis and operators can be found in
[29][36]. The major steps of these operators can be seen in
Figure 16.

(a)

hand, polygon C, which is closer to the area blocked by
buildings, takes into account the trees in this region, but the
major factor are still the buildings.

(b)

Figure 16. Reproduction operators of GA (a) Crossover (b) Mutation
source: [17].

A. Simulations
In this section, we report on simulation runs with our 3D
visible volumes analysis in urban scenes integrated with
trees, using genetic algorithms. The genetic algorithms were
tested on a 1.8GHz Intel Core CPU with Matlab. We used
Fallvile Island Sketchup Google Model [19] for simulating a
dense urban scene with trees, as seen in Figure 17.
The stages of Crossover and Elitism operators are
described as follows, with a probability of
(otherwise parents are copied without change):
1. Choose a random point on the two parents.
2. Split parents at this crossover point.
3. Create next generation chromosomes by exchanging tails.
Where the Mutation operator modifies each gene
independently with a probability
In order to process the huge amount of data, we bounded
a specific region, which includes trees and buildings, as seen
in Figure 18. We imported the chosen region to Matlab and
modeled the objects by boxes, neglecting roofs' profiles.
Time computation for one generation was one hour long on
average. As we could expect, the evaluation stage took up
94% of the total simulation time. We set the bounding box S
as [500 m* 200 m* 50 m]. Population initialization included
500 chromosomes, each of which is a 24-dimensional vector
consisting of position and translation, where all of them were
generated randomly.
Based on the Fitness function described previously and
the different GA stages and 3D visible volumes analysis, the
location of eight viewpoints for sensor placement was
optimized. Viewpoints must be bounded in S and should not
penetrate buildings and trees. Stop criteria was set to 50
generations and Fitness function gradient.
Optimal coverage of viewpoints and visible volumes
during ten runnings' simulations is seen in Figure 19,
bounded in polygons marked with arrows. During these ten
runnings simulations, we initialized the population randomly
at different areas inside bounding box S.
These interesting results show that trees' effect inside a
dense urban environment was minor, and trees around the
buildings in open spaces set the viewpoint's location. As seen
in Figure 19, polygon A and polygon B are both outside the
areas blocked by buildings. But they are still located near
trees, which affect the visible volumes, and we can predict
that the same affect will occur in our real world. On the other

(a)

(b)
Figure 17. Fallvile Island Sketchup Google Model Simulating Dense
Urban Scene with Trees, [19]: (a) Topview; (b) Isometric view.

Figure 18. Bounded Area inside Bounding Box S marked in Black, inside
Fallvile Island Sketchup Google Model.

Figure 19. Bounded Polygons of Optimized Cover Viewpoints Using GA
marked with Arrows.
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V.

VISIBILITY ANALYSIS CONSIDERING SENSOR'S
STOCHASTIC CHARACTER

take part in the data fusion applied in the LDMM, detection
probability is given by:

In this section, we extend our visibility model by
exploring and including sensors' sensing capabilities and
physical constraints. Our visibility analysis is based on the
fact that sensors are located at specific visibility points.
Sensors are commonly treated as deterministic detectors,
where a target can only be detected or undetected. These
simplistic sensing models are based on the disc model
[6][49].
We study sensors' visibility-based placement effected by
taking into account the stochastic character of target
detection. We present a single sensor model, including noisy
measurement, and define the necessary condition for
visibility analysis with false alarm and detection probabilities
for each visibility point's candidate.
A. Single Visibility Sensing Model
Most of the physical signals are based on energy vs.
distance from single source model. Different kind of sensors
such as: radars, lasers, acoustics, etc., are based on this signal
character. Like other signal models presented in the literature
[15][32][51] we use signal decay model as follows:

(5)

where is the original energy emitted by the target, k is the
decaying factor (typical values from 2 to 5), and
is a
constant determined by the size of the target and the sensor.
We model the sensor's noise located at visibility point
, using zero-mean normal distribution,
.
Sensor signal energy including noise effect, , can be
formulated as:

(7)
=

Where
and
denote the distribution
function. In the same way, false alarm rate probability is the
probability of making a positive detection decision when no
target is present. False alarm rate probability, denoted by ,
is given by:
(8)

Conditions Necessary for Visibility: Given two real
numbers,
and
. Visibility Point
can be defined as visible point if and only if
and
.
The conditions necessary for visibility plays a major role
in the GA process. In order to include stochastic sensor
character as part of our visibility analysis and sensor
placement, we suggest an updated GA search block diagram.
As described above, the population stage creates the first
generation of candidate solutions, also called chromosomes.
These chromosomes should be tested and pass the necessary
condition, as can be seen in Figure 20. If a specific
chromosome fails, other chromosomes are generated
randomly as part of the population initialization stage.

(6)

In practice,

parameters are set by empiric datasets.

B. Visibility Using Sensors Network
Nowadays, detection systems use more and more data
fusion methods [9][10]. In order to use multi sensors
benefits, fusion and local decision-making using several
sensors' data is a very common capability. As with other
distributed data fusion methods, we assume that each sensor
sends the energy measurement to a Local Decision Making
Module (LDMM). Similar to other well known fusion
methods [51], the LDMM integrates and compares the
average sensors' measurements n against detection threshold
.
Detection probability, denoted by , is the probability
that a target is correctly detected. Supposing that n sensors

Figure 20. GA Block Diagram Including Conditions Necessary for
Visibility.

C. Simulations
In this section, we report on simulation runs including
conditions necessary for visibility as part of our genetic
algorithms search, according to the block diagram presented
in Figure 20. In the same manner, similar to the simulation
environment presented in Section IV.A, we used 1.8GHz
Intel Core CPU with Matlab using Fallvile Island Sketchup
Google Model [14], simulating a dense urban scene with
trees, as seen in Figure 17.
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In order to compare our current running results with the
case of not using conditions necessary for visibility, which
are detailed in Section IV.A., we used, in our case, the exact
same running parameters of the genetic algorithm search in
the different stages (population, evaluation, selection,
reproduction, fitness function and stopping criteria).
Sensing model of detection and false alarm rate
probabilities set the sensor's detection performances, and
have a great influence on which objects are included in the
bounding box. Our parameters of the visibility sensing model
were set as follows: =1, =35, k=2,
.
As expected, simulation results applying the conditions
necessary for visibility generated results similar to the case
of not using this condition, as the detection probability is set
to higher values with lower values of false alarm rate
probability. On the same way, viewpoints' locations were
bounded in the A, B, C polygons described in Figure 19.
Results can be seen in Table IV.
TABLE IV.

VIEWPOINTS LOCATIONS DIFFRENCES USING CONDITIONS
NECESSARY FOR VISIBILITY USING GA SEARCH

Detection
Probability

False Alarm Rate
Probability

0.9
0.95
0.98
0.99

0.01
0.005
0.002
0.001

VI.

Detected
Objects in
Bounding Box
[Percents]
87%
94%
96%
97%

Viewpoints
Located Outside
A, B, C
Polygons
3
2
1
1
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Abstract— Desktop Cloud computing is a new type of Cloud
computing that aims to provide Cloud services at little or no
cost. This ambition can be achieved by combining Cloud
computing and Volunteer computing into Desktop Clouds,
harnessing non-dedicated resources when idle. However,
Desktop Cloud systems suffer from the issue of node failures.
Node failure can happen without prior notification, which may
affect the throughput outcome of these systems. This paper
studies the impact of node failures using a simulation tool.
Simulation tools are commonly used by academics and
researchers to simulate Clouds in order to investigate various
research issues and examine proposed solutions. CloudSim is a
well-known and widely employed tool to simulate Cloud
computing by both academia and industry. However,
CloudSim lacks the ability to simulate failure events, which
may occur to physical nodes in the infrastructure level of a
Cloud system. In order to show the effectiveness of
DesktopCloudSim, we evaluate the throughput of two types of
Desktop Clouds: private and public Desktop Clouds that are
built on top of faulty nodes based on empirical data sets. The
data sets are analysed and studied in this paper to reflect the
number of node failures in these two Cloud types. The
evaluation process serves two purposes: the first is that it
validate the working of the proposed tool. The second is to
show that throughput of Desktop Cloud systems is affected
badly by node failures.
Keywords-Cloud; CloudSim; DesktopCloudSim; Failure;
Nodes; Throughput; VM Allocation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

DesktopCloudSim [1] is proposed in our previous paper
as an extension tool that can simulate node failures in Cloud
system. Cloud computing has emerged with a promise to
improve performance and reduce running costs. The services
of Cloud computing are provided by Cloud service providers
(CSPs). Traditionally, CSPs use a huge number of
computing resources in the infrastructure level located in
datacentres. Such resources are claimed to have a high level
of reliability, which makes them resilient to failure events
[2]. However, a new direction of Cloud has recently emerged
with an aim to exploit normal Desktop computers, laptops,
etc. to provide Cloud services [3]. This kind of Cloud can be
called Desktop Clouds [4]. In contrast to the traditional way

of CSP, which uses a huge number of computing resources
that are dedicated to be part of the Cloud. Throughout this
paper, the term Traditional Cloud refers to this traditional
way of Clouds.
The cost-effectiveness of Desktop Clouds is the key
advantage over Traditional Clouds. Researchers in Desktop
Clouds can use Cloud services at little cost, if not free.
However, such feature suffers from an issue. The nodes of a
Desktop Cloud are quite volatile and prone to failure without
prior knowledge. This may affect the throughput of tasks and
violate the service level agreement. The throughput is
defined as the number of successful tasks submitted to be
processed by virtual machines (VMs). Various VM
allocation mechanisms can yield different variations of
throughput level in the presence of node failures.
VM allocation mechanism is the process of allocation
requested VMs by Cloud’s users to physical machines (PMs)
in the infrastructure level of a Cloud. The main goal of this
paper is to study the impact of node failures on the outcome
of Desktop Cloud systems. The contribution of this paper
can be summarised into: (i) it proposes and describes the
DesktopCloudSim as being an extension for CloudSim
simulation toolkit; (ii) it investigates the impact of failure
events on throughput and (iii) three VM mechanisms: FCFS,
Greedy and RoundRobin mechanisms are evaluated in terms
of throughput using DesktopCloudSim. The reminder of this
paper is organised as follows: Section II discusses Desktop
Cloud as being a new direction of Cloud computing. Section
III proposes the simulation tool that extends CloudSim. The
section starts by reviewing CloudSim to show the need to
extend it. The section, then, reviews some VM allocation
mechanisms. Next section demonstrates experiments
conducted to evaluate the impact of node failures in a private
Desktop Cloud based on empirical data of failures in
NotreDame nodes. Another simulation of public Desktop
Cloud is conducted using data of SETI@home nodes. The
results are then analysed and discussed in Section V. Several
related works are reviewed in Section VI. Finally, a
conclusion and future work insights are given in the last
section.
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II. DESKTOP CLOUD
The success of Desktop Grids stimulates the idea of
harnessing idle computer machines to build Desktop Clouds.
Hence, the term Desktop comes from Desktop Grids because
both of Desktop Clouds and Desktop Grids are based on
Desktop PCs and laptops etc. Similarly, the term Cloud
comes from Cloud as Desktop Cloud aims to provide
services based on the Cloud business model. Several
synonyms for Desktop Cloud have been used, such as Adhoc Cloud [5], Volunteer Cloud [3], Community Cloud [6]
and Non-Dedicated Cloud [7]. The literature indicates that
very little work has been undertaken in this direction.
Table I. Traditional Clouds vs. Desktop Clouds
Feature

Traditional Clouds

Desktop Clouds

Dedicated

Non-dedicated and
volatile

Relatively high

Cheap

Location

Limited to a number of data
centres

Services

Reliable and available

Distributed across the
globe
Low availability and
unreliable

Resources
Cost

Heterogeneity Heterogeneous

Very heterogeneous

Desktop Clouds differ from Traditional Clouds in several
things, as it is depicted in Table I. Firstly, the infrastructure
of Desktop Cloud consists of resources that are nondedicated, i.e., not made to be part of Cloud infrastructure.
Desktop Cloud helps in saving energy since it utilises
already-running undedicated resources, which would
otherwise remain idle. Some studies show that the average
percentage of local resources being idle within an
organisation is about 80% [8]. It is shown that an idle
machine can consume up to 70% of the total power
consumed when it is fully utilised according to [9]. On the
contrary, the infrastructure of Traditional Clouds is made of
a large number of dedicated computing resources.
Traditional Clouds have a negative impact on the
environment since their data centres consume massive
amounts of electricity for cooling these resources.
Secondly, resources of Desktop Clouds are quite
scattered across the globe, whereas they are limited in
Traditional Cloud to a number of locations in data centres.
Furthermore, nodes in Desktop Cloud are highly volatile
because nodes of Desktop Clouds can be down unexpectedly
without prior notice. Node failures can occur for various
reasons such as connectivity issues, machine crashing or
simply the machine becomes busy with other work by its
owner takes priority. High volatility in resources has
negative impact on availability and performance [10].
Although, resources in both Traditional Cloud and Desktop
Cloud are heterogeneous, they are even more heterogeneous
and dispersed in Desktop Cloud. Traditional Clouds are
centralised, which leads to the potential that there could be a
single point of failure issue if a Cloud service provider goes
out of the business. In contrast, Desktop Clouds manage and

offer services in a decentralised manner. Virtualisation plays
a key role in both Desktop Clouds and Traditional Clouds.
Desktop Clouds can be confused with other distributed
systems, specifically Desktop Grids. Both Desktop Clouds
and Desktop Grids share the same concept that is exploiting
computing resources when they become idle. The resources
in both systems can be owned by an organisation or denoted
by the public over the Internet. Both Desktop Grids and
Desktop Clouds can use similar resources. Resources are
volatile and prone to failure without prior knowledge.
However, Desktop Grids differ from Desktop Clouds in the
service and virtualisation layers. Services, in Desktop
Clouds, are offered to clients in an elastic way. Elasticity
means that users can require more computing resources in
short term [11]. In contrast, the business model in Desktop
Grids is based on a ‘project oriented’ basis, which means that
every user is allocated a certain time to use a particular
service [12]. In addition, Desktop Grids’ users are expected
to be familiar with details about the middleware used in
order to be able to harness the offered services [13]. Specific
software needs to be installed to computing machines in
order to join a Desktop Grid. Clients in Desktop Clouds are
expected to have little knowledge to enable them just use
Cloud services under the principle ease of use. Desktop
Grids do not employ virtualisation to isolate users from the
actual machines while virtualisation is highly employed in
Desktop Clouds to isolate clients from the actual physical
machines.
III. DESKTOPCLOUDSIM
DesktopCloudSim is an extension tool proposed to
simulate failure events happening in the infrastructure level
based on CloudSim simulation tool. Therefore, this section
starts by a brief discussion of CloudSim. The extension tool,
DesktopCloudSim, is presented next. DesktopCloudSim is
used to evaluate VM allocation mechanisms, thus the last
subsection in this section discusses traditional mechanisms
that are used by open Cloud middleware platforms.
A. CLOUDSIM
CloudSim is a Java-based discrete event simulation
toolkit designed to simulate Traditional Clouds [14]. A
discrete system is a system whose state variables change
over time at discrete points, each of them is called an event.
The tool was developed by a leading research group in Grid
and Cloud computing called CLOUDS Laboratory at The
University of Melbourne in Australia. The simulation tool is
based on both GridSim [15] and SimJava [16] simulation
tools.
CloudSim is claimed to be more effective in simulating
Clouds compared to SimGrid [17] and GroudSim [18]
because CloudSim allows segregation of multi-layer service
(IaaS, PaaS and SaaS) abstraction [14]. This is an important
feature of CloudSim that most Grid simulation tools do not
support. Researchers can study each abstraction layer
individually without affecting other layers.
CloudSim can be used for various goals [19]. First, it can
be used to investigate the effects of algorithms of
provisioning and migration of VMs on power consumption
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and performance. Secondly, it can be used to test VM
mechanisms that aim at allocating VMs to PMs to improve
performance of VMs. It is, also, possible to investigate
several ways to minimise the running costs for CSPs without
violating the SLAs. Furthermore, CloudSim enables
researchers to evaluate various scheduling mechanisms of
tasks submitted to running VMs from the perspective of
Cloud brokers. Scheduling mechanism can help in
decreasing response time and thus improve performance.
Although CloudSim is considered the most mature Cloud
simulation tool, the tool falls short in providing several
important features. The first is that does not simulate
performance variations of simulated VMs when they process
tasks [19]. Secondly, service failures are not simulated in
CloudSim [20]. The service failures include failures in tasks
during running time and complex overhead of complicated
tasks. Furthermore, CloudSim lacks the ability to simulate
dynamic interaction of nodes in the infrastructure level.
CloudSim allows static configuration of nodes, which remain
without change during run time. Lastly, node failures are not
included in CloudSim tool. DesktopCloudSim enables the
simulation of dynamic nodes and node failures while
performance variations and service failures are simulated by
other tools. Section VI discusses those tools.
Several simulators have been published to simulate Grid
computing. SimGrid [17] is one of the early simulation tools
to simulate Grid environment. GridSim [15] is another tool
fits within the same goal. CloudSim is built on top of
GridSim. Donassole et al. [21] extended SimGrid to enable
simulating Desktop Grids. Their work enables building a
Grid on top of resources contributed by the public. The
simulation tool is claimed to be of high flexibility and enable
simulating highly heterogonous nodes. GroudSim [18] is a
scalable simulation tool to simulate both Grid and Cloud
platforms. The tool lets researchers to inject failures during
running time. However, all of these tools fall in short to
provide virtualisation feature, which is essential to evaluate
VM allocation mechanisms.
MDCSim [22] is a commercial, discrete-event simulation
tool developed at Pennsylvania State University to simulate
multi-tier data centres and complex services in Cloud
computing. It has been designed with three-level
architecture, including a user-level layer, a kernel layer and
communication layer for modelling the different aspects of a
Cloud system. MDCSim can analyse and study a clusterbased data centre with in-depth implementation of each
individual tier. The tool can help in modelling specific
hardware characteristics of different components of data
centres such as servers, communication links and switches. It
enables researchers to estimate the throughput, response
times and power consumption. However, as the simulation
tool is a commercial product, it is unsuitable to run
experiments.
GreenCloud [23] is another cloud simulation framework,
implemented in C++ and focused on the area of power
consumption and its measurement. The tool was developed
on top of Ns2, a packet-level network simulation tool [24].
Having the tool implemented in C++ makes it feasible to
simulate a large number of machines (100,000 or more),

while Java is assumed to be able to handle only 2GB
memory on 32 bit machines. However, CloudSim was able
to simulate and instantiate 100,000 machines in less than 5
minutes with only 75 MB of RAM, according to Sakellari
and Loukas 2013. Although GreenCloud can support a
relatively large number of servers, each may have only a
single core. In addition, the tool pays no attention to
virtualisation, storage and resource management.
iCanCloud [26] is a C++ based open source Cloud
simulation tool based on SIMCAN [27], a tool to simulate
large and complex systems. It was designed to simulate
mainly IaaS Cloud systems, such as instance-based clouds
like EC2 Amazon Cloud. iCanCloud offers the ability to
predict the trade-off between performance and cost of
applications for specific hardware to advise users about the
costs involved. The tool has a GUI feature and can be
adapted to different kinds of IaaS cloud scenarios. However,
iCanCloud does not enable researchers to study and
investigate energy efficiency solutions.
There are several extensions of CloudSim that have been
developed to overcome the limitations of CloudSim tool. The
extensions are NetworkCloudSim [28], WorkflowSim [20],
DynamicCloudSim [19], FederatedCloudSim [29] and
InterCloud [30].
NetworkCloudSim is an extension
simulation tool based on CloudSim to enable the simulation
of communication and messaging aspects in Cloud
computing. The focus of the tool is on the network flow
model for data centres and network topologies, bandwidth
sharing and the network latencies involved. It also enables
the simulation of complex applications such as scientific and
web applications that require interconnections between them
during run time. Such features can allow further accurate
evaluation of scheduling and resource provisioning
mechanisms in order to optimise the performance of Cloud
infrastructure.
WorkflowSim is a new simulation extension that has
been published recently as an extension for CloudSim tool.
The tool was developed to overcome the shortage of
CloudSim in simulating scientific workflow. The authors of
WorkflowSim added a new management layer to deal with
the overhead complex scientific computational tasks, arguing
that CloudSim fails in simulating the overheads of such tasks
such as queue delay, data transfer delay, clustering delay and
postscripts. This issue may affect the credibility of
simulation results. They also point out the importance of
failure tolerant mechanisms in developing task scheduling
techniques. WorkflowSim focuses on two types of failures:
tasks failure and job failure. A task contains a number of
jobs, so failure in a task causes a series of jobs to fail.
However, our work differs from WorkflowSim in the failure
event and its impact. The focus of this research is on the
infrastructure level, containing nodes hosting VMs, whereas
its authors were interested in the service level, that is, tasks
and applications. It can be argued that service providers
should consider developing failure-tolerant mechanisms to
overcome such events in the infrastructure level.
DynamicCloudSim is another extension for CloudSim
tool. Its authors were motivated by the fact that CloudSim
lacks the ability to simulate instability and dynamic
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performance changes in VMs during runtime. This can have
a negative impact on the outcome of computational intensive
tasks, which are quite sensitive to the behaviour of VMs. The
tool can be used to evaluate scientific workflow schedulers,
taking into consideration variance in VM performance. In
addition, the execution time of a given task is influenced by
the I/O-bound such as reading or writing data. Its authors
extended instability to include task failure. Performance
variation of running VMs is an open research challenge, but
beyond the scope of this study.
FederatedCloudSim [29] is an extension tool in the
CloudSim toolkit to enable the simulation of federated
Clouds using difference federation scenarios, while
respecting SLAs. According to Goiri et al. [31], Cloud
Federation is the idea of bringing many CSPs together in
order to avoid the case of over-demand for Cloud services by
letting a CSP rent out CSPs to other computing facilities.
FederatedCloudSim enables researchers to simulate and
study various ways to standardise interfaces and
communications between CSPs in a federated Cloud. Such a
tool can help to study optimisation solutions for exchanging
Cloud services between CSPs without violation of SLAs.
InterCloud is another simulation tool that has been
developed to simulate Cloud federation, based on the
CloudSim tool. However, InterCloud falls short of providing
sufficient simulation capabilities of SLAs, compared to
FederatedCloudSim.
B. The Architecture of DesktopCloudSim
Simulation is necessary to investigate issues and evaluate
solutions in Desktop Clouds because there is no real Desktop
Cloud system available on, which to run experiments. In
addition, simulation enables control of the configuration of
the model to study each evaluation metric. In this research,
CloudSim is extended to simulate the resource management
model. CloudSim allows altering the capabilities of each host
machines located in the data centre entity in the simulation
tool. This feature is very useful for experimentations, as it is
needed to set the infrastructure (i.e., physical hosts) to have
an unreliable nature. This can be achieved by extending the
Cloud Resources layer in the simulation tool. Figure 1
Depicts the layered architecture of CloudSim combined with
an abstract of the DesktopCloudSim extension.
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that read FTA trace files, as explained later in this paper. The
trace files contain the failure events of PMs. The Failure
Analyser component analyses the files of failures to send
failure events to Failure Injection component. The Failure
Injection component receives failure events from the Failure
Analyser and inject failures into associated PMs during run
time by sending events to Available PMs component. The
Available PMs contains a list of PMs that are ready to be
used, so if a PM fails then it is removed or, if a PM joins, it
is added. The Failure Injection component informs the VM
Mechanism unit if a PM fails, to let it restart the failed VMs
on another live node or nodes. The VM Provisioning
component provisions VMs instances to be allocated to PMs
selected by Select PM. The VM Mechanism controls, which
PM hosts a VM instance. The VM Mechanism creates restart
VM instances. In addition, the VM Mechanism can replicate
a running VM instance, if required.
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C. VM Allocation Mechanisms
Several VM allocation mechanisms that are employed in
open Cloud platforms are discussed in this subsection. VM
allocation mechanisms are: (i) Greedy mechanism, which
allocates as many VMs as possible to the same PM in order
to improve utilisation of resources; (ii) RoundRobin
mechanism allocates the same number of VMs equally to
each PM; and (iii) First Come First Serve (FCFS)
mechanism allocates a requested VM to the first available
PM that can accommodate it. This paper is limited to these
mechanisms because they are implemented in open source
Cloud management platforms such as Eucalyptus [32],
OpenNebula [33] and Nimbus [34].
When a VM is requested to be instantiated and hosted to
a PM, the FCFS mechanism chooses a PM with the least
used resources (CPU and RAM) to host the new VM. The
Greedy mechanism allocates a VM to the PM with the least
number of running VMs. If the chosen PM cannot
accommodate the new VM, then the next least VM running
PM will be allocated. RoundRobin is an allocation
mechanism, which allocates a set of VMs to each available
physical host in a circular order without any priority. For
example, suppose three VMs are assigned to two PMs. The
RoundRobin policy will allocate VM1 to PM1 then VM2 to
PM2 then allocate VM3 to PM1 again. Although these
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mechanisms are simple and easy for implementation, they
have been criticised for being underutilisation mechanisms,
which waste energy [35]. The FCFS mechanism is expected
to yield lowest throughput among the aforementioned
mechanisms because it assigns VMs to PMs in somehow
random manor.
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IV. EXPERIMENT
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A. Failure Trace Archive
Failure Trace Archive (FTA) is a public source
containing traces of several distributed and parallel systems
[36]. The archive includes a pool of traces for various
distributed systems including Grid computing, Desktop Grid,
peer-to-peer (P2P) and High Performance Computing (HPC).
The archive contains timestamp events that are recorded
regularly for each node in the targeted system. Each event
has a state element that refers to the state of the associated
node. For example, an event state can be unavailable, which
means this node is down at the timestamp of the event. The
unavailable state is considered a failure event throughout this
report. The failure of a node in an FTA does not necessarily
mean that this node is down. For example, a node in a
Desktop Grid system can be become unavailable because its
owner decides to leave the system at this time.
The Notre Dame and SETI@home FTAs were retrieved
from Failure Trace Archive website. The NotreDame FTA
represents an archive of a pool of heterogeneous resources
that have run for 6 months within the University of Notre
Dame during 2007 [37]. The nodes of this archive can be
used to simulate the behaviour of nodes in a private Desktop
Cloud system. Each month is provided separately
representing the behaviour of nodes located in the University
of Notre Dame. The FTA contains 432 nodes for month 1,
479 nodes for month 2, 503 nodes for month 3, 473 nodes
for month 4, 522 nodes for month 5 and 601 nodes for month
6. The second trace archive is SETI@home FTA. The FTA
has a large pool of resource (more than 200 thousand nodes)
that have been run for a year in 2008/09 [38]. The nodes in
SETI@home are highly heterogeneous because most of these
computing nodes are denoted by the public over the Internet.
A random sample of 875 nodes has been selected from
SETI@home FTA for six months. The selected PMs are
those who have trace files with sufficient failure events to
simulate SETI@home Desktop Cloud, which is considered a
public Desktop Cloud system.
We calculated the average percentage failure of nodes on
every hour basis. Such study can help in evaluating the
behaviour of VM mechanisms. The failure percentage is
calculated as:

Figure 3 shows an average hourly failure percentage in
24 hour-period for analysis of 6 months run times of
NotreDame and SETI@home nodes. The period is set to 24
hours because this is the running time set for our
experiments. NotreDame failure analysis shows that failure
percentage is about 3% as minimum in hour 6. Hour 17
recorded the highest failure percentages at about 10%. It is
worth mentioning that on average about 6.3% of running
nodes failed in an hour during the 6-month period. For
SETI@home nodes, the highest failure percentage was about
21% in hour 1 while lowest was about 10%. However, it was
recorded that the percentage of node failures can reach up to
80% in some hours. Overall, the average hourly failure rate
of SETI@home is about 13.7%. This can demonstrate that
failure events in Desktop Clouds are norms rather than
exceptions.
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Figure 3. Average Hourly Failure

B. Experiment Setting
The experiment is run for 180 times once for NotreDame
Desktop Cloud and another for SETI@home Desktop Cloud,
each time represent a simulation of running NotreDame
Desktop Cloud for one day. The run time set to one day
because the FTA provides a daily trace for NotreDame nodes
as mentioned above. Each VM allocation mechanism is run
for 180 times representing traces of 6 months from the FTA.
This makes the total number of runs is 540 (3 * 180). The
workload was collected from the PlanetLab archive. The
archive provides traces of real live applications submitted to
the PlanetLab infrastructure [39]. One day workload was
retrieved randomly as input data in this experiment. Each
task in the workload is simulated as a Cloudlet in the
simulation tool. The workload input remains the same during
all the experiment runs because the aim of this experiment is
to study the impact of node failures on throughput of
Desktop Clouds.
The FTA files provide the list of nodes along with
timestamps of failure/alive times. However, the
specifications of nodes are missing. Therefore, we had set
specification up randomly for physical machines. The
missing specifications are technical specifications such as
CPU power, RAM size and hard disk size.
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Clients requested that 700 instances of VMs to run for 24
hours. There are four types of VM instances: micro, small,
medium and large. They are similar to VM types that are
offered by Amazon EC2. The type of each requested VM
instance is randomly selected. The number of requested VMs
and types remain the same for all run experiment sets. Each
VM instance receives a series of tasks to process for a given
workload. The workload is collected from PlanetLab archive,
which is an archive containing traces. PlanetLab is a research
platform that allows academics to access a collection of
machines distributed around the globe. A one day workload
of tasks was collected using CoMon monitoring tool [40].
The same workload is submitted in every one day run.
In the experiment, if a node fails then all hosted VMs
will be destroyed. The destruction of a VM causes all
running tasks on the VM to be lost, which consequently
affect the throughput. The lost VM is started again on
another PM and begins receiving new tasks. During running
time, a node can become alive and re-join the Cloud
according to the used failure trace file. The simulation was
run on a Mac i27 (CPU = 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5, 8 GB MHz
DDR3) running OS X 10.9.4. The results were analysed
using IBM SPSS Statistics v21 software.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table II shows a summary of descriptive results obtained
when measuring the throughput output for each VM
allocation mechanism implemented in NotreDame Cloud.
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test of normality shows that the
normality assumption was not satisfied because the FCFS
and Greedy mechanisms are significantly non-normal,𝑃 <
  0.05 . Therefore, the non-parametric test Friedman’s
ANOVA was used to test which mechanism can yield better
throughput. Friedman’s ANOVA test confirms that
throughput varies significantly from mechanism to
another, 𝑋!! 2 =   276.6, 𝑃 <   0.001 . Mean, median,
variance and standard deviation are reported in Table II.
Table II. Throughput Results for NotreDame Desktop Cloud
Mechanism Mean (%) Median (%) Var. St. Dev. K-S Test
FCFS

82.66

82.2

40.32 6.35

P = 0.034

Greedy

92.47

93.1

18.34 4.28

P < 0.001

89

16.47 4.06

P = 0.2

RoundRobin 89.14

Three Wilcoxon pairwise comparison tests were
conducted to find out which mechanism with highest
throughput. Note that three tests are required to compare
three pairs of mechanisms, which are FCFS Vs. Greedy,
FCFS Vs. RoundRobin and Greedy Vs. RoundRobin
mechanisms. The level of significance was altered to be
0.017 using Bonferroni correction [41] method because there
were 3 post-hoc tests required (0.05/3 ≈ 0.017). The tests
show that there is a significant different between each
mechanism with its counterpart. Therefore, it can be
concluded that Greedy mechanism yield highest throughput

since it has the median with highest value (median =
92.47%).
The median throughput of FCFS was about 83%, as
being the worst mechanism among the tested mechanisms.
The RoundRobin came second in terms of throughput
because the mechanism distributes load equally. So, node
failures are ensured to affect the throughput. The median
throughput was about 92% when Greedy VM mechanism
was employed. The mechanism aims at maximising
utilisation by packing as many VMs as possible to the same
PM, thus reduce the number of running PMs. The average
failure rate in submitted tasks is about 8%, given the average
node failure percentage is about 6% as Section IV.A shows.
Table III shows a summary of descriptive results
obtained for throughput output for the FCFS, Greedy and
RoundRobin VM allocation mechanisms employed in
SETI@home Desktop Cloud. Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S)
test of normality shows that the normality assumption was
violated because the FCFS and RoundRobin mechanisms are
significantly non-normal, 𝑃 <   0.05 . Therefore, the
non-parametric test Friedman’s ANOVA was used to test,
which mechanism can yield better throughput. Friedman’s
ANOVA test confirms that throughput varies significantly
from mechanism to another, 𝑋!! 2 = 86.63, 𝑃 <   0.001 .
Mean, median, variance and standard deviation are reported
in Table III.
Table III. Throughput Results for SETI@home Desktop Cloud
Mechanism Mean (%) Median (%) Var. St. Dev. K-S Test
FCFS

82.04

83.28

20.23 4.5

P < 0.001

Greedy

81.80

81.93

16.1

P = 0.2

RoundRobin 80.45

81.04

16.11 4.01

4.01

P = 0.004

Three Wilcoxon pairwise comparison tests were
conducted to find out which mechanism yielded highest
throughput. As explained before, three tests are required to
compare three pairs of mechanisms which are FCFS Vs.
Greedy, FCFS Vs. RoundRobin and Greedy Vs.
RoundRobin mechanisms. The level of significance was
altered to be 0.017 using Bonferroni correction [41] method
because there were 3 post-hoc tests required (0.05/3 ≈
0.017). The tests show that there is a statistically significant
different between RoundRobin vs. Greedy mechanisms and
RoundRobin vs. FCFS mechanisms. However, Greedy vs.
FCFS mechanisms did not show a significant difference.
Therefore, it can be which mechanisms yielded highest
throughput.
The throughput results of employed mechanism for
SETI@home Desktop Cloud showed that the difference
between throughput of results were quite limited, by less
than 2%. The FCFS and Greedy mechanisms yielded highest
throughput at about 82% and 81% respectively. RoundRobin
came the last with throughput of about 80% only. The mean
reason behind the drop of throughput results of mechanisms
in SETI@home Desktop Cloud compared to NotreDame
Desktop Cloud is the average failure rate of nods in
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SETI@home is almost the double of average failure rate of
NotreDame nodes. We can conclude that based on the results
of experiments there is a potential to develop fault-tolerant
VM mechanism for Desktop Cloud systems.
VI. RELATED WORK
The literature shows that the focus is on how to minimise
the power consumed by physical nodes in order to maximise
revenue for CSPs. Researchers are motivated to tackle the
issue because power in data centres accounts for a large
proportion of maintenance costs [42]. The idea is that better
utilisation leads to more servers that are idle, so can be
switched to power saving mode (e.g., sleep, hibernation) to
reduce their energy consumption. According to Kusic et al.
an idle machine uses as much as 70% of the total power
consumed when it is fully utilised [9].
Srikantaiah et al. studied the relationship between energy
consumption, resource utilisation and performance in
resource consolidation in Traditional Clouds [43]. The
researchers investigated the impact of resource high
utilisation on performance degradation when various VMs
are consolidated at the same physical node, introducing the
notion of optimal points. They argued that there is a
utilisation point that allows placement of several VMs at the
same physical node without affecting performance. Once this
point is reached in a PM, no new VMs are placed, and the
proposal is to calculate this optimal point of utilisation then
to employ a heuristic algorithm for VM placement, since the
authors defined the consolidation problem as a multidimensional Bin Packing problem and showed that the
consumption of power per transaction results in a ‘U’-shaped
curve. They found that CPU utilisation at 70% was the
optimal point in their experiment, but that it varied according
to the specification of the PMs and workload. The approach
is criticised because the technique adopted depends heavily
on the type of the workload and the nature of the targeted
machines [44].
Verma et al. presented ‘pMapper’, a power-aware
framework for VM placement and migration in virtualised
systems, where the monitoring engine collects current
performance and power status for VMs and PMs in case
migration is required [45]. The allocation policy in pMapper
employs mPP, an algorithm that places VMs on servers with
the aim of reducing the power they consume. The algorithm
has two phases. The first is to determine a target utilisation
point for each available server based on their power model.
The second is to employ a First Fit Decreasing (FFD)
heuristic solution to place VMs on servers with regard to the
utilisation point of each. The optimisation in the framework
considers reducing the cost of VM migration from one server
to another. The migration cost is calculated by a migration
manager for each candidate PM in order to determine which
node is chosen. The work is criticised as it does not strictly
comply with SLA requirements [46]; the proposed allocation
policy deals with static VM allocation where specifications
of VMs remain unchanged. This is not the case in Cloud
computing, where clients can scale up or down dynamically.
In addition, it requires prior knowledge of each PM in order
to compute the power model.

Meng et al. proposed a VM provisioning approach to
consolidate multiple VM instances for the same PM in order
to improve resource utilisation and thus reduce the energy
consumed by under-utilised PMs [47]. A VM selection
algorithm was developed to identify compatible VM
instances for consolidation. Compatible VM instances are
those with similar capacity demand, defined as their
application performance requirement, and these are grouped
into sets allocated to the minimum number of PMs. It can be
argued that consolidating compatible VM instances to the
same PMs will have a small negative effect on applications
assigned to each VM instance and thus keep SLA
requirements from being violated. The study found an
improvement of 45% in resource utilisation.
The authors in [48] and [32] devised an algorithm to
allocate VM instances to PMs at data centres with the goal of
reducing power consumption in PMs without violating the
SLA agreement between a Cloud provider and users. The
researchers argued that assigning a group of VMs to as few
PMs as possible will save power [49]. The energy-aware
resource algorithm [46] has two stages: VM placement and
VM optimisation. The VM placement technique aims to
allocate VMs to PMs using a Modified Best Fit Decreasing
(MBFD) algorithm. This is based on the Best Fit Decreasing
(BFD) algorithm that uses no more than 11/9 * OPT + 1 bins
(OPT is the optimal number of bins) [50].
The MBFD algorithm sorts VMs into descending order
of CPU utilisation in order to choose power-efficient nodes
first. The second stage is the optimisation step responsible
for migrating VMs from PMs that are either over- or underutilised. However, VM migration may cause unwanted
overheads, so should be avoided unless doing so reduces
either power consumption or performance, so the authors set
lower and upper thresholds for utilisation. If the total
utilisation of the CPU of a PMs falls below the lower
threshold, this indicates that the host might consume more
energy than it needs. Similarly, if the utilisation exceeds the
upper threshold then the performance of the hosted VMs
may deteriorate. In this case, some VMs should migrate to
another node to reduce the level of utilisation. The authors
concluded that the Minimisation of Migrations (MM) policy
could save up to 66% of energy, with performance
degradation of up to 5%. It was found that the MM policy
minimised the number of VMs that have to migrate from a
host in the event of utilisation above the upper threshold.
Graubner et al. proposed a VM consolidation mechanism
based on a live migration technique with the aim of saving
power in Cloud computing [44]. They developed a relocation
algorithm that periodically scans available PMs to determine
which PM to migrate VM instances from, and which PM to
migrate them to. The approach was found to save up to 16%
of power when implemented in the Eucalyptus platform,
however the relocation process was unclear, with no further
explanation of when it is triggered during run time [51].
The authors in [52] proposed GreenMap, a power-saving
VM-based management framework under the constraint of
multi-dimensional resource consumption in clusters and data
centres. GreenMap dynamically allocates and reallocates
VMs to a set of PMs within a cluster during runtime. There
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are four modules in the framework: clearing; locking; tradeoff; and placement. The clearing module is responsible for
excluding VMs inappropriate for dynamic placement, for
instance those with unpredictable or rapid variation in
demand. The locking module monitors SLA violations
caused by the workload, in which event the module will
switch to a redundant VM for execution. The trade-off
module evaluates the potential of a new placement generated
by the placement module in respect of performance and cost
trade-off. The placement module performs a strategy for
reallocating live VMs to another physical resource to save
power, based on a configuration algorithm. The algorithm
starts by randomly generating a new placement
configuration. The placement module then delivers the
configuration to the trade-off module. The experiment
showed that it is possible to save up to 69% of power in a
cluster, with some performance degradation, but it did not
consider the overheads of the placement module.
The authors in [51] proposed an energy-saving
mechanism developed and implemented for a private Cloud
called Snooze, tested using a dynamic web workload. The
authors argued that it differed from other power-aware VM
mechanisms in two aspects, in that it was applied and tested
in a realistic Cloud environment, and that it takes dynamic
workload into consideration. A monitor unit was introduced
periodically to check running PM; any under- or overutilised nodes were reported to a general manager module to
issue a migration command. There are four VM allocation
policies: placement; overload relocation; underload
relocation; and consolidation.
The placement policy allocates new VM instance
requests to PMs using RoundRobin scheduling, which
distributes the load to PMs in a balanced way. The overload
policy scans PMs to check if a PM is overloaded with VM
instances and, if so, searches for a PM that is only
moderately loaded to accommodate these VM instances in
all-or-nothing way (i.e., migrate all running VMs or none).
The migration command is sent to the migration policy for
straightforward execution. Similarly, the underload policy
issues a migration command to migrate VMs from underutilised PM in an all-or-nothing way. The mechanism
managed to save up to 60% of power, the experiment
concluded, but it was conducted in a homogenous
infrastructure, that is, it assumed that all PMs have the same
computing capacity. In addition, the all-or-nothing method
may be a drawback as it leads to PMs being overloaded,
which may cause performance degradation in instances of
hosted VM.
Van et al. proposed a virtual resource manager focused
on maintaining service levels while improving resources
utilisation via a dynamic placement mechanism [53]. The
manager has two levels: a local decision module and a global
decision module. The first is concerned with applications, as
the manager deals with complex N-tier levels in, for
instance, online applications that require more than one VM
instance to process. The global decision module has two
stages: the VM placement stage, concerned with allocating a
VM to a specific PM with the goal of improving resource
utilisation; and the VM provisioning stage of scheduling

applications to VMs (i.e., sending applications to be
processed by VM instances).
The authors in [54] proposed a novel VM placement
approach of two phases: candidacy and placement. The
former elects a list of PMs eligible to accommodate VM
instances, choosing the candidate PM on the basis of
migration capability, network bandwidth connectivity and
user deployment desire, which should be available
beforehand. Available PMs have a four-level hierarchy
representing an ordering system of PMs available to be
candidates. The latter phase selects one of the candidate PMs
from the first phase to host a VM instance on the basis of
low-level constraints. The authors argue that the first phase
can help to reduce the time spent choosing the most suitable
PM. However, this work requires prior knowledge of user
deployment of VM instances, which is not supported in
CSPs. CSPs usually offer different classes of VM instances
for end users to choose between. Asking further questions
regarding user preferences is not economically viable.
The authors in [55] proposed a VM placement technique
that employs the FF heuristic solution to maximise revenue
for CSPs under performance constraints, expressed as an
SLA violation metric measuring performance degradation of
VM instances caused by using the FF mechanism to improve
resource utilisation. The proposed system has two managers:
the global manager decides which PM hosts a VM instance;
and the local manager is concerned with scheduling VM
instances within the hosted PM. The global manager
employs a decision-making policy for each candidate PM’s
viability for hosting a VM instance in such a way as to
improve resource utilisation.
Calcavecchia et al. proposed the Backward Speculative
Placement as a novel VM placement technique [56]. The
VM placement technique has two phases: continuous
deployment and ongoing optimisation. The continuous
deployment phase allocates a VM instance to the PM with
the highest demand risk, a scoring function to measure the
level of dissatisfaction with a PM at the final unit of time. It
is, however, not clearly explained how this is awarded. The
ongoing optimisation phase migrates VM instances hosted to
a PM with high risk demand to another PM with a low score,
as long it is able to accommodate the VM instances. The
Backward Speculative Placement technique was able to
decrease the execution time of submitted tasks.
The authors in [57] proposed a VM placement and
migration approach to minimise the effect of transfer time of
data between VM instances and data storage. In Cloud
computing, a CSP can provide VM instances to end users to
process data while these data are stored in different locations,
for example Amazon EC2 and Amazon S3. Therefore, the
approach developed takes network I/O requirements into
consideration when VM placement is applied. In addition,
the VM migration policy is triggered when the time required
to transfer data exceeds a certain threshold. Network
instability is the main reason for this increase of time, and
the threshold is stated in the SLA agreement. The study
showed that the time taken to complete the task fell, on
average, due to the placement of VM, depending on location.
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A novel traffic-aware VM placement technique was
developed by [58] with the goal of improving network
scalability. The mechanism employs a two-tier approximate
algorithm to place VM instances with PMs in such a way
that significantly reduces the aggregate traffic in datacentres.
The two-tier algorithm partitions VMs and PMs separately
into clusters. The VMs and PMs are matched individually in
each cluster. The partitioning step is achieved using a
classical min-cut graph algorithm that assigns each VM pair
with a high mutual traffic rate to the same VM cluster.
Having VM instances with a high traffic rate in the same
cluster of PMs means that traffic is exchanged only through
that cluster, which can reduce the load upon switches at a
data centre.
Purlieus [59] is a resource allocation tool developed to
improve the performance of MapReduce jobs and to reduce
network traffic by paying attention to the location of
resources. MapReduce enables the analysis and processing
of large amount of data in a quick and easy way [60].
Purlieus employs VM placement techniques that allocate
VM instances to PMs according to their location. Purlieus
was able to reduce the execution time of jobs by 50% for a
variety of types of workload.
The authors in [61] studied the VM allocation problem
from the network perspective [61]. They proposed a novel
VM placement mechanism that considers network constraint,
which is the variation in traffic demand time. Its goal is to
minimise the load ratio across all network cuts by
implementing a novel mechanism, the two-phase connected
component-based recursive split, to choose the PM with
which to place a VM instance. It exploits the recursive
programming technique to formulate a ranking table of each
VM instance that is connected. The PM with the least
connected ranks of associated VMs is selected to host a new
VM instance, but the proposed mechanism is for static VM
placement only, thus it does not consider moving VM
instances around during run time to reduce the cut load ratio.
The authors in [62] introduced S-CORE, a scalable VM
migration mechanism to reallocate VM instances to PMs
dynamically with the goal of minimising traffic within a
datacentre. They showed that S-CORE can achieve cost
reductions in communication of up to 80% with a limited
amount of VM migration. S-CORE assigns a weight for each
link in a datacentre, taking into consideration the amount of
data traffic routed over these links. If the line weight exceeds
a certain threshold, then some VM instances with high traffic
load have to migrate to another PM using a different link.
Such an approach avoids traffic congestion on core links at
data centres to prevent any degradation in the performance of
a Cloud system.
The aforementioned studies investigated various VM
allocation mechanisms with the aim of minimising power
consumption, improving performance or reducing the traffic
load in Cloud systems. However, they all fell short of
providing a mechanism tolerant of failure events in Clouds’
PMs. Therefore, these VM allocation techniques are neither
practical to employ nor to implement in a Desktop Cloud
system. The following subsection reviews several studies
that have tackled the issue of node failure.

A wide range of techniques and approaches has been
developed to tackle node failure issues in Desktop Grid
systems, because a node within a Desktop Grid system can
voluntarily join or leave the system, increasing the
probability of node failure, heightening the risk of losing
results. For example, the authors in [63] developed a
fault-tolerant technique in Desktop Grid systems that
employs replication of applications to avoid losing them in
failure events. Another approach was proposed by [64],
based on the mechanism of application migration. This
checks applications periodically during runtime, and in the
event of node failures all associated application are restored
and migrated to another node. However, this is not practical
in this study because it is concerned with the applications
level and violates the concept of the Cloud computing
paradigm that isolates the infrastructure layer from the
service layer to prevent CSPs from having control over
services run by end users.
Machida et al. proposed a redundancy technique for
server consolidation [65]. The focus was complex online
applications requiring several VM instance for each
application, and the technique offers k fault tolerance with
the minimum number of physical servers required for
application redundancy [65]. It relies on replicating an
application a times and running it for k number of VM
instances. The number of VM instances is calculated on the
basis of the requirements of application a, but requires full
knowledge of and access to the applications and services that
run on VM instances in order to replicate them. This, again,
violates the concept of Cloud computing whereby CSPs are
prevented from being able to access and control the
applications of end users. Furthermore, the approach
assumes that all physical servers have the same computing
capacity, impractical in the era of Cloud computing where
PMs are usually quite heterogeneous.
The authors in [66] proposed the BFTCloud, a
fault-tolerant framework for Desktop Cloud systems that
tackles the specific malicious behaviour of nodes known as
Byzantine faults: machines that provide deliberately wrong
results. The framework employs a replication technique with
a primary node by 3 * f, where f is the number of faulty
nodes at run time. The framework considers failure
probability as the mean to choose primary nodes and their
replicas in respect of QoS requirements. Byzantine faults are
identified by comparing the results reported by a primary
node with those of its replica; if the results are inconsistent
then they will be sent to another node to process and
compared to detect which machine is behaving suspiciously.
However, the calculation of failure probability is not clearly
given. In addition, although the framework was said to be for
Desktop Cloud systems, it does not possess the essential
feature of employing virtualisation to keep the service layer
isolated from the physical layer; in fact, the technique is to
replicate tasks by sending one to a primary node and its 3* f
replicas of nodes. Another issue worth mentioning about the
BFTCloud mechanism is the notion of f, which means that
the number of faulty nodes should be known before run time.
However, this technique is impractical since the number of
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node failures in such distributed systems is unpredictable and
difficult to calculate [67].
The authors in [68] addressed the issue of node failure in
hybrid Clouds, that is, private and public Clouds. The
problem is formulated as follows: a private Cloud with
limited resources (i.e., PMs) has a certain number of nodes
with a high failure rate. The question is how to minimise the
dependency of public Clouds to achieve better QoS, given
that sending workload to a public Cloud costs more. The
authors proposed a failure-aware VM provisioning for hybrid
Clouds, a ‘time-based brokering strategy’, to handle failure
of nodes in private Clouds by redirecting tasks required long
term into a public Cloud. The decision to forward a task to a
public Cloud is based on the duration of the request; if longer
than the mean request duration of all tasks, then it will be
forwarded. Although the proposed strategy considers that a
public Cloud solves the issue of node failure in private
Clouds, the issue is not answered unless the reliability of this
public Cloud can be guaranteed.
The review of VM mechanisms in this section shows that
the design of a fault-tolerant VM allocation mechanism
remains an open research problem that needs to be tackled in
Cloud environments with faults, such as in Desktop Cloud
systems.
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and simulation of distributed resource management and
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S. Ostermann, K. Plankensteiner, R. Prodan, and T. Fahringer,
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VII. CONCLUSION
Desktop Cloud can be seen as a new direction in Cloud
computing. Desktop Cloud systems exploit idle computing
resources to provide Cloud services mainly for research
purposes. The success of Desktop Grids in providing Grid
capabilities stimulated the concept of applying the same
concept within Cloud computing. However, Desktop Clouds
use infrastructure that is very volatile since computing nodes
have high probability to fail. Such failures can be
problematic and cause negative on the throughput of
Desktop Clouds.
This paper presented a DesktopCloudSim as an extension
tool CloudSim, a widely used Cloud simulation tool.
DesktopCloudSim enables the simulation of node failures in
the infrastructure of Cloud. We demonstrated that the tool
can be used to study the throughput of a Desktop Cloud
using NotreDame and SETI@home FTA traces. We showed
that the average failure rate of nodes in NotreDame and
SETI@home FTAs. Such study can help to show that node
failure in Desktop Cloud is quietly expected.
The results of experiments demonstrate that node failures
affect negatively the throughput outcome of Desktop Clouds.
However, the related works lack the ability to solve the
problem of throughput decrease as a result of node failures.
This opens a new direction to design a fault tolerant
mechanism for Desktop Cloud. We intend to develop such
mechanism and evaluate it using the proposed tool. In
addition, several metrics such as power consumption and
response time should be used to evaluate VM mechanism.
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Abstract—Semantic INdexing (SIN) is the task to detect concepts
like Person and Car in video shots. One main obstacle in SIN is
the abundant information contained in a shot where not only a
target concept to be detected but also many other concepts are
displayed. In consequence, the detection of the target concept
is adversely affected by other irrelevant concepts. To overcome
this, we enhance SIN based on a human brain mechanism to
effectively select important regions in the shot. Specifically, SIN is
integrated with Focus of Attention (FoA) which identifies salient
regions that attract user’s attention. The feature of a shot is
extracted by weighting regions based on their saliencies, so as to
suppress effects of irrelevant regions and emphasise the region of
the target concept. In this integration, it is laborious to prepare
salient region annotation that assists detecting salient regions
most likely to contain the target concept. Thus, we extend FoA
using Weakly Supervised Learning (WSL) to generate salient
region annotation only from shots annotated with the presence
or absence of the target concept. Moreover, rather than the target
concept, other concepts are more salient in several shots. Features
of these shots falsely emphasise concepts other than the target.
Hence, we develop a filtering method to eliminate shots where
the target concept is unlikely to be salient. Experimental results
show the effectiveness for each of our contributions, that is, SIN
using FoA, FoA extended by WSL, and filtering.
Keywords–Semantic indexing; Focus of attention; Weakly supervised learning; Filtering.

I. I NTRODUCTION
For effective processing of large-scale video data, one key
technology is Semantic INdexing (SIN) to detect humanperceivable concepts in shots [1], [2]. Concepts are textual
descriptions of semantic meanings that can be perceived by
humans, such as Person, Car, Building and Explosion Fire.
Below, concept names are written in italics to distinguish
them from the other terms. Many sources reported that the
state-of-the-art video processing can be achieved using concept
detection results as an intermediate representation of a shot [3].
Regarding this, traditional features just represent visual characteristics that significantly vary depending on various changing
factors like camera techniques and shooting environments.
On the other hand, the intermediate representation describes
the presence of semantically meaningful concepts. Thus, if
we could obtain accurate results where concepts are detected
irrespective of changing factors, those results would facilitate
categorising/retrieving shots that are visually dissimilar, but
show similar semantic meanings. Motivated by this, much
research effort has been made on SIN [1], [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7].

a) Patch and descriptor extraction

b) Feature extraction
1.05
0.43

0.72
0.25

0.33
2.89

Patch

Region

(Feature)
(Patch)

(Descriptor)

Figure 1. An illustration of feature extraction based on descriptors extracted
from patches.

SIN is formulated as a binary classification problem where
shots displaying a target concept are distinguished from the
rest of the shots. One of the most important issues is feature
extraction. Using Figure 1, we present an overview of the
currently most popular approach [3], [4], [5], [6] while defining
necessary terms for the following discussion. The approach
consists of two main steps below:
1. Patch and descriptor extraction: This step aims to collect
visual characteristics of patches that are small regions in a
shot like red circles in Figure 1 (a). The rationale behind this
is that as long as many patches are collected, some of them
should keep their visual characteristics similar, irrespective of
changing factors. From each patch, a descriptor is extracted as
a vector, which numerically represents its visual characteristic.
This is exemplified in Figure 1 (a), where three of patches are
enlarged and their descriptors are shown on the right. It should
be noted that compared to patches, we use the term ‘region’ to
indicate a much larger region like the one of the car surrounded
by the blue rectangle in Figure 1 (a).
2. Feature extraction: This step aggregates descriptors extracted from various patches to form a feature, which represents the distribution of those descriptors. For example,
the histogram-type feature in Figure 1 (b) reveals that many
descriptors characterise patches similar to the third one from
the left, and there is no patch that is similar to the rightmost
one in terms of descriptors. This kind of feature is effective for
capturing detailed parts of a target concept. Especially, even
if the target concept is partially invisible due to the occlusion
by other concepts or the camera setting, the feature includes
descriptors extracted from patches corresponding to the visible
part of the target.
However, many concepts other than the target are displayed
in a shot. For example, the shot in Figure 1 (a) includes the
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Figure 2. Example shots where Car is shown in non-salient regions.

target concept Car and many others like Building, Road and
Sky. Nonetheless, most of the existing SIN methods [3], [4],
[5], [6] do not consider whether each patch belongs to the
target concept or not. As a result, the feature is affected by
patches of other concepts, and the detection performance of
the target concept is degraded.
We aim to develop a SIN method that effectively spotlights a target concept while suppressing effects of the other
irrelevant concepts. To this end, we incorporate Focus of
Attention (FoA) (also called visual attention) into SIN. FoA
implements ‘selective attention’ that is a brain mechanism to
determine which regions in a shot (or video frame) are of
most interest [8], [9], [10]. It is said that eyes are receiving
visual data with the size 108 -109 bits every second [9]. It is
impossible for a human to completely analyse this huge size
of data. Nevertheless, the human can effortlessly recognise
meanings in a shot by fixating (or directing his/her gaze to)
important regions. We apply this brain mechanism to SIN with
the following logic: The fact that the human perceives the
appearance of a target concept in the shot means that he/she
fixates its region. Based on this, FoA is used to increase
priorities of such regions and decrease those of the other
regions, in order to construct a feature that emphasises the
appearance of the target concept. In what follows, regions that
attract fixations are called salient regions.
It should be noted that we focus only on appearances
of a target concept in salient regions. In other words, we
do not address its appearances in non-salient regions. For
example, assuming that Car is the target concept, two shots
in Figure 2 display it only in small background regions
surrounded by red rectangles. These regions are clearly nonsalient. Humans do not pay attention to or are not aware of the
target concept appearing in such non-salient regions. Hence,
these appearances are considered as meaningless and useless
for subsequent processes like video categorisation, browsing
and retrieval.
FoA consists of two main processes, bottom-up and topdown. The former implements human attention driven by
stimuli acquired from the external environment. Since these
stimuli can be thought as the visual information that eyes
receive from a shot, they are equated with features extracted
from the shot. However, salient regions detected based only on
features are not so accurate because of the semantic gap, which
is the lack of agreement between automatically extractable
features and human-perceived semantics [11]. Thus, the topdown process implements attention driven by prior knowledge
and expectation in the internal human mind. This biases the
selection of salient regions based on human’s intention, goal
and situation. In our case, the top-down process utilises the
knowledge about spatial relations between a target concept
and surrounding ones in order to selectively localise salient
regions most likely to contain the target. Finally, salient

regions obtained by the bottom-up and top-down processes
are combined to model their interaction.
To incorporate FoA into SIN, we address the following
two issues: The first issue is the data availability of the topdown process. One typical formulation of this process is to
adopt the machine learning framework, where salient regions
in test shots are detected by referring to training shots in
which salient regions are annotated in advance [12], [13], [14]
or recorded by an eye tracker [14], [15]. However, a large
number of training shots is needed to detect diverse kinds of
salient regions. Due to a tremendous number of video frames
in shots, it requires prohibitive cost to manually prepare many
training shots. In addition, using an eye-tracker requires both
labour and monetary costs. Thus, we develop an FoA method
using Weakly Supervised Learning (WSL), where a classifier to
predict precise labels is constructed only using loosely labelled
training data [16]. In our case, this kind of training data are
shots that are annotated only with the presence or absence of
a target concept. These shots are used to build a classifier that
can identify the region of the target concept in a shot, such as
the blue rectangular region in Figure 1 (a) in the case where
Car is the target. Regions identified by the classifier are used
as annotated salient regions in the top-down process.
The second issue is the discrepancy that salient regions do
not necessarily coincide with regions of a target concept. The
reason is twofold: Firstly, it is difficult to objectively judge
whether the target concept is salient or not. In other words,
training shots can be annotated only with the presence of the
target concept without considering its saliency. Consequently,
like two shots in Figure 2, the target concept is shown in small
background regions in several training shots. It is impossible
or unreasonable to regard such regions as salient. The second
reason for the discrepancy is possibly occurring errors in FoA.
Even if the region of the target concept is salient for humans,
another region may be falsely regarded as salient. A feature
based on such a salient region incorrectly emphasises a nontarget concept. To alleviate this, we develop a method that
filters out shots where the target concept is unlikely to appear
in salient regions, using regions predicted by the classifier in
WSL. This enables us to appropriately capture characteristics
of the target concept.
This paper is an extended version of our previous paper
that only briefly illustrates our SIN method based on FoA due
to the space limitation [1]. Specifically, the survey of related
methods was quite insufficient in [1]. In contrast, the next
section of this paper gives a comprehensive comparison of
our method to various methods in four research fields, namely
FoA, salient object detection, discriminative saliency detection,
and SIN. In addition, while only a brief and conceptual
explanation of our method was introduced in [1], its details
and mathematical formulations are presented in Section III of
this paper. Furthermore, although the experimental results in
Section IV is the same to those in [1], Section V offers new
ideas of how our method can be applied to different state-ofthe-art features. Finally, for the sake of clarity, the Appendix
provides a list of many abbreviations used in this paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
FoA has been studied in the fields of computer vision, psychology and neurobiology for a long time. In particular, the
development of a principled top-down process is one of the
most important research topics [9]. Below, some types of
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knowledge used in the top-down process of existing methods
are presented. First, contextual cueing means that a user can
easily search a particular object, if he/she saw the same or
similar spatial layout of objects in the past [12], [13], [14],
[15]. Salient regions in a test shot are adaptively extracted
based on salient regions in training shots with similar spatial
layouts. The symmetry indicates that while viewing a symmetric object, eye fixations are concentrated on the centre of
symmetry [17]. Based on this, salient regions are preferentially
located around centres of regions, which individually have a
symmetric pattern of intensity or colour values. In addition,
the focusness prior represents that a camera is often focused
on the most salient object [18]. According to this, regions with
low degrees of blur are more likely to be regarded as salient.
Furthermore, the centre prior expresses that the main content
is displayed near the centre, and is used to emphasise regions
around the centre as salient [19]. Please refer to [9], [10] for
other types of knowledge in the top-down process.
Among the knowledge described above, we use contextual
cueing because it can be generally applied to any kind of
videos. In particular, we target ‘unconstrained’ web videos that
can be taken by arbitrary camera techniques and in arbitrary
shooting environments [20]. Apart from contextual cueing, the
symmetry highly depends on directions of a concept. Although
the frontal appearance of the concept is symmetric, its side
appearance may not be so. In addition, the focusness and centre
priors are considered as valid only for professional videos,
which follow shooting and editing rules to clearly convey the
content to viewers. On the other hand, web videos are usually
created by amateurs without taking such rules in account. As a
result, the main content in a shot is often captured unfocused,
and is not necessarily displayed near the centre of a video
frame. In contrast, the generality of contextual cueing can be
enhanced using a large amount of training shots, so that a
variety of salient regions in web videos can be covered. Also,
while existing methods based on contextual cueing require
training shots that are annotated with salient regions [12],
[13], [14] or eye fixations [14], [15], we use WSL to generate
such annotation from shots labelled only with the presence or
absence of a concept.
Our method is now compared to two extensions of FoA.
The first is Salient Object Detection (SOD) that extracts the
region of an object attracting the most user attention [10],
[21], [22]. Since the principle of FoA is to detect regions
where people look as salient, it is not guaranteed that salient
regions correspond to semantically meaningful objects. It often
happens that salient regions only characterise parts of an
object, where these parts are visually distinctive or contrastive
compared to the surrounding ones. Thus, SOD detects regions
that not only are salient but also characterise meaningful
objects. Also, there is an experimental evidence indicating
that salient regions are strongly correlated with attractive
objects [23]. Our method differs from SOD in the following
two points: First, although most SOD methods need training
shots where regions of salient objects are annotated [21], [22],
our method using WSL only needs training shots annotated
with the presence or absence of a target concept. Second, SOD
just detects the region of a salient object without identifying
its category. In contrast, the category of a target concept is
considered in our method based on WSL. Here, regions of the
target concept are identified as the ones that are commonly
contained in training shots annotated with its presence, but

are not contained in training shots annotated with its absence.
Using these identified regions, depending on the target concept,
we adaptively find regions that are not only salient but also
likely to contain it.
The second extension of FoA is Discriminant Saliency
Detection (DSD) that extracts salient regions based on the
discrimination power of descriptors for recognising a target
concept (object) [24], [25]. Roughly speaking, DSD first
regards the extraction of descriptors from patches as the
bottom-up process, because they can be directly derived from
images/videos (i.e., stimuli from the external environment).
Then, the top-down process is performed as the selection
of ‘salient’ descriptors, which best discriminate between the
target concept and the others. Salient regions are computed
based on locations of salient descriptors. However, as seen
from the above-mentioned overview, DSD is significantly
biased towards the recognition task, and does not care whether
the region of the target concept is perceptually salient or not.
In other words, DSD regards the target concept as salient
even if it is shown in a small background region. Compared
to this, we develop a filtering method that eliminates shots
where the target concept is unlikely to appear in salient regions,
by checking the coincidence between salient regions detected
by FoA and regions identified by WSL. Appearances of the
target concept in non-salient regions are considered as useless,
because they do not attract user attention.
Finally, SIN is established in TRECVID that is a NISTsponsored annual worldwide competition on video analysis and
retrieval [2]. New SIN methods are being developed every year.
The most popular approach is to extract a feature of a shot by
encoding the distribution of descriptors using a histogram [4],
using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) representing both
means and variances of the descriptor distribution [5], [6],
and using Fisher vector considering the first and second order
differences between the distribution and the reference one [7].
Recently, researchers have started to adopt deep learning where
a multi-layer convolutional neural network is used to extract
a feature hierarchy with higher-level features formed by the
composition of lower-level ones [7]. Despite this advancement
of features, to our best knowledge, no method utilises FoA
to enhance the quality of features. In this paper, we demonstrate the effectiveness of FoA to improve the most standard
histogram-type feature.
III.SIN BASED ON F OA E XTENDED BY WSL
Figure 3 presents an overview of our SIN method. We call
training shots annotated with the presence and absence of a
target concept positive shots and negative shots, respectively.
Since the target concept is Car in Figure 3, it is displayed and
not displayed in positive and negative shots, respectively. For
each of these training shots, FoA is performed to obtain its
saliency map as shown in the middle of Figure 3. This map is
an image representing the degree of saliency at each pixel. The
higher saliencies of pixels are, the brighter they are depicted.
Figure 3 shows saliency maps obtained for the positive and
negative shots presented at the left. In the positive shot, the
region of the moving car is regarded as salient. In the negative
shot where a person is making a hand gesture, the region of
his moving hand is regarded as salient.
After FoA, the feature of a training shot is extracted by
weighting each descriptor based on the saliency of the patch
from which the descriptor is derived. More concretely, red dot-
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Target concept: Car
(Positive shots)
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(Saliency map)

(Feature)
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(Bottom-up saliency map)

Top-down

(Negative shots)

(salient region annotation)
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Identify regions of the target concept

Eliminate positive shots where regions
of the target concept are non-salient

Figure 3. An overview of our SIN method using FoA extended by WSL

ted arrows starting from the positive shot in Figure 3 illustrate
that the descriptor extracted from a patch in a salient region
and the one extracted from a patch in a non-salient region have
large and small influences on the feature, respectively. Finally,
SIN is carried out by regarding training shots represented with
such features as points in the multi-dimensional space. For the
sake of visualisation, Figure 3 only depicts a three-dimensional
space where triangles and rectangles indicate positive and
negative shots, respectively. As shown in the dotted curve in
this space, a detector is constructed to discriminate between
positive and negative shots, and used to examine the presence
of the target concept in test shots.
In Figure 3, the FoA module first conducts the bottomup process on each training shot to compute its ‘intermediate’ saliency map, called bottom-up saliency map. This map
is based only on features because the bottom-up process
implements how eyes react to the visual information (see
Section I). Specifically, regions that are visually different from
surrounding ones are regarded as salient. However, it is difficult
to accurately detect salient regions only using features. For
example, Figure 3 shows the bottom-up saliency map for the
positive shot, where in addition to the region of the car many
background regions are also regarded as salient. Hence, the
top-down process is needed to refine bottom-up saliency maps.
To this end, WSL is firstly applied to training shots in order to
prepare salient region annotation necessary for the top-down
process. As a result, a classifier that identifies regions of the
target concept is built. In Figure 3, the image under the FoA
module and the black-and-white image over it indicate that,
regions identified in positive shots (i.e., red rectangle) are
used as annotated salient regions. Based on this, the top-down
process is performed to refine a bottom-up saliency map into
the final one.
The SIN module in Figure 3 involves filtering. Let us
consider the positive shot and its saliency map on the left
of the “Filtering” box in Figure 3. The positive shot shows
Car only in the small background region depicted by the red
rectangle. Correspondingly, this region is not so salient while
the region of the woman in the foreground is regarded as
the most salient. The feature extracted from this positive shot
falsely emphasises the non-target concept Person, and misleads
a detector to detect it. Thus, filtering is performed to eliminate
positive shots where the target concept is unlikely to appear

in salient regions. Below, we describe the bottom-up and topdown processes, WSL method, and SIN method with filtering.
A. Bottom-up Process
Figure 4 illustrates an overview of the bottom-up process
where the positive shot on the left of Figure 3 is used as an
example. We use a retina model to design how the bottomup saliency map of a shot is created based on the visual
information received by human eyes [14]. As shown in the
upper part of Figure 4, it is known that the visual information
is sequentially processed by horizontal, bipolar and Amacrine
cells in the retina. The first cells perform smoothing to emphasise contrasts in the visual information, the second cells
detect edges (or contours), and the last ones conduct the second
smoothing to emphasise detected edges. Finally, according the
feature integration theory [26], the above cells process different
types of visual information in parallel, and the brain integrates
processing results to focus the attention on certain regions.
In what follows, we explain how to implement each cell’s
mechanism and how to integrate processing results.
First of all, as the encoding of the visual information
that arrives at eyes, the following six features related to cell
responses in the retina are extracted [14]:
Intensity:
Red-Green (RG) contrast:
Blue-Yellow (BY) contrast:
Flicker:
Motion direction:
Motion strength:

r+g+b
,
3
r−g
,
RG =
max(r, g, b)
b − min(r, g)
BY =
,
max(r, g, b)
F = I − I ′,
v
Θ = tan−1 ( ),
u
p
Γ = u2 + v 2 ,
I=

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

where r, g and b represent the red-, green- and blue-channel
values of a pixel in a video frame, respectively. In Equation (4),
I ′ is the intensity in the previous video frame. In Equations (5)
and (6), u and v are the horizontal and vertical displacements
of the optical flow starting at a pixel. It should be noted that
the above-mentioned features are extracted from each pixel
in the video frame. Thus, each feature is represented as an
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Figure 4. An overview of the bottom-up process in our FoA method

Figure 5. Two conceptual examples of tasks

image, called ‘feature map’, which has the same size to the
video frame, as shown at the left of Figure 4.
Then, smoothing by horizontal cells is implemented as
wavelet transform on each feature map. As shown in Figure 4, the feature map is scaled down into 1/2, 1/4 and
1/8 sizes of images, termed as ‘wavelet images’. This downscaling is useful for emphasising contrasts in the feature
map while removing noises. In addition, wavelet images with
three scales facilitate flexibly detecting salient regions with
different sizes. Subsequently, edge detection by bipolar cells
is simulated by applying high-pass filtering to each wavelet
image. Three Sobel filters are used to extract edges (highfrequency components) in the vertical, horizontal and diagonal
directions, as seen from Figure 4. This converts the wavelet
image into three ‘edge images’ where an edge represents
the saliency of the corresponding pixel, because this edge
indicates the difference between the pixel and surrounding
ones. Afterwards, to highlight such edges and suppress noises,
the second smoothing by Amacrine cells is conducted using
Gaussian filter for each edge image. We name the resulting
image as a ‘Gaussian image’.
As a result of the aforementioned steps, 54 Gaussian
images are obtained for each video frame (i.e., 6 feature maps
× 3 wavelet scales × 3 edge directions). These Gaussian
images are now integrated into a bottom-up saliency map. For
computational efficiency, each Gaussian image is firstly scaled
to the size 22 × 18 pixels. Note that each pixel in this scaled
image corresponds to a region in the original video frame,
based on the relative positional relation between the pixel and
the region. In this sense, pixels in the scaled Gaussian image
are called macro-blocks. The subsequent bottom-up saliency
map extraction and top-down process use macro-blocks as the
unit. Also, keep in mind that in Figures 3, 4 and 7, each
saliency map with the size 22 × 18 pixels is resized to the
original video frame size. As is clear from red dotted arrows
in Figure 3, this resizing allows us to determine the saliency of
each patch in the original video frame. The bottom-up saliency
map of the video frame is created by taking the average of 54
Gaussian images for each macro-block. In addition, this map
is normalised so that the most and least salient macro-blocks
have 0 and 1, respectively.

B. Top-down Process
The top-down process implements attention related to tasks.
According to the contextual cueing described in Section II, we
define a task as the expectation that, for shots with a certain
type of spatial layouts, a human supposes to locate salient
regions of a target concept at similar places. In Figure 5, where
the target concept is Car, let us consider the situation where
the human already saw the top-left shot and confirmed that the
region of the moving car is salient. Based on this experience,
the human expects that the region of the moving car in the
top-right shot is also salient, because it has the similar spatial
layout to the top-left shot. Similarly, when the human knows
that the region of the car front in the bottom-left shot is
salient, he/she should apply the same logic to the bottom-right
shot. Like this, a task is the human’s expectation for salient
regions of the target concept based on the similarity in camera
techniques and shooting environments. However, only using
such tasks lacks the examination of whether detected regions
are visually (perceptually) salient or not. To resolve this, it is
important to integrate the top-down and bottom-up processes.
Hence, the top-down process in our method works to refine the
bottom-up saliency map, so that salient regions detected by the
bottom-up process are biased based on task-related attention
described above.
First, we explain how to model task-related attention, which
generally occurs by adjusting responses of cells in the retina
to a specific type of stimuli [13], [14], [15]. Based on this,
we re-use the retina model in Figure 4 and model task-related
attention as the adjustment of 54 Gaussian images to a target
concept [14]. Let us assume P positive shots, where each of
them is associated with L (= 54) Gaussian images that are
individually represented with N (= 22×18) macro-blocks. For
the ith positive shot (1 ≤ i ≤ P ), we create an L-dimensional
vector xin = (x1in , · · · , xL
in ) by aggregating values at the
nth macro-block (1 ≤ n ≤ N ) in L Gaussian images.
For example, assuming that the positive shot in Figure 4
is the ith one, xi1 is the collection of values at the topleft macro-block in 54 Gaussian images. Note that the exact
definition is xii′ n corresponding to the nth macro-block for
the i′ th video frame in the ith positive shot. But, this makes
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the discussion unnecessarily complex. Thus, we use xin for
simplicity. Extending xin to xii′ n is straightforward, and our
experiments are conducted using video frames sampled at
every second.
A task is modelled as a function
PL ft to adjust xin . Here,
ft is a linear function ft (xin ) = l=1 wtl xlin where {wtl }L
l=1
is a parameter set estimated using salient region annotation
obtained by WSL in the next section. However, it is difficult
to deterministically decide which task is used for a positive
shot. In other words, it is impossible to objectively find to
what extent each task is applicable for the positive shot, in
terms of differences in appearances of the target concept,
camera techniques and shooting environments. For example,
in comparison to the top-left shot in Figure 5, let us consider
a shot where a car is moving from left to right, the camera
is placed closer to the car, and the situation is urban. It is
unknown whether “Task 1” in Figure 5 can be used for this
shot. Hence, we adopt a ‘soft assignment’ approach where
functions {ft }Tt=1 for T tasks are probabilistically
PT related to
each positive shot. That is, xin is adjusted by t=1 cit ft (xin )
where cit represents the weight of ft for the ith positive shot.
Using task-related attention based on ft s, we explain how
to refine a bottom-up saliency map. Let bin be the value
at the nth macro-block in the bottom-up saliency map for
the ith positive shot. We carry out the refinement of bin as
the weighted
PT combination of bin and the adjustment of xin ,
that is,
t=1 cit ft (xin ) + αib bin . Here, αib is the weight
representing the importance of the bottom-up saliency map.
The top-down process estimates the following two components: The one is a set of parameter sets for T functions
T
F = {{wtl }L
l=1 }t=1 , and the other is a set of weight vectors
C = {ci = (ci1 , · · · , ciT , αib )}P
i=1 where ci represents weights
of functions and the bottom-up saliency map for the ith
positive shot. These F and C are estimated so as to accurately
approximate salient region annotation yin ∈ {0, 1}, where
yin = 1 means that the nth macro-block in the ith positive
shot is salient, otherwise non-salient. Note that by regarding
the binary value yin as continuous, F and C are estimated
as
PTthe regression problem of such continuous values using
t=1 cit ft (xin ) + αib bin .
In particular, for effective estimation of F , we employ
multi-task learning that simultaneously estimates the parameter
set {wtl }L
l=1 for each of T functions by considering their
correlation [14]. Compared to estimating such sets independently, the correlation can make it clearer what kind of salient
regions are handled by each function. To sum up, the following
optimisation is performed to estimate F and C [14]:
!
N
P
T
1 XX X
min
l
cit ft (xin ) + αib bin , yin , (7)
F,C P N
t=1
i=1 n=1
where l(·) indicates the loss (error) computedP
as the squared
difference between the refined saliency value ( cit ft (xin ) +
αib bin ) and the annotated one (yin ). Equation (7) aims to
extract F and C that minimise the average refinement error
for P × N macro-blocks. This optimisation can be solved by
an EM-like algorithm, which iteratively switches between the
estimation of C keeping F fixed, and the one of F keeping C
fixed (see [14] for more details).
The bottom-up saliency map of each test shot is refined
using the estimated F and C. Let us assume the jth test shot

where the nth macro-block is characterised by xjn based on 54
Gaussian images and bjn of the bottom-up saliency map. Based
on the contextual cueing in Section II, the same refinement
mechanism is used for shots with similar spatial layouts. Thus,
we first find the îth positive shot that has the most similar
spatial layout to the jth test shot. Then, the saliency value of
the nth macro-block is refined into sjn using F and the weight
vector cî for the îth positive shot [14]:
sjn =

T
X

cît ft (xjn ) + αîb bjn .

(8)

t=1

The computation of similarities regarding spatial layouts requires to consider the global visual characteristic of a shot. To
this end, for each of six feature maps in Figure 4, a histogram
is created by quantising the value of every pixel into eight bins.
This histogram represents the overall distribution of values in
the feature map with respect to intensity, red-green contrast,
blue-yellow contrast, or so forth. We use the concatenation of
such histograms as the feature of the shot, and compute the
similarity between two shots as their cosine similarity.
C. Weakly Supervised Learning
Motivated by the success of Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
in object detection/recognition and SIN [20], [27], we employ
the WSL method that is an extended SVM for WSL [16].
Usually, an SVM is trained using training shots associated
with binary labels, that is, the presence or absence of a target
concept. Then, it is used to predict the same type of binary
labels for test shots. On the other hand, the method in [16]
uses training shots with binary labels to build an SVM that
can identify regions of the target concept. The main idea is
that the method simultaneously localises the most distinctive
regions and builds an SVM to distinguish those regions. More
specifically, the SVM is trained so as to characterise regions
that are contained in every positive shot, but are not contained
in any negative shot. These regions are likely to contain the
target concept.
First of all, we explain how regions of a target concept
are localised by the method in [16]. Let x be an arbitrary
shot without specifying it is positive or negative. We define
the localisation as the problem to find the best ‘rectangular’
region r̂ from the set of all possible regions R(x) in x.
With respect to this, one rectangular region is defined by
four parameters, the top-left, top-right, bottom-left and bottomright positions. Thus, simply speaking, R(x) includes W 2 H 2
rectangular regions if the frame size of x is W × H pixels.
Since efficient search of r̂ will be discussed later, we here
concentrate on the localisation mechanism. Assuming that a
feature vector ϕ(r) can be computed for any region r ∈ R(x)
using descriptors in r, a linear SVM with the discrimination
function wϕ(r) + b is used to examine whether r contains
the target concept. Here, b is a bias term and w is an weight
vector in which each dimension represents the relevance to the
presence of the target concept. As ϕ(r) has larger values on
more relevant dimensions, the target concept is more likely
to appear in r. Therefore, r̂ is determined as the region that
maximises the discrimination function [16]:
r̂ = argmax (ϕ(r) + b).
r∈R(x)
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Based on this localisation mechanism, let x+
i and xj be
the ith positive and jth negative shots for a target concept,
respectively. The parameters of the SVM (i.e., w and b) is
estimated by solving the following optimisation problem [16]:


X
X
1
min  ||w|| + C
αi + C
βj  ,
(10)
w,b
2
i
j

s.t.

max (wϕ(r) + b) ≥ +1 − αi (αi ≥ 0),

(11)

max (wϕ(r) + b) ≤ −1 + βi (βi ≥ 0),

(12)

r∈R(x+
)
i

r∈R(x−
)
i

where αi (or βj ) is a slack variable representing the degree of
−
mis-classification for the region in the x+
i (or xj ). In addition,
C is a parameter to control the effect of mis-classification.
The optimal w and b yields the situation where at least one
region in x+
i is classified as positive (Equation (11)), while all
regions in x−
j are classified as negative (Equation (12)). The
optimisation is solved using a coordinate descent approach,
which iterates examining each training shot to find the best
region that maximises the current discrimination function, and
updating this function using newly found best regions [16].
For efficient optimisation, it is important to quickly find the
best region for each training shot. To this end, we employ the
region search method developed in [16], [28]. First, we use
‘Bag-of-Visual-Word’ (BoVW) representation to express the
feature ϕ(r) by quantising ‘Scale-Invariant Feature Transform’
(SIFT) descriptors in r. Each SIFT descriptor represents the
edge shape in a patch, reasonably invariant to changes in scale,
rotation, viewpoint and illumination [4]. As pre-processing,
SIFT descriptors are extracted from patches, which have the
radius of 10 pixels and are located at every sixth pixel in each
training shot. Then, one million SIFT descriptors are randomly
sampled and grouped into 1000 clusters, where each cluster
centre is a ‘Visual Word’ (VW) representing a characteristic
SIFT descriptor. Afterwords, by assigning each SIFT descriptor in r to the most similar VW, ϕ(r) = (ϕ1 (r), · · · , ϕD (r))
(D = 1000) is created where ϕd (r) represents the frequency
of the dth VW.
With the BoVW representation, the discrimination function
of a linear SVM can be transformed as follows [28]:
wϕ(r) + b =

D
X
d=1

wd ϕd (r) + b =

N
X

w(VWn ) + b,

(13)

n=1

where N is the number of SIFT descriptors in r, and w(VWn )
is the weight in w = (w1 , · · · , wD ) corresponding to the
VW associated with the nth SIFT descriptor. For example,
w(VWn ) = w1 if the nth SIFT descriptor is assigned to the
first VW. Equation (13) means that the discrimination function
can be computed by simply adding weights of VWs linked
to SIFT descriptors in r. This enables us to estimate the
‘upper bound’ for a set of regions [28]. No region in this set
takes the discrimination function value larger than the upper
bound. Hence, the best region r̂ maximising the discrimination
function can be efficiently found by discarding many sets of
regions for which upper bounds are small.
Finally, r̂ that is detected in the ith positive shot x+
i using
the optimised w and b, is used as the annotated salient region
in the top-down process. Note that since the top-down process
is based on 22 × 18 macro-blocks (pixels), the video frame
in x+
i is resized to this size by preserving the relative spatial

relation between r̂ and the frame. Then, if the nth macro-block
falls in r̂, yin = 1 otherwise yin = 0.
D. Semantic Indexing with Filtering
As a result of FoA with WSL, saliency maps have been
computed for all shots. As illustrated in Figure 3, our SIN
method extracts the feature of a shot as an extended BoVW
representation by weighting descriptors based on its saliency
map. Let {VWn }N
n=1 be a set of VWs that are associated with
N SIFT descriptors extracted from the whole of the shot. Also,
let us denote by {pn }N
n=1 a set of centre positions of patches
from which the N SIFT descriptors are extracted. That is,
VWn is the VW associated with the nth SIFT descriptor, which
is extracted from the nth patch having the centre position pn .
Since the size of the saliency map is 22 × 18 pixels (macroblocks), it is resized to the same size as the video frame of
the shot. By checking this resized saliency map, we obtain
{sn }N
n=1 where sn represents the saliency of pn . Then, an
‘weighted’ D-dimensional vector φ = (φ1 , · · · , φD ) is created.
Regarding this, in the normal BoVW representation, the value
of the dimension corresponding to VWn is incremented, so
that the resulting feature represents the frequency of each VW.
Different from this, in our extended BoVW representation,
the value of the dimension is increased by sn . Thereby, if
VWn is extracted from the patch in a salient region where
the target concept probably appears, VWn ’s effect is large,
otherwise small (see red dotted arrows in Figure 3). Like this,
the weighted vector φ emphasises the appearance of the target
concept while suppressing effects of other concepts. Finally,
using positive and negative shots represented by such φs, a
detector is constructed as a non-linear SVM with Radial Basis
Function (RBF) kernel [29].
Before constructing the detector, filtering is performed to
eliminate positive shots where the target concept appears in
non-salient regions, because their weighted vectors falsely
emphasise other concepts. To this end, we make a simple
assumption that the target concept is salient if its region is
large. Hence, positive shots are filtered out if regions detected
by the WSL method are smaller than a threshold. Also, this
filtering is executed when applying the detector to test shots.
But, the purpose is to distinguish test shots where salient
regions certainly include the target concept from the other
ones. For the latter, we take into account FoA failures where
falsely detected salient regions would cause weighted vectors
undesirably emphasising non-target concepts. Thus, weighted
vectors are extracted only from test shots where regions
detected by the WSL method are larger than the threshold.
For the other shots, non-weighted vectors are extracted based
on the normal BoVW representation. Finally, the list of sorted
test shots in terms of the detector’s outputs is returned as the
SIN result .
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we firstly examine the effectiveness of our FoA
method extended by WSL, and then evaluate the performance
of SIN based on this extended FoA method.
A. Evaluation of FoA based on WSL
To examine the adequacy of incorporating WSL into FoA,
we target three concepts Person, Car and Explosion Fire. For
each concept, we use 1000 positive shots and 5000 negative
shots in TRECVID 2009 video data [2]. The performance is
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Figure 6. Performance comparison between WSL and Manual.

evaluated on 1000 test shots where the ground truth of salient
regions is manually provided. We compare two FoA methods,
WSL and Manual, which use positive shots where salient
regions are annotated by WSL and by manual, respectively.
Using manually annotated salient regions can be considered as
the best approach. Hence, the comparison between WSL and
Manual aims to investigate how useful salient regions obtained
by WSL are, compared to those provided by the best manual
approach.
Figure 6 shows Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
curves for WSL and Manual. Each curve is created by calculating True Positive (TP) and False Positive (FP) rates using
different thresholds. Here, a macro-block in a saliency map is
regarded as salient if its saliency is larger than a threshold. A
TP is the number of macro-blocks that are correctly detected
as salient, and an FP is the number of macro-blocks falsely
detected as salient. A high performance is depicted by an ROC
curve biased towards the top-left. In Figure 6, ROC curves
of WSL and Manual are nearly the same for all concepts.
As another evaluation measure, an Area Under Curve (AUC)
represents the area under an ROC curve. A larger AUC
indicates a superior performance where a high TP is achieved
with a small FP. Figure 6 presents that WSL’s AUCs are nearly
the same or even larger than those of Manual. The results
described above verifies that salient regions annotated by WSL
lead to the FoA performance that is comparable to the one
based on the best manual approach.
It should be noted that several regions where a target
concept does not appear are falsely detected by WSL, and
used as annotated salient regions in the top-down process. For
example, the red rectangular region in Figure 7 (a) is falsely
regarded as showing a car. However, as seen from the bottomup saliency map in Figure 7 (b), the saliency of this region is
very low. More specifically, marco-blocks in this region have
very small xjn and bjn in Equation (8). Thus, they cannot be
regarded as salient even with the refinement by the top-down
process, as shown in Figure 7 (c). Like this, errors in WSL
are alleviated based on saliencies obtained by the bottom-up
process. In other words, FoA works appropriately as long as
regions obtained by WSL are mostly correct.
B. Evaluation of SIN using FoA
We evaluate the effectiveness of SIN utilising FoA using video
data in TRECVID 2011 SIN light task [2]. According to the
official guideline, 23 target concepts shown in Figure 8 are
selected. For each target concept, a detector is constructed
with 30000 training shots collected from 240918 shots in
11485 development videos. Here, positive shots are collected
based on the result of web-based collaborative annotation

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. An example of alleviating errors in WSL based on bottom-up
saliency maps.

effort where many users on the web collaboratively annotate
shots in development videos [30]. Negative shots are collected
as randomly selected shots in development videos. This is
because the concept usually appears only in a small number
of shots, so almost all of randomly selected shots can serve
as negative [31]. Although annotation data collected by [30]
contain negative shots, our preliminary experiment showed that
they lead to worse performance than randomly selected shots.
One main reason is the ‘biased’ shot selection based on active
learning, where users are asked to only annotate shots similar
to already collected positive shots [30]. In contrast, negative
shots by ‘non-biased’ random selection yield more accurate
concept detection. The constructed detector is tested on 125880
shots in 8215 test videos.
To examine the effectiveness of weighting descriptors
based on FoA and that of filtering, we compare three methods
Baseline, Weight and Weight+Filter. Baseline and Weight use
features that are extracted as BoVW representations without
and with weighting, respectively. Weight+Filter extends Weight
by adding the filtering process. Figure 8 shows the performance
comparison among Baseline, Weight and Weight+Filter in form
of a bar graph. For each concept, the top, middle and bottom
bars represent Average Precisions (APs) of Baseline, Weight
and Weight+Filter, respectively. An AP approximates the area
under a recall-precision curve. Regarding its computation, a
SIN result for a target concept is a list of 2000 test shots
ranked in terms of the detector’s outputs. The AP is the average
of precisions, each of which is computed at a position where
a ‘correct’ test shot showing the target concept is ranked. A
larger AP means a better SIN result where correct test shots
are ranked at higher positions. Also, each of three bars at the
bottom of Figure 8 presents the Mean of APs (MAP) over 23
concepts as an overall evaluation measure. Figure 8 indicates
that Weight outperforms Baseline for many concepts. The MAP
of the former (0.0708) is about 5% higher than that of the
latter (0.0676). This validates the effectiveness of using FoA
in SIN. In addition, Weight+Filter’s MAP (0.0731) exhibits
that adding the filtering process improves Weight’s MAP by
about 3%. This verifies the effectiveness of filtering.
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results validated the effectiveness of all the three contributions,
that is, using FoA in SIN, extending FoA with WSL, and
filtering.
We will investigate the following two issues in the future:
The first is that we used the most standard feature (i.e.,
BoVW representation) to justify the framework of using FoA
in SIN. But, it is relatively straightforward to extend this
framework to more sophisticated features, such as the ones
based on GMM [5], [6], Fisher vector [7] and deep learning [7]
described in Section II. Our ideas for this are summarised
below. First, the extraction of GMM-based features starts with
estimating a reference GMM using randomly sampled descriptors. Then, the GMM for a shot is computed by modifying the
reference GMM based on descriptors extracted from the shot.
FoA can be used to control the degree of modification based
on the saliency of each descriptor, so that descriptors extracted
from patches in salient regions have large influences on the
resulting GMM. Second, the reference GMM is also used
for Fisher vector-based features. Here, the feature of a shot
is computed by averaging first (or second) order differences
of descriptors to the mean of each Gaussian component in
the reference GMM [32]. This averaging can be improved by
considering the saliency of each descriptor. Last, one key factor
in deep learning is how to define receptive fields, each of which
represents a region that a neuron uses to extract a feature. FoA
can be used to prioritise or select receptive fields of neurons
by checking saliencies of regions. We will test each of the
above-mentioned extensions.
The second issue is that FoA causes the performance
degradation for some concepts such as Explosion Fire and
Mountain in Figure 8. One main region is non-rectangular
shapes of these concepts, because our current WSL method can
only identify rectangular regions. However, rectangular regions
are too coarse to precisely localise non-rectangular concepts,
and inevitably include other concepts. As a result, the top-down
process does not work well. Hence, we will extend our WSL
method by adopting an efficient search algorithm for regions
with arbitrary shapes [33].
A PPENDIX
L IST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Walking_Running
MAP

Baseline

Weight

Weight+Filter

Figure 8. Performance comparison among Baseline, Weight and
Weight+Filter.

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we introduced a SIN method that detects a target
concept based on FoA. Our method extracts the feature of a
shot by weighting descriptors based on saliencies of patches,
from which these descriptors are derived. This enables us to
suppress adverse effects of regions irrelevant to the target concept, and emphasise its appearance. For effective integration
of SIN and FoA, WSL is employed so that salient region
annotation required for the top-down process can be generated
from shots labelled only with the presence or absence of the
target concept. In addition, filtering is conducted to eliminate
shots where non-target concepts are emphasised, by examining
the coincidence between salient regions detected by FoA and
the target concept’s regions identified by WSL. Experimental

The list below shows abbreviations used in this paper. Each
line presents an abbreviation, its full name, and the section
where it appears for the first time.
SIN
FoA
WSL
SOD
DSD
GMM
SVM
BoVW
VW
SIFT
RBF
ROC
TP
FP
AUC
AP
MAP

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Semantic INdexing (Section I)
Focus of Attention (Section I)
Weakly Supervised Learning (Section I)
Salient Object Detection (Section II)
Discriminant Saliency Detection (Section II)
Gaussian Mixture Model (Section II)
Support Vector Machines (Section III-C)
Bag-of-Visual-Word (Section III-C)
Visual Word (Section III-C)
Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (Section III-C)
Radial Basis Function (Section III-D)
Receiver Operating Characteristic (Section IV-A)
True Positive (Section IV-A)
False Positive (Section IV-A)
Area Under Curve (Section IV-A)
Average Precisions (Section IV-B)
Mean of Average Precision (Section IV-B)
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Abstract—Cloud patterns describe deployment and use of
various cloud-hosted applications. There is little research that
focuses on applying these patterns to cloud-hosted Global Software Development (GSD) tools. As a result, it is difficult to know
the applicable deployment patterns, supporting technologies and
trade-offs to consider for specific software development processes.
This paper presents a taxonomy of deployment patterns for
cloud-hosted applications. The taxonomy is composed of 24 subcategories, which were systematically integrated and structured
into 8 high-level categories. The taxonomy is applied to a selected
set of software tools: JIRA, VersionOne, Hudson, Subversion and
Bugzilla. The study confirms that most deployment patterns are
related and cannot be fully implemented without being combined
with others. The taxonomy revealed that (i) the functionality
provided by most deployment patterns can often be accessed
through an API or plugin integrated with the GSD tool, and (ii)
RESTful web services and messaging are the dominant strategies
used by GSD tools to maintain state and exchange information
asynchronously, respectively. This paper also describes CLIP
(CLoud-based Identification process for deployment Patterns), to
guide software architects in selecting applicable cloud deployment
patterns for GSD tools using the taxonomy and thereafter applies
it to a motivating cloud deployment problem. Recommendations
for guiding architects in selecting applicable deployment patterns
for cloud deployment of GSD tools are also provided.
Keywords—Taxonomy; Deployment Pattern; Cloud-hosted Application; GSD Tool; Plugin; Continuous Integration

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Collaboration tools that support Global Software Development (GSD) processes are increasingly being deployed on
the cloud [1][2][3]. The architectures/patterns used to deploy
these tools to the cloud are of great importance to software
architects, because they determine whether or not the system’s
required quality attributes (e.g., performance) will be exhibited
[4][5][6].
Collections of cloud patterns exist for describing the cloud,
and how to deploy and use various cloud offerings [7][8].
However, there is little or no research in applying these patterns
to describe the cloud-specific properties of applications in
the software engineering domain (e.g., collaboration tools for
GSD, hereafter referred to as GSD tools) and the trade-offs

to consider during cloud deployment. This makes it very
challenging to know the deployment patterns (together with
the technologies) required for deploying GSD tools to the
cloud to support specific software development processes (e.g.,
continuous integration (CI) of code files with Hudson).
Motivated by this problem, we propose a taxonomy of
deployment patterns for cloud-hosted applications to help
software architects in selecting applicable deployment patterns
for deploying GSD tools to the cloud. The taxonomy will
also help to reduce the time and risk associated with largescale software development projects. We are inspired by the
work of Fehling et al. [7], who catalogued a collection of
patterns that will help architects to build and manage cloud
applications. However, these patterns were not applied to any
specific application domain, such as cloud-hosted GSD tools.
The research question this paper addresses is: “How can
we create and use a taxonomy for selecting applicable
deployment patterns for cloud deployment of GSD tools.”
It is becoming a common practice for distributed enterprises to
hire cloud deployment architects or “application deployers” to
deploy and manage cloud-hosted GSD tools [9]. For example,
the CI systems used by Saleforce.com (a major player in
the cloud computing industry), runs 150000 + test in parallel
across many servers and if it fails it automatically opens a bug
report for software architects and developers responsible for
that checkin [10].
We created and applied the taxonomy against a selected
set of GSD tools derived from an empirical study [11] of
geographically distributed enterprise software development
projects. The overarching result of the study is that most
deployment patterns are related and have to be combined with
others during implementation, for example, to address hybrid
deployment scenarios, which usually involves integrating processes and data in multiple clouds.
This article is an extension of the previous work by Ochei
et al. [1]. The main contributions of this article are:
1. Creating a novel taxonomy of deployment patterns for
cloud-hosted applications.
2. Demonstrating the practicality of the taxonomy by: (i)
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applying it to position a set of GSD tools; and (ii) comparing
the different cloud deployment requirements of GSD tools.
3. Describing CLIP, a novel approach for guiding architects in
selecting applicable cloud deployment patterns for GSD tools
using the taxonomy, and thereafter applying it to a motivating
cloud deployment problem.
4. Presenting recommendations and best practice guidelines for
identifying applicable deployment patterns together with the
technologies for supporting cloud deployment of GSD tools.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
gives an overview of the basic concepts related to deployment
patterns for Cloud-hosted GSD tools. In Section III, we discuss
the research methodology including taxonomy development,
tools selection, application and validation. Section IV presents
the findings of the study focusing on positioning a set of GSD
tools within the taxonomy. In Section V, we discuss the lessons
learned from applying the taxonomy. The recommendations
and limitations of the study are in Sections VI and VII,
respectively. Section VIII reports the conclusion and future
work.
II.

D EPLOYMENT PATTERNS FOR C LOUD - HOSTED GSD
T OOLS

A. Global Software Development
In recent times, Global Software Development has emerged
as the dominant methodology used is developing software for
geographically distributed enterprises. The number of large
scale geographically distributed enterprise software development projects involving Governments and large multi-national
companies is on the increase [12][13][14].
Definition 1: Global Software Development. GSD is defined
by Lanubile [15] as the splitting of the development of the
same software product or service among globally distributed
sites. Global Software Development involves several partners
or sites of a company working together to reach a common
goal, often to make a product (in this case, software) [15, 16].
In geographically distributed enterprise software development, there are not only software developers, but many
stakeholders such as database administrators, test analysts,
project managers, etc. Therefore, there is a need to have
software tools that support collaboration and integration among
members of the team involved in the software development
project. As long as a software project involves more than
one person, there has to be some form of collaboration [17]
[16][11][18].
B. Cloud-hosted GSD Tools and Processes
Software tools used for Global Software Development
projects are increasingly being moved to the cloud [3]. This
is in response to the widespread adoption of Global Software
Development practices and collaboration tools that support
geographically distributed enterprises software projects [19].
This trend will continue because the cloud offers a flexible
and scalable platform for hosting a broad range of software
services including, APIs and developments tools [2][3].
Definition 2: Cloud-hosted GSD Tool. “Cloud-hosted GSD
Tool” refers to collaboration tools used to support GSD

processes in a cloud environment. We adopt the: (i) NIST
Definition of Cloud Computing to define properties of cloudhosted GSD tools; and (ii) ISO/IEC 12207 standard as a frame
of reference for defining the scope of a GSD tool. Portillo et
al. [20] identified three groups of GSD tools for supporting
ISO/IEC 12207 processes:
(i) Tools to support Project Processes- These tools are used
to support the management of the overall activities of the
project. Examples of these processes include project planning,
assessment and control of the various processes involved in the
project. There are several GSD tools that fit into this group.
For instance, JIRA and Bugzilla are software tools widely used
in large software development projects issue and bug tracking.
(ii) Tools to support Implementation Processes such as requirements analysis and integration process. For example, Hudson,
is a widely used tool for continuously integrating different
source code builds and components into a single unit.
(iii) Tools for Support Processes - Software tools that fall into
this group are used to support documentation management
processes and configuration management processes involved
in the software development project. For example, Subversion
is a software tool used to track how the different versions of
a software evolves over time.
These GSD tools, also referred to as Collaboration tools
for GSD [20], are increasingly being deployed to the cloud for
Global Software Development by large distributed enterprises.
The work of Portillo et al. [20] presents the requirements and
features of GSD tools and also categorizes various software
tools used for collaboration and coordination in Global Software Development.

C. Architectures for Cloud-hosted Applications
Definition 3: Architectural Pattern. Architectural patterns are
compositions of architectural elements that provide packaged
strategies for solving recurring problems facing a system [5].
Architectural patterns can be broadly classified into 3 groups
based on the nature of the architectural elements they use [5]:
(i) module type patterns - which show how systems are
organized as a set of codes or data units in the form of classes,
layers, or divisions of functionality.
(ii) component-and-connector (C&C) type patterns - which
show how the system is organized as a set of components
(i.e., runtime elements used as units of computation, filters,
services, clients, servers etc.) and connectors (e.g., communication channels such as protocols, shared messages, pipes,
etc.).
(iii) allocation patterns - which show how software elements
(typically processes associated with C&C and modules) relate
to non-software elements (e.g., CPUs, file system, networks
etc.) in its environment. In other words, this pattern shows
how the software elements are allocated to elements in one or
more external environment on which the software is executed.
Architectural and design patterns have long been used to
provide known solutions to a number of common problems
facing a distributed system [5][21]. The architecture of a system/application determines whether or not its required quality
attributes (e.g., performance, availability and security) will be
exhibited [4][5].
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D. Cloud Deployment Patterns

E. Taxonomy of Cloud Computing Patterns

In cloud computing environment, a cloud pattern represents
a well-defined format for describing a suitable solution to
a cloud-related problem. Several cloud problems exist such
as how to: (i) select a suitable type of cloud for hosting
applications; (ii) select an approach for delivering a cloud
service; (iii) deploy a multitenant application that guarantees
isolation of tenants. Cloud deployment architects use cloud
patterns as a reference guide that documents best practices on
how design, build and deploy applications to the cloud.

What is a Taxonomy and its Purpose? The IEEE Software
& Systems Engineering Standards Committee defines a Taxonomy as “a scheme that partitions a body of knowledge into
taxonomic units and defines the relationship among these units.
It aims for classifying and understanding the body of knowledge [23].” As understanding in the area of cloud patterns and
cloud-hosted software tools for distributed enterprise software
development evolves, important concepts and relationships
between them emerge that warrant a structured representation
of these concepts. Being able to communicate that knowledge
provides the prospects to advance research [24].

Definition 4: Cloud Deployment Pattern. We define a “Cloud
deployment pattern” as a type of architectural pattern, which
embodies decisions as to how elements of the cloud application will be assigned to the cloud environment where the
application is executed.
Our definition of cloud deployment pattern is similar to
the concept of design patterns [21], (architectural) deployment
patterns [5], collaboration architectures [4], cloud computing
patterns [7], cloud architecture patterns [22], and cloud design
patterns [8]. These concepts serve the same purpose in the
cloud (as in many other distributed environments). For example, the generic architectural patterns- client-server, peerto-peer, and hybrid [5] - relate to the following: (i) the 3
main collaboration architectures, i.e., centralized, replicated
and hybrid [4]; and (ii) cloud deployment patterns, i.e., 2-tier,
content distribution network and hybrid data [7].
One of the key responsibilities of a cloud deployment
architect is to allocate elements of the cloud-application to
the hardware processing (e.g., processor, files systems) and
communication elements (e.g., protocols, message queues) on
the cloud environment, so that the required quality attributes
can be achieved.
Figure 2 shows how the elements of Hudson (a typical of
GSD tool) is mapped to the elements of the cloud environment.
Hudson runs on an Amazon EC2 instance while the data it
generates is regularly extracted and archived on a separate
cloud storage (e.g., Amazon S3).

Fig. 1. Mapping elements of a GSD tool to External Environment

Taxonomies and classifications facilitate systematic
structuring of complex information. Taxonomies are
mechanisms that can be used to structure, advance
understanding and to communicate this knowledge [25].
According to Sjoberg [26], the development of taxonomies
is crucial to documenting the theories that accumulate
knowledge on software engineering. In software engineering,
they are used for comparative studies involving tools and
methods, for example, software evolution [27] and Global
Software Engineering [28]. The work of Glass and Vessey
[25] and Bourque and Dupuis [29] laid down the foundation
for developing various taxonomies for software development
methods and tools in software engineering. In this paper, we
focus on using a taxonomy to structure cloud deployment
patterns for cloud-hosted applications, in particular in the area
of GSD tools.
Existing Taxonomies and Classifications of Deployment
Patterns for Cloud-hosted Applications Several attempts
have been made by researchers to create classifications of cloud
patterns to build and deploy cloud-based applications. Wilder
[22] describes eleven patterns: Horizontally Scaling Compute,
Queue-Centric Workflow, Auto-Scaling, MapReduce, Database
Sharding, Busy Signal, Node Failure, Colocate and Valet Key.
The authors then illustrate how each pattern can be used to
build cloud-native applications using the Page of Photos web
application and Windows Azure. Each pattern is preceded by
what the authors refer to as “primers” to provide a background
of why the pattern is need. A description is provided about how
each pattern is used to address specific architectural challenges
that are likely to be encountered during cloud deployment.
A collection of over 75 patterns for building and managing
a cloud-native application are provided by Fehling et al. [7].
The “known uses” of the implementation of each pattern is
provided with examples of cloud providers offering products
that exhibit the properties described in the pattern. This helps
to further give a better understanding of the core properties of
each pattern. We find the examples of known uses of patterns
under “storage offering” category (e.g., blob storage, key-value
storage) very useful in understanding how to modify a GSD
tool in order to access a cloud storage. For example, Amazon
S3 and Google cloud storage are products offered by Amazon
and Google, respectively, for use as blob storage on the cloud.
Blob storage is based on an object storage architecture, and
so the GSD tool has to be modified to allow access using a
REST API.
Homer et al. [8] describe: (i) twenty-four patterns that are
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useful in developing cloud-hosted applications; (ii) two primers
and eight guidance topics that provide basic information and
good practice techniques for developing cloud-hosted applications; and (iii) ten sample applications that illustrate how
to implement the design patterns using features of Windows
Azure. The sample code (written in C#) for these sample
applications is provided, thus making it easy for architects
who intend to use similar cloud patterns to convert the codes
to other web programming languages (e.g., Java, Python) for
use in other cloud platforms.
Moyer [30] discusses a collection of patterns under the
following categories: image (e.g., prepackaged images), architecture (e.g., adapters), data (e.g, queuing, iterator), and
clustering (e.g., n-tier) and then use a simple Weblog application written using Amazon Web Services (AWS) with Python
to illustrate the use of these patterns. For example, one of
the architectural patterns- Adapters, is similar to “Provider
Adapter” pattern described by Fehling et al [7], which can be
used for interacting with external systems not provided by the
cloud provider. The weblog application uses a custom cloudcentric framework created by the author called Marajo, instead
of contributing extensions to existing Python frameworks (e.g.,
pylons). Apart from Marajo’s tight integration with AWS, it
may be difficult for it to be widely used by software architects
since it does not offer the rich ecosystem and large public
appeal which other Python-based web frameworks currently
offer.
Sawant and Shah discussed patterns for handling “Big
Data” on the cloud [31]. These include patterns for big data
ingestion, storage, access, discovery and visualization. For
example, it describes how the “Federation Pattern” can be used
to pull together data from multiple sources and then process
the data. Doddavula et al. [32] present several cloud computing solution patterns for handling application and platform
solutions. For instance, it discusses cloud deployment patterns
for: (i) handling applications with highly variable workloads
in public clouds; and (ii) handling workload spikes with cloud
burst.
Erl et al. [33] present a catalogue of over 100 cloud design
patterns for developing, maintaining and evolving cloud-hosted
applications. The cloud patterns, which are divided into eight
groups cover several aspects of cloud computing, such as scaling and elasticity, reliability and resiliency, data management,
and network security and management. For example, patterns
such as shared resources, workload distribution and dynamic
scalability (which are listed under the “sharing, scaling and
elasticity” category) are generally used for workload management and overall optimization of the cloud environment.
The major strength of Erl et al.’s catalogue of cloud patterns
is in its extensive coverage of techniques for handling the
security challenges of cloud-hosted applications. It describes
various strategies covering areas such as hypervisor attack
vectors, threat mitigation and mobile device management.
Other documentation of cloud deployment patterns can be
found in [34][35][36][37][38][39].
Existing classifications of cloud patterns do not organize
the individual patterns into a clean hierarchy or taxonomy.
This is because most of the patterns tend to handle multiple
architectural concerns [22]. This makes it difficult for an
architect to decide whether the implementation of the cloud

can be done by modifying the cloud-application itself or the
components of the cloud environment where the application is
running.
Cloud patterns in existing classifications are applied to
simple web-based applications (e.g., Weblog application [30])
without considering the different application processes they
support. Moreover, these patterns have not been applied against
a set of applications in software engineering domain, such
as cloud-hosted GSD tools. GSD tools may have similar
architectural structure but they (i) support different software
development processes, and (ii) impose varying workloads on
the cloud infrastructure, which would influence the choice of
a deployment pattern. For example, Hudson being a compiler/build tool, would consume more memory than subversion
when exposed to high intensive workload.
Motivated by these shortcomings, we extend the current
research by developing a taxonomy of deployment patterns
for cloud-hosted applications that reflects the two main
components of an architectural deployment structure: the
cloud-application and cloud environment. Thereafter, we
apply the taxonomy to position a set of GSD tools.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

A. Development of a Taxonomy of Deployment Patterns for
Cloud-hosted Applications
1) Developing the Taxonomy: We develop the taxonomy
by using a modified form of the approach used by Lilien [40]
in his work for building a taxonomy of specialized ad hoc
networks and systems for a given target application class. The
approach is summarized in the following steps:
Step 1: Select the target class of Software Tool- The target
class is based on the ISO/IEC 12207 taxonomy for the software
life cycle process (see Definition 3 for details). The following
class of tools are excluded: (i) tools not deployed in a cloud
environment (even if they are deployed on a dedicated server
to perform the same function); and (ii) general collaboration
tools and development environments (e.g., MS Word, Eclipse).
Step 2: Determine the requirements for the TaxonomyThe first requirement is that the taxonomy should incorporate
features that restricts it to GSD tools and Cloud Computing.
In this case, we adopt the ISO/IEC 12207 framework [20] and
NIST cloud computing definition [41]. Secondly, it should
capture the components of an (architectural) deployment
structure [5] - software elements (i.e., GSD tool to be
deployed) and external environment (i.e., cloud environment).
Therefore, our proposed taxonomy is a combination of two
taxonomies - Taxonomy A, which relates to the components
of the cloud environment [41], and Taxonomy B, which
relates to the components of the cloud application architecture
[7].
Step 3: Determine and prioritize the set of all acceptable
categories and sub-categories of the Taxonomy- We prioritized the categories of the taxonomy to reflect the structure
of a cloud stack from physical infrastructure to the software
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process of the deployed GSD tool. The categories and subcategories of the two taxonomies are described as follows:
(1) Application Process: the sub-categories (i.e., project
processes, implementation processes and support processes)
represent patterns for handling the workload imposed on the
cloud infrastructure by the ISO/IEC 12207 software processes
supported by GSD tools [20]. For example, the unpredictable
workload pattern described by Fehling et al. [7] can be used
to handle random and sudden increase in the workload of an
application or consumption rate the IT resources.
(2) Core cloud properties: the sub-categories (i.e., rapid
elasticity, resource pooling and measured service) contain
patterns used to mitigate the core cloud computing properties
of the GSD tools [7].
(3) Service Model: the sub-categories reflect cloud service
models- SaaS, PaaS, IaaS [41].

form clusters around multiple data centres or are located in
globally distributed sites. Hybrid cloud application patterns are
integrations of other patterns and environments. For example,
the “hybrid development environment” pattern can be used
to integrate various clouds patterns to handle different stages
of software development- compilation, testing, and production.
Step 4: Determine the space of the Taxonomy- The selected
categories and their associated sub-categories define the space
of the taxonomy. The taxonomy (Table I) is composed of
24 sub-categories, which were systematically integrated and
structured into 8 high-level categories. The information that
the taxonomy conveys has been arranged into four columns:
deployment components, main categories, sub-categories, and
related patterns.

(4) Deployment Model: the sub-categories reflect cloud
deployment models- private, community, public and hybrid
[41].

2) Description of the Taxonomy of Deployment Patterns
for Cloud-hosted Applications: Table I shows the taxonomy
captured in one piece. In the following, we describe the key
sections of the taxonomy.

(5) Application Architecture: the sub-categories represent
the architectural components that support a cloud-application
such as application components (e.g., presentation, processing,
and data access), multitenancy, and integration. The multitenancy patterns are used to deploy a multitenant application to
the cloud in such a way that guarantees varying degrees of isolation of the users. The three patterns that reflect these degrees
of isolation are shared component, tenantisolated component
and dedicated component [7].

Deployment Components of the Taxonomy: There are two
sections of the taxonomy: the upper-half represents Taxonomy
A, which is based on NIST Cloud Computing Definition,
while the lower-half represents Taxonomy B, which is based
on the components of a typical cloud application architecture.
The taxonomy has 24 sub-categories, which are structured into
8 high-level categories: four categories each for Taxonomy, A
and B.

(6) Cloud Offerings: the sub-categories reflect the major
infrastructure cloud offerings that can be accessed- cloud
environment, processing, storage and communication offering
[7]. Patterns that fall under “communication patterns” are
probably the best documented in this group. Examples include
Priority Queue [8], Queue-Centric workflow, message-oriented
middleware, which are used to ensure the reliability of messages exchanged between users.
(7) Cloud Management: contains patterns used to manage
both the components and processes/runtime challenges) of
GSD tools. The 2 sub-categories are - management components, which are used for managing hardware components
(e.g., servers) and management processes, which are used for
managing processes (e.g., database transactions) [7]. The node
failure pattern described by Wilder [22] can be used to handle
sudden hardware failures. The “Health Endpoint Monitoring”
pattern [8] and the “resiliency management” pattern can be
used to handle runtime failures or unexpected software failures.
(8) Composite Cloud: contains compound patterns (i.e.,
patterns that can be formed by combining other patterns
or can be decomposed into separate components). The
sub-categories are: decomposition style and hybrid cloud
application [7]. The patterns under the decomposition style
describe how the software and hardware elements of the
cloud environment are composed (or can be decomposed) into
separate components. A well-known example is the two-tier
(or client/server) pattern, in which each component or process
on the cloud environment is either a client or a server. Another
example is the multisite deployment pattern [22], where users

Hybrid Deployment Requirements: The thick lines (Table
I) show the space occupied by patterns used for hybriddeployment scenarios. There are two groups of hybrid-related
patterns: one related to the cloud environment and the other
related to the cloud-hosted application. For example, the
hybrid cloud pattern (i.e., under “hybrid clouds” sub-category
of Taxonomy A) is used to integrate different clouds into a
homogenous environment while the hybrid data pattern (i.e.,
under “hybrid cloud applications” sub-category of Taxonomy
B) is used to distribute the functionality of a data handling
component among different clouds.
Examples of Related Patterns: Entries in the “Related Pattern”
column show examples of patterns drawn from well-known
collections of cloud patterns such as [7][8][22]. The cloud
patterns found in these collections may have different names
but they share the same underlying implementation principle.
For example, message-oriented middle-ware pattern [7] is
captured in Homer et al. [8] and Wilder [22] as a Queuecentric workflow pattern and competing consumers pattern,
respectively.
B. GSD Tool Selection
We carried out an empirical study to find out: (1) the
type of GSD tools used in large-scale distributed enterprise
software development projects; and (2) what tasks they utilize
the GSD tools for.
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TABLE I. TAXONOMY OF DEPLOYMENT PATTERNS FOR
CLOUD-HOSTED APPLICATIONS
Deployment
Components

Categories of Deployment Patterns
Main Categories
Sub-Categories
Project processes
Application Process
Implementation
processes
Support processes

Cloud-hosted
Rapid Elasticity
Environment
Core Cloud Properties
(Taxonomy A)
Resource Pooling

Cloud Service Model

Cloud Deployment
Model
Composite Cloud
Application

Cloud-hosted
Cloud Management
Application
(Taxonomy B)

Cloud Offerings

Measured Service
Software resources
Platform resources
Infrastructure
resources
Private clouds
Community clouds
Public clouds
Hybrid clouds
Hybrid cloud applications
Decomposition
style
Management
Processes
Management Components
Communication Offering
Storage Offering
Processing
Offerings
Cloud Environment
Offerings

Cloud Application
Architecture

Integration
Multi-tenancy
Application components

Related Patterns
Static workload
Continuously changing workload
Continuously changing workload
Elastic
platform,Autoscaling[22]
Shared component, Private
cloud
Elastic Platform, Throttling[8]
SaaS
PaaS
IaaS
Private cloud
Community cloud
Public cloud
Hybrid cloud
Hybrid Processing, Hybrid
Data,Multisite Deployment [22]
2-tier/3-tier application, Content Delivery Network [22]
Update Transition Process,
Scheduler Agent [8]
Elastic Manager, Provider
Adapter, External Configuration
Store [8]
Virtual Networking, MessageOriented Middleware
Block Storage, Database Sharding [22], Valet Key [8]
Hypervisor, Map Reduce [22]
Elastic Infrastructure, Elastic
Platform, Runtime Reconfiguration [8]
Integration Provider, Restricted
Data Access Component
Shared Component, TenantIsolated Component
Stateless Component, User Interface Component

1) Research Site: The study involved 8 international
companies, and interviews were conducted with 46
practitioners. The study was conducted between January,
2010 and May, 2012; and then updated between December,
2013 and April, 2014. The companies were selected from
a population of large enterprises involved in both on-shore
and off-shore software development projects. The companies
had head offices in countries spread across three continents:
Europe (UK), Asia (India), and North America (USA). Data
collection involved document examination/reviews, site visits,
and interviews. Further details of the data collection and data
analysis procedure used in the empirical study can be seen in
Bass [11].
2) Derived Dataset of GSD Tools: The selected set of
GSD tools are: JIRA [42], VersionOne [43], Hudson [44],
Subversion [45] and Bugzilla [46]. We selected these tools
for two main reasons: (i) Practitioners confirmed the use of
these tools in large scale geographically distributed enterprise
software development projects [11]; (ii) The tools represent
a mixture of open-source and commercial tools that support
different software development processes; and are associated
with stable developer communities (e.g., Mozilla Foundation)
and publicly available records (e.g., developer’s websites,
whitepapers, manuals). Table II (another view of the one in
[11]) shows the participating companies, projects and the
GSD tools they used.

TABLE II. PARTICIPATING COMPANIES, SOFTWARE PROJECTS,
SOFTWARE-SPECIFIC PROCESS AND GSD TOOLS USED
Companies

Projects

Company A, Bangalore
Company B, Bangalore
Company H, Delhi
Company
D,
Bangalore (Offshore
Provider
to
Company E)
Company E, London

GSD tool

Web Mail
Web Calendar

Software
process
Issue tracking
Code integration

Web Mail
Web Calendar

Issue tracking
Version control

JIRA
Subversion

Customer
service
Airline
Marketing
CRM

Agile tailoring
Issue tracking
version control
Error tracking

VersionOne
JIRA
Subversion
Bugzilla

Banking
Marketing
CRM

Issue tracking
Agile tailoring
Code Building

JIRA
VersionOne
Hudson

JIRA
Hudson

JIRA: JIRA is a bug tracking, issue tracking and project
management software tool. JIRA products (e.g., JIRA Agile,
JIRA Capture) are available as a hosted solution through
Atlassian OnDemand, which is a SaaS cloud offering. JIRA
is built as a web application with support for plugin/API
architecture that allows developers to integrate JIRA with
third-party applications such as Eclipse, IntelliJ IDEA and
Subversion [42].
Hudson: Hudson is a Continuous Integration (CI) tool, written
in Java, for deployment in a cross-platform environment.
Hudson is hosted partly as an Eclipse Foundation project and
partly as a Java.NET project. It has a rich set of plugins
making it easy to integrate with other software tools [47].
Organizations such as Apple and Oracle use Hudson for setting
up production deployments and automating the management of
cloud-based infrastructure [44].
VersionOne: VersionOne is an all-in one agile management
tool built to support agile development methodologies such
as Scrum, Kanban, Lean, and XP [43]. It has features that
support the handling of vast amounts of reports and globally
distributed teams in complex projects covering all aspects
of teams, backlog and sprint planning. VersionOne can be
deployed as a SaaS (on-demand) or On-Premises (local) [48].
Subversion: Subversion is a free, open source version control system used in managing files and directories, and the
changes made to them over time [45]. Subversion implements
a centralized repository architecture whereby a single central
server hosts all project metadata. This facilitates distributed
file sharing [19].
BugZilla: Bugzilla is a web-based general-purpose bug tracker
and testing tool originally developed and used for the Mozilla
project [46]. Several organizations use BugZilla as a bug
tracking system for both open source(Apache, Linux, Open
Office) and proprietary projects(NASA, IBM) [49].
C. Applying the Taxonomy
In this section, we demonstrate the practicality of the
taxonomy in two ways: (1) Positioning the selected GSD
tools against the taxonomy; and (2) Presenting a process
for identifying applicable deployment patterns for cloud
deployment of GSD tools. This framework may be used for
other similar GSD tools not listed in our dataset.
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1) Positioning GSD Tools on the Taxonomy: We
demonstrate the practicality of the taxonomy by applying
it to position a selected set of GSD tools. We used the
collection of patterns from [7] as our reference point, and
then complemented the process with patterns from [8][22].
The structure of the positioned deployment pattern, in
its textual form, is specified as a string consisting of three
sections-(i) Applicable deployment patterns; (ii) Technologies
required to support such implementation; and (iii) Known
uses of how the GSD tool (or one of its products) implements
or supports the implementation of the pattern. In a more
general sense, the string can be represented as: [PATTERN;
TECHNOLOGY; KNOWN USE]. When more than one
pattern or technology is applicable, we separate them with
commas. Each sub-category of the taxonomy represents a
unique class of reoccurring cloud deployment problem, while
the applicable deployment pattern represents the solution.
2) How to Identify Applicable Deployment Patterns using
the Taxonomy: Based on the experience gathered from positioning the selected GSD tools on the taxonomy, we describe
CLIP (CLoud-based Identification process for deployment
Patterns), a general process for guiding software architects
in selecting applicable cloud deployment patterns for GSD
tools using the taxonomy. The development of CLIP (shown
in Figure 2 in Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN))
was inspired by IDAPO. Stol et al. [6] used IDAPO to describe
a process for identifying architectural patterns embedded in the
design of open-source software tools.

Fig. 2. CLIP Framework for Identifying Deploying Patterns

The process of selecting the cloud deployment pattern(s) is
an iterative process. The first step is to (1) find out the main
business requirements of the organization. An example of
a business requirement is fast feedback time, secure access to
the shared component, and even the requirement of limited
resource. The next step is to (2) gather information about
the architectural structure of the GSD tool. We recommend
the use of a IDAPO, a process designed by Stol el al[6] for

identifying architectural patterns in an open-source software.
At the end of that process, the architect would be able to
identify among other things, the type of software and its
domain, the technologies used, components and connectors,
data source requirements (e.g., database type, data access
method, file system etc.), and the default architectural pattern
used in the design of the software.
After gathering information about the architectural structure of the GSD tool, the next step is to (3) identify all
the installation and configuration requirements of the
GSD tool. This information can be obtained directly from the
documentation of the GSD tool or by creating a test application
with the GSD tool. Based on the information gathered in
the previous steps, the architect would be able to (4) from
the given cloud infrastructure, select a suitable level of
the cloud-application stack that will accommodate all the
installation and configuration requirements of the user. If
in doubt, we recommend that the architect should start with
the first cloud stack level, which is the application level (i.e.,
GSD tool together with the software process it supports).
At this stage, the architect has to (5) choose the architectural deployment component of interest. In the cloud (as
in other distributed environments), a cloud deployment pattern
targets either the cloud environment or the cloud-application.
If the architect is concerned with the cloud environment, then
Taxonomy A should be used to select patterns for mapping
business requirements to the unchangeable cloud properties,
such as the location of the cloud infrastructure. However, if
the architect is concerned with the cloud-hosted application,
then Taxonomy B should be used to select deployment patterns
for mitigating cloud properties, for example, performance and
availability of the cloud-application.
The architect should then (6) check for hybrid deployment requirements. Usually, there are three main requirements that motivate the use of a hybrid-related cloud pattern.
These include: (i) elasticity where there is need to increase or
decrease the availability of cloud resources; (ii) accessibility;
and (iii) combined assurance of privacy, security and trust
[7]. For Taxonomy A, a typical requirement would be the
need for integration of multiple clouds into a homogenous
environment (e.g., using the hybrid cloud pattern), while that
of Taxonomy B would be the need for distribution of the functionality/components of the GSD tool among different clouds
(e.g., using the hybrid processing pattern). In either case, the
respective hybrid related sub-category should be referenced to
identify applicable patterns. otherwise the architect has to (7)
select a cloud deployment problem that corresponds to the
sub-category of the chosen Taxonomy. We have arranged
the cloud deployment patterns into 8 high-level categories and
24 sub-categories that represent a recurring cloud deployment
problem.
At this point, the process of selecting suitable deployment
patterns involves referencing many sources of information
several times. The architect can map the component/process
of the GSD tool with the resources of the cloud infrastructure.
We also recommend that the architect should revisit steps 1, 2,
and 3. Assuming an architect wants Hudson to communicate
with other external components/applications, then a better
deployment pattern of choice would be Virtual Networking
(via self service interface) to allow different users to be
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isolated from each other, to improve security and shield users
form performance influence. However, if the communication is
required internally to exchange messages between application
components, then a message-oriented middleware would be the
obvious choice.
After selection, the (8) patterns have to be validated to
ensure that the chosen cloud stack level can accommodate all
the installation and configuration requirements of the GSD
tool. This can be done by mapping the components/process
of the GSD tool identified from the previous steps to the
available cloud resources. Another option would be to create a
test application with the GSD tool to check if deploying to the
cloud is workable. If validation fails, the architect may move
one level lower in the cloud stack and repeat the process form
step 4. Once confirmed, the (9) selected pattern(s) (together
with the use case that gave rise to the selection) should be
registered in a repository for later use by other architects.
D. Validation of the Taxonomy
We validate the taxonomy in theory by adopting the
approach used by Smite et al. [28] to validate his proposed
taxonomy for terminologies in global software engineering. A
taxonomy can be validated with respect to completeness by
benchmarking against existing classifications and demonstrating its utility to classify existing knowledge [28].
We have benchmarked Taxonomy A to existing classifications: the ISO/IEC 12207 taxonomy of software life cycle
processes and the components of a cloud model based on NIST
cloud computing definition, NIST SP 800-145. Taxonomy B is
benchmarked to components of a cloud application architecture
such as cloud offering and cloud management, as proposed by
Fehling et al. [7]. The collection of patterns in [7] captures
all the major components and processes required to support
a typical cloud-based application, such as cloud management
and integration.
We demonstrate the utility of our taxonomy by: (i) positioning the 5 selected GSD tools within the taxonomy; and (ii)
applying CLIP to guide an architect in identifying applicable
deployment patterns together with the supporting technologies
for deploying GSD tools to the cloud. Tables III and IV show
that several deployment patterns (chosen from 4 studies) can
be placed in the sub-categories of our taxonomy. In Section
III C, we describe CLIP and then demonstrate its practicality
with a motivating cloud deployment problem.
E. Case Study: Selecting Applicable Patterns for Deploying
Components for Automated Build Verification Process
In this section, we present a simple case study of a cloud
deployment problem to illustrate how to use the process
described in this paper (i.e., CLIP) given our taxonomy to
guide in the selection of applicable pattern.
Motivating Problem: A cloud deployment architect intends to
deploy a data-handling component to the cloud so that its
functionality can be integrated into a cloud-hosted Continuous
Integration System (e.g., Hudson). The laws and regulations
of the company make it liable to archive builds of source code
once every week and keep it accessible for auditing purposes.

Access to the repository containing the archived source code
shall be provided solely to certain groups of users. How can
we deploy a single instance of this application to the cloud to
serve multiple users, so that the performance and security of
a particular user does not affect other users when there is a
change in the workload?
Proposed Solution: In the following, we will go through
the steps outlined in Section III C in order to select an
appropriate cloud deployment pattern for handling the above
cloud deployment problem.
Step 1: The key business requirements of this company are:
(i) the shared repository that archives the source code cannot
be shared; (ii) a single instance of this application should be
deployed to the cloud to serve multiple users, and (iii) isolation
among individual users should be guaranteed.
Step 2: Hudson is a web-based application and so it can
easily be modified to support a 3-tier architectural pattern. An
important component of this architectural pattern is the shared
repository containing the archived data.
Step 3: Information obtained from Hudson documentation
suggests that Hudson needs a fast and reliable communication
channel to ensure that data is archived simultaneously between
different environments/clouds.
Step 4: A review of the hardware and software requirements
from Hudson documents suggests that having access to the
application level and middle-level of the application stack will
be sufficient to provide the configuration requirements for
deploying and running Hudson on the given cloud infrastructure. A self-service interface can be provided as a PaaS (e.g.,
Amazon’s Elastic Beanstalk) for configuring the hardware and
software requirements of Hudson.
Step 5: The architectural deployment component of interest
is the cloud-application itself, since the user has no direct
access to the cloud IaaS. Therefore, the architect has to select a
deployment pattern that can be implemented at the application
level to handle the business requirements of the company.
Based on this information, we turn to Taxonomy B, which
contain cloud patterns used to mitigate cloud properties such
as performance on the application level. Also, the fact that
we are not attempting to integrate two cloud environments
further strengthens the choice of our architectural deployment
component of interest.
Step 6: After a careful review of the requirements, we conclude
that a hybrid-related deployment pattern is the most suitable
cloud deployment pattern for addressing the requirements of
the customer. We assume that the data archived by Hudson
contains the source code that drives a critical function of an
application used by the company. Any unauthorized access
to it can be disastrous to the company. The hybrid backup
deployment pattern seems to be the most appropriate in this
circumstance. This pattern can be used to extract and archive
data to the cloud environment. Fehling et al. [7] discussed
several types of hybrid -related patterns that can be used at
the application level.
Step 7: As we have selected the hybrid backup pattern in
the previous step, carrying out step 7 to select a deployment problem that corresponds to a particular sub-category
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of the taxonomy is no longer relevant. However, there are
other patterns that can be selected from Taxonomy B for
complementary purposes. For example, in a situation where
the performance of the communication channel is an issue, the
message-oriented pattern can be used to assure the reliability
of messages sent from several users to access the component
that is shared.
Step 8: The selected deployment pattern was validated by
carefully reviewing its implementation to ensure that it can
accommodate the user’s configuration requirements and ultimately address the cloud deployment problem. We mapped
Hudson and its supporting components to the available cloud
resources.
In Figure 6, we show the architecture of the hybrid backup
that is proposed for solving the cloud deployment problem.
The architecture consists of two environments: one is a static
environment that hosts Hudson and the other is an elastic
cloud environment where the cloud storage offering (e.g.,
Amazon’s S3) resides. This static environment represents the
company’s Local Area Network (LAN) that runs Hudson.
During Hudson’s configuration on the “Post-build Action”
section, the location of the files to archive should point to
the storage offering that resides on the cloud environment.
The cloud storage (accessed via a REST API) has to be
configured in such a way that guarantees isolation among the
different users. We assume that the data handling component
is initially available as a shared component for all users. To
ensure that the archived data is not shared by every user, the
same instance of the shared component can be instantiated and
deployed exclusively for a certain number of users.
From implementation standpoint, all user-id’s associated
with each request to Hudson are captured and those requests
with exclusive access rights are then routed to the cloud
storage. We discuss an approach named “COMITRE (Cloudbased approach to Multitenancy Isolation Through request RErouting) in Ochei et al. [50] for deploying a single instance of
Hudson to the cloud for serving multiple users (i.e., multitenancy) in such a way that guarantees different degrees of
isolation among the users.
The different degrees of isolation between users accessing
an application component that is shared is captured in three
multitenancy patterns: shared component, tenant-isolated component and dedicated component [7].
Step 9: Finally, the cloud deployment scenario, the selected
patterns together with the implemented architecture is documented for reference and reuse by other architects.
IV.

Fig. 3. Mapping Hudson to Cloud Stack based on Hybrid Backup pattern

hosting the application, while the cloud deployment patterns
in Taxonomy B (i.e., lower part of Table I) relates to the
cloud-hosted application itself. For example, the PaaS pattern
is used to provide an execution environment to customers on
the provider-supplied cloud environment. The Elastic platform
pattern can be used in the form of a middleware integrated
into a cloud-hosted application to provide an execution environment.
B. Hybrid-related deployment Patterns
Both taxonomies contain patterns for addressing hybrid
deployment scenarios (i.e., the space demarcated with thick
lines). For example, a hybrid cloud (Taxonomy A) integrates
different clouds and static data centres to form a homogeneous
hosting environment, while hybrid data (Taxonomy B) can be
used in a scenario where data of varying sizes generated from
a GSD tool resides in an elastic cloud and the remainder of
the application resides in a static environment.
C. Patterns for Implementing Elasticity
We have observed that there are patterns that can be used by
GSD tools to address rapid elasticity at all levels of the cloud
stack. For example, an Elastic manager can be used at the
application level to monitor the workload experienced by the
GSD tool and its components (based on resource utilization,
number of messages exchanged between the components, etc.)
in order to determine how and when to provision or deprovision resources. Elastic platform and Elastic infrastructure
can be used at the platform and infrastructure resources level,
respectively.

F INDINGS

In this section, we present the findings obtained by applying the taxonomy against a selected set of GSD tools:
JIRA, VersionOne, Hudson, Subversion and Bugzilla. Refer to
Section III- B for details of the processes supported by these
tools.
A. Comparing the two Taxonomies
The cloud deployment patterns featured in Taxonomy A
(i.e., upper part of Table I) relate to the cloud environment

D. Accessing Cloud Storage
The data handling components of most GSD tools are built
on block storage architectures (e.g., relational databases such
Oracle and MySQL used within Hudson and Bugzilla) for
storing data, which are directly accessible by the operating
system. However, a vast majority of storage offerings available
on the cloud are based on object storage architecture. For
example, Amazon S3, Google Cloud Storage and Windows
Azure Blob provide cloud storage to cloud applications according to blob storage pattern [7]. Blob storage can be very
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useful for archiving large data elements (e.g., video, installers,
and ISO images arising from Hudson builds and test jobs.
E. Positioning of GSD tools on the Taxonomy
Tables II and III show the findings obtained by positioning
the cloud-hosted GSD tools on each sub-category of the
taxonomy. In the following, we present a shortlist of these
findings to show that we can identify applicable deployment
patterns to address a wide variety of deployment problems.
(i) All the GSD tools considered in this study are based
on web-based architecture. For example, Bugzilla and JIRA
are designed as a web-based application, which allows for
separation of the user interface, and processing layers from
the database that stores details of bugs/issues being tracked.
(ii) All the GSD tools support API/Plugin architecture.
For example, JIRA supports several APIs that allows it
to be integrated with other GSD tools. The Bugzilla:Web
services, a standard API for external programs to interact
with Bugzilla, implies support for stateless pattern. These
APIs represent known uses of how these deployment patterns
are implemented.
(iii) Virtualization is a key supporting technology used in
combination with other patterns to achieve elasticity at
all levels of the cloud stack, particularly in ensuring fast
provisioning and de-provisioning of infrastructure resources.
(iv) The GSD tools use Web services (through a REST API
in patterns such as integration provider [7]) to hold external
state information, while messaging technology (through
message queues in patterns such as Queue-centric workflow
[22] and Queue-based load leveling [8]) is used to exchange
information asynchronously between GSD tools/components.
(vi) Newer commercial GSD tools (JIRA and VersionOne)
are directly offered as SaaS on the public cloud. On the other
hand, older open-source GSD tools (Hudson, Subversion and
Bugzilla) are the preferred for private cloud deployment.
They are also available on the public cloud, but by third party
cloud providers.
We summarize our findings as follows: Although there are
a few patterns that are mutually exclusive (e.g., stateless versus
stateful components, and strict versus eventual consistency
[7]), most patterns still have to be combined with others (e.g,
combining PaaS with Elastic platform). These deployment
patterns may also use similar technologies such as REST,
messaging and virtualization to facilitate their implementation.
V.

D ISCUSSION

The findings clearly suggest that by positioning a set of
GSD tools on our proposed taxonomy, the purpose of the study
has been achieved. The overarching result of the study is that
most deployment patterns have to be combined with others
during implementation. The findings presented here support
previous research suggesting that most patterns are related and
so two or more patterns can be used together [5][21].

A. Combining Related Deployment Patterns
Many deployment patterns are related and cannot be fully
implemented without being combined with other ones, especially to address hybrid deployment scenarios. This scenario
is very common in collaborative GSD projects, where a GSD
tool either requires multiple cloud deployment environments
or components, each with its own set of requirements. Our
taxonomy, unlike others [22][8], clearly shows where to look
for hybrid-related deployment patterns (i.e., the space demarcated by thick lines in Table I) to address this challenge.
For example, when using Hudson there is usually a need to
periodically extract the data it generates to store in an external
storage during continuous integration of files. This implies
the implementation of a hybrid data pattern. Hudson can be
used in combination with other GSD tools, such as Subversion
(for version control) and Bugzilla (for error tracking) within
a particular software development project, each of which may
also have their own deployment requirements.
B. GSD Tool Comparison
The taxonomy gives us a better understanding of various
GSD tools and their cloud specific features. While other taxonomies and classifications use simple web applications [22] to
exemplify their patterns, we use a mixture of commercial and
open-source GSD tools. For example, commercial GSD tools
(i.e., JIRA and VersionOne) are offered as a SaaS on the public
cloud and also have a better chance of reflecting the essential
cloud characteristic. Their development almost coincides with
the emergence of cloud computing, allowing new features to
be introduced into revised versions. The downside is that they
offer less flexibility in terms of customization [52].
On the other hand, open-source GSD tools (i.e., Hudson,
Subversion) are provided on the public cloud by third party
providers and they rely on API/plugins to incorporate support
for most cloud features. The downside is that many of the
plugins available for integration are not maintained by the
developer’s community and so consumers use them at their
own risk. The taxonomy also revealed that open-source GSD
tools (e.g., Hudson, Subversion) are used at a later stage of
a software life-cycle process in contrast to commercial tools,
which are used at the early stages.
C. Support for API/Plugin Architecture
Another interesting feature of our taxonomy is that by
positioning the selected GSD tools on it, it was discovered
that the support for the implementation of most deployment
patterns is practically achieved through API/Plugin integration
[36]. This is no coincidence, as a typical cloud application is
composed of various web-based related technologies such as
web services, SOA and n-tier architectures. Therefore, a GSD
tool with little or no support for APIs/Plugins is unlikely to
attract interest from software developers. For example, JIRA’s
Elastic Bamboo support for Blob storage on Windows Azure
is through an API [42]. JIRA has a plugin for integrating with
Hudson, Subversion and Bugzilla [42] and vice versa.
D. Components and Connectors for maintaining state information and exchanging information asynchronously
Our taxonomy also highlights the technologies used to support the software processes of GSD tools, unlike others, which
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TABLE III. POSITIONING GSD TOOLS ON THE PROPOSED TAXONOMY (TAXONOMY A)
Category

Sub-Category
Project
Application Process processes

Implementation
processes
Support
processes

Core Cloud
Properties

Rapid Elasticity

Resource Pooling

Measured Service

Cloud Service
Model

Software
resources

Platform
resources
Infrastructure
resources
Private usage
Cloud Deployment
Model
Community usage
Public usage

Hybrid usage

JIRA
Static workload, Continuously changing workload; SaaS; JIRA used
by small no. of users, issues tracked reduces over
time[42]
Process not supported

VersionOne
Static workload; SaaS;
VersionOne is installed
for a small number of
users[43]

Hudson
Process not supported

Subversion
Process not supported

Bugzilla
Process not supported

Process not supported

Continuously changing
workload; PaaS; Hudson
builds reduces gradually
as project stabilizes[44]
Process not supported

Process not supported

Process not supported

Static
workload,
Continuously
Continuously changing
changing
workload;
workload;PaaS,
PaaS,Hypervisor; Errors
Hypervisor;
rate
of
tracked using Bugzilla
code files checked into
reduces over time[46]
Subversion repository is
nearly constant or reduces
over time[45]
Stateless pattern, ElasStateless pattern, ElasElastic infrastructure,
Elastic infrastructure,
Stateless pattern; REST
tic platform; REST API;
tic platform; REST API;
shared
component;
tenant-isolation
API; Bugzilla is installed
JIRA is installed in cloud
VersionOne is installed in
hypervisor; Hudson server
component; hypervisor;
in cloud as SaaS in private
as SaaS[42]
cloud as SaaS[43]
is supported by hypervisor
Subversion
repository
cloud[46]
in a private cloud[44]
is supported by Elastic
infrastructure[45]
Hypervisor,
Public
Hypervisor,
Public
Hypervisor,
TenantHypervisor,
TenantHypervisor,
Public
Cloud, ; Virtualization;
cloud;
Virtualization;
isolated
component;
isolated
component;
cloud;
Virtualization;
JIRA deployed on the
VersionOne deployed on
Virtualization;
Hudson
Virtualization; Subversion
Bugzilla deployed on the
public cloud as SaaS[42]
public cloud as SaaS[43]
is
deployed
on
a
is
deployed
on
a
public cloud[46]
hypervisor[44]
hypervisor[42]
Static workload, Elastic
Static workload, Elastic
Static workload, Elastic
Static workload, Elastic
Static workload, Elastic
Infrastructure,Throttling[8]; Infrastructure,Throttling[8]; Infrastructure,Throttling[8]; Infrastructure,Throttling[8]; Infrastructure,Throttling[8];
Virtualization;
Small
Virtualization;
Small
Virtualization;
Hudson
Virtualization; Subversion
Virtualization; Bugzilla
number
JIRA
users
number of VersionOne
can be supported on
can be supported on
can be supported on third
generates
a
nearly
users generates small
public cloud by elastic
public cloud by elastic
party public cloud by
constant workload[42]
workload[43]
infrastructure[44]
infrastructure[45]
elastic infrastructure[46]
SaaS; Web Services,
SaaS; Web Services,
SaaS; Web Services,
SaaS; Web Services,
SaaS; Web Services,
REST;
JIRA
REST;
VersionOne
REST;
Hudson
is
REST; Subversion is
REST;
Bugzilla
is
rd
rd
OnDemand[42]
OnDemand[43]
offered by 3
party
offered by 3
party
offered by 3rd party
cloud
providers
like
cloud
providers
like
cloud
providers
like
CollabNet[51]
CollabNet[51]
CollabNet[51]
PaaS; Elastic platform,
PaaS; Elastic platform,
PaaS; Elastic platform,
PaaS; Elastic platform,
PaaS; Elastic platform,
Message Queuing; JIRA
Message Queuing; No
Message Queuing; Build
Message Queuing; Flow
Message Queuing; No
Elastic Bamboo[42]
known use
Doctor and Amazon EC2
Engine powered by Jelasknown use
for Hudson
tic for Subversion
Not applicable
Not applicable
IaaS; Hypervisor; Hudson
IaaS; Hypervisor; SubverNot applicable
is a distributed execution
sion can be deployed on a
system comprising mashypervisor
ter/slave servers[44]
Private cloud; HyperviPrivate
cloud;
Private cloud; HyperviPrivate cloud; HyperviPrivate cloud; Hypervisor; JIRA can be deployed
Hypervisor; VersionOne
sor; Hudson can be desor; Subversion can be desor; Bugzilla can be deon private cloud using priOn-premises[43]
ployed on private cloud
ployed on private cloud
ployed on private cloud
vate cloud software like
using private cloud softusing private cloud softusing private cloud softOpenStack
ware
ware
ware
Community cloud; SaaS;
Community cloud; SaaS;
Community
cloud;
Community
cloud;
Community cloud; SaaS,
Bugzilla can be deployed
Bugzilla can be deployed
SaaS,Paas, IaaS; Bugzilla
SaaS,IaaS;
Bugzilla
PaaS; Bugzilla can be
on private cloud
on community cloud
can be deployed on
can be deployed on
deployed on community
community cloud
community cloud
cloud
Public cloud; SaaS; JIRA
Public cloud; SaaS; VerPublic
cloud;
Public cloud; SaaS, IaaS;
Public cloud; SaaS, PaaS;
OnDemand is hosted on
sionOne is hosted on pubSaaS,PaaS,IaaS; Hudson
Subversion is hosted on
Bugzilla is hosted on pubrd
public cloud[42]
lic cloud[43]
is hosted on public
public cloud(via 3
lic cloud(via 3rd party
rd
party
providers)[51]
cloud(via
3
party
providers)[51]
providers)[51]
Hybrid cloud; SaaS;
Hybrid cloud; SaaS; AgHybrid
cloud;
Hybrid cloud; SaaS,
Hybrid cloud; SaaS,
JIRA used to track issues
ile projects are stored in
SaaS,PaaS, IaaS; Hudson
IaaS;
Subversion
PaaS;Bugzilla DB can be
on multiple clouds
different clouds[45]
builds done in separate
repository
resides
in
stored in different clouds
cloud
multiple clouds
Process not supported

Process not supported

focus mostly on the design of cloud-native applications [7].
Web services (via REST) and messaging (via message queues)
are the preferred technologies used by cloud deployment
patterns (e.g., stateless pattern, message-oriented middleware)
to interconnect GSD tools and other components. REST style
is favoured by public cloud platforms. For example, JIRA’s
support for SOAP and XML-RPC is depreciated in favour of
REST [42]. This trend is also reported in [22][36].

scale almost infinitely and store large volumes of unstructured
data. The downside is that the application code of the GSD
tool has to be modified to enable direct HTTP-based REST
API calls. Cloud storage’s object architecture requires REST
API to be either integrated as a plugin into the GSD tool or
coded separately. Storing data on the cloud is invaluable in a
case where the GSD tool runs on a static environment and the
data it generates is to be archived on an elastic cloud.

E. Accessing Data stored in Cloud Storage

F. Patterns for Cloud-application Versus Cloud-environment

Some GSD tools (e.g., Subversion) handle large amounts of
data (images, music, video, documents/log files) depending on
the nature of the software development project. This data can
be stored on a cloud storage to take advantage of its ability to

Our taxonomy can be used to guide an architect in focusing
on a particular architectural deployment component of interest
- that is, either a cloud-hosted application or cloud-hosted
environment. Other taxonomies [8][22] are concerned with
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TABLE IV. POSITIONING GSD TOOLS ON THE PROPOSED TAXONOMY (TAXONOMY B).
Category
Application
Architecture

Cloud Offering

Cloud Management

Sub-Category
Application
Components

JIRA
User
interface
component,Stateless;
REST API, AJAX; State
information in JIRA thru
REST API[42]

VersionOne
User-interface
component,Stateless;
jQuery AJAX, REST/Web
Service; VersionOne REST
API[43]

Hudson
User-interface
component,Stateless;
REST API, AJAX; Hudson
Dashboard
pages
via
REST[44]

Multitenancy

Shared component; Elastic Platform, Hypervisor;
JIRA login system[42]

Shared component; Hypervisor; VersionOne supports re-useable configuration schemes[43]

Shared
component;
Hypervisor; Hudson 3.2.0
supports
multi-tenancy
with Job Group View and
Slave isolation[44]

Cloud
Integration

Restricted Data Access
component, Integration
provider; REST API;
JIRA REST API is used to
integrate JIRA with other
applications[42]
Elastic platform; PaaS;
JIRA Elastic Bamboo runs
builds to create instances of
remote agents in the Amazon EC2[42]

Integration
provider;
REST,
Web
Services;
VersionOne
OpenAgile
Integrations
platform,
REST Data API for user
stories[43]
Integration
provider;
REST,
Web
Services;
Versionone’s
Project
Management tools are
used with TestComplete
for automated testing
environment [43]
Hypervisor;
Virtualization; VersionOne can be
deployed on virtualized
hardware
Block storage; Virtualization; VersionOne can access centralized block storage thru an API integrated into an operating
system running on virtual
server[43]
Message-Oriented
Middleware;
Message
Queuing;
VersionOne’s
Defect Work Queues[43]

Integration
provider;
REST,
Web
Services;
Stapler component of
Hudson’s architecture uses
REST[44]

Cloud environment Offering

Processing Offering

Hypervisor;
Virtualization; JIRA is deployed on
virtualized hardware

Storage
Offering

Block; Virtualization; Elastic Bamboo can access centralized block storage thru
an API integrated into an
operating system running
on virtual server[42]

Communication
Offering

Message-Oriented
Middleware;
Message
Queuing;
JIRA
Mail
Queue[42]

Management
Components

Provider
Adapter,
Managed Configuration,
Elastic
manager;RPC,
API;
JIRA
Connect
Framework[42],
JIRA
Advanced configuration
Elastic
management
process;Elasticity
Manager; JIRA Elastic
Bamboo,
and
Time
Tracking feature[42]
3-tier;stateless, processing
and data access components; JIRA is web-based
application[42]

Managed
Configuration;RPC,
API;
VersionOne
segregation
and appl. configuration

Hybrid processing; processing component; JIRA
Agile used to track daily
progress work[42]

Hybrid
Development
Environment;processing
component; VersionOne’s
OpenAgile Integration[43]

Management
Processes

Composite
Application

Decomposition
Style

Hybrid Cloud
Application

Elastic
management
process;Elasticity
Manager;
VersionOne’s
OnDemand
security
platform[43]
3-tier;stateless, processing
and data access components; VersionOne is a web
application[43]

the design of cloud-native applications. Assuming an architect
is either interested in providing the right cloud resources, or
mapping the business requirement to cloud properties that
cannot be changed (e.g., location and ownership of the cloud
infrastructure), then Taxonomy A would be more relevant.
However, if the interest is in mitigating certain cloud
properties that can be compensated at an application level
(e.g., improving the availability of the cloud-hosted GSD
tool), then Taxonomy B should be considered. Fehling et al.
describe other cloud properties that are either unchangeable or
compensatable for deploying cloud applications [7].

Subversion
User-interface
component,Stateless;REST
API,
AJAX;
ReSTful
Web Services used to
interact with Subversion
Repositories [45]
Tenant
Isolated
component; Hypervisor;
Global
search/replace
operations are shielded
from corrupting subversion
repository.[45]
Integration
provider;
REST,
Web
Services;
Subversion API[45]

Bugzilla
Stateless;
Bugzilla:WebService
API; Bugzilla::WebService
API[46]

Elastic platform; PaaS;
Subversion repository can
be accessed by a selfservice interface hosted on
a shared middleware

Elastic Platform; PaaS;
Bugzilla s hosted on a
middleware offered by
providers[46]

Hypervisor;
Virtualization; Subversion is
deployed on virtualized
hardware
Hypervisor;
Virtualization; Subversion can access
centralized block storage
thru an API integrated
into an operating system
running on virtual server

Hypervisor;
Virtualization; Bugzilla is deployed
on virtualized hardware

Message-Oriented
Middleware, Virtual networking;Message Queuing,Hypervisor;Hudson’s
Execution System Queuing
component
Elastic load balancer,
watchdog;Elastic
platform;
Hudson
execution system’s Load
Balancer component)

Message-Oriented
Middleware;Message
Queuing;Subversion’s
Repository layer[45]

Message-Oriented
Middleware;Message
Queuing; Bugzilla’s Mail
Transfer Agent[46]

Managed
Configuration;RPC,
API;
configuration file is used to
configure how/when builds
are done

Managed
Configuration;RPC, API; Bugzilla
can use configuration file
for tracking and correcting
errors

Update
Transition
process;Message Queuing;
continuous integration of
codes by Hudson’s CI
server[44]
3-tier,
Content
Dist.
Network;user interface,
processing, data access
components, replica distr.;
Hudson is an extensible
web application, code file
replicated on multiple
clouds[44]
Hybrid
Data,
Hybrid
Development
Environment; data access
component;Separate
environment for code
verification and testing

Update
Transition
process;Message Queuing;
continuous updates of
production versions of the
appl. by Subversion[45]
3-tier;stateless, processing
and data access components; Subversion is a webbased application [45]

Resiliency management
process;Elasticity
platform; Bugzilla Bug
monitoring/reporting
feature[46]
3-tier;stateless, processing
and data access components; Bugzilla is a web
application[46]

Hybrid Data, Hybrid
Backup; data access
component,stateless;Code
files extracted for external
storage

Hybrid
Processing;
processing
component;
DB resides in data center,
processing done in elastic
cloud

Elastic
Infrastructure/Platform,
Nodebased
Availability;
PaaS, IaaS; Hudson is a
distributed build platform
with
”master/slave”
configuration [44]
Hypervisor;
Virtualization; Hudson is deployed
on virtualized hardware
Block, Blob storage;
Virtualization; Azure Blob
service used as a repository
of build artifacts created by
a Hudson

VI.

Shared component; Hypervisor; Different users
are virtually isolated within
Bugzilla DB[46]

Integration
provider;
REST,
Web
Services;
Bugzilla::WebService
API[46]

Hypervisor;
Virtualization; Bugzilla can access
centralized block storage
thru an API integrated
into an operating system
running on virtual server

R ECOMMENDATIONS

In this section, we present a set of recommendations in
the form of selection criteria in Table V to guide an architect
in choosing applicable deployment patterns for deploying any
GSD tool.
To further assist the architect in making a good choice,
we describe CLIP (CLoud-based Identification process for
deployment Patterns), a general process for guiding architects
in selecting applicable cloud deployment patterns for GSD
tools using our taxonomy. The development of CLIP was
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TABLE V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SELECTING APPLICABLE DEPLOYMENT PATTERNS FOR CLOUD DEPLOYMENT OF GSD TOOLS.
Category

Sub-Category
Project Processes
Application Process Implementation
Processes
Support Processes
Rapid Elasticity
Resource Pooling

Core Cloud
Properties

Measured Service
Cloud Service
Model

Cloud Deployment
Model

Software Resources
Platform Resources
Infrastructure as a Service
Private Usage
Community Usage
Public Usage
Hybrid Usage
Application
Components
Multitenancy

Application
Architecture

Integration
Cloud environment
Cloud Offering

Processing Offering
Storage Offering
Communication
Offering
Management
Cloud Management
Components
Management Processes
Composite
Application

Decomposition Style
Hybrid Cloud Application

Selection Criteria
Elasticity of the cloud environment is not required
Expects continuous growth or decline in workload over time

Applicable Patterns
Static workload
Continuously changing workload

Resources required is nearly constant;continuous decline in
workload
Explicit requirement for adding or removing cloud resources
Sharing of resources on specific cloud stack level-IaaS, PaaS,
SaaS
Prevent monopolization of resources

Static workload, Continuously changing workload

No requirement to deploy and configure GSD tool
Requirement to develop and deploy GSD tool and/or components
Requires control of infrastructure resources (e.g., storage, memory) to accommodate configuration requirements of the GSD tool
Combined assurance of privacy, security and trust
Exclusive access by a community of trusted collaborative users
Accessible to a large group of users/developers
Integration of different clouds and static data centres to form a
homogenous deployment environment
Maintains no internal state information
A single instance of an application component is used to serve
multiple users, depending on the required degree of tenant isolation
Integrate GSD tool with different components residing in multiple
clouds
Requires a cloud environment configured to suit PaaS or IaaS
offering
Requires functionality to execute workload on the cloud
Requires storage of data in cloud
(1) Require exchange of messages internally between appl. components; (2) Require communication with external components
(1) Pattern supports Asynchronous access; (2) State information
is kept externally in a central storage
(1)Application component requires continuous update; (2) Automatic detection and correction of errors
Replication or decomposition of application functionality/components
Require the distribution of functionality and/or components of the
GSD tool among different clouds

inspired by IDAPO, a similar process proposed by Stol et al.
for identifying architectural patterns in open source software
[6]. The key for the successful use of CLIP is selecting a
suitable level of cloud stack that will accommodate all the
configuration requirements of the GSD tool to be selected.
The architect has more flexibility to implement or support the
implementation of a deployment pattern when there is greater
“scope of control” of the cloud stack according to either the
SaaS, PaaS or IaaS service delivery model [9]. For example,
to implement the hybrid data pattern [7] for deploying Hudson
to an elastic cloud, the architect would require control of the
infrastructure level of the cloud stack to allow for provisioning
and de-provisioning of resources (e.g., storage, memory, CPU).
VII.

L IMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

There are multiple taxonomies developed by researchers
to categorize the cloud computing space into various aspects
such as, cloud resources provisioned to customers, features of
cloud environment for research and scientific experimentation,
cloud usage scenarios [53] and cloud architectural patterns.
This study considered cloud deployment patterns that could
be used to design and deploy applications to the cloud.
The findings of this study should not be generalized to:
(i) all cloud hosted software services. We focused on cloudhosted GSD tools (e.g., Hudson) used for large-scale distributed enterprise software development projects.
(ii) small and medium size software development projects.

Elastic platform, Elastic Infrastructure
Hypervisor, Standby Pooling Process
Elastic Infrastructure, Platform,
Metering[8]
Software as a Service
Platform as a Service
Infrastructure as a Service

Throttling/Service

Private cloud
Community cloud
Public cloud
Hybrid cloud
User Interface component, Stateless pattern
Shared component, tenant-isolated component, dedicated
component
Integration provider, Restricted Data Access component
Elastic platform, elastic infrastructure
Hypervisor
Block storage, relational database
(1) Message-oriented middleware; (2) Virtual Networking
(1) Provider Adapter; Elastic manager; Managed Configuration
(1) Update Transition process; (2) Resiliency management
process
(1) 3-tier; (2) Content Distribution Network
(1) Hybrid processing; (2) Hybrid Data; (3) Hybrid Backup;
(4) Hybrid Development Environment

Large projects are usually executed with stable and reliable
GSD tools. For small projects (with few developers and short
duration), high performance and low cost may be the main
consideration in tool selection.
The small number of GSD tools in the selected dataset is
appropriate because we are not carrying out a feature-analysis
based study of GSD tools, but only using it to apply against our
proposed taxonomy. Future research can be done to re-evaluate
how new GSD tools can be positioned within the taxonomy.
VIII.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have created and used a taxonomy of
deployment patterns for cloud-hosted applications to contribute
to the literature on cloud deployment of Global Software
Engineering tools.
Eight categories that form the taxonomy have been described: Application process, Cloud properties, Service model,
Deployment model, Application architecture, Cloud offerings,
Cloud management, and Composite applications. Application
process contains patterns that handles the workload imposed
on the cloud infrastructure by the ISO/IEC 12207 software
processes. Cloud properties contains patterns for mitigating
the core cloud computing properties of the tools. Patterns
in Service model and Deployment model reflect the NIST
cloud definition of service models and deployment models,
respectively. Application architectures contains patterns that
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support the architectural components of a cloud-application.
Patterns in Cloud offerings reflect the main offerings that can
be provided to users on the cloud infrastructure. Cloud management contains patterns used to manage both the components
and processes of software tools. Composite cloud contains
patterns that can be formed by combining other patterns or
can be decomposed into separate components.
These categories were further partitioned into 24 subcategories, which were mapped to the components of an (architectural) deployment structure. This mapping reveals two components classes: cloud-hosted environment and cloud-hosted
application. Cloud-hosted environment and cloud-hosted application classes capture patterns that can be used to address
deployment challenges at the infrastructure level and application level, respectively.
By positioning a selected set of software tools, JIRA,
VersionOne, Hudson, Subversion and Bugzilla, on the taxonomy, we were able to identify applicable deployment patterns
together with the supporting technologies for deploying cloudhosted GSD tools. We observed that most deployment patterns
are related and can be implemented by combining with others,
for example, in hybrid deployment scenarios to integrate data
residing in multiple clouds.
We have described CLIP, a novel approach for selecting
applicable cloud deployment patterns, and thereafter applied
it to a motivating deployment problem involving the cloud
deployment of a GSD tool to serve multiple users in such a way
that guarantees isolation among different users. We have also
provided recommendations in tabular form, which shows the
selection criteria to guide an architect in choosing applicable
deployment patterns. Examples of deployment patterns derived
from applying these selection criteria have been presented.
We plan to carry out several Case Studies involving
the deployment of cloud-hosted GSD tools to compare how
well different deployment patterns perform under different
deployment conditions with respect to specific Global Software
Development tools and processes (e.g., continuous integration
with Hudson). Thereafter, we will carryout a cross-case analysis to synthesize the findings of the different case studies. In the
future, we will develop a Decision Support Model based on the
CLIP framework to help software architects in automating the
process of selecting applicable cloud deployment patterns for
GSD tools. This will speed up the cloud deployment process
by providing proven patterns with the supporting technologies.
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Abstract— One of the challenges in the field of content-based
image retrieval is to bridge the semantic gap that exists
between the information extracted from visual data using
classifiers, and the interpretation of this data made by the end
users. The semantic gap is a cascade of 1) the transformation of
image pixels into labelled objects and 2) the semantic distance
between the label used to name the classifier and that what it
refers to for the end-user. In this paper, we focus on the second
part and specifically on (semantically) scalable solutions that
are independent from domain-specific vocabularies. To this
end, we propose a generic semantic reasoning approach that
applies semiotics in its query interpretation. Semiotics is about
how humans interpret signs, and we use its text analysis
structures to guide the query expansion that we apply. We
evaluated our approach using a general-purpose image search
engine. In our experiments, we compared several semiotic
structures to determine to what extent semiotic structures
contribute to the semantic interpretation of user queries. From
the results of the experiments we conclude that semiotic
structures can contribute to a significantly higher semantic
interpretation of user queries and significantly higher image
retrieval performance, measured in quality and effectiveness
and compared to a baseline with only synonym expansions.
Keywords– query expansion; natural language queries; image
retrieval; semantic reasoning; computational semiotics.

I.

INTRODUCTION

More and more sensors connected through the Internet
are becoming essential to give us support in our daily life. In
such a global sensor environment, it is important to provide
smart access to sensor data, enabling users to search
semantically in this data in a meaningful and, at the same
time, easy and intuitive manner.
Towards this aim, we developed a search engine that
combines content based image retrieval (CBIR), Human
Media Interaction and Semantic Modelling techniques in one
single application: “Google® for sensors” or “GOOSE” for
short. This paper builds on our earlier work on applying
semantic reasoning in image retrieval [1] in the GOOSE
search engine, an overview paper of which is given in [2][3].
A major issue to text searches in visual data is “the lack
of coincidence between the information that one can extract
from the visual data and the interpretation that the same data
have for a user in a given situation”, coined by [4] as the

3: Eindhoven University of Technology
De Groene Loper 19
Eindhoven
The Netherlands
p.brandt@tue.nl

semantic gap in CBIR. Our application is able to retrieve
visual data from multiple and heterogeneous sources and
sensors, and responds to the fact that the semantic gap
consists of two parts [5]: the first part addressing the realm
where raw image pixels are transformed into generic objects
to which labels are applied to represent their content; the
second part addressing the realm of semantic heterogeneity,
representing the semantic distance between the object
labelling and the formulation by the end-user of a query that
is meant to carve out a part in reality that situates that object.
The GOOSE approach to closing the first section addresses
image classification and quick image concept learning,
presented in [6], and fast re-ranking of visual search results,
presented in [7]. This paper addresses the second section of
the semantic gap by applying, in this order, query parsing,
concept expansion, and concept mapping to labels associated
with certain classifiers. Query concepts that do not match
any classifier’s label are expanded using an external
knowledge base, in this case ConceptNet [8], to find
alternative concepts that are semantically similar to the
original query concepts but do match with a classifier label.
Whereas in [1] we only used ‘IsA’ and ‘Causes’ relations
in the query expansion, in this work we address additional
types of relations in order to improve the matching rate
between query concepts and classifier labels. However, a
drawback of considering additional relations is that the
algorithms for their semantic interpretation become tightly
coupled to the particular external knowledge base of choice,
rendering them less applicable for other knowledge bases. To
overcome this limitation and keep our semantic
interpretation generically applicable to other knowledge
bases, we introduce the use of semiotics that provides
guidance to how humans interpret signs and how the abstract
relationships between them apply. Due to its universal
application, a semiotic approach not only provides us with
the flexibility to use different knowledge bases than
ConceptNet, but it is also independent from domain-specific
terminologies, vocabularies and reasoning. By defining a
simple mapping from the specific relationships of the
knowledge base of choice, e.g., ConceptNet, onto semiotic
structures, the semantic interpretation algorithms can latch
onto the semiotic structures only. The resulting transparency
between, at the one hand, the semantic interpretation
algorithms and, at the other hand, abstracting from the
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specifics of (i) the relationships that are available in the
external knowledge base, and (ii) the domain-specific
vocabularies, brings about the required general applicability
of our solution.
Summarizing, we seek to improve the matching rate
between query concepts and classifier labels, by 1)
considering more, if not all, relations that are available in a
knowledge base; while remaining 2) as independent to the
external knowledgebase as possible; and 3) as
computationally lean as possible.
We formulate our research question as
To what extent can semiotic structures contribute to
the semantic interpretation of user queries?
In order to answer our research question, we conducted
an experiment on our TOSO dataset [9], which contains 145
test images and 51 trained classifiers. Furthermore, for
evaluation purposes, we defined 100 user queries [10]. We
annotated these user queries with their ground truth for both
parts of the semantic gap: (i) the ground truth for semantic
matching, identifying the classifier labels that are meant to
be found for each user query, and (ii) the ground truth for the
image retrieval, identifying the images that are meant to be
found. For the different types of semiotic structures we
calculated the effectiveness and quality in terms of different
types of F-measure for both semantic matching and image
retrieval.
From the results of these experiments, we can conclude
that applying semiotic relations in query expansion over an
external, generic knowledge base contributes to a high
quality match between query concepts and classifier labels. It
also significantly improves image retrieval performance
compared to a baseline with only synonym expansions.
Some relations that are present in ConceptNet could not be
assigned to the applied semiotic structures; inclusion of these
relations in the semantic analysis provided for higher
effectiveness at the cost of losing loose coupling between
these relations and the algorithms that implement the
semantic analysis. However, we did not investigate other
potential semiotic structures to this effect.
The main contribution of this paper is a generic approach
to the expansion of user queries using general-purpose
knowledge bases, and how semiotics can guide this
expansion independently from the specific knowledge base
being used.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II describes
related work on query expansion and semiotics; Section III
presents a short tutorial on semiotics; Section IV provides an
overview of the generic semantic interpretation system;
Section V explains the semantic analysis and how we have
positioned semiotic structures for its support; Section VI
describes the experiment that has been performed with the
application, followed by a presentation and discussion of
their results in Sections VII and VIII, respectively. We
conclude our work, including indications for future work, in
Section IX.

II.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related work in CBIR about
the first part of the semantic gap, i.e., automatic classifier
annotation, as well as the second part of the semantic gap,
i.e., some efforts related to query expansion using semantic
relations. Finally, we discuss related work on computational
semiotics.
A. Automatic image annotation
Most of the effort in applying semantics in CBIR is
aimed at training classifiers using large sources of visual
knowledge, such as ImageNet [11] and Visipedia [12]. The
trained classifiers are subsequently annotated with one or
more labels that should describe their meaning. However,
these annotations are often subjective, e.g., influenced by the
domain of application and not accurate from a semantic point
of view. Consequently, users that apply these classifiers need
to have prior knowledge about the context of use of the
annotations. In order to overcome this issue and facilitate the
use of classifiers without the need of training, various efforts
in the literature focus on improving the annotations. These
efforts mainly apply domain-specific ontologies as basis for
annotation, such as the ontologies in [12][13] that are used to
annotate soccer games, or for the purpose of action
recognition in a video surveillance scenario [15]. Although
these approaches provide for more intuitive semantics that
require less prior knowledge from the user, they are tailored
to specific domains and cannot be reused for general-purpose
applications.
B. Relation-based query expansion
Several systems proposed in the literature address query
expansion exploiting relations with terms that are
semantically similar to the concepts in the query
[16][17][18]. The system in [16] facilitates natural language
querying of video archive databases. The query processing is
realized using a link parser [19] based on a light-parsing
algorithm that builds relations between pairs of concepts,
rather than constructing constituents in a tree-like hierarchy.
This is sufficient for the specific kind of concept groups
considered in the system [16], but is limitative for more
complex queries.
The Never Ending Image Learner (NEIL) proposed in
[17] is a massive visual knowledge base fed by a crawler that
runs 24 hour a day to extract semantic content from images
on the Web in terms of objects, scenes, attributes and their
relations. The longer NEIL runs, the more relations between
concepts detected in the images it learns. Analogously to our
approach, NEIL is a general-purpose system and is based on
learning new concepts and relations that are then used to
augment the knowledge of the system. Although NEIL
considers an interesting set of semantic relations, such as
taxonomy (IsA), partonomy (Wheel is part of Car), attribute
associations (Round_shape is attribute of Apple and Sheep is
White), and location relations (Bus is found in Bus_depot),
most of the relations learned so far are of the basic type ‘IsA’
or ‘LooksSimilarTo’.
Furthermore, in [18] knowledge bases ConceptNet and
Wikipedia, and an expert knowledge base are compared for
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semantic matching in the context of multimedia event
detection. Results show that query expansion can improve
performance in multimedia event detection, and that the
expert knowledge base is the most suitable for this purpose.
When comparing Wikipedia and ConceptNet, ConceptNet
performs slightly better than Wikipedia in this field. In their
comparison, the authors only considered query expansion
using the ConceptNet ‘IsA’ relation.
C. Semiotics in CBIR
Although text analysis is its primary field of application,
recently semiotics gained the interest in the field of ICT. The
application of semiotics in computer science is best
illustrated with the emergence of computational semiotics,
where a clear starting point for its definition is the fact that
signs and sign systems are central to computing:
manipulation of symbols applies to everything that happens
in computer science, from user interfaces [20][21][22] to
software engineering [23][24][25][26], from model-driven
engineering [27] to conceptual and knowledge modelling
[28][29][30], and interoperability [31] alike. In relation to
CBIR, many studies, summarized by [5], accept the
existence of ‘semantic layers’ in images. Every layer
provides for another abstraction and aggregation of the
things that are being denoted. The studies referenced in [5]
address these layers as distinct realms, and act accordingly
by constraining themselves to one layer. However,
semioticians address these layers as a whole, and study it as a
process to which they refer as unlimited semiosis (see next
section). We are inspired by that approach and therefore part
of our work considers unlimited semiosis as algorithmic
foundation when addressing these layers. Application of
semiotics in CBIR and especially about user query
interpretation is very limited, and the following two studies
represent, to the best of our knowledge, good examples of its
main focus.
Yoon [32] has investigated the association between
denotative (literal, definitional) and connotative (societal,
cultural) sense-making of image meta-data in support of
image retrieval. This approach is similar to ours in that it is
based on semiotics structures to bridge the semantic gap.
Although the results are promising, it cannot be applied in
our generic context due to the domain-specific foundations
that are implicit to connotations.
Closely related to it, [33] studies how semiotics can
account for image features that characterize an audio, visual
or audio-visual object, in order to facilitate visual content
description or annotation. Their model integrates low-level
image features such as color and texture together with highlevel denotative and connotative descriptions. This approach
differs with ours in that they do not make a distinction
between the two cascading parts of the semantic gap, but
instead take an integrated approach.
III.

SEMIOTICS

We include a brief tutorial on semiotics here since we
believe this discipline is not very well known to our readers.
Specifically, we address the semiotic structures that we
apply. According to semiotics, humans make meanings

through our creation and interpretation of signs [34]. A sign
can be anything, varying from a character to a sculpture, as
long someone interprets it, i.e., it goes beyond the sign itself.
A semiotic sign, or sign for short, represents a structure. In
Peirce’s semiotic triangle [35] it consists of three closely
related aspects, as depicted in Figure 1(a).
The Representamen (sometimes denoted as the sign
vehicle) represents the form that the sign takes, e.g., this
paper or a Chinese character. This form can be written,
spoken or displayed, such as a picture or movie scene. The
Interpretant in Figure 1(a) does not refer to an interpreter but
rather to the sense given to the sign, i.e., our mental
representation of reality, such as the mental “picture” of a
‘red apple’ that one has in mind. The Object in Figure 1(a), is
the concrete thing in reality to which the sign refers, where
this reality may also be an hypothetical reality, e.g., a
unicorn. As opposed to the direct relationships between the
interpretant and the object, and the interpretant and the
representamen, which are drawn as solid lines, the
relationship between the object and representamen is not
direct, and hence depicted with dots. A semiotic sign only
qualifies as such when it unifies all three aspects into a
meaningful ensemble: the object is perceived by our senses
and abstracted into the interpretant, which subsequently is
represented by the representamen. A Peircean sign
concurrently indicates what is being represented, how it is
being represented and how it is being interpreted. The sense
making is subjective by nature, hence every actor makes use
of their own signs, although the sign’s representamen can be
shared.
R
I

R

O

I

R

O

I

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Peirce's semiotic triangle (a), unlimited semiosis (b).

Although semiotic techniques are used mainly to analyze
texts, in this paper we extend their usage to the semantic
analysis of user queries. Specifically, we consider the
semiotic structures that help us to better distinguish between
the relations defined in external knowledge bases, e.g., to
which extent is an ‘IsA’ relation semiotically different from
a ‘Causes’ relation, and how can we can benefit from this
difference. We selected the semiotic structures unlimited
semiosis, paradigms and syntagms from [34] as vehicles to a
universal approach towards reasoning over different
semantic relationships defined in various knowledge bases.
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A. Unlimited semiosis
Sense making is above all a process, and Peirce refers to
the interaction between the three elements of the semiotic
triangle as ‘semeiosis’ [21][22]. He also observes that
semiotic signs are coupled: “a sign (...) creates in the mind of
that person an equivalent sign, or perhaps a more developed
sign.” (ibid.). Consequently, the interpretant at level N is yet
another representamen but at a ‘more developed’ level N+1.
Eco [36] uses the term ‘unlimited semiosis’ to refer to the
succession of cascading signs that emerge from that, ad
infinitum (Figure 1(b)). The application of unlimited
semiosis gives us the capability to address semantic issues
that relate to the different levels of granularity between the
query of concept and a classifier label, e.g., ‘vehicle’ (higher
level of detail) and ‘car’ (lower level of detail).

Paradigmatic axis

B. Paradigms
From a semiotic perspective, semantics arise from the
differences between signs. In other words, without their
ability to signify differences, signs could not carry meaning
at all. Differences of signs concern two distinctions, as
depicted in Figure 2. The first distinction, called paradigms,
concern substitution and signify functional contrasts, e.g.,
how to differentiate the sentences ‘the man cried’ from ‘the
woman cried’. Signs are in paradigmatic relation when the
choice of one (‘man’) excludes the choice of another
(‘woman’) [37], i.e., disjunction. The selection of a particular
sign from a paradigmatic set, e.g., selecting man from {man,
woman, child}, implies an intentional exclusion of the
interpretations that originate from the use of the other signs
from the paradigmatic set, e.g, woman and child. Other
paradigms in Figure 2 are {cry, sing, mutter}, and one about
cardinality. Due to their nature, paradigms provide us with
the ability to reject alternative concepts.

Figure 2. The semantics of a sign is determined by both its paradigmatic
and syntagmatic relations.

C. Syntagms
Where paradigms reflect differences concerning
substitution, the second axis in Figure 2, syntagms, reflect
differences concerning position, e.g., the position of words in
a sentence, or the position of paragraphs in a section. This
reflects how the juxtaposition of the distinct parts (the signs)
complete into a whole, e.g., how words take their place in a
grammatically correct sentence, or how chapters are used to
form a book. Syntagmatic relations reflect the admissible
combinations of paradigmatic sets into well-formed
structures, e.g., conjunction. The use of one syntagmatic

structure over another influences semantics, e.g., ‘the ship
that banked’ versus ‘the bank that shipped’ use identical
signs, whilst their positions in the sentence turn them from a
verb to an object and vice versa, with completely different
semantics as result.
IV.

GENERIC SEMANTIC REASONING SYSTEM

Figure 3 shows an overview of the semantic reasoning
parts of the GOOSE system in which green and blue parts
represent the components that realize the semantic reasoning,
yellow parts represent the components dedicated to the
image classification task and the white parts represent
external components. The image classification task, which is
elaborated in [6], captures the semantics of visual data by
translating the pixels from an image into a content
description (which could be a single term), coined as
annotated images.

Figure 3. System overview.

The semantic reasoning starts with a user query in natural
language. The query is processed by four modules, while a
fifth module takes care of initializing the system and learning
new concepts. In the first stage, the query is sent to the
Lexical Analysis module that parses it using the Stanford
Parser [38]. The Stanford Parser returns a lexical graph,
which is used as input to the Semantic Interpretation
module. In this module, a set of rules is used to transform the
lexical elements of the Stanford meta-model into semantic
elements of an intermediary ontology (our meta-model,
discussed in section IV.C below). The interpreted graph is
sent to the Semantic Analysis module that matches the graph
nodes against the available image concepts. If there is no
exact match, the query is expanded using an external
knowledge base, i.e., ConceptNet, to find a close match. The
interpretation resulting from the Semantic Analysis is
presented as a query graph to the user. The query graph is
also used as input for the Retrieval and Result module, which
provides the final result to the user. In the following
subsections the complete process is described in detail using
the sample query find a red bus below a brown animal. In
this particular query, its positional part, e.g., below, should
be understood from the viewpoint of the user posing the
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query, i.e., the relative positions of the ‘red bus’ and the
‘brown animal’ as shown at the user’s screen.
A. Semantic Initialization
This module provides an initial semantic capability by
populating the Semantic Brain, which holds all image
concepts that are known to the system. Image concepts are
represented as instances of the meta-model (discussed in
Section IV.C), and refer to those things that the image
classification task is capable of detecting. This component
also handles updates to the Semantic Brain following from
new or modified image classification capabilities and
semantic concepts.
B. Lexical Analysis
In the Lexical Analysis module, the user query is
lexically analyzed using the Typed Dependency parser
(englishPCFG) of Stanford University [38]. Before parsing
the query, all tokens in the query are converted to lower case.
In the example of find a red bus below a brown animal, the
resulting directed graph from the Lexical Analysis is shown
in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Semantic meta-model.

These rules include the following examples:
• Derive cardinality from a determiner (det in Figure
4), e.g., the in a noun in the singular form indicates
a cardinality of 1, while a/an indicates at least 1;
• Derive attributes from adjectival modifiers (amod in
Figure 4), i.e., adjectival phrases that modify the
meaning of a noun;
• Derive actions from nominal subjects and direct
objects (nsubj and dobj, absent in Figure 4), i.e., the
subject and object of a verb, respectively;
• Actions that represent the query command, such as
find, is, show and have, are replaced on top of the
tree by the subject of the sentence.
The output of the Semantic Interpretation for the sample
query find a red bus below a brown animal is shown in
Figure 6.

Figure 4. Lexical Graph.

C. Semantic Interpretation
Since GOOSE is positioned as a generic platform, its
semantics should not depend on, or be optimized for, the
specifics of one single domain of application. Instead, we
apply a generic ontological commitment by defining a
semantic meta-model, shown in Figure 5, which
distinguishes objects that might (i) bear attributes (a yellow
car), (ii) take part in actions (a moving car), (iii) occur in a
scene (outside), and (iv) have relations with other objects, in
particular ontological relations (a vehicle subsumes a car),
spatial relations (an animal in front of a bus), and temporal
relations (a bus halts after driving).
In the Semantic Interpretation module, a set of rules is
used to transform the elements from the lexical graph into
objects, attributes, actions, scenes and relations, according
to the semantic meta-model in Figure 5.

Figure 6. Interpreted Graph.

D. Semantic Analysis
The purpose of the Semantic Analysis is to align the
elements from the interpreted graph, which are the query
concepts, with the image concepts that are available in the
Semantic Brain. For those objects, actions, scenes or
attributes from the graph that do not have a syntactical
identical counterpart (‘exact match’) in the Semantic Brain,
and hence cannot be recognized by the image classification
component, the query concepts are expanded into alternative
concepts using an external general-purpose knowledge base.
We use the external knowledge base ConceptNet to find
these alternative concepts. Our principle of genericity and
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loose coupling, however, facilitates the use of other or even
more knowledge bases without the need to adapt the
semantic analysis algorithms.
E. Retrieval and Result
This module retrieves the images that, according to the
classifiers, contain concepts that carry an identical label as
the query concepts (or alternative concepts). Furthermore,
the cardinality, attribute and spatial relations should match
with the query. If the image contains too many instances, the
image is still included, however, with lower ranking. The
spatial relations are determined by the edges of the bounding
box. Because our bounding boxes are not accurate, we use a
relaxed version of the prepositions. The upper left edge of
the bounding box has the values [0,0]. In the preposition left
of, the left edge of the bounding box of the right object
should be right of the left edge of the bounding box of the
left object, denoted as:
Left of
a.min.x < b.min.x
Right of
a.max.x > b.max.x
On top of
a.min.y < b.min.y
Below
a.max.y > b.max.y
And
a and b
V.
SEMIOTIC STRUCTURES IN SEMANTIC MATCHING
In this section, we explain how the semiotic structures
introduced in Section II are used to implement the Semantic
Analysis module of the GOOSE system.
We consider the external knowledge base, e.g.,
ConceptNet, to represent a graph. Query expansion is then
similar to a graph traversal, where nodes represent
alternative concepts, and edges represent relations between
concepts. Each edge is of a specific type, e.g., IsA, HasA,
PartOf, and more. Considering edges of particular types
only, results in considering a subgraph. We apply a semiotic
structure by only considering edges which type can be
considered to represent that semiotic structure. This results in
a subgraph, the characteristics of which corresponds to a
large extend to the semiotic structure of choice. For example,
by considering paradigmatic relations only, a paradigmatic
subgraph emerges. Query expansion now becomes semiotic
subgraph traversal, and will apply distinct traversal strategies
that fit best the particular semiotic subgraphs. Additionally,
we can also apply results from one subgraph traversal for
traversals of other subgraphs, since their semiotic structures
can be put into a specific relation to each other.
Whether an external knowledge base indeed will show
these emerging semiotic subgraphs cannot be enforced,
hence deviations should be anticipated. For instance, our
algorithms will need to take into account the presence of
loops in the subgraph, despite the fact that a semiotic theory
might predict the emergence of a non-cyclic graph. The
following sections will elaborate on the specifics for each
semiotic structure.
A. Unlimited semiosis
This structure discerns relations that bear a directionoriented application during query concept expansion, i.e., a
relation expresses direction towards more abstract or more

specific concepts. Using unlimited semiosis, we are able to
select a certain expanded concept that is either more abstract,
or more specific than the original query concept. This has
consequences for the corresponding classifier. The selection
of a more abstract alternative concept implies that the
corresponding classifier will have less granularity and is
therefore more general but less accurate from a semantical
point of view. In other words, the unlimited semiosis
subgraph that emerges, represents a directed, non-cyclic
multigraph. For example, requesting for a ‘flower’ returns
the ‘plant’ concept as alternative, which results in classifiers
of all sorts of plants, including evergreens and bloomers
alike. Vice-versa, classifiers that match a more specific
concept have more granularity; are less general with a higher
accuracy, e.g., ‘flower’ now returns ‘rose’ and the results
will always be a flower albeit a specific type of flower, i.e.,
roses and not a bracken, but nor another type of flower, e.g.,
a tulip. Concept expansion, hence, can use each edge in
either way, downstream or upstream. In effect, when
searching for a more granular concept, it selects the target
node of more specific edges (downstream), and selects the
source node of more abstract edges as well (upstream). For
less granular concepts it takes the converse approach,
flipping the downstream and upstream directions.
Furthermore, when traversing more abstract edges
subsequently, semantics will expand gradually by including
more and more other categories of concepts. Vice versa,
when traversing more specific edges subsequently, semantics
will reduce by excluding categories of concepts that do not
concur with the added details. Therefore, edge traversals in
the unlimited semiosis subgraph decreases the semantic
correspondence with the original query concept and should
be avoided as long as possible. This coincides with a
breadth-first approach, in which one single iteration over the
knowledge base will address all children and all parents as
alternative concepts first, before considering grandchildren
and grandparents in the next iteration.
In our implementation, we use the following relations
from ConceptNet: IsA, hasSubEvent, PartOf and HasA. The
‘IsA’ and ‘PartOf’ relations are directed towards more
abstraction, whilst the ‘HasSubEvent’ and ‘HasA’ relations
are directed towards the more specific concepts.
B. Paradigms
As explained in Section III.B, paradigms represent sets of
disjoint concepts. When considering only relations in the
external knowledge base that express paradigms, we
consider the subgraph that emerges as a non-directed graph.
In this paradigmatic graph we consider the query concept to
represent the one and only connecting node of otherwise
disconnected (undirected) graphs, each of them representing
a paradigm. In other words, the paradigms for the query
concept are constructed by performing a depth-first
approach, each single branch from the query concept leading
to another paradigm.
Application of paradigms provides us with the ability to
reject alternatives, because that is the nature of paradigms:
the user made a conscious choice for this query concept and
therefore specifically excludes the paradigmatic alternatives.
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That implies that for every classifier label that has a match
with an alternative concept, that classifier is considered to be
a paradigm of the query concept and hence is excluded from
the results. For an additional application of paradigms,
consider the alternative concepts that result from graph
traversals from one of the other methods. These alternative
concepts are checked whether they are paradigmatic to the
query concept. If so, not only that alternative concept is
rejected but the whole branch that is accessed through that
concept is pruned from the search space. In this way,
paradigms are applied with the aim to reduce the
combinatorial explosion that occurs in the graph traversals of
other methods. We currently conduct research into this
additional application of paradigms – due to time and space
restrictions we do not present the results of this experiment
in this paper. In our ConceptNet example we consider
MemberOf and DerivedFrom as paradigmatic relations.
C. Syntagms
The application of syntagms is not restricted to the
semantic analysis. For instance, the use of the Stanford
parser to decompose the natural language query into a
structure of related query concepts represents an example of
the use of the syntagmatic structure, applying linguistic rules.
Another example is the translation of the query concepts
(and subsequently their alternatives) into an instantiation of
the meta-model. Here, the relations that exist between the
entities in the meta-model (Figure 5) provide for the allowed
syntagmatic combinations.
Application of syntagms to the semantic analysis relates
to their power to facilitate transitions between realms of
classifiers, as follows. Because each classifier is bound to
only one entity in the meta-model, e.g., objects, by
application of syntagms we can search for alternative
concepts that belong to other entities of the meta-model, e.g.,
actions, or properties. In this way, we enable an otherwise
‘passive’ set of classifiers for alternative concepts. An
example of this is the expansion of the action ‘person
driving’ to objects such as ‘car’, ‘vehicle’, or ‘bike’. The
knowledge that ‘driving’ relates to these objects is available
in the knowledge base, and the syntagmatic relations reveal
that knowledge. We conclude that the emerging syntagmatic
subgraph is a directed, cyclic subgraph, in which edges
represent transitions between entities in the meta-model.
In our ConceptNet example we consider the following
relations to represent syntagms: CapableOf, UsedFor,
CreatedBy reflect transitions from objects to actions; Causes
reflect a transition from object to action; hasProperty from
object to property.
VI.

EXPERIMENT

In order to answer our research question to what extent
can semiotic structures contribute to the semantic
interpretation of user queries? we conducted an experiment.
In this experiment, we measure effectiveness and quality
of different semiotic structures on the level of both semantic
matching and image retrieval. The variable of the experiment
is therefore represented by the differences in query
expansion strategy, their core being the semiotic structures

that are explained in the previous section. The experiment
context is defined by our TOSO dataset and 100 manually
defined queries. More information on the TOSO dataset can
be found in subsection A. The type of queries can be found
in subsection B. The experiment variations and its baseline
are explained in subsection C. The design of the experiment
if presented in subsection D, and its evaluation is explained
in subsection E.
A. Dataset
The TOSO dataset [9] consists of
145 images of toys and office
supplies placed on a table top. In
these images multiple objects can be
present in several orientations as well
as objects of the same type with
different colors. In Figure 7, a sample
of the dataset has been depicted.
Examples of these objects are
different types of cars, a bus, an
airplane, a boat, a bus stop, a traffic
light, different types of traffic signs,
Barbies with different colored
dresses, different colored plants, a
water bottle, a screwdriver, a
hamburger and a helmet. For this
dataset, 40 relevant object classifiers,
trained on table top images, are
available as well as 11 attribute
classifiers, which are colors. The
object classifiers are trained with a
recurrent deep convolutional neural
network that uses a second stage Figure 7. A sample of
classifier [6]. The colors are extracted
the TOSO dataset.
using [39].
B. Queries
In this experiment, we created 100 queries. In the
definition of the queries we used our prior knowledge of the
available classifiers by intentionally choosing interesting
expansions, for example, their synonyms or hypernyms. This
was done by searching online thesauri, independently from
our ConceptNet example. In this way, we created a set of
queries that does not have direct matches to the available
classifiers, but for which the use of semiotic structures could
be helpful. These queries are divided into five equal groups
based on their semiotic or semantic structure as follows:
1) Synonym: synonyms of our labels;
find the auto (classifier label: car);
2) Unlimited semiosis: hyponyms or hypernyms, i.e.,
parents or children of a label, or suspected ‘part of’
relations;
find the Mercedes (classifier label: car)
find the animal (classifier label: giraffe)
find the leaf (classifier label: plant)
3) Paradigm: excluding brothers and sisters in the graph
(man vs. woman), restrictions to objects by color and/or
spatial relations;
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find the air vehicle (as opposed to land vehicle, e.g., car,
bus, tram);
find the red sign on the right of the yellow car;
4) Syntagm: actions and properties related to our labels;
find the things landing (classifier label: airplane);
find the expensive things (classifier labels: airplane, car);
5) Other: words which have a less clear or vague relation
with a classifier label:
find the flower pot (classifier label: plant)
find the traffic jam (classifier label: cars)
For each of the queries, we established a semantic ground
truth as well as an image ground truth. The semantic ground
truth was established by manually annotating for each
classifier label in our classifier set whether it is irrelevant (0)
or relevant (1) to the query. In our annotation, a classifier is
relevant if (i) a classifier label is syntactically similar to a
concept in the query, or (ii) a classifier label represents a
synonym of a query concept. For the image ground truth we
used the 145 test images from the TOSO dataset. An external
annotator established the ground truth by annotating, for
each query and for each image, whether the image was
irrelevant (0) or relevant (1) to the query. Establishing
relevancy was left to the annotator’s judgement. For both the
semantic and image annotations, the instructions indicated
that all cases of doubt should be annotated as relevant (1).
C. Experimental variable
In the experiment, we compare the following query
expansion methods, the implementation of which has been
explained in Section IV:
1) SYNONYM (baseline)
2) UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS
3) PARADIGM
4) SYNTAGM
5) ALL
In the first method, which represents our baseline, we use
the basic expansion over specific relations that are found in
ConceptNet: Synonym and DefinedAs. In methods 2
(UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS), 3 (PARADIGM) and 4 (SYNTAGM),
we apply query expansion by traversing only the relations
that are particular to the subject semiotic structure (defined
in Section V), however we added the relations from the
baseline. In the ALL method (5) all possible relations from
ConceptNet, excluding TranslationOf and Antonym, are
applied for query expansion.
D. Experiment design
The design of the experiment is based on the hypothesis
that a query will be served best by a query expansion
strategy that shares its semiotic structures, e.g., the
SYNTAGM expansion method will find most mappings for
syntagm queries and perform worse for other queries.
Therefore, in our experiment each expansion method from
Section V will apply its one single expansion strategy over
all query groups from Section VI.B; different methods will
therefore perform differently, i.e., result in different mapping
counts.
In order to test our hypothesis, we designed and ran two
evaluation cases. The first evaluation case addresses the part

of the semantic gap that is about semantic matching. This
case shows the impact of using semiotic structures on the
effectiveness and quality of the mapping from the query to
the classifier labels. The second evaluation case addresses
the part of the semantic gap that is about image retrieval.
This case shows the impact of semiotic structures on the
effectiveness and quality of a full general-purpose image
search engine.
E. Evaluation criteria
In our evaluations, we calculate the effectiveness and
quality in terms of different types of F-measure for each
query from Section VI.B. The following provides more
detail for each evaluation case.
1) Semantic Matching In order to show the result of the
expansion method on the mapping from the query to the
classifier labels, we compare the result of each of the
methods against the ground truth. This result is a list of
classifier labels that are found by searching ConceptNet
using the relations that are characteristic for the subject
expansion method. In the evaluation we use two kind of
metrics, corresponding to quality and effectiveness. The
typical metric for quality is using precision, denoted Psg,
which takes into account the amount of true positives, i.e.,
found and annotated as relevant labels, and the total amount
of found labels, i.e., true positives and false positives
together, denoted as TP and FP, respectively:
=

1

∗

+

where n denotes the total amount of queries.
The typical metric for measuring effectiveness is recall,
denoted Rsg, which takes into account the amount of
correctly found labels, i.e., true positives and the total
amount of relevant labels, i.e., true positives and false
negatives together, the latter denoted as FN:
=

1

∗

+

where n denotes the total amount of queries.
Precision and recall are always an interplay, so we
decided to not use precision and recall separately, but
combine them by means of applying the F-measure. Since
different applications can value the precision and recall of
the semantic matching differently, the Fβ-measure can be
used to express that one should attach β times as much value
to the recall results of the semantic matching than to its
precision results. By using the Fβ-measure as our primary
means of evaluation, we can show the impact of the
experiment results on three classes of applications, i.e., high
quality applications that value precision over recall, high
effectiveness applications that value recall over precision,
and neutral applications that value precision equally
important as recall. The Fβ -measure is defined as:
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For high quality applications, we put 10 times more
emphasis on the precision and choose to use β = 0.1. For
neutral applications we use the basic F-measure, i.e., β = 1
and for high effectiveness applications, we value recall 10
times more than precision and use = 10. Naturally, these
choices for β are made in order to show relative trends as
opposed to an absolute judgement.
2) Image Retrieval The annotations are used in a similar
way as on the level of the semantic matching. Again, Fscore with = 0.1 is used for high quality applications,
= 1 for neutral applications and
= 10 for high
effectiveness applications.
VII.

RESULTS

In this section, we show the results of our experiment.
The sections have the same structure as Section VI.D, so the
first section explains the results about the semantic matching
and the second section is about the results of the image
retrieval.
For each of the evaluations, the assumption of normality
was violated, as indicated by significant KolmogorovSmirnov statistics. We therefore present nonparametric
Friedman-tests and Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Tests to
compare the different methods.
A. Semantic Matching
1) High precision system ( = 0.1): Graph 1 shows the
F-score for the high precision system for each of the methods
for each type of query group with the confidence interval of
95%. For two queries, both in group 4, no relevant
annotation was available, so in group 4 analysis is done with
18 queries instead of 20 and in total 98 queries were
analyzed.

Graph 1. F-score Semantic Graph for High Quality.

A Friedman test showed a statistically significant
difference among the methods (χ²(4)=57.938, p<0.001).
Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test was used to follow up this
finding. A Bonferroni correction was applied and all effects
are reported at a 0.01 level of significance (0.05/5
conditions). The results can be found in Table I.
Table I. F-score All Semantic Graph Wilcoxon for High Quality.

SYNO
SYNO

UNL

SYNT

PARA

ALL

Z=-4.458,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.128,
p=0.02*

Z=-1.890,
p=0.059

Z=-5.224,
p<0.001*

Z=-2.401,
p=0.016*

Z=-4.859,
p<0.001*

Z=-2.162,
p=0.031*

Z=-3.635,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.985,
p<0.001*

UNL

Z=-4.458,
p<0.001*

SYNT

Z=-3.128,
p=0.02*

Z=-2.401,
P=0.016*

PARA

Z=-1.890,
p=0.059

Z=-4.859,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.635,
p<0.001*

ALL

Z=-5.224,
p<0.001*

Z=-2.162,
p=0.031*

Z=-3.985,
p<0.001*

Z=-5.635,
p<0.001*
Z=-5.635,
p<0.001*

The order of overall performance is thus SYNONYM =
PARADIGM > SYNTAGM > UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS > ALL, all
significant differences. For group 1 no significant differences
between SYNONYM and the other methods are found. For
group 2 significant differences between UNLIMITED
SEMIOSIS and SYNONYM (Z=-3.550, p<0.001), SYNTAGM
(Z=-3.432, p=0.001) and PARADIGM (Z=-3.651, p<0.001) are
found. For group 3 no significant differences between
PARADIGM and the other methods are found. For group 4
significant differences between SYNTAGM and SYNONYM
(Z=-2.670, p=0.008) and PARADIGM (Z=-2.670, p=0.008) are
found. For group 5 significant differences between ALL and
SYNONYM (Z=-3.053, p=0.002), SYNTAGM (Z=-2.833,
p=0.005) and PARADIGM (Z=-3.053, p=0.002) are found.

Graph 2. F-score Semantic Graph for Neutral.
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2) Neutral system ( = 1): Graph 2 shows the F-score
for the neutral system for each of the methods for each type
of query group with the confidence interval of 95%.
A Friedman test showed a statistically significant difference
among the methods (χ²(4)=98.571, p<0.001). Wilcoxon
Signed-Ranks Test was used to follow up this finding. A
Bonferroni correction was applied and all effects are reported
at a 0.01 level of significance (0.05/5 conditions). The results
can be found in Table II.
Table II. F-score All Semantic Graph Wilcoxon for Neutral.

3) High effectiveness system ( = 10): Graph 3 shows
the F-score for the high effectiveness system for each of the
methods for each type of query group with the confidence
interval of 95%.
A Friedman test showed a statistically significant difference
among the methods, χ²(4)=108.197, p<0.001. Wilcoxon
Signed-Ranks Test was used to follow up this finding. A
Bonferroni correction was applied and all effects are reported
at a 0.01 level of significance (0.05/5 conditions). The results
can be found in Table III.
Table III . F-score All Semantic Graph Wilcoxon for High Effectiveness.

SYNO
SYNO

UNL

SYNT

PARA

ALL

Z=-5.050,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.043,
p=0.02*

Z=-1.890,
p=0.059

Z=-6.049,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.276,
p=0.001*

Z=-5.366,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.535,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.576,
p<0.001*

Z=-5.329,
p<0.001*

UNL

Z=-5.050,
p<0.001*

SYNT

Z=-3.043,
p=0.02*

Z=-3.276,
p=0.001*

PARA

Z=-1.890,
p=0.059

Z=-5.366,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.576,
p<0.001*

ALL

Z=-6.049,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.535,
p<0.001*

Z=-5.329,
p<0.001*

Z=-6.434,
p<0.001*
Z=-6.434,
p<0.001*

The order of overall performance is thus equal to the
performance for the high quality system. The same
significant differences are found for query group 1, 2, and 5.
For group 3 significant differences between PARADIGM and
UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS (Z=-2.805,p=0.005) and ALL (Z=3.237, p=0.001) exist, as well as significant differences
between UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS and SYNONYM (Z=2.805,p=0.005), PARADIGM (Z=-2.805,p=0.005) and
SYNTAGM (Z=-2.926, p=0.003). For group 4 an additional
significant difference between SYNTAGM and UNLIMITED
SEMIOSIS (Z=-2.603, p=0.009) is found.

Graph 3. F-score Semantic Graph for High Effectiveness.

SYNO
SYNO

UNL

SYNT

PARA

ALL

Z=-5.230,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.241,
p=0.001*

Z=-1.890,
p=0.059

Z=-6.664,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.524,
p<0.001*

Z=-5.521,
p<0.001*

Z=-4.815,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.716,
p<0.001*

Z=-6.083,
p<0.001*

UNL

Z=-5.230,
p<0.001*

SYNT

Z=-3.241,
p=0.001*

Z=-3.524,
p<0.001*

PARA

Z=-1.890,
p=0.059

Z=-5.521,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.716,
p<0.001*

ALL

Z=-6.664,
p<0.001*

Z=-4.815,
p<0.001*

Z=-6.083,
p<0.001*

Z=-6.896,
p<0.001*
Z=-6.896,
p<0.001*

The order of overall performance is thus equal to the
performance for both the high quality and neutral system.
The same significance values are found as for the neutral
system, except for the significant difference between
PARADIGM and ALL in group 3. This difference is no longer
significant for the high effectiveness system.
B. Image Retrieval
1) High precision system ( = 0.1): Graph 4 shows the
F-score for the high quality system for each of the methods

Graph 4. F-score Image Retrieval for High Quality.
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for each type of query group with the confidence interval of
95%. For 14 queries of which one in group 1, three in group
4 and ten in group 5, no relevant annotation was available. In
total 86 queries are analyzed.
A Friedman test showed a statistically significant
difference among the methods, χ²(4)=58.891, p<0.001.
Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test was used to follow up this
finding. A Bonferroni correction was applied and all effects
are reported at a 0.01 level of significance (0.05/5
conditions). The results can be found in Table IV.
Table IV. F-score All Image Retrieval Wilcoxon for High Quality.

SYNO
SYNO

UNL

SYNT

PARA

ALL

Z=-4.684,
p<0.001*

Z=-2.511,
P=0.012*

Z=-1.826,
p=0.068

Z=-4.108,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.060,
p=0.002*

Z=-5.012,
p<0.001*

Z=-0.686,
p=0.493

Z=-3.155,
p=0.002*

Z=-3.250,
p=0.001*

UNL

Z=-4.684,
p<0.001*

SYNT

Z=-2.511,
p=0.012*

Z=-3.060,
p=0.002*

PARA

Z=-1.826,
p=0.068

Z=-5.012,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.155,
p=0.002*

ALL

Z=-4.108,
p<0.001*

Z=-0.686,
p=0.493

Z=-3.250,
p=0.001*

Z=-4.722,
p<0.001*
Graph 5. F-score Image Retrieval for Neutral.

Z=-4.722,
p<0.001*

The order of overall performance is thus SYNONYM =
PARADIGM > SYNTAGM > UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS = ALL, all
significant differences. For group 1 no significant differences
between SYNONYM and the other methods are found. For
group 2 significant differences between UNLIMITED
SEMIOSIS and SYNONYM (Z=-3.294, p=0.001), SYNTAGM
(Z=-2.982, p=0.003) and PARADIGM (Z=-3.413, p=0.001) are
found. For group 3 significant differences between
PARADIGM and UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS (Z=-2.701, p=0.007)
exist, as well as significant differences between UNLIMITED
SEMIOSIS and SYNONYM (Z=-2.701, p=0.007), PARADIGM
(Z=-2.701, p=0.007) and SYNTAGM (Z=-2.845, p=0.004). For
group 4 no significant differences between SYNTAGM and the
other methods are found and for group 5 no significant
differences were found.
2) Neutral system ( = 1): Graph 5 shows the F-score
for the neutral system for each of the methods for each type
of query group with the confidence interval of 95%.

A Friedman test showed a statistically significant
difference among the methods, χ²(4)=71.047, p<0.001.
Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test was used to follow up this
finding. A Bonferroni correction was applied and all effects
are reported at 0.01 level of significance (0.05/5 conditions).
The results can be found in Table V. The same significant
differences between conditions for ALL and the different
query groups can be found as for the high quality system.
3) High effectiveness system ( = 10): Graph 6 shows
the F-score for the high effectiveness system for each of the
methods for each type of query group with the confidence
interval of 95%.

Table V. F-score All Image Retrieval Wilcoxon for Neutral.

SYNO
SYNO

UNL

SYNT

PARA

ALL

F=-4.723,
p<0.001*

F=-2.354,
p=0.019*

F=1.826,
p=0.068

F=-4.019,
p<0.001*

F=-3.350,
p=0.001*

F=-5.045,
p<0.001*

F=-0.800,
p=0.424

F=-3.052,
p=0.002*

F=-3.554,
p<0.001*

UNL

F=-4.723,
p<0.001*

SYNT

F=-2.354,
p=0.019*

F=-3.350,
p=0.001*

PARA

F=1.826,
p=0.068

F=-5.045,
p<0.001*

F=-3.052,
p=0.002*

ALL

F=-4.019,
p<0.001*

F=-0.800,
p=0.424

F=-3.554,
p<0.001*

F=-4.704,
p<0.001*
F=-4.704,
p<0.001*
Graph 6. F-score Image Retrieval for High Effectiveness.
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A Friedman test showed a statistically significant
difference among the methods, χ²(4)=67.386, p<0.001.
Wilcoxon Signed-Ranks Test was used to follow up this
finding. A Bonferroni correction was applied and all effects
are reported at a 0.01 level of significance (0.05/5
conditions). The results can be found in Table VI.
Table VI. F-score All Image Retrieval Wilcoxon for High Effectiveness.

SYNO
SYNO

UNL

SYNT

PARA

ALL

F=-4.586,
p<0.001*

F=-2.825,
p=0.005*

F=-1.826,
p=0.068

F=-4.775,
p<0.001*

F=-2.654,
p=0.008*

F=-4.930,
p<0.001*

Z=-2.257,
p=0.024*

Z=-3.362,
p=0.001*

Z=-4.184,
p<0.001*

UNL

F=-4.586,
p<0.001*

SYNT

F=-2.825,
p=0.005*

F=-2.654,
p=0.008*

PARA

F=-1.826,
p=0.068

F=-4.930,
p<0.001*

Z=-3.362,
p=0.001*

ALL

F=-4.775,
p<0.001*

Z=-2.257,
p=0.024*

Z=-4.184,
p<0.001*

Z=-5.196,
p<0.001*
Z=-5.196,
p<0.001*

The same significant differences between conditions for
ALL and the different query groups can be found as for the
high quality and neutral system, except that we have no
longer significant differences in group 3.
VIII.

DISCUSSION

In the discussion, we reflect on the experimental results
regarding the use of semiotic structures to close the semantic
gap in CBIR applications, both its semantic matching and its
image retrieval parts. Additionally, we discuss the limitations
of this research.
A. Semantic matching
Results on the semantic matching show that the use of
the ALL method for query expansion, e.g., taking into
account each and every type of relation that is available in
the knowledge base, gives best overall performance
independent of the type of application you want to use, i.e.,
high quality, neutral or high effectiveness. This effect is
mainly rooted in the RelatedTo relation; this relation does
not reflect any semiotic structure and was hence excluded
from the other methods, however, it leads to alternative
concepts that appear relevant to the original query concept.
Examples of such relations produce expansions such as ‘key
fob’ to ‘key ring’ and ‘aircraft’ to ‘airplane’, which can fuel
a debate whether their relation with the query concept would
not be better expressed as synonym. The method UNLIMITED
SEMIOSIS gives the second best overall performance for all
types of applications, both significantly lower than ALL and
significantly higher than the other methods. As expected, this
method turns the external knowledge base into a directed
graph that expresses levels of aggregation, and therefore
finds more abstract or more specific concepts compared to
the baseline. The method SYNTAGMS has the third overall
performance. This semiotic type is particularly good due to
the fourth group of queries where a translation to another
syntagmatic type is due for success, i.e., from action to

object or from attribute to object. PARADIGMS have equal
performance, or even slightly worse, than BASELINE.
Whereas our hypothesis was that it would only exclude
irrelevant concepts, it also excluded some concepts that were
annotated as relevant, such as ‘soccer_ball’ for ‘ball’ and
‘motorbike’ for ‘motorcycle’. Whether these relations should
be excluded or included is based on the type of application
that it is used for. Alternatives that are found by this semiotic
type, and that are causing a decrease in performance, are all
found as synonym as well. Hence, a strategy might be to
include all relations that have the synonym relation
independent of the presence of the PARADIGMS.
A closer look at the results for the different query groups
as introduced in Section VI.B shows the following. For the
first query group (baseline) no significant differences are
found over the different expansion strategies. Surprisingly,
no SYNONYM relation between ‘key fob’ and ‘keyring’, and
between ‘aircraft’ and ‘airplane’ is available in ConceptNet.
The first is present through a RelatedTo relation and the
second through an IsA relation. Furthermore, no ConceptNet
entry for ‘camping bus’ is present, so no expansions are
found, dropping performance. Performance for PARADIGMS
is lowest, because expansions for ‘automobile’ and
‘beefburger’, which are both considered relevant according
to our ground truth, are paradigmatically excluded, dropping
performance. SYNTAGMS is slightly lower than SYNONYM,
because of an, as irrelevantly annotated, relation between
‘shit’ and ‘cow’, which is a debatable choice. UNLIMITED
SEMIOSIS finds a relation between ‘football’ and
‘skateboard’, which slightly decreases performance. ALL has
found several good alternatives, but also irrelevant ones,
which is nicely visible in Graph 1 (relatively low F-score)
and Graph 3 (relatively high F-score).
For the second query group (unlimited semiosis) the
hypothesis was that UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS performs best.
Significant differences between all other expansion methods,
except ALL, are found. As the different graphs show,
UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS has a better quality (Graph 1), whereas
ALL has a higher effectiveness (Graph 2). The ALL method
finds additional relevant concepts for ‘animal’ (‘cow’), ‘tool’
(‘screwdriver’) and ‘door’ (‘bus’), but irrelevant concepts for
‘vehicle’ (‘tag’) and ‘leaf’ (‘pig’). The other methods find
very little concepts and, therefore, performance is low.
The third query group (paradigms) is a group that
expresses restrictions, such as spatial relation and color. No
significant differences in performance are found for high
precision applications, but for neutral and high effectiveness
applications performance of UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS and ALL
methods are significantly higher than PARADIGMS. This is
due to relevant expansions for ‘animal’, ‘flower’, ‘vehicle’,
‘hat’, ‘Mercedes’ and ‘Range Rover’. No results for ‘air
vehicle’, ‘water vehicle’ and ‘land vehicle’ are found.
For the fourth query group (syntagms) the hypothesis was
that the SYNTAGMS method performs best. As with the
second query group and the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS method,
we see a high-quality for the SYNTAGMS method, but a high
recall for the ALL method. The other methods have low
performance, because they remain in the same syntagmatic
part of the graph, whereas this query group requires a
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transition to other syntagmatic alternatives. The main
difference between SYNTAGMS and ALL is rooted in ‘riding’,
‘stopping’ and ‘fast’ in favor of ALL and ‘landing’ in favor
of SYNTAGMS.
Finally, the fifth query group (others) are queries that
have a very loose relation with the classifiers. Results show a
significant difference between the ALL method and the other
methods, as expected, but not compared to the UNLIMITED
SEMIOSIS method. Many concepts in this group can only be
found by ALL, but for ‘headgear’, ‘tomato’, ‘farm’ and
‘wool’, concepts are also found by the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS
method.
In the context of this case of the experiment, we can
conclude that the type of query and the type of application
prescribe the type of semiotic methods to consider. For
applications that value effectiveness, the ALL method will be
a good choice. Contrarily, for applications that require high
quality, the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS method would be a better
choice, assuming that its queries do not require transitions
between syntagmatic concepts (group 4), or are vaguely
related to classifiers (group 5). Another good option for high
quality applications would be to combine the SYNTAGMS and
UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS methods. Finally, although in theory
the PARADIGMS method should improve results for high
quality applications, results indicate that it needs a more
careful approach.
B. Image retrieval
Results on the image retrieval case show the impact of
the semiotic structures on both parts of the semantic gap, and
therefore the system as a whole. The general trend is that
performance for this case is lower than for the semantic
matching case, above. This originates from the fact that our
classifiers do not perform very well. For instance, in query
groups 4 (syntagms) and 5 (other) some expansion methods
show no performance at all, which implies that despite the
presence of relevant ground truth for them, none of the
queries produce image results. The largest difference in
overall performance between both cases is that the methods
for UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS and ALL are no longer significantly
different (Graphs 4 – 6). This is an indication that by adding
irrelevant concepts (by the ALL method) more irrelevant
images are produced, which might hurt more than adding
less relevant concepts (by the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS method)
that produces less irrelevant images. This result even holds
for high effectiveness applications.
A closer look at the results for the different query groups
as introduced in Section VI.B shows the following. For the
first group (Synonyms) not much difference is found over the
various methods. Only the ALL methods drops a little more
than the SYNTAGMS method, because the expansion by the
ALL method from ‘motorbike’ to concepts ‘horse’ and
‘helmet’ really hurts performance as both are not synonyms
while any image with either a horse, a helmet or a
motorcycle will still be retrieved. As indicated above, the
performance of the image retrieval case is lower than the
semantic matching case. In this query group that is
exemplified by the fact that although our classifiers for
‘boat’, ‘motorcycle’ and ‘turd’ are performing flawless,

‘car’, ‘bus’, ‘traffic light’ and ‘turnscrew’ perform less
optimal (F0.1 ~80% ), whilst the classifiers for ‘airplane’,
‘helmet’ and ‘football’ can at best be graded acceptable (F0.1
~60%).
In the second query group (unlimited semiosis), the
UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS method performs best. Significant
differences between all other expansion methods, except
ALL, are found. Differently from the results in the Semantic
Matching, the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS method is not better than
ALL for high quality applications.
Results from the third query group (paradigms)
interestingly show that the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS method is
slightly, but not significantly, better than its counterpart ALL,
even for high recall applications. However, this is not only
because of irrelevant expansions by the ALL method. In this
group, many paradigmatic restrictions are specified by the
queries, specifically about color, and colors cause a large
decrease in performance in image retrieval. For example, the
ALL method produces a semantic match between ‘silver’ and
‘gray’, indicating that gray cars are relevant. Unfortunately,
in the image retrieval part silver cars are not detected as
silver, but mainly as black. This is because many of the cars
have black windows. Another example shows that green
traffic lights are never detected, because the main color of
the traffic light is black, irrespective of the light that is lit. In
fact, this represents a typical example for unlimited semiosis
where the semantic value of ‘green’ refers to an abstraction
level that is far above the specific level that is indicated by
the minimal part of the object that actually represents the
green lit light. After all, we are not searching for a
completely green traffic light. Besides the color classifiers,
also other classifiers perform suboptimal, which has a
negative effect on the results. Because, when a classifier is
not able to detect the relevant concept in a relevant image, no
difference between the methods can be registered.
Image retrieval results in the fourth group (syntagms)
show similar results as in the semantic matching case: a
slightly higher quality for the SYNTAGMS method and a
higher effectiveness for the ALL method. These differences
are, however, not significant any more. This is also the case
for the fifth query group (others): no differences compared to
semantic graph results, while the results are not significant
anymore.
Overall, we can thus conclude that for high quality
applications, the ALL method potentially hurts performance.
Already for neutral applications, the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS
method, or a combined application of the SYNTAGMS and
UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS methods might be a better choice than
the ALL method. Additionally, this conclusion might prove
stronger when taking into account the end user of the system
whom might judge the results from the ALL method far
worse than the results from the semiotic methods: in a
retrieval system with many irrelevant results, as with
application of the ALL method, it would be hard to find the
relevant results amongst them, whilst the less, but more
relevant results of the UNLIMITED SEMIOSIS method will be
much easier to detect by the end user.
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C. Limitations of experiment
One of the limitations of these experiments is that our
dataset is really small. With only 51 classifiers, the
probability that any of the words in ConceptNet matches our
classifier labels is, therefore, much lower. Then, one single
true positive has a major impact on score whilst the many
false positives that happen to have no match do not add to
the score balance. This might be the reason that the ALL
method is performing better than we expected.
A second limitation is performance of the classifiers. As
explained in part B. of this section, our color classifiers as
well as some object classifiers are suboptimal. In order to
profit from improvements in the semantic reasoning part of
the system, good classifiers are needed. This argument also
holds in reverse: on optimizing classifiers, overall little will
be gained unless the improvements in this part of the
semantic gap is matched with an equal improvement in the
semantic matching part of the semantic gap.
An algorithm performs only as good as the quality of the
data it is provided with. Especially when the focus is on
generic semantic knowledge, a third limitation is the
knowledge base of choice. ConceptNet has a lot of different
types of relations and, therefore, connections between
concepts exists that apply different relations than expected,
i.e., impacting accuracy, or no relations are available at all
where one would expect their occurrence, impacting
completeness.
Although
we
experienced
major
improvements of version 5.3 over 5.2, e.g., corrections from
erroneous relationships, several flaws in our experiment find
their root in debatable concept relations from ConceptNet, or
absent concepts. Another lesson learned from ConceptNet is
the use of underscored words. Underscored words represent
complex concepts that are represented by composition of two
or more words by applying underscores, e.g.,
‘woman_wardrobe’ or ‘red_traffic_light’. Humans easily
recognize their (syntagmatic) structure, but putting such
understanding into (semiotic) rules is another matter
completely. Therefore, we decided to abandon their use
altogether, in order to stay away from potentially incorrect
expansion results from factually correct data such as
CapableOf(camper, shoe_away_bear) and PartOf(dress,
woman_wardrobe).
Finally, we have designed the experiment to score against
two ground truths, one for the semantic matching and one for
the image retrieval. They have the 100 queries in common,
and since we have only 20 queries for each query group
(Section VI.B) they also share their susceptibility to
annotation-induced
performance
variations.
We
acknowledge this weakness in our experiment, especially
since each annotation is performed by one individual each.
IX.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, applying semiotic relations in query
expansion over an external, generic knowledge base,
contributes to a higher quality semantic match between
query concepts and classifier labels, and also significantly
improves image retrieval performance compared to a
baseline with only synonym expansions. The type of query

and the type of application prescribe the type of semiotic
methods that should be considered for semantic matching.
The indiscriminate use of all available relations that are
present in the external knowledge base potentially hurts
performance of the image retrieval part. The same approach
for the semantic matching surprisingly outperformed the
dedicated semiotic methods, although we have strong
reasons to believe this effect is rooted in coincidental flaws
in the knowledge base of choice. The experiment results also
confirmed that the semantic gap that is experienced within
CBIR consists of two cascading parts, and that little is gained
overall when improvements address one part only. Finally,
although multiple relations from the external knowledge base
have been mapped onto one single semiotic method that at
best approximates the semantics of the underlying relations,
it is above doubt that semiotic coherence emerges in the
otherwise non-semiotic semantic network that the external
knowledge base represents. We have shown that this
semiotic coherence can be employed to improve the
semantic capability of a software system.
In future research, it is advisable to explore the
effectiveness of these semiotic structures on other knowledge
bases, containing either generic or domain-specific
knowledge, in order to further evaluate the true genericity of
this semiotic approach. Specifically related to ConceptNet it
may be worthwhile to investigate appropriate (semiotic)
ways to handle complex concepts (underscored words) in
order to disclose their knowledge and improve query
expansion.
Inclusion of more classifiers, including better color
classifiers, and more classifier types, such as action
classifiers and object relation classifiers, will improve the
significance of the outcome of the experiments as well as the
applicability of the expansion methods.
Furthermore, it would be interesting to conduct research
into the influence of other semiotic structures, such as the
semiotic square about contradictions, expressing relations
that are also available in external databases, e.g., negated
concepts and antonyms.
Additionally, it would be beneficial to measure image
retrieval performance using relevance feedback from an end
user on the found classifier labels by ConceptNet. For
instance, our use of paradigms is completely unaware of the
intentions of the end user and therefore might wrongly
exclude a specific set of paradigmatic concepts. This can be
easily corrected by adding context of use through relevance
feedback.
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Abstract—Proposed face recognition in this paper is a block
based approach. Gabor magnitude-phase centrally symmetric
local binary pattern has been used to extract directional texture
characteristics of face at different spatial frequencies. Centrally
symmetric local binary pattern is applied on the sub-blocks of
magnitude and phase responses of Gabor images, which is the
important contribution of the proposed work. Sparse classifier
is employed as local classifier to find the sub-blocks class labels.
We have evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithm
on AR and ORL databases. In real world scenarios, partial face
images are available to recognize the identity of an unknown
individual. By comparing the recognition accuracy on the
recognition results of image sub-blocks, we find the location and
size of the most effective face sub-region for identification.
Moreover, Chi-Square weighted fusion of image sub blocks at
decision level leads to significantly improved recognition
accuracy. We also evaluate the performance of the proposed
algorithm in the presence of incomplete information for low
resolution and occluded images.
Keywords-face recognition; block based; effective subregion;
partial image; incomplete information.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Face recognition is widely used as a biological
identification technique which is applied to recognize an
unknown individual by analyzing and comparing their facial
image to the available database of known identities. It has a
wide range of applications such as social networking, access
control, forensic images, surveillance cameras, and law
enforcement [1]. The accuracy of face recognition is affected
by challenging conditions due to partial occlusion, low
resolution, poor illumination, head pose variation, facial
expression and blur effect. In recent years, many identification
techniques were proposed in order to increase the accuracy of
face recognition versus degrading conditions [1]. In holistic
based approaches the whole face area is employed to extract
features and deciding on the identity label. A robust image
representation against occlusion and illumination variation
was proposed in [2] using the combination of subspace
learning and cosine-based correlation approach, which was
applied on the orientation of gradient. However, local based
techniques by dividing image into sub-regions and fusion of
the extracted features or classification results, leads to
robustness against variations in the appearance. Local Gabor
binary pattern histogram (LGBPH) technique was proposed in
[3], where the local binary pattern (LBP) histograms of subblocks of Gabor magnitude images were combined. Different

sub-blocks were differentiated in concatenation of features, by
assigning a Kullback–Leibler divergence (KLD) weight to the
corresponding sub-blocks. In [4] a block-based face
recognition technique was proposed by extracting uniform
LBP histograms. The results of local nearest neighbour
classifiers were combined using an entropy weighted decision
fusion to reduce the effect of sub-blocks with less information
content. Local phase quantization (LPQ) and multi-scale LBP
were applied on the proposed gradient based illumination
insensitive representation of image sub-blocks in [5].
Weighted fusion at score and decision level found the identity
of unknown individuals. In [6] the gray values of pixels in
image sub-regions were concatenated and class specific multi
sub-region based correlation filter bank technique (MS-CFB)
was calculated for the training samples and test images. Local
polynomial approximation (LPA) filter and directional scale
optimization was proposed in [7]. LBP directional images
were divided into sub-blocks at four levels. Finally, linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) was applied on the concatenation
of local histograms at four levels. Nevertheless, some facial
areas that contain non-discriminative information can be
excluded in the recognition process and computational
complexity is reduced by analyzing fewer image sub-blocks
instead of the whole face area [1]. We need to find the most
effective sub-image to identify an unknown individual. This
technique is very effective when some parts of the face are
occluded by an external object. In some application, such as
images acquired by surveillance cameras or forensic images,
we have incomplete information from low resolution or partial
face images. In some cases only a partial image of the face
with a small amount of discriminative information is
available. The proposed approach in [8] addressed partial face
recognition using an alignment-free combination of multikeypoint descriptors (MKD) and sparse representation-based
classification (SRC). A set of MKDs were applied on images
in the gallery set and a partial probe image was represented as
a sparse linear combination of gallery dictionary.
This paper is built upon our proposed work in [1].
However, in this work, we proposed a weighted fusion
technique to differentiate the effect of image sub regions on
the identification decision based on their discriminative
effectiveness. The image is divided into sub-blocks and the
proposed face recognition technique, which is shown in Fig.
1, is applied on local areas. The size and location of the most
effective area of the face in identification process has been
investigated through the experiments on four different
databases. We proposed Gabor magnitude-phase centrally
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed face recognition technique [1].

symmetric local binary pattern (GMP-CS-LBP) technique as
feature extractor based on the symmetry in a local area around
image pixels [1, 9]. In order to include the magnitude and
phase information of the local characteristics of face, which
are insensitive against appearance changes, we have applied
texture descriptor on the magnitude and phase responses of
Gabor images. The extracted features are concatenated for
each image sub-block. Sparse classifier is employed on image
sub-regions to find the local class labels [1]. In this paper, we
propose a weighted majority voting (MV) scheme, which
combines local decisions. The Chi-Square (CSQ) distance
measurement [10] of the histograms of image sub blocks is
applied as the local weights. We also evaluate the performance
of the proposed technique in the presence of incomplete
information due to low resolution and partial occlusion.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
configuration of feature extraction technique is explained in
detail. Section III describes the classification approach.
Section IV provides the experimental results. The paper is
concluded in Section V.
II.

FEATURE EXTRACTION

The proposed GMP-CS-LBP feature extraction in this
paper is the fusion of magnitude and phase information of
Gabor coefficients. Configuration of the proposed feature
extraction technique is shown in Fig. 1 [1].
A. Gabor Filter
Gabor filter extracts the characteristics of signal at
different scales and orientations, which resembles the
mammalia response of vision cells. In order to acquire
directionally selective local properties of a face image at
various spatial frequencies, which are invariant against
appearance changes due to expression and illumination
variations, 2-D Gabor filters at 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 scales and 𝑂𝑚𝑎𝑥
orientaions are convolved by image [1]. Gabor filters are

obtained as follows by ranging the spatial scale 𝑠 from 1 to
𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 and orientation 𝑜 from 1 to 𝑂𝑚𝑎𝑥 [11, 12],
𝜓𝑠,𝑜 (𝑥, 𝑦) =

2
𝑞𝑜,𝑠

𝜎2

.𝑒

−(

𝑧2 𝑞2
𝑠,𝑜
)
2𝜎2

. [𝑒

(𝑗𝑧𝑞𝑠,𝑜 )

−𝑒

𝜎2
)
2

(−

],

(1)

where 𝑞𝑠,𝑜 = 𝑞𝑠 exp(𝑗𝜃𝑜 ) = [𝜋⁄2(√2)𝑠 ] exp(𝑗𝜋 𝑜⁄8) (in
this paper, we defined 5 scales and 8 orientations). 𝑧 = (𝑥, 𝑦),
and 𝜎 = 2𝜋 [11, 12]. The magnitude and phase responses of
Gabor filtered image are shown in Fig. 1 [1].
B. Centrally Symmetric Local Binary Pattern (CS-LBP)
One of the most powerful local descriptors where the
texture information are analysed by comparing the intensity
value of local texture in a small neighbourhood and supress
the monotonic offset of neighbour pixels is local binary
pattern (LBP) analysis. LBP is a very fast technique and easy
to execute [9, 12]. In a circular neighbourhood with radius R
and P neighbours around each image pixel, we compared the
neighbours with the centre pixel and depending on the sign of
their difference a 1 or 0 value (for positive difference or
negative difference, respectively) is assigned to the
corresponding neighbours. Therefore, a P-bit binary pattern is
associated with the centre pixel. Thus, for image pixels we
have decimal values ranging from 0 to 2P , which are used to
construct a histogram of 2P -bin as the texture features. We can
reduce the number of histogram bins, which decreases the size
of extracted features by employing the symmetry in the local
area around each pixel. In centrally symmetric LBP (CS-LBP)
technique [9], the centre symmetric pairs of neighbours are
compared instead of comparing each of them with the centre,
as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, the range of decimal values is
reduced to 0 − 2(P⁄2) and the stability of the extracted features
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(3)

𝑔 = [𝑔1 , 𝑔2 , 𝑔3 , … , 𝑔𝑀 ].
𝑔

𝑔

𝑔

𝑔

(4)

𝑔𝑖 = [𝑓1 , 𝑓2 , 𝑓3 , … , 𝑓𝑁 ].

Where g is gallery dictionary, which is including all gallery
samples in the database. 𝑔𝑘 is matrix of 𝑘 𝑡ℎ class of subject,
𝑔
which consists of gallery feature vectors as its columns (𝑓𝑘 is
𝑡ℎ
the feature vector of the 𝑘 sample in 𝑔𝑘 ), where 𝑀 and 𝑁
are the number of classes and gallery samples per class,
respectively. Therefore, using the matrix of gallery dictionary
and a coefficient vector we can define the feature vector of a
probe sample as a linear combination as follows [1, 13],

Figure 2. Calculation of CS-LBP for a pixel at (𝑢, 𝑣) [1].

against flat texture is increased. The calculation of decimal
value associated with the binary patterns is as follows [1, 9],
(𝑃⁄2)−1

𝐶𝑆𝐿𝐵𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑐 (𝑢, 𝑣) = ∑ 𝐹 (𝐼𝑙 − 𝐼𝑙+(𝑃⁄ ) ) 2𝑙 ,
2

𝑙=0

1

𝑥 ≥ 𝑇ℎ.

0

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒.

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝐹(𝑥) = {

(2)

(𝑢, 𝑣) is the position of centre pixel and 𝐼𝑙 is the intensity
value of l𝑡ℎ neighbor of the centre. R and P are 1 and 8 in this
paper. In order to increase the stability against flat areas, the
intensity differences between centre symmetric pairs are
compared to a threshold value (𝑇ℎ) greater than 0, which is
used as threshold in LBP technique [9]. The value that is
assigned as threshold is defined in the following section [1].
C. Local GMP-CS-LBP Histograms
In order to employ magnitude and phase information
simultaneously, CS-LBP technique is applied on the
magnitude and phase responses of Gabor images at different
scales and orientations. However, the threshold value in (2) is
different for comparing magnitude or phase information.
Through the exhaustive search, in this paper we employ 0.1
as the magnitude threshold and 90° as phase threshold.
Following by calculation of the binary patterns and the
corresponding decimal values of image pixels and
constructing histograms, the 2(P⁄2) -bin magnitude and phase
histograms are concatenated [1].
Furthermore, to find the most effective sub region of face
image on the identification accuracy, we divide Gabor images
into rectangular non overlapping sub blocks of 𝑚 × 𝑛 pixels.
By concatenating the histograms of magnitude and phase
responses of all scales and orientations of Gabor responses,
we obtain a histogram of 2(P⁄2)+1 × 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥 × 𝑂𝑚𝑎𝑥 bins for
each image sub region [1].
III.

SPARSE CLASSIFICATION

Local classifiers are based on the sparsest representation
of the probe sample using the combination of corresponding
gallery samples of the same class label [13]. Image samples,
which are belonging to the same individual, lie on a linear
subspace [1].

𝑝

(5)

𝑓𝑖 = 𝑔. 𝐵.

Where 𝐵 = [0,0, … ,0, 𝛽1𝑘 , 𝛽2𝑘 , … , 𝛽𝑁𝑘 , 0,0, … ,0] and 𝛽𝑗𝑘 is the
𝑗𝑡ℎ coefficient corresponding to the 𝑘 𝑡ℎ class. The sparsest
representation of probe sample can be achieved, if only the
coefficients associated with class label of the probe sample are
non-zero. Those coefficients are calculated using the 𝑙1 -norm
solution of equation (5) and the identity label of the probe
sample as follows [1, 13].
(𝑙1 ):

𝐵̂1 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛‖𝐵‖1
IV.

𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑒 𝑓 𝑝 = 𝑔. 𝐵.

(6)

DECISION FUSION

In order to combine the local result on the image sub
blocks and come up with a final decision on the identity of the
unknown probe sample, majority voting scheme is applied as
the decision fusion strategy. The votes of the image sub blocks
are combined by adding up the local votes for each class of
subject. Finally, the class of identity with maximum total
votes is selected as the final decision [1].
V.

LOCAL WEIGHTING

In order to differentiate between the effects of image sub
blocks on the final decision on the identity of the probe
sample, local weights are calculated on image sub regions. In
this paper, we calculate the Chi-Square (CSQ) distance [10]
between the histograms of probe image sub blocks and the
local histograms in the class-prototype of corresponding class
of probe sub-block. The class-prototype (CP) image in the
proposed approach in this paper is the average image of all
gallery samples belonging to each class of subject as follows.
𝑁

𝑏
𝑊𝐶𝑆 (𝑃𝐼 𝑚 , 𝐶𝑃𝑚 ) = ∑𝑗=1

(𝑃𝐼𝑏𝑚 −𝐶𝑃𝑏𝑚 )2
𝑗

𝑗

𝐶𝑃𝑘 =

1
𝑁𝑘

𝑁

𝑘
∑𝑙=1
𝑔𝑘,𝑙 ,

𝑗

𝑃𝐼𝑏𝑚 +𝐶𝑃𝑏𝑚

.

(7)

𝑗

𝑘 = 1, 2, … , 𝑁𝑐 .

(8)

Where 𝑃𝐼𝑏𝑚𝑗 and 𝐶𝑃𝑏𝑚𝑗 are the 𝑗𝑡ℎ histogram bin in the 𝑚𝑡ℎ subblock of the probe image (PI) and class-prototype images,
respectively. 𝐶𝑃𝑘 is the class-prototype of 𝑘 𝑡ℎ class of subject.
𝑁𝑐 is the number of classes and 𝑁𝑘 is the number of gallery
samples belonging to 𝑘 𝑡ℎ class (𝑔𝑘,𝑙 ) [5].
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VI.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the performance of proposed face
recognition technique and effectiveness of image sub blocks
on the recognition accuracy, we adopt four popular AR, ORL,
LFW and FERET databases. We conduct four experiments
and apply the identification algorithm on the 128 × 128 pixel
images in the databases [1].
A. Face databases
 AR Database: AR face database includes 2600 images
of 100 individuals (50 men and 50 women) [14]. Each
subject has 26 images taken at two different sessions
in two weeks (13 images per session). The images in
the database are affected by illumination variation,
facial expression and partial occlusion. We have
employed non-occluded images in session 1 as gallery
set and non-occluded images in session 2 with
appearance changes in different time as probe set.
Sample images of one subject in AR database are
shown in Fig. 3a [1].
 ORL Database: Olivetti research lab (ORL) database
consists of 40 individuals with 10 images per subject
and appearance variation due to illumination changes,
different time of acquiring image, facial expressions
(open/close eyes and smiling/not smiling), up to 20
degree tilting and scales [15]. We randomly used 5
samples per individual in the gallery set and the
remaining 5 images per subject in the probe set. Thus,
we have 200 images per set. Figure 3b shows gallery
and probe image samples of one individual in ORL
database [1].
 LFW Database: Labeled faces in the wild (LFW)
database includes 13,233 web-downloaded images of
5749 individuals [16]. LFW-a is the aligned version
of LFW. Images are affected by pose and illumination
changes, occlusion, blur, low resolution, race and
aging effect in real-world scenarios. Some samples of
LFW-a images are shown in Fig. 3c. In this paper, we
randomly select 20 subjects with 12 images and less
than 30 degree pose variation. Gallery set consists of
the first half of 12 samples per individual ad probe set
includes the rest.
 FERET Database: The Face Recognition Technology
(FERET) program database [17] is a huge database
consists of 14,051 grayscale images in different
subsets based on various illumination, facial
expression and pose conditions. In this experiment,
we use subset ba, bj and bk of 200 individuals and one
images per subject in each subset. Subset ba includes
regular frontal images. Subset bj consists of
alternative frontal images corresponding to ba set.
Subset bk also contains frontal images corresponding
to ba but with different lighting conditions. 400
images in subsets bj and bk are used as the gallery set
and subset ba is the probe set. Fig. 3d shows some
samples of the probe images [5].

Figure 3. Sample images of one subject in (a) AR database, (b) ORL
database, (c) LFW database, (d) FERET database.

B. Partial Recognition Based on the Image Subblocks
In this experiment we employ the proposed face
recognition algorithm using an image sub-block at different
locations and sizes. In order to find the effective size of
selected sub-block, we find the accuracy of face recognition
versus block size, which is shown in Fig. 4. It is shown that
for all four databases, block size 32 × 16 pixels leads to the
highest recognition accuracy. The location of the sub-block is
near to the eye area. Fig. 5 shows the selected subregion for
AR, ORL, LFW and FERET databases [1].
C. Decision Fusion for Selected Size of Subblock
Based on the results of previous section, the highest
recognition accuracy is obtained at the block size of 32x16
pixels for four face databases. In this experiment, we
employed the most effective block size and apply CSQweighted majority voting scheme by adding up the votes of
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Figure 4. Recognition accuracy (%) of image subblocks for different
block sizes.

Figure 5. Location of the most effective image subregion: (a) AR
database, (b) ORL database, (c) LFW database, (d) FERET database.

D. Effect of Low Resolution
In this experiment, based on the results of previous
sections, we use the block size of 32x16 pixels for images of
size 128x128 pixels and apply the proposed face recognition
technique on image sub blocks and find the final decision
using majority voting scheme. We aimed to evaluate the effect
of low resolution images on the recognition accuracies of four
databases. In order to verify the effect of resolution, we
reduced the size of images from 128x128 to 64x64, 32x32,
16x16 and 8x8 pixels, respectively, and reduced the block
sizes, relatively. Figure 6 shows images of four adopted
databases at different resolutions. The recognition accuracy
versus the image size is illustrated in Fig. 7. Reducing the
resolution of images, degraded the accuracy of face
recognition. However, the proposed technique shows relative
stability against decreasing the resolution up to size of 32x32
pixels.
E. Effect of Partial Occlusion
In this experiment, we evaluated the effect of partial
occlusions on the face, which included non-facial information,
on the recognition accuracy. We conduct two experiments in
this section as follows.

Recognition Accuracy %

ORL

AR

LFW

FERET

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

128x128

64x64

32x32

16x16

8x8

Resolution (pixel)
Figure 7. Recognition accuracy (%) of image subblocks for different
block sizes.
TABLE I.
Figure 6. Sample images of four databases at different resolutions
(128x128, 64x64, 32x32, 16x16 and 8x8 pixels, respectively from left to
right): (a) AR database, (b) ORL database, (c) LFW database, (d) FERET
database.

local classification results of image sub-blocks and finding the
class label with maximum vote as the final decision. The result
of sub-blocks fusion is shown in Table I and compared to the
accuracy of other existing techniques, which shows the
effectiveness of the proposed face recognition technique.
However, by employing the recognition process using
only one sub-block of 32 × 16 pixels rather than the whole

RECOGNITION ACCURACY (%) OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS.

Block Size

Recognition Accuracy (%)
AR

ORL

LFW

FERET

LBP+MV [4]

93.42

95.50

63.81

95

CS-LBP+MV

80.42

91.50

53.33

56

LGBFR [5]

99

98

63.81

96.5

MS-CFB [6]

95

-

-

-

SADTF [7]

-

98.50

-

-

LCCR [18]
Proposed Method

95.86

98

-

-

99.42

98.50

72.38

95

(Decision Fusion
using weighted MV)
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VII. CONCLUSION

TABLE II.

RECOGNITION ACCURACY (%) OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS.
Method

Sunglasses

Scarf

E-GV-LBP-M[19]

47.22

82.78

E-GV-LBP-P[19]

44.07

86.67

SADT[20]

95.5

75

Proposed Method

88.83

97.17

(Decision Fusion using weighted MV)





Real occlusion: AR database contains occluded
images with sunglasses and scarf on the face, which
are real occlusions. Figure 8 shows some occluded
samples in AR database. We used gallery set of 200
images, by employing just two non-occluded images
per subject with neutral expression in sessions 1 and
2. Two probe sets of 600 images consist of 6 occluded
images per individual with scarf and 6 with sun
glasses from both sessions, respectively. Table II
shows the recognition accuracy of the proposed
approach compared to the previous works.
Unreal occlusion: In order to evaluate the
performance of the proposed approach in the presence
of incomplete information, we put a mandrill image
and a black box at random positions on the images of
the probe set of LFW database and varied the size of
occlusion box form 0% to 90% of the complete image
size (128x128 pixels). The accuracy percentage of
identification versus the percentage of the occlusion
box coverage is shown in Fig. 9. Figure 10 shows
occluded images of one subject in the LFW database
with different size of occlusion box. The recognition
breakdown point of the mandrill occlusion occurs at
50% of the occlusion coverage while for the black box
it occurs at 70% coverage, from where the
identification accuracy decreases drastically. This is
due to the fact that mandrill image contains facial
components similar to the human’s which leads to the
misclassification.

Mandrill

Recognition Accuracy %

Figure 8. Occluded images of one subject in AR database at two sessions.

A block based face recognition algorithm has been
proposed in this paper by dividing the magnitude and phase
responses of Gabor filtered images. CS-LBP is applied on
image sub-blocks and concatenation of local histograms at
different scales and orientations gives the features of image
sub-regions. Weighted majority voting is applied to combine
the local decisions, made by sparse classifiers, which leads to
the final decision on the identification of unknown
individuals. Chi-square distance measurements are adopted as
the local weights. The proposed approach outperforms the
previous works for AR, ORL, LFW and FERET databases.
Evaluating the recognition accuracy of different sub-regions
of the face images gives the size and location of the most
effective local area, which reduces computational complexity
up to 2.5% and is very close the eyes area [1]. Moreover, the
performance of proposed technique is verified versus the
presence of incomplete information by resolution reduction
and partial real and unreal occlusion. Reducing the resolution
of images, degrades the accuracy of face recognition.
However, the proposed technique shows relative stability
against decreasing the resolution up to size of 32x32 pixels
and the reduction in the identification accuracy is not
noticeable. The proposed technique outperforms the previous
works for real occlusion by scarf and sunglasses on images in
the AR database. Based on the results partial recognition
experiment, eyes area is the most effective sub region.
Covering the eyes area by sunglasses leads to more reduction
in the recognition accuracy. In addition, for artificial
occlusion, occluding the image by more than 70% of the face
area with black box and more than 50% with mandrill image,
reduces the identification accuracy drastically.
Although the recognition results in the presence of
incomplete information are impressive, further research to
improve the applicability of the proposed technique to more
challenging scenarios is required. Moreover, adopting other
weighting techniques in the decision fusion to reduce the
effect of undesirable regions is a possible direction to extend
this work.
Black-Box

70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
Occlusion Coverage %

Figure 9. Recognition accuracy (%) of image subblocks for different
block sizes.
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Figure 10. Recognition accuracy (%) of image subblocks for different block sizes.
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Abstract— Network virtualization is one of the most promising
technology for the data centers. It was innovated to use the
network resources efficiently by evaluating new protocols and
services on the same hardware. This paper presents a virtual
distributed architecture for virtualized data centers. This
architecture group virtual machines according to their service
types. Further, it deploys an abstraction layer for each group
that helps in managing, controlling, and maintaining the group.
An abstraction layer and a group of virtual machines together
form a cluster. This abstraction layer offers several advantages,
however, in this work, we considered network update cost
when recovering from failures as a parameter of evaluation.
Simulation results prove that the proposed architecture can
detect and replace failed machines (virtual and physical) with
low costs in comparison with the centralized approaches.

Virtualization is not a new concept. It is widely used to
enhance the performance of DCs. With virtualization, we can
create multiple logical Virtual Machines (VMs) on a single
server to support multiple applications. These VMs takes the
computation away from servers. VMware [13] and Xen [14]
are two famous VMs proposed. However, virtualization of
DC Networks (DCNs) aims at creating multiple Virtual
Networks (VNs) at the top of a physical network [4].
Separation of VN/VNs from DCN offers several advantages,
e.g., it allows to introduce customized network protocols and
management policies. It lets concurrent applications run at
the same underlying DCN and also help in securing the DC.
On the other hand, without virtualization, we are limited to
place a VM and also are limited in replacing or moving it.

Keyword-network virtualization; service clusters; network
failures; virtual data center network architecture; infrastructure
for cloud applications; abstraction of virtual resources.

VN, a primary entity in NV, is a combination of active
and passive network elements (nodes and links) lies on top
of a physical network. Virtual nodes are interconnected
through virtual links, forming a virtual topology. With node
and link virtualization, multiple VN topologies can be
created and co-hosted on the same physical hardware. This
virtualization introduces an abstraction that allows network
operators to manage and modify networks in a highly
flexible and dynamic way.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This article is an extended version of our previous work
[1]. It presents an architecture named Abstraction Layer
based Service Clusters (AL-SC); in which virtual resources
are grouped in clusters of various service types. Each cluster
is managed and controlled by an Abstraction Layer (AL),
which is a key element of this architecture and distinguishes
it from the existing architectures. Deploying an AL offers
several advantages to the virtual architecture; however, in
this work we only evaluated the network update cost.
Network Virtualization (NV) [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] is one of
the most promising technologies for the data centers (DCs).
Introduced as a mean to evaluate new protocols and services
[7]. It is already being actively used in research test-beds
like G-Lab [8] or 4WARD [9], applied in distributed cloud
computing environments [10]. Now, it is seen as a tool to
overcome the obstacles of the current internet to fundamental
changes. As such, NV can be thought of as an inherent
component of the future inter architecture [11]. For DCs, it
works as a backbone technology and let concurrent
applications execute on a single hardware. Today, NV
approaches are even applied in the telecommunication
market, e.g., Open-Flow [12].

NV was envisioned to provide several features to the
underlying infrastructure, e.g., scalability, flexibility,
bandwidth improvement, etc. However, the existing virtual
architectures provide only one or two features at a time. To
enable the maximum features of NV for underlying
architecture, in this paper, we propose AL-SC for DCs. The
proposed architecture has two design aspects. First, it groups
the VMs according to the service type they offer, e.g. VMs
offering Map-reduce services can be grouped together. Note
that, the number of services in an environment is defined by
the network operator. Second, in order to manage, control,
and monitor each groups, an AL is formed. It consists of a
subset of VN switches that are separated with identifiers. A
particular group of VMs and its’ corresponding AL forms an
SC. To the best of our knowledge, AL-SCs is the first
proposed architecture that can be used in the service
orchestration in the future.
An AL provides control to its cluster resources.
Moreover, the number of switches in an AL are also
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variable. Due to these, ALs offer several advantages to the
architecture of AL-SC like scalability, flexibility, better
management and control, etc. We have discussed some of
these features in our previous works [1] [15]. In this work,
we evaluated the effectiveness of AL-SC in terms of network
update cost such as when recovering from network failures,
e.g., VM or server failures. Evaluation results prove that ALSC requires low cost in comparison with the centralized
virtual approaches. Though, we believe that AL-SC performs
better than the existing distributed approaches also, e.g.,
adaptive VN [16]; however, in this work, we did not provide
the comparison.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section
Ⅱ, we presented the background of FI model and related
works of the paper. In Section Ⅲ, we discuss the overview,
topology and a few other concepts of AL-VC. Section Ⅳ
includes the mechanism to construct ALs. Section Ⅴ
includes our evaluation and Section 6 concludes the paper.
II.

RELATED WORKS

DCs have gained a significant attention and rapid growth
in both scale and complexity and are acting as a backbone
for the cloud applications [17]. Companies like Amazon EC.
[18], Microsoft Azure [19], Facebook [20], and Yahoo [21]
routinely use DCs for storage, search, and computations. In
spite of their importance, architecture of today’s DCs is far
from being ideal due to following limitations:


No Performance Isolation: Traditional DCs work as a
single network and provide only best-effort solutions
without performance isolation, which is required in
modern cloud applications.



Inflexibility of the Network: Due to non-flexible nature
of traditional DCs, it is difficult to introduce new
protocols or services. It leads to the minimal usage of
the infrastructure.



Limited Management: In the growing cloud application
market, owners want control and need to manage the
communication fabric for load-balancing, security, fault
diagnosis, etc. However, the current architectures do
not provide this flexibility.



Less Cost-effective: Current DCs do not provide the
support for multiple protocols. Applications usually
require to migrate their management policies, VMs, and
with the lack of support, the current infrastructure is not
cost effective.



Internet Ossification [22] [23]: The current Internet
infrastructure is owned by a large number of providers,
it is impossible to adopt a new architecture without the
agreement of these stakeholders. Without consensus,

any initiative to improve Internet services will be
difficult in nature and limited in scope.
NV is seen as a solution to all these problems.
Virtualization of DCs resolves above mentioned issues, on
the other hand, they are required to manage the physical
infrastructure in the best possible ways. In literature, several
solutions proposed for purpose. We will discuss the most
relevant ones in this work. In [13], the authors surveyed on
the importance of virtualization to improve flexibility,
scalability, and resource utilization for data center networks.
Whereas, MobileFlow [24] introduces carrier-grade
virtualization in EPC. Diverter [25] is a software based
network virtualization approach that does not configure
switches or routers. It logically partition IP networks for
better accommodations of applications and services. VL2
[26] is a data center network architecture that aims at
achieving flexibility in resource allocation. In VL2, all
servers belonging to a tenant share a single addressing space
regardless of their physical location meaning that any server
can be assigned to any tenant.
SecondNet [27] focused on providing bandwidth
guarantees among VMs in a multi-tenant virtualized DC. It
assumes a VDC (Virtual Data Cluster) manager that created
VDCs. This work achieves high scalability by moving
information about bandwidth reservation from switches to
hypervisors. It also allows resources to be dynamically
allocated and removed from VDCs.
Another VN
architecture, CloudNaas [28] provides support for deploying
and managing enterprise applications in the clouds. It relies
on OpenFlow forwarding [12]. CloudNaas provides several
techniques to reduce the number of entries required in each
switch. CloudNaaS also supports online mechanisms for
handling failures and changes in the network policy
specification by re-provisioning the VDCs. In NetLord [29],
a tenant wanting to run a Map-Reduce task might simply
need a set of VMs that can communicate via TCP. On the
other hand, a tenant running a three-tier Web application
might need three different IP subnets, to provide isolation
between tiers. Or a tenant might want to move VMs or entire
applications from its own datacenter to the cloud, without
needing to change the network addresses of the VMs.
PolyVine [30] and adaptive VN [16] are two more worth
discussing distributed approaches. Polyvine embeds end to
end VNs in decentralized manners. Instead of technical, it
resolves the legal issues among infrastructure providers. In
adaptive VNs [16], every server is supposed to have an
agent. Each server agent communicates with another to make
local decisions. This approach is expensive and needs
additional hardware.
All the above mentioned approaches are usually
application specific and discuss one objective at a time.
There is hardly any approach that enable set of NV features
to the underlying infrastructure. AL-SC tends to fill this wide
and provides several features, some of them are discussed
below.
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Scalability and Flexibility: Due to the distributed
nature, SCs are easy to manage, monitor, and update.
Each cluster can be managed independently without
interrupting the operation of the network.



Facilitate service chaining: Network Service Chaining
(NSC) [31] [32], an emerging direction in NV, can be
easily implemented on our service clusters.



Increase network administration control: In Software
Defined Networking (SDN) environments, where users
need to have the control of the network to write the
applications. Having ALs can help the network
manager to hide underlying infrastructure.



Efficient Query Allocation: Another advantage of
service clustering is that it can save the search and
allocation time of Virtual Network Requests (VNRs).
When virtual resources are exclusively grouped in
clusters, VNRs can quickly find their desired VMs.

Note that, some of these features of AL-SC are discussed
in our previous works and some we plan to discuss in the
future.

A. Architectual Overview
Service Clusters (SCs) are more desirable than physical
DCs because the resource allocation to VC can be rapidly
adjusted as users; requirements change with time [27]. In
DCs, two servers providing similar service have high data
correlation in comparison with servers providing different
service [28]. This property is also reflected in their VMs. In
other words, in order to execute one VNR, two machines
(servers/VMs) offering similar services are likely to interact
with each other more. Therefore, one motivation behind
grouping VMs into SCs is to save the VNR allocation time.
Logical representation of AL-SC is shown in Figure 1, where
a DCN is virtualized into VCs of different service types, i.e.,
VC of Social Networking Services (SNSs), VC of Web
services, VC of map-reduce, etc. This architecture can be
implemented in several other ways. For example, in the
environment where a single or multiple virtualized DCN are
owned by multiple network operators. In that case, each
operator can manage, control, and modify its own virtual
resources in the shape of SCs. Classification of clusters
according to the service or traffic type can be used in service
orchestration in the future.
B. Topology

III.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

This section discusses the overview of AL-SC. This work
does not contain any VN mapping algorithm. However, the
algorithm can be adopted from the literature, e.g., [33] [34]
[35]. In [33] a VN mapping algorithm is provided that maps
the VNs to underlying physical network in distributed and
efficient manners. In [34] VN mapping algorithm also meet
the bandwidth demands. There are many other algorithms
exists in the literature. Any of that can serve the purpose.
Therefore, in this work, we assume that VMs are already
mapped at the hosts. Table Ⅰ includes the list of the
abbreviations used in this paper.
TABLE I.
Acronym
AL-SC
AL
NV
DC
VM
DCN
VN
VM
SDN
VNR
SC
SNS
NM
OPS
NSC

Ideally, VN topology should be constructed in a way that
it achieves minimum energy consumption and larger
bandwidth without delay. Minimum energy consumption can
be achieved by minimizing the active number of ports and
constructing energy efficient routes. Larger bandwidth can
be achieved by adding virtual links in the VN and by
managing traffic efficiently. Delay can be improved by using
efficient routes and by processing data faster at switches. We
argue that the proposed architecture has potential to provide
all these features.

Virtual
Network

USED ABBREVIATIONS

Descriptions
Abstraction Layer based Service Clusters
Abstraction Layer
Network Virtualization
Data Center
Virtual Machine
Data Center Network
Virtual Network
Virtual Machine
Software Defined Networking
Virtual Network Request
Service Cluster
Social Networking Service
Network Manager
Optical Packet Switch
Network Service Chain

SC of
SNSs
SC of
Web
Services

…..
DCN
Figure 1. Overview of AL-SC.
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topology, we would like to discuss the communication
pattern in this architecture. Categorically, this
communication is divide into two as:
Intra-cluster Communication: Communication is intracluster when the destination VMs service type is the same as
sender VM, which means it exists in the same SC. Most of
the intra-cluster communication consists of small, but a large
number of queries. AL- SC provides shorter routes to this
traffic to reduce latency.
Local switches of the
corresponding AL of the particular cluster can interact with
each other to find the destination VM, as shown in Figure 4.
Figure 2. Construction of VN.

Connectivity of AL-SC is presented in Figure 2, where
all the servers in a server rack are connected to one Top-ofthe-Rack (TOR) switch. Each server is hosting multiple
VMs. In the core of the network, to construct virtual links,
we use Optical Packet Switches (OPSs). TOR switches
produce electronic packets and they need to be converted
into optical packets before sending over the optical domain
of the network. Optical packets will be converted back to the
electronic packets before forwarding to the TOR switches.
This electronic/optical/electronic conversion is costly and
should be reduced to increase the network performance. To
read further on this, readers are suggested to read [36].
In AL-SC, every VM is connected to multiple OPSs.
OPS that joins a particular AL can have four possible types
of connections, namely: 1. with TOR switches, 2. with VMs
of local cluster, 3. with OPSs of local AL, and 4. with OPSs
of VN that are not part of its local AL. In Figure 3, we also
presented the block diagram of this connectivity and as well
the logical construction of AL-SC. After defining the

Inter-cluster communication: Communication is intercluster when the destination VM belongs to another SC. This
communication is usually less common than an intra-cluster.
On the other hand, it generates a huge amount of traffic,
hence, require high bandwidth, e.g., VM migration.
Providing higher bandwidth is one of the characteristics of
optical domain. Therefore, we construct optical paths in the
VN as shown in Figure 4. We also have allocated a set of
switches in an AL to handle inter-cluster traffic. Handling
most of the queries (intra-cluster) within a cluster will
motivate to providing dedicated paths for inter-cluster traffic.
C. Optical Packet Switches
Proposed topology can be constructed using packet
switches. However, in order to achieve higher bandwidth
with small energy consumption, we use OPS [37]. We
modified the structure of OPS proposed by Urata et al. [38]
as shown in Figure 5, where OPS is constructed of multiple
wavelengths. Optical packets from other OPSs are demultiplexed into optical signals of each wavelength. After
label processing, these packets are relayed to the destination
port. A shared buffer is constructed of CMOS. It stores the
packets in case of collision or when packets received from

Figure 4. Communication in AL-SC.
Figure 3. AL-SC Topology.
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To construct an AL, VMs of every cluster selects the
minimum subset of OPSs that connects them. This approach
first selects the OPSs with highest connections and then
OPSs with second highest connections and so on until all the
VMs are connected. Finally, the subset of OPSs that covers
all the VMs of a cluster will be declared as its AL. Switches
of an AL will be differentiated from other OPSs of VN with
the respective cluster ID. Information of these switches such
as switch ID and IP addresses is forwarded to all the VMs.
This procedure is repeated for every cluster until all the
clusters have an AL.

Figure 5. Structures of Optical Packet switch.

TOR switches. Packets from TOR switches are aggregated,
stored in the buffer, and relayed to OPSs after parallel-toserial conversion. Similarly, optical packets that need to be
forwarded to TOR switches are converted to electronic
packets. In simple words, this switch converts electronic
packets to optical and vice versa. Detailed topology of ALSC is explained in the next section.
D. Network Manager (NM)
A central NM is one of the most important entities, which
is responsible for the operation of AL-SC. It decides the
number of SCs, size of SCs, SC formation logic, and how
they are mapped to the underlying DCN. Moreover, it also
manages the physical resources like servers, VMs, links, etc.
NM is responsible for VC formation and deletion. It also
assigns each SC with a unique SCID and IP address.
However, controlling and managing the cluster after creation
is the job of its AL. In the future, ALs can be controlled by
different application with the help of SDN. For address
isolation, every SC has its own IP address space.
IV.

ABSTRACTION LAYER

In the previous section, we presented the overview of
AL-SC and highlighted its design aspects. In this section, we
would like to present the AL construction algorithm.
A. Construction of an AL
The basic idea behind the construction of an AL is
logically assigning a subset of the OPSs to a particular group
of VMs. Group of VMs and an AL together is called a
cluster in this work. In an AL, we assume every OPS knows
the topology of its cluster, such as locations of VMs and their
connections.

Selecting switches with maximum connections reduce
the number of switches in an AL, which will help in filtering
and aggregating the traffic. On the other hand, it will
increase the overhead at certain switches and will result in
congestion. For that, we need to make sure that an AL has
significant number of switches to handle congestion and to
meet the required bandwidth demand. To meet these
challenges, more refined algorithms are planned to be
proposed in the future. The detailed mechanism of the
current algorithm is as follows:
Step 1: As mentioned earlier, we assume that VMs are
already mapped to servers and are grouped into clusters
according to their service types. After this grouping, they
connect themselves to the switches of VN. These
connections can be established randomly or based on a
specific criterion. In this work, we use random approach
shown in Figure 6. The selection probability of the OPSs of
AL is based on the distance, in which, we have

Pi 

Ri
 jd j

(1)

Where
Pi = probability of selecting switches vsi
dj = distance of switches from VM
Step 2: Each VM sends a list of the OPSs they connect to
the NM. Figure 7(a) shows this list.
Step 3: NM selects the minimum set of OPSs that cover
all VMs of a group. To explain this, let’s assume a graph G =
(V, E) with links li ≥ 0, where the objective is to find a

Let’s assume R consists of set of VMs
that has path to switches vsi є Nv
While there is an edge (u, v) where u є
R and v ∉ R
Add v to R

Figure 6. Switch selection criteria.
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TABLE II.
S1

S1

Number of Servers
Number of VMs
Max VM a server can host
Number of switches in AL
Number of clusters
DCN topology
Parameters

V1

V1
S2

S2
V2

V2

S3

S3
V3

V3

S4

S4

ENVIRONMENT
96
360
10
10 % of VM in the cluster
2, 4, 6, 8, and 10
FATREE
Average time and
Communication Cost

V4
S5

V4

S5

(a) Candidate set
V1= {S1, S2, S3}, V2= {S1, S2},
V3= {S3, S4}, and V4= {S5}

SC 1

SC 2

SC 3

(b) Final set
AL = {S1, S3, S5}

SC n

Virtual

AL-SC

Virtual Resources
Physical

Figure 7. Selection of an AL.

DCN Infrastructure

minimum subset of switches that covers all VMs. For this,
we apply the following condition to VMs

FAT tree

VL 2

B Cube

Others

Figure 8. Implementability of AL-SC.

Si =

0
1

if VM vsi is not covered
if VM vsi is covered

Objective function: minimize  l S for all vs
Figure 7(b) is the final minimum subset of the OPSs
required to form an AL for a cluster. These switches such as
S1, S2, and S3 in Figure 7(b), will be announced as an AL for
a cluster. S represent an OPS. These OPSs will be assigned
with SCID. In routing the traffic, OPSs in the intra-cluster
phase can be addressed with (SID, and IP address) and in
inter-cluster phase as (SID, SCID, and IP address).
Step 4: After selecting an AL, the remaining candidate
switches will be discarded and they continue being part of
the core of the VN.
This procedure is repeated until every cluster has an AL.
V.

EVALUATION

NV plays a crucial role for DCNs. Since last few years, it
is one of the most widely researched topics in cloud
computing. Several architectures and solutions proposed that
virtualize the physical resources. In all these works,
underlying physical topology of the DCN plays an important
role in the performance of virtual architectures as they
provide the real grounds. Most of the existing virtual
architectures are implementable on one or few topologies;
however, AL-SC can be implementable on several
topologies, such as B Cube, VL-2, FATTree, etc. It collects
virtual resources from the underlying topology and group
them according to the administrative logic as shown in the
Figure 8. However, for evaluation of AL-SC, we choose

FATTree [39] as underlying topology. In this work, we will
evaluate the network update cost of AL-VC in terms of
deletion or failure of VMs and in terms of addition of VMs.
The cost is measured in the number of messages and time
required. Therefore, we measured the communication cost in
terms of messages and time when VMs are added or deleted
in AL-SC architecture. Our evaluation environment is
presented in Table Ⅱ.
A. Network Update Cost in finding new VM
In this evaluation, we measured the time and
communication cost in order to find a new VM. Several
scenarios can be considered in this aspect. For example,
migration of a VM from one server to another or from one
cluster to another, failure or deletion of VM. In every
scenario, our algorithms consist of following steps:
VM Discovery Mechanism
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

A VM is considered failed or migrated when it is
not replying to the control messages of its AL.
AL informs all the VMs of its cluster about this
failure or movement with the ID of VM.
AL will request the server whose VM is failed to
host a new VM.
If the server does not have enough resources to host
a new VM, it will send attributes of the failed VM
to the AL.
AL will request other servers that have the
resources to host new VM.
Servers will send the attributes of candidate VMs to
AL.
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vii.
viii.

AL will select the server that has VM with the
attributes most closed to fail VM.
Finally, the failed VM will be replaced with a new
VM.

The attributes of the requested VM can be represented as:




Non-functional (NF) attributes of the two VMs can be
calculated by the following dissimilarity metrics.
r
r
 lr 1 ij dis ij
dism (i , j ) 
r
 lr 1 ij


(3)

Where
l is the number of NF attributes
disij rdenotes the dissimilarity of VM i and j related to



δijr expresses the coefficients of the NF attributes of
machines i and j.

In Figure 9, we measured the time required to replace a
VM. In this evaluation, we consider three cases: the best,
average, and the worst. In all three cases, we only measured
the response time of machines in order to replace the VM.
Whereas in Figure 10 represents the communication cost in
terms of the number of messages required for this
replacement. From these figures, we can see that an
increased number of clusters decrease the average time and
communication cost. This is because the number of
participating entities in finding a new VM decrease. The
increasing number of clusters helps in improving the
performance of our algorithm. On the other hand, too many
clusters may result in increased overhead, hence, a trade-off
exists.
In Figure 11, we measure the time to replace the multiple
failed VMs. The detection mechanism will remain same as
mentioned above. It is clearly seen that performance of ALSC significantly better than the centralized approach.
Without SCs, NM has a lot of workload as a result of
multiple failure detection and replacements. In case of ALSC, each AL can run this mechanism locally the VM
discovery procedure to find the new VMs with less
overhead.

In Figures 9, 10, and 11, we evaluated the performance of
AL-SC in detecting and replacing failed or migrated
VM/VMs. To measure the performance of our algorithm, we
constructed various cluster sizes in the network, e.g., 2, 4, 6,
8, and 10. Since we have no distributed control in the
centralized approach, therefore, the detection of VMs will
happen at the NM. For that, the central entity exchanges
messages with all participating servers to discover a new
server to host the new VM. However, in AL-SC this
mechanism is executed within the cluster, i.e., on its AL. AL
requires the fewer of messages and less time to find a new
VM in comparison with centralized scheme.

Figure 10. Communication Cost require in replacing the failed VM.

Figure 9. Time required to replace the failed VM.

Figure 11. Average time required to replace the failed VMs.
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IV.

B. Addition of VM
The architecture of AL-SC supports the addition of new
VMs. In Figure 12, we evaluated the time required to add a
new VM in the best, the average, and the ideal modes. The
evaluation is conducted assuming no delay in the network.
From the results, it is clear that if we have more refined
clustering, i.e., more service types, it will help in saving the
time required to add a VM. The algorithm will be as follows.
I.
II.
III.

IV.
V.

A VM request NM with a join message.
NM collects the NF attributes of the VM and
matches it with the server attributes.
Server with the closest NF attributes will be
requested to host the VM. If the server resources are
limited, then the second closest NF server will be
requested. This will continue until the host server is
found.
After joining a server, the VM will request to join
the AL on the base of service type.
AL accepts the new VM and update its cluster
topology and send the joining message with the ID
of new VM to all existing VMs.

V.

Therefore, it informs the NM and asks for the
attributes of the failed server and its VMs. VMs
attributes are stored in both the NM and in the
hosting servers. However, server attributes can be
fetched only from the NM.
After receiving NF attributes, AL runs a local VM
discovery algorithm to find new hosts for the VMs
as explained before.

In AL-SC, if the failed servers and VMs belong to only
one cluster, it will not affect the operation of other clusters.
To evaluate the update cost, we assume that the failing server
was hosting three VMs that require new host now. The
update cost of finding new host/hosts for these VMs is
calculated in Figure 13 and 14, in which we can clearly see
that the cost decreases as the number of cluster increases. In
this evaluation, we assumed that all three VMs of the failing
servers were belonged to one SC. Let us consider the case
when VMs belongs to more than only one SC. In this
situation, average time to find new host will remain same;
however, the number of messages required, will increase as
the VM attribute matching algorithm will run in the multiple
SCs.

C. Network Update cost in terms of Server Failure
When a server fails, all the VMs hosted by that server
will be considered failed. Therefore, to keep the operation of
the SCs, new hosts for these VMs need to be found. The
procedure of discovery will be as follows
I.
II.
III.

If a VM does not respond to keep-alive messages,
AL considers it failed and contact with its server.
If the server also does not respond, AL assumes that
the server has failed.
As servers are physical resources of a DCN, an AL
does not keep the attributes of the server.
Figure 13. Average time to recover from a Server failure.

Figure 14. Communication cost require recovering from a server failure.
Figure 12. Time required to add a VM.
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In case, the servers of a particular SC have no more
resources to host new VMs, new servers will be requested
from the NM. NM request the infrastructure provider to
deploy new servers. They will be deployed in the
infrastructure by joining the non-Functional attributes of the
failing server. Attributes of the requested server can be
represented as follows.

[5]



[7]

VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

The existing infrastructure of the data centers has several
limitations. Network virtualization helps in overcoming these
limitations and enables the cloud applications for users. In
this paper, a distributed virtual architecture is proposed that
virtualizes data center into multiple service clusters
according to the service types exist in the network. Each
service cluster consists of a group of VMs and a group of
virtual switches called abstraction layer. An abstraction layer
is the subset of virtual network switches and offers several
features to the virtualized architecture. In this work, we only
evaluated the network update cost when the virtual or the
server machine fails. From the results, we can see that this
architecture requires less time and cost in detecting the
failures and recovering from them.

[6]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

We plan to extend this work in the multiple directions.
First, we will propose a more efficient mechanism for the
construction of abstract layer. Second, we will improve other
parameters, e.g., bandwidth with AL-SC. We also plan to
adopt this architecture in the network service chaining.

[13]
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Information systems of different types use various techniques to rank query answers. In such systems users are often
interested in the most important (top-k) and most preferred
query answers in the potentially huge answer space. Different
preference-based query languages have been defined to support
the bases for discriminating poor quality data and to express
user’s preference criteria on top-k [1][2][3].
The Skyline operator for example [4] has emerged as an
important and popular technique for searching the best objects
in multi-dimensional datasets. A Skyline query selects those
objects from a dataset D that are not dominated by any others.
An object p having d attributes (dimensions) dominates an
object q, if p is strictly better than q in at least one dimension
and not worse than q in all other dimensions, for a defined
comparison function. Without loss of generality, we consider
subsets of Rd in which we search for Skylines with respect to
(abbr. w.r.t.) the natural order ≤ in each dimension.
Example 1. The most cited example on Skyline queries is
the search for a hotel that is cheap and close to the beach.
Unfortunately, these two goals are conflicting as the hotels
near the beach tend to be more expensive. Table I presents a
sample dataset with its visualization in Figure 1. Each hotel is

represented as a point in the two-dimensional space of price
and distance to the beach. Interesting are all hotels that are
not worse than any other hotel in these both dimensions.
TABLE I. Sample dataset of hotels.
hotel

id
p1
p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
p7
p8
p9
p10

beach dist. (km)
2.00
1.25
0.75
0.50
0.25
1.75
1.10
0.75
1.60
1.50

price (e)
25
50
75
150
225
110
120
220
165
185

board
none
breakfast
half board
full board
full board
half board
breakfast
full board
half board
breakfast

The hotels p6 , p7 , p9 , p10 are dominated by hotel p3 . The
hotel p8 is dominated by p4 , while the hotels p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , p5
are not dominated by any other hotels and build the Skyline S.
From the Skyline, one can now make the final decision, thereby
weighing the personal preferences for price and distance.
Distance to the beach [km]

Abstract—The problem of Skyline computation has attracted
considerable research attention in the last decade. A Skyline query
selects those tuples from a dataset that are optimal with respect
to a set of designated preference attributes. However, the number
of Skyline answers may be smaller than required by the user, who
needs at least k. Given a dataset, a top-k Skyline query returns
the k most interesting elements of the Skyline query based on
some kind of user-defined preference. That said, in some cases,
not only the Pareto frontier is of interest, but also the stratum
behind the Skyline to get exactly the top-k objects from a partially
ordered set stratified into subsets of non-dominated tuples. In
this paper we present the concept of multi-level Skylines for
the computation of different strata and we discuss top-k Skyline
queries in detail. Our algorithms rely on the lattice structure
constructed by a Skyline query over low-cardinality domains. In
addition we present external versions of our algorithms such that
it is not necessary to store the complete lattice in main memory.
We demonstrate through extensive experimentation on synthetic
and real datasets that our algorithms can result in a significant
performance advantage over existing techniques.

2.0
1.5

p1

p6
p2

1.0
0.5
0.0

p9

p10

p7
p8

p3
Skyline
50

p4

100
150
Price [Euro]

p5
200

Figure 1. Skyline example.

Most of the work on Skyline computation has focused
on the development of efficient algorithms for preference
evaluation ([3] gives an overview). The most prominent algorithms are characterized by a tuple-to-tuple comparison-based
approach [4][5]. Based on this, several algorithms have been
published in the last decade, e.g., NN (Nearest Neighbor)
[6], BBS (Branch and Bound Skyline) [7], SFS (Sort-Filter
Skyline) [8], or LESS (Linear Elimination-Sort for Skyline)
[9], just to name a few.
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performance evaluation on synthetic and real datasets in Section VII. Section VIII contains related work, and Section IX
concludes our paper.

Example 2. In our example above maybe five hotels are not
1
enough, so we have to present the next stratum called Sml
(Skyline, multi-level 1, dashed line in Figure 2): p6 , p7 , p8 .
2
Also, the third best result set Sml
might be of interest: p9 , p10 .

II. S KYLINE Q UERIES R EVISITED
In this section, we revisit the problem of Skyline computation and shortly describe the Lattice Skyline approach, since
this is the basis of our algorithms.

Distance to the beach [km]

Unfortunately, the size of the Skyline S can be very small
(e.g., in low-dimensional spaces). Hence, a user might want to
see the next best objects behind the Skyline.

2.0
1.5

p1

p6
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1.0

p3
p4

0.5
0.0

p7

p9
2
Sml

p10

1
Sml
0
Sml

50

100
150
Price [Euro]

A. Skyline Queries
The aim of a Skyline query is to find the best objects in a
dataset D, i.e., S(D). More formally:

p8
p5

200

Figure 2. Multi-level Skylines.

Furthermore, in the presence of high-dimensional Skyline
spaces, the size of the Skyline S can still be very large, making
it unfeasible for users to process this set of objects [3]. Hence,
a user might want to see the top-k objects. That means a
maximum of k objects out of the complete Skyline set if
|S| >= k, or, for |S| < k, use the Skyline set plus the next
best objects such that there will be k results. In the previous
example a top-3 Skyline query would identify, e.g., p1 , p2 , and
p3 , whereas in a top-10 query it is necessary to consider the
second and third stratum to identify p6 , p7 , p8 , p9 , and p10 as
additional Skyline points.
In this work, we propose evaluation strategies for multilevel and top-k Skyline queries, which do not depend on tuple
comparisons. For this we generalize the well-known Skyline
queries to multi-level Skylines Sml . We present an efficient
algorithm to compute the l-th stratum of a Skyline query
exploiting the lattice structure constructed over low-cardinality
domains. Following [3][10][11], many Skyline applications
involve domains with small cardinalities – these cardinalities
are either inherently small (such as star ratings for hotels), or
can naturally be mapped to low-cardinality domains (such as
price ranges on hotels). In addition, we propose an evaluation
strategy for top-k Skyline queries, which is based on the multilevel approach.
This paper is an extended version of [1] and additionally
contains a deeper background on lattice-based Skyline computation, additional theoretical results, detailed description of
the multi-level and top-k Skyline algorithms, examples, more
comprehensive experiments, and extended related work. In
addition we provide a section about an external implementation
of our algorithms such that they do not rely on large main
memory.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Section II we present the formal background. Based on this
background we will discuss multi-level Skyline computation in
Section III and top-k Skyline computation in Section IV. In
Section V we present an external version of our algorithm.
Section VI contains some remarks. We conduct an extensive

Definition 1 (Dominance and Indifference). Assume a set of
vectors D ⊆ Rd . Given x = (x1 , ..., xd ), y = (y1 , ..., yd ) ∈ D,
x dominates y on D, denoted as x <⊗ y, if the following
holds:
x <⊗ y

⇐⇒

∀j ∈ {1, ..., d}
∃i ∈ {1, ..., d}

: xj ≤ yj
: xi < yi

∧

(1)

We call x and y indifferent on D, denoted as x ∼ y if and
only if ¬(x <⊗ y) ∧ ¬(y <⊗ x).
Note that following Definition 1 we consider subsets of Rd
in that we search for the Skyline w.r.t. the natural order ≤ in
each dimension. Equation (1) is also known as Pareto ordering
[12][13][14][15].
Definition 2 (Skyline S). The Skyline S(D) of D is defined by
the maxima in D according to the ordering <⊗ , or explicitly
by the set
S(D) = {t ∈ D | @u ∈ D : u <⊗ t}

(2)

In this sense we prefer the minimal values in each domain and
write x <⊗ y if x is better than y.
Note that an extension to arbitrary orders specified by
utility functions is obvious and that Skylines are not restricted
to numerical domains [16]. For any universe Ω and orderings
<i ∈ (Ω × Ω) (i ∈ {1, ..., d}) the Skyline w.r.t. <i can be
computed, if there exist scoring functions gi : Ω → R for all
i ∈ {1, ..., d} such that x <i y ⇔ gi (x) < gi (y). Then the
Skyline of a set M ⊆ Ω w.r.t. (<i )i=1,...,d is equivalent to the
Skyline of {(g(x1 ), ..., g(xd )) | x ∈ M }.
In general, algorithms of the block-nested-loop class (BNL)
[4] are probably the best known algorithms for computing Skylines. They are characterized by a tuple-to-tuple comparisonbased approach, hence having a worst case complexity of
O(n2 ), and a best case complexity of the order O(n); n
being the number of input tuples, cf. [9]. The major advantage
of a BNL-style algorithm is its simplicity and suitability for
computing the maxima of arbitrary partial orders. Furthermore,
a multitude of optimization techniques [8][9] and parallel
variants [17][18][19][20] have been developed in the last
decade.
B. Lattice Skyline Revisited
Lattice-based algorithms depend on the lattice structure
constructed by a Skyline query over low-cardinality domains.
An attribute domain dom(S) is said to be low-cardinality if
its value is drawn from a set S = {s1 , . . . sm }, such that the
set cardinality m is small. Examples for such algorithms are
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Lattice Skyline [11] and Hexagon [10], both having a worst
case linear time complexity. Both algorithms follow the same
idea: the partial order imposed by a Skyline query constitutes
a lattice.
Definition 3 (Lattice [21]). A partially ordered set D with
operator ’<⊗ ’ is a lattice if ∀x, y ∈ D, the set {x, y} has
a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound in D. If a
least upper bound and a greatest lower bound is defined for
all subsets of D, we have a complete lattice.
The proof that a Skyline query constitutes a lattice can be
found in [21].
Visualization of such lattices is often done using BetterThan-Graphs (BTG) [22], graphs in which edges state dominance. The nodes in the BTG represent equivalence classes.
Each equivalence class contains the objects mapped to the
same feature vector of the Skyline query. All values in the same
equivalence class are indifferent and considered substitutable.
Before we consider an example, we need the notion of
max(A).
Definition 4 (max(A)). max(A) is the maximum value for a
preference on the attribute A.
Example 3. An example of a BTG over a 2-dimensional space
is shown in Figure 3 where [0..2]×[0..4] describes a domain of
integers where attribute A1 ∈ {0, 1, 2} and A2 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}
(abbr. [2; 4], max(A1 ) = 2, max(A2 ) = 4). The arrows show
the dominance relationship between elements of the lattice.
The node (0, 0) presents the best node, i.e., the least upper
bound, whereas (2, 4) is the worst node. The bold numbers
next to each node are unique identifiers (ID) for each node in
the lattice, cp. [10]. Nodes having the same level in the BTG
are indifferent, i.e., for example, that neither the objects in the
node (0, 4) are better than the objects in (1, 3) nor vice versa.
A dataset D does not necessarily contain tuples for each lattice
node. In Figure 3, the gray nodes are occupied (non-empty)
with elements from the dataset whereas the white nodes have
no element (empty).
[level = 0]

0(0, 0)
5(1, 0)

1(0, 1)
1

[level = 1]

5

2(0, 2)

6(1, 1)

10(2, 0)

[level = 2]

3(0, 3)

7(1, 2)

11(2, 1)

[level = 3]

4(0, 4)

8(1, 3)

12(2, 2)

[level = 4]

9(1, 4)

13(2, 3)

14(2, 4)

[level = 5]
[level = 6]

Figure 3. Lattice over [0..2] × [0..4].

The method to obtain the Skyline can be visualized using
the BTG. The elements of the dataset D that compose the
Skyline are those in the BTG that have no path leading to
them from another non-empty node in D. In Figure 3, these

are the nodes (0, 1) and (2, 0). All other nodes have direct
or transitive edges from these both nodes, and therefore are
dominated.
When consing lattice algorithms the question arises how to
map tuples t from a dataset D to the lattice structure. In [11]
the authors use a function F (t), which denotes a one-to-one
mapping of an element t ∈ D to a position in the BTG. For
example, in the boolean case one can use the binary value of
the boolean attributes to determine the array position, i.e., if
d = 3, then the element (true, false, true) ∈ D is represented
by position 5 (101 in binary representation) in the BTG. A
more general approach is presented in [10], where the position
of a tuple is computed as below and also serves as the unique
identifier (ID) mentioned in Example 3.
Lemma 1 (Edge Weights and Unique Node IDs). Let S(D)
be a Skyline query over a d-dimensional low-cardinality domain dom(A) := dom(A1 ) × . . . × dom(Ad ), and a =
(a1 , . . . , ad ) ∈ dom(A).

a) The weight of an edge in the BTG expressing dominance
between two direct connected nodes w.r.t. any attribute Ai
is characterized by
d
Y

weight(Ai ) :=

(max(Aj ) + 1)

(3)

j=i+1

For j > d we set weight(Ai ) = 1.
b) The unique identifier (ID) for a ∈ dom(A) is given by
ID(a) =

d
X
i=1

(weight(Ai ) · ai )

(4)

The proof of Lemma 1 can be found in [10].
Example 4. Reconsider Example 3. The edge weights of the
node a := (a1 , a2 ) = (0, 1) are weight(a1 ) = 4 + 1 = 5 and
weight(a2 ) = 1 as annotated in Figure 3. Hence, the unique
identifier is ID(a) = 5 · 0 + 1 · 1 = 1, the bold number left of
the node.
Note that the edge weights are also used to find the direct
dominated nodes of a given node a. Just add the different
edge weights to the unique identifier and one will get all
direct dominated nodes, e.g., 1+1 = 2 and 1 + 5 = 6, both
are dominated by node 1 in Figure 3. The pseudocode to find
all direct dominated nodes is depicted in Algorithm 1 and is
straightforward.
Lattice based algorithms exploit these observations to find
the Skyline of a dataset over the space of vectors drawn from
low-cardinality domains and in general consist of three phases.
The pseudocode can be found in Algorithm 2. For details we
refer to [10] and [11].
1) Phase 1: The Construction Phase initializes the data
structures. The lattice is represented by an array in main
memory (line 3 in Algorithm 2). Each position in the array
stands for one node ID in the lattice. Initially, all nodes of
the lattice are marked as empty and not dominated.
2) Phase 2: In the Adding Phase the algorithm determines
for each element t ∈ D the unique ID and therefore the
node of the lattice that corresponds to t. This node will be
marked as non-empty (line 7).
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Algorithm 1 getDirectDominatedNodesBy(a)

Algorithm 2 Lattice Skyline (cp. [10][11])

Input: Node a.
Output: List of immediate dominated nodes.
1: function GET D IRECT D OMINATED N ODES B Y(a)
2:
nodes ← list() // empty list to store dominated nodes
3:
// loop over the Ai
4:
for i ← 1, . . . , d do
5:
// check if there is an edge for Ai
6:
domNode ← ID(a) + weight(Ai )
7:
if domNode is valid, then
8:
// domNode is in the next level and inside the BTG
9:
nodes.add(domNode)
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
return nodes
13: end function

Input: Dataset D with n tuples over d low-cardinality attributes,
Array BT G of size V , Vi is the cardinality of dimension i.
Output: Skyline points.
1: // Phase 1: Construction Phase
2: Let V be the number of entries in the lattice, V ← V1 , ·, . . . · Vd
3: Let BT G be an array of size V holding the different designators
empty, non-empty, dominated, initialized to empty
4: // Let ID(t) be the unique identifier of a tuple t ∈ D and the
index position in BT G.
5: // Phase 2: Adding Phase
6: for all t ∈ D do
7:
Set BT G[ID(t)] to non-empty
8: end for
9: // Phase 3: Removal Phase
10: for i ← 0 . . . V in a BFT do
11:
// Find all direct dominated nodes
12:
for all g ∈ getDirectDominatedNodesBy(BT G[i]) do
13:
if BT G[i] == (non-empty or dominated) then
14:
BT G[g] ← dominated
15:
do a DFT to mark successors as dominated
16:
end if
17:
end for
18: end for
19: // Output Skyline
20: for all t ∈ D do
21:
if BT G[ID(t)] == non-empty then
22:
output t as a Skyline point
23:
end if
24: end for

3) Phase 3: After all tuples have been processed, in the Removal Phase dominated nodes are identified. The nodes of
the lattice that are marked as non-empty and which are not
reachable by the transitive dominance relationship from any
other non-empty node represent the Skyline values. Nodes
that are non-empty but are reachable by the dominance
relationship are marked dominated to distinguish them from
present Skyline values.
From an algorithmic point of view this is done by a
combination of breadth-first traversal (BFT) and depth-first
traversal (DFT). The nodes of the lattice are visited levelby-level in a BFT (the dashed line in Figure 3, line 10 in
Algorithm 2). Each time a non-empty and not dominated
node is found, a DFT will start to mark dominated nodes
as dominated (lines 12 – 17). The DFT does not need to
explore branches already marked as dominated. The BFT
can stop after processing a whole level not containing empty
nodes hence marking the end of Phase 3.
For example, the node (0, 1) in Figure 3 is not empty.
The DFT recursively walks down and marks all dominated
nodes as dominated (thick black arrows). After the BFT
has finished, the non-empty and not dominated nodes (here
(0, 1) and (2, 0)) contain the Skyline objects.
III. M ULTI -L EVEL S KYLINE C OMPUTATION
In some cases it is necessary to return not only the best
tuples as in common Skyline computation, but also to retrieve
tuples directly dominated by those of the Skyline set (the
second stratum), i.e., the tuples behind the Skyline. Following
this method transitively, the input is partitioned into multiple
levels (strata) in a way resembling the elements’ quality
w.r.t. the search preferences. In this section, we introduce the
concept of multi-level Skylines and present an algorithm for
efficient computation of iterated preferences in linear time.
A. Background
We extend Definition 2 of the Skyline by a level value to
form multi-level Skyline (Sml ) sets.
Definition 5 (Multi-Level Skyline Sml ). The multi-level Skyline set of level l (i.e., the l-th stratum) for a dataset D is
defined as
0
Sml
(D) := S(D)


Sl−1 i
l
Sml
:= S D \ i=0 Sml
(D)

0
Thereby Sml
(D) is identical to the standard Skyline S(D)
lmax
from Definition 2, and Sml
denotes the non-empty set with
the highest level.
1
Example 5. For example, the query Sml
(D) on our hotel
sample dataset computes the set of “second-best” tuples in
the dataset D, i.e., the second stratum consisting of the objects
p6 , p7 , and p8 as depicted in Figure 2, dashed line. The query
2
Sml
(D) returns p9 , p10 .

Therefore, by iterating the Skyline operator one can rank
the tuples in a given relation instance. Before we present our
algorithm for multi-level Skyline computation we prove some
properties.
Lemma 2. For each tuple t in a finite dataset D, there is
l
exactly one Sml
set it belongs to:

l
∀t ∈ D : ∃!l : t ∈ Sml
(D)
(5)
Proof: A Skyline query on D 6= ∅ never yields an
empty result, i.e., S(D) 6= ∅. Starting at 0, for each l =
0, 1, 2, . . . the input dataset diminishes as all selection results
for S
smaller values of l S
are removed from the input. Since
l−1 i
l
i
(D) ⊂ D \ i=0 Sml
(D) and |D| is finite, there
D \ i=0 Sml
has to be some lmax for which the following holds:
lmax
[−1
i=0

i
Sml
(D) ⊂ D ∧

lmax
[
i=0

i
Sml
(D) = D

i
So each tuple in D belongs to exactly one Sml
(D).
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Lemma 2 shows that all tuples in a dataset belong to a Sml
set of some level. So a kind of order on D w.r.t. the Skyline
query is induced.
l
Lemma 3. All elements of Sml
(D) are dominated by elements
i
of Sml (D) for all i < l:
l
i
∀y ∈ Sml
(D) : (∃x ∈ Sml
(D) : x <⊗ y)) if i < l

(6)

l
Proof: Consider a tuple y ∈ Sml
(D) that is not dominated
i
by any element of Sml (D) for i < l. Following Definition 5,
i
y ∈ Sml
(D). This is a contradiction.
For every Skyline query on D 6= ∅ there is at least a Sml
set of level 0. If it is the only one, no tuple in D is worse
than any other w.r.t. the preference. Just as well, it is possible
that all tuples in D belong to Sml sets of different levels. The
Skyline query then defines a total order on the elements of D.
For each node x in the BTG, we can determine the stratum
l
l of the Sml
set it belongs to. Of course, all tuples in one
equivalence class (which is represented by one node) are
l
l
elements of the same Sml
set. To find the Sml
set for each
node, we start at level 0 at the top node of the better-than
graph. All tuples belonging to the standard Skyline set have
0
a Sml
set level of 0. As the following lemma will show, the
level of each tuple is the highest level of all tuples dominating
it, increased by one:
l
Lemma 4 (Sml
set level for an object). For an object
t ∈ D (or the BTG node representing its level values),
l(t) : dom(A) → N0 can be computed as follows:

0
 0
(D)
⇐⇒ t ∈ Sml
1 + max({l(s)|s ∈ D ∧ t <⊗ s})
l(t) :=

0
⇐⇒ t 6∈ Sml
(D)

Proof: This follows from Definition 5 and Lemma 3.
With these concepts, we are now able to adjust lattice-based
Skyline algorithms to compute multi-level Skyline sets.
B. The Multi-Level Lattice Skyline Algorithm (MLLS)
We will now see how the lattice based Skyline algorithms
described in Section II-B can be adjusted to support multilevel Skyline computation. We call this algorithm Multi-Level
Lattice Skyline (MLLS). The first two phases of the standard
lattice algorithms, construction and adding, remain unchanged.
Modifications have to be done solely in the removal phase.
Actually, as dominated nodes are not “removed” anymore, the
removal phase is replaced by a node classification phase, cp.
Algorithm 3.
The classification phase uses the same breadth-first and
depth-first traversal as the original lattice Skyline algorithms.
We need the node states empty and non-empty. In addition,
we need to store a temporary value tmpml for the level of the
Sml set a node belongs to currently. When a node n is reached,
we reset the tmpml values for the nodes v1 , v2 , . . . , that are
directly dominated by n. The value tmpml (vi ) for a node vi
is computed as follows:
tmpml (vi ) =

max (tmpml (vi ), tmpml (n))
max (tmpml (vi ), tmpml (n) + 1)

⇔ n is empty
⇔ n is not empty

Algorithm 3 Multi-Level Skyline – Classification Phase
Input: Better-Than Graph (BTG)
Output: list of Sml sets
1: function CLASSIFY(BTG)
2:
Sml ← list<list>() // initialize list to store Sml sets
3:
tmpml [|BT G|] ← 0 // initialize tmpml array with 0’s
4:
// iterate over all nodes n (BFT), start with node ID 0
5:
n ← node(ID = 0)
6:
repeat
7:
// use offset for tmpml computation
8:
offset ← n.isEmpty() ? 0 : 1
9:
// let domNodes be the list of direct dominated nodes
10:
domNodes ← getDirectDominatedNodesBy(n)
11:
for all v in domNodes do // compute tmpml
12:
tmpml (v) ← max(tmpml (v), tmpml (n) + offset)
13:
end for
14:
// node not empty, add objects to Sml sets
15:
if !n.isEmpty() then
16:
i ← tmpml [n]
i
17:
// add all elements in node n to the Sml
set
18:
Sml .addAll(i, n.getElements())
19:
end if
20:
n ← nextNode() // next node in BFT
21:
until n == NIL // repeat until end of BTG is reached
22:
return Sml
23: end function

In Algorithm 3, for a more convenient and efficient access
to each of the Sml sets after the classification phase, we
generate a list of nodes belonging to each Sml set while
walking through the BTG. For this, we initialize a list of lists,
i
which will store the Sml
sets for each level i and an array
of size of the BTG for the tmpml levels values (lines 2–3).
Then we start the BFT at node 0 (line 5). If the current node
n is empty we set an offset to 0, otherwise to 1 (line 8).
The function getDirectDominatedNodesBy() retrieves
all nodes directly dominated by n (cp. Algorithm 1). The
complexity of this function is given by the number of Skyline
dimensions as for each of them not more than one node can be
dominated and we only visit directly dominated nodes (so the
DFT ends at depth 1). The actual complexity of finding each
of the directly dominated nodes or a node’s successor in the
BFT is specific to the representation of the BTG in memory,
but can be assumed as O(1) [10][11]. For all direct dominated
nodes compute the tmpml value in (lines 11–13). Afterward,
if the node n contains elements from the input dataset, we
i
retrieve for Sml
the level i the elements belongs to (line 16)
i
and add all elements of the node n to the Sml
building up the
multi-level Skyline sets (line 18). We continue with the next
node in the BFT (line 20) until the end of the BTG is reached
i
(line 21). The result is a list of Sml
sets.
Example 6. Figure 4 visualizes an example of Algorithm 3.
Since node 0 is empty, the first relevant node is 1. Therefore
we set tmpml [1] = 0 and add 1 to all direct dominated nodes,
i.e., tmpml [2] = tmpml [6] = 1. We continue with node 5,
which does not affect anything (the offset for the node is
0 and hence the tmpml values for the dominated nodes 6
and 10 remain unchanged). Since node 2 is empty, we set
tmpml [3] = tmpml [7] = 1. Node 6 has already tmpml [6] = 1.
The next node is 10, which still has tmpml [10] = 0. Node 3
sets tmpml [4] = tmpml [8] = 2, and so on. After the BFT has
finished we have 4 Sml sets.
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Figure 4. Multi-level Skylines Sml

Note that our multi-level Skyline algorithm has the same
runtime complexity as the original Lattice Skyline algorithms
[10][11]. In MLLS the construction and adding phase are
unchanged in comparison to Lattice Skyline. The classification
phase is a simple modification of the original removal phase
without any additional overhead. Therefore, we state a linear
runtime complexity of O(dV +dn), where d is the dimensionality, n is the number of input tuples, and V is the product
of the cardinalities of the low-cardinality domains from which
the attributes are drawn.
IV. T OP - K S KYLINE C OMPUTATION
The concept of top-k ranking is used to rank tuples
according to some score function and to return a maximum
of k objects [23]. On the other hand, Skyline retrieves tuples
where all criteria are equally important concerning some user
preference [4]. However, the number of Skyline answers may
be smaller than required by the user, for whom k are needed.
Therefore, top-k Skyline was defined as a unified language to
integrate them [24][25].
A. Background
Top-k Skyline allows to get exactly the top k from a
partially ordered set stratified into subsets of non-dominated
tuples. The idea is to partition the set into subsets (strata, multilevel Skyline sets) consisting of non-dominated tuples and to
produce the top-k of these partitions.
In general, existing solutions calculate the first stratum with
some sort of post-processing [24][25][26]. That means, after
0
identifying the first stratum Sml
(D), they remove the contained
objects from the original input dataset D and continue Skyline
computation on the reduced data. Hence, the second stratum
1
is Sml
= S (D \ S(D)). This workflow is continued until k
objects are found. Definition 6 outlines the three different cases
which might occur:
k
Definition 6 (Top-k Skyline). A top-k Skyline query Stk
(D)
on an input dataset D computes the top k elements with respect
to the Skyline preferences. Formally:

1) If |S(D)| > k, then return only k tuples from S(D),
because not all elements can be returned due to result
set size limitations. Any k tuples are a correct choice.

k
2) If |S(D)| = k, then Stk
(D) = S(D). That means return
0
all tuples of Sml
(D). In this case there is no difference
between the Skyline set and the top-k result set.
3) If |S(D)| < k, then the elements of S(D) are not enough
for an adequate answer. We have to find a value j, which
meets the following criterion:
j−1
[
i=0

i
Sml
(D) < k ≤

j
[
i=0

i
Sml
(D)

(7)

0
That means, not only all elements of S(D) = Sml
(D) are
1
returned, but also some of Sml
(D), and if the number of
2
result tuples is still less than k, then Sml
(D), and so
Sj−1 i
j
on. Note that from Sml (D) exactly k − i=0 Sml (D)
elements will be returned, which might not be all of it.

B. The Top-k Lattice Skyline Algorithm (TkLS)
In this section, we adapt the concept of multi-level Skyline
computation in Section III to the computation of top-k Skylines.
i
Algorithm 3 returns a set of all Sml
sets, hence the first
k elements of these sets correspond to the top-k elements.
However, in a top-k approach it is not necessary to compute
all strata. To return the correct number of results, we will loop
i
sets in order of their level and keep
through the different Sml
i
the sum of tuples belonging to them. We have to find the Sml
sets that completely belong to the top-k results. That means,
it is enough to compute l multi-levels such that
k≤

l
[
i=0

i
Sml
(D)

(8)

From an algorithmic point of view we adjust the multilevel Skyline algorithm as follows: Instead of dealing with
node states like dominated, non-empty, or empty in the Adding
Phase (cp. Section II-B), each node in the BTG is represented
by an integer counter, counting the number of tuples belonging
to the node. During the adding phase, this counter is increased.
i
In addition, for each level of Sml
, we keep track of the number
i
of tuples belonging to it. Each time the Sml
set level i for a
non-empty node is determined, the number of tuples belonging
i
to this Sml
set is increased by the number of tuples belonging
to the node. When all tuples are read, the classification is done
just as described in Section III-B, Algorithm 3, but we append
a simple break condition after line 19, which checks the above
equation. Afterward, we can return the top-k elements.
C. Examples
In this section we provide some examples for top-k Skyline
query computation and discuss different strategies for returning
result objects.
Example 7. Consider a Skyline query on three attributes over
the domain [2; 2; 1]. The lattice structure is given in Figure 5.
The small index numbers next to each node show the number
of tuples represented by each node. Nodes without index are
empty.
After reading all input objects and classifying the nodes,
l
k tuples should be returned. The different Sml
set levels and
their sizes can be found in Table II. We will see what happens
for different values of k. The three cases correspond to those
described in Definition 6.
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(0,0,0)

computations. An additional weighting of the Skyline attributes
can be used to sort the nodes differently. Still, information on
l
the Sml
set level of a node can be used, taking it as some
attribute result candidates are ordered by. Whichever additional
conditions and characteristics are used, the top-k results can
be taken then from the nodes coming first in the new order,
as Example 9 shows.

(0,0,1)1 (0,1,0)2 (1,0,0)
(0,1,1) (0,2,0)2 (1,0,1)2 (1,1,0) (2,0,0)1
(0,2,1) (1,1,1) (1,2,0) (2,0,1)4 (2,1,0)

Example 9. After the computations for answering the query
in Example 7, some kind of presentation preference may
induce a different weighting of the attributes. Imagine that
the first attribute is more important than the second, and the
second one is more important than the third. Such presentation
preferences often are added to user preferences in online shops
[27].

(1,2,1)18 (2,1,1)12 (2,2,0)10
(2,2,1)14
Figure 5. BTG for Example 7.

l
TABLE II. Nodes and Sml
set levels.

l
nodes in
l
Sml
(D)
l
|Sml
(D)|

0

1

2

3

4

(0,0,1)
(0,1,0)
(2,0,0)
4

(0,2,0)
(1,0,1)

(2,0,1)
(1,2,1)
(2,2,0)
32

(2,1,1)

(2,2,1)

12

14

4

To answer this query, the set of non-empty nodes in the BTG
has to be identified. Then, these nodes are ordered ascending
w.r.t. the level value for the first attribute. Nodes with equal
l
level value are ordered ascending w.r.t. their Sml
set level l.
For the non-empty nodes of the BTG, this leads to the following
order w.r.t. the query (with best elements being on top). Nodes
pooled in a set {, } remain unordered, due to Skylines being
strict partial orders [12].
{(0,0,1), (0,1,0)},
{(0,2,0)},
{(1,0,1)},
{(1,2,1)},
{(2,0,0)},
{(2,0,1), (2,2,0)},
{(2,1,1)},
{(2,2,1)}

1) k = 3: Three of four tuples belonging to the nodes of
0
(D) are returned.
Sml
0
2) k = 4: Sml
(D) is returned.
0
1
3) k = 10: Sml (D) and Sml
(D) are returned completely,
leading to 8 tuples in the result set. Additionally, k−8 = 2
2
tuples from Sml
(D) are returned.
Please note that the proposed algorithm will not return
tuples in a progressive way. A tuple with a higher overall level
than another could be returned, just because of the order of the
input relation. The next example will outline such a scenario:
Example 8. Reconsider the Skyline query from Example 7.
The top-1 result should be returned. Tuples belonging to the
corresponding nodes are read in the following order:
(0, 2, 0), (2, 1, 1), (2, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), . . .
0
The third tuple read is the first one in Sml
(D). As the top-1
query is looking for only one result, the algorithm will stop
after reading (and returning) (2, 0, 0).

One may criticize that picking the top-k results from the
different equivalence classes (nodes of the BTG) is arbitrary in
j
some manner, especially if a multi-level set Sml
only partially
belongs to the top-k result set. In most cases, there will be one
j
j
Sml
set only partially belonging to the top-k results. From Sml
Sj−1 i
only k − i=0 Sml (D) tuples have to be returned such that
the total number of k results is matched. All other tuples are
discarded. In this case we have to pick some arbitrary elements
j
out of this Sml
set to fill up the top-k elements.
To handle this “problem” we can think about some kind of
ordering or sorting before returning the top-k elements. Only
those tuples belonging to some specific equivalence classes
could be returned. The information on the number of tuples
in the different equivalence classes may as well be another
criteria. By using this information, a number of different
top-k queries could be executed with only a small need for

The nodes holding the top-k tuples than can now be
identified by suming up the number of tuples belonging to each
of the nodes. Using the values of Example 7 (and Figure 5), a
top-5 query could be answered by returning all tuples of the
nodes (0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), and (0, 2, 0). Please note that a top-4
query would return all tuples of nodes (0, 0, 1) and (0, 1, 0),
but not all of (0, 2, 0).
We omit further discussions of the effects of different
ordering strategies here as w.r.t. the original Skyline query, all
j
candidates in Sml
are equally good results. We have seen that
in spite of being developed for Skyline queries, our multi-level
Skyline algorithm can easily be applied to top-k Sykline queries
as well. Its greatest advantage remains: the linear runtime
complexity in the number of input tuples and size of the BTG.
V.

E XTERNAL L ATTICE

All lattice-based algorithms (e.g., [10][11][20]) keep the
complete lattice structure in main memory. Hence all nodes
must be in memory, may it be in an array, a hash map, or some
other data structure. Following [20], the memory requirements
is linear w.r.t. the size of the BTG:
& m
'
1Y
mem(BT G) =
(max(Ai ) + 1)
(in bytes)
4 i=1
where max(Ai ) is the maximal value of attribute Ai in the lowcardinality domain dom(A1 ) × . . . dom(Am ), cp. Definition 4.
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However, memory requirements can be very high in some
cases. The logical next step is to develop external algorithms
for multi-level and top-k Skyline computation.
The idea behind our approach is to always keep one level
of the BTG in memory. We need each node together with the
i
information if a tuple belongs to it and its Sml
. For a BTG
level c, we read through the input relation and mark each node
we find a tuple belonging to it as non-empty. After all tuples
have been read in the current round, we compute the next level
c + 1, with all nodes marked empty. We then walk through the
i
nodes in level c and for each node n we set the Sml
of the
dominated nodes to
i
Sml
i+1
Sml

i
After this, the Sml
of level c can be written to external
memory and removed from main memory. During this ”information handover” to the next level, we need to keep two levels
in memory. We need the level we just were working with to
deliver information of domination to the next level. As we
have to be able to deal with the BTG’s levels with the most
nodes, we require enough main memory to store the level with
the most nodes twice. To analyze this amount, we need some
information on the structure of the lattice (see [22]).

Theorem 1. For a BTG (lattice) over a d-dimensional Skyline
query on the domain dom(A) = dom(A1 ) × . . . × dom(Ad )
the following holds:
a) Height of the BTG:
height(BT G) = 1 +

d
X

max(Ai )

(9)

i=1

b) Width of the BTG at a specific level l, width(BT G, l):
=

w(l, {A1 , . . . , Ad }), where

min(l,max(A1 ))

w(l, {A1 , . . . , Ad }) =

X
i=0

w(l − i, {A2 , . . . , Ad }),
if d > 1


w(l, {Ad })

=

0, if max(Ad ) < l
1, if max(Ad ) ≥ l

c) Maximum width of the BTG:
Due to the symmetrical structure of a BTG, the level with
the maximum width will occur at level
 height(BT G) 
2
Note that an efficient algorithm for computing the width
of the lattice for a given Skyline query can be found in [28].
As we have to work from level to level, it is very useful
to be able to compute a first node for a given level l without
any information about nodes in other levels. To create a given
level we start with the left-most node. The level value for each
Aj of the left-most node of a BTG for a Skyline query over
dom(A) := dom(A1 ) × . . . × dom(Ad ) can be found using
the following expression:

d
X

max(Ai ), max(Aj )), 0)

(10)

i=j+1

With this formula we set the level values of Ad to the
highest possible value for the given level l. Then we set
the level value for Ad−1 to l − max(Ad ) (if possible). If
l − max(Ad ) > max(Ad−1 ), parts of the level sum l are used
to ”fill” the level value at position d − 2 and so on.
Example 10. Consider Figure 3. The first node of level 3 for
example is computed as follows:
•
•

iff n is empty and
iff n is non-empty.

width(BT G, l)

max(min(l −

for A1 : max(min(3 − 4, 2), 0) = 0
for A2 : max(min(3, 4), 0) = 3

Therefore, we have the node (0, 3).
Algorithm 4 is a more generic version of this formula that
can do the filling with only for just a part of the Ai in dom(A).
Applying Algorithm 4 to all Ai obviously yields equal results
as above Equation (10) and produces the left-most node of a
BTG w.r.t. the BFT.
Algorithm 4 FILL-UP
Input: node n, index, level l, Skyline query over dom(A1 )×
. . . × dom(Ad )
Output: a BTG node
1: function FILL-UP(n, index, l)
2:
dist ← 0
3:
x←n
4:
// loop over the Ai
5:
for i ← d, . . . , index do
6:
// apply Equation (10)P
d
7:
x[i] := max(min(l − j=i+1 x[j], max(Ai )), 0)
8:
dist ← dist + x[i]
9:
end for
10:
if dist 6= 0 then
11:
// no valid distribution can be found
12:
return NIL
13:
end if
14:
return x
15: end function
To find the next node y in the BFT for a given node
x := (x1 , . . . , xd ), we shift one level value to a position more
left (i.e., with a lower index i) and fill the rest of the node
with Algorithm 4. This shift function is given in Algorithm
5. It is repeatedly used to create a whole level of the BTG in
Algorithm 6. With all these helping procedures, we can define
Algorithm 7, External TkLS.
Further optimizations are straightforward. As during the
switch to the next level we have to keep two levels in memory,
we can always keep at least two levels in memory and process
tuples of all nodes of these. We actually are able to hold a
higher number of levels in memory at most times. Starting at
level 0, in the first step we can compute as many levels as
we can fit into memory completely. Then the reading of the
input relation can be done for multiple levels at once. The
i
level switch then has to be adjusted to compute the Sml
of all
nodes in memory, write those to external memory, and remove
the information from main memory. Before the highest BTG
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Algorithm 5 NEXT-NODE
Input: node n, Skyline query over dom(A1 )×. . .×dom(Ad )
Output: next node in same level in BFT search
1: function NEXT-NODE(n)
Pd
2:
l ← i=1 n[i]
3:
for i ← d, . . . , 1 do
4:
if n[i] > 0 then
5:
n[i] = n[i] − 1
6:
for j ← i − 1, . . . , 1 do
7:
if n[j] < max(Aj ) then
8:
n[j] = n[j] P
+1
j
9:
rem ← l − k=1 n[k]
10:
return FILL-UP(n, 1, l - rem)
11:
end if
12:
end for
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
// no more node in current level can be found
16:
return NIL
17: end function
Algorithm 6 CREATE-LEVEL
Input: level l, Skyline query over dom(A1 ) × . . . × dom(Ad )
Output: a list of nodes of the given level
1: function CREATE-LEVEL(l)
2:
// init a list to hold nodes
3:
result ← list()
4:
node ← init node of level 0
5:
node ← FILL-UP(node,1,l)
6:
while (node 6= NIL) do
7:
result.add(node)
8:
node ← NEXT-NODE(node)
9:
end while
10:
// no more nodes in current level can be found
11:
return result
12: end function

level is processed, the next level has to be calculated - or more
than one level, if they fit into memory. That way any amount
of memory between the minimum requirement and enough to
keep the whole BTG in main memory can be used efficiently.
If more than two levels fit into memory in average, the number
of loops through the input relation is lower than for one level
in memory. The algorithm will actually turn into a variant of
in-memory TkLS when the whole BTG fits into memory and
the input relation has to read only once.
Please note that if working with more than one level at a
time, we need to loop through the input relation twice for every
set of levels in memory. In the first loop, we only mark nonempty nodes. After this first loop, we can do a BFT/DFT to
i
find the correct Sml
for the nodes in memory. The second loop
through the input relation will then return the tuples together
i
with their Sml
. Tuples belonging to the lowest level in memory
i
could be returned instantly in the first loop as for them the Sml
will not change anymore. As we work on at least two levels
at a time, the number of loops through the input relation is at
most as high as while working on only one level (i.e., max(A)
loops). For the lowest (and highest) levels, potentially more
than two levels fit into memory.

Algorithm 7 External TkLS
Input: Skyline query over dom(A1 ) × . . . × dom(Ad )
1: prvLvl ← NIL
Pd
2: for i ← 0, . . . ,
i=1 max(Ai ) do
3:
currLvl ← CREATE-LEVEL(i)
i
4:
// walk through prvLvl and set Sml
for
5:
// all nodes in currLvl
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

// read input relation and
// • mark non-empty nodes in currLvl
i
// • return each input tuple with its Sml
prvLvl ← currLvl
end for

Memory requirements and worst case performance of our
algorithms with an external BTG can be found in Lemma 5.
Lemma 5 (Properties of External TkLS).
a) The memory requirements for T kLS with an external
lattice is given by:
mem(BT G) := 2 · max(width(BT G))

(11)

b) The number of rounds the input relation has to be read is
given by:
rounds := n · height(BT G)
(12)
c) The runtime complexity is given by the number of rounds,
hence
O(n · height(BT G))
(13)
We will see External TkLS at work in Example 11.
Example 11. We will apply External TkLS to a Skyline query
and an input dataset D resembling the ones known from
Example 6 and Figure 4. Our main memory is big enough to
hold information of 6 nodes (twice the width of the BTG).
Round 1:
•
•

currLvl is level 0 with node (0, 0).
0
.
The node is marked as belonging to Sml
Input relation is read, but no tuples are found.

Round 2:
•
•

currLvl is level 1 with nodes (0, 1) and (1, 0).
0
.
All nodes are marked as belonging to Sml
Input relation is read.
Node (1, 0) is non-empty.
0
Tuples belonging to it are returned as part of Sml
.

Round 3:
•
•

currLvl is level 2 with nodes (0, 2), (1, 1), and (2, 0).
1
Nodes (0, 2) and (1, 1) are marked as Sml
, nodes
0
(0, 2) as Sml .
Input relation is read.
Nodes (1, 1) and (2, 0) are non-empty.
0
1
Tuples are returned as parts of Sml
resp. Sml
.

The algorithm continues until Round 7 (for level 6) in which
3
tuples in Sml
are returned.
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This algorithm can easily be adjusted to compute a ”nori
mal” Skyline. We just have to omit the Sml
and only keep
the status (emtpy, non-emtpy, or dominated) for each node.
Only nodes belonging to non-emtpy nodes will be returned as
Skyline results. An additional stop criteria could be added as
well: The Skyline is found as soon as one level only holds
non-emtpy and dominated nodes.
VI.

R EMARKS

In this section we will discuss some additional points on
our lattice-based multi-level and top-k algorithms.
A. High-Cardinality Domains
The lattice based multi-level and top-k algorithms are
restricted to low-cardinality domains. Since this is a huge
restriction to Skyline computation, we want to adjust our
algorithms to handle high-cardinality domains as well. One
approach to handle large domains is suggested in [29]. The
idea is to use a down-scaling of a high-cardinality domain
to a small domain such that a lattice based algorithm can be
used as some kind of pre-filtering, which eliminates objects
before the final Skyline computation. Afterward, a BNL style
algorithm is necessary for final evaluation.
This approach is in focus when handling large domains
for multi-level and top-k Skyline computation. Instead of
eliminating objects in the lattice-based pre-filtering phase,
a similar approach as in Section IV might be used. The
down-scaling [29] leads to several comparable objects in the
scaled equivalence classes. An additional counter for each
equivalence class as well as an overall counter for each level
in the scaled lattice could serve as a break condition similar
to our top-k Skyline algorithm. Afterward, a BNL-style top-k
algorithm like EBNL or ESFS (cp. [25]) could do the final
computation of the k best objects.
B. Parallelization
Since multi-core processors are going mainstream, one
might also think about a parallel variant of TkLS. For the
first two phases, the Construction Phase and the Adding Phase
(cp. Section II-B) we can follow the approach of [20], which
presents different parallel implementations of the lattice-based
algorithms. They also show how to parallelize phase 3, the
Removal Phase, in Lattice Skyline. However, since in TkLS
the removal phase is replaced by a Classification Phase,
the proposed parallelization does not apply anymore. The
parallelization of the classification phase shown in Algorithm
3 is not straightforward, since line 12 – where the temporary
value tmpml is computed – depends on some pre-computations,
which can only be done following sequential execution. Therefore, parallelization of TkLS is restricted to phase 1 and phase
2. However, following [20], the adding phase takes the most
computation time. Hence, we expect an enormous speed-up
in multi-level and top-k Skyline computation when applying
phase 2 in parallel.
VII.

E XPERIMENTS

This section provides our benchmarks on synthetic and real
data to reveal the performance of the outlined algorithms.

A. Benchmark Framework
The concept of MLLS is the basis of TkLS, hence the
performance of our top-k approach reflects the power of our
multi-level Skyline algorithm. And since there is no competitor
for MLLS, we only compared our approach TkLS to the stateof-the-art algorithms in generic top-k Skyline computation, Extended Block-Nested-Loop (EBNL) and Extended Sort-FilterSkyline (ESFS) [25]. EBNL is a variant of the standard BNL
algorithm [4] with the modification that each computed stratum
is removed from the dataset and the Skyline is computed again.
ESFS is an extension of SFS [8] exploiting some kind of data
pre-sorting. In the worst-case EBNL and ESFS have a time
complexity of O(n2 ), whereas all lattice based algorithms
have linear runtime complexity. Note that there are other
top-k Skyline algorithms (cp. Section VIII), but all of them
exploit some index structure. Since our algorithm is generic
for all kind of input data, we do not compare index based
algorithms to our approach. Also note that we used the nonexternal version of our algorithm, because EBNL and ESFS
are implemented as main memory algorithms.
All algorithms have been implemented in Java 7.0. TkLS
follows the implementation details given in [20] and [10]. The
experiments were performed on a machine running Debian
Linux 7.1 equipped with an Intel Xeon 2.53 GHz processor.
Our prototype is available as open source project on GitHub
https://github.com/endresma/TopKSkyline.git.
For our synthetic datasets we used the data generator
commonly used in Skyline research [4]. We generated anticorrelated (anti), correlated (corr), and independent (ind)
distributions and varied (1) the data cardinality n, (2) the
data dimensionality d, and (3) the top-k value. For the experiments on real-world data, we used the well-known Zillow and NBA datasets. All datasets where adapted for lowcardinality Skyline computation. The Zillow dataset crawled
from www.zillow.com contains more than 2M entries about
real estate in the United States. Each entry includes number
of bedrooms and bathrooms, living area in sqm, and age
of the building. The NBA dataset is a small 5-dimensional
dataset containing 17264 tuples, where each entry records
performance statistics for a NBA player. Following [30], NBA
is a fairly correlated dataset. Both datasets serve as real-world
applications, which require finding the Skyline on data with a
low-cardinality domain.
B. Experimental Results
We now present our experimental results.
Figure 6 presents the behavior of our TkLS algorithm on a
typical top-k Skyline query. We chose a 3-dimensional dataset
because this is very common in Skyline or Pareto preference
selection. The low-cardinality domain was constructed by
[3; 4; 4], which might correspond to attributes like “board”
(none, breakfast, half board, full board), “star ratings” (1*–
5*), and “price ranges” (e.g., [40−80[, [80−120[, [120−160[,
[160−200[, [200−240[) in a search for the best hotel. To keep
the hotel example we chose k = 5 (a user wants only to see a
few hotels) and restricted the input size to 50 to 300 objects.
We present the runtime on anti-correlated, correlated, and
independent data. Figure 6a shows the result on anti-correlated
data. TkLS clearly outperforms EBNL and ESFS even though
TkLS has some overhead in constructing the lattice. ESFS and
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(a) Runtime: anti-correlated data.
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(c) Runtime: independent data.

Figure 6. Runtime results on small input sizes: d = 3, top-5.
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(c) Runtime: independent data.

Figure 7. Runtime results on different input sizes: d = 5, top-500.
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(b) Runtime: correlated data, top-1000.
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(a) Runtime: anti-correlated data, top-500.
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(c) Runtime: independent data, top-1000.

Figure 8. Experimental results on different dimensions: d = 3, 5, 7, n = 50K.
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(c) Runtime: independent data.

Figure 9. Influence of different k values: k ∈ {100, 500, 1K, 25K}, d = 5, n = 50K.
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(a) NBA data: d = 5, n = 17264.
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(b) Zillow data: d = 4, n = 2M .

Figure 10. Experimental results on real data.

0
EBNL are almost equally good. Note that |Sml
(D)| = 7,
that means the top-5 objects lie in the first stratum, i.e.,
the Skyline set. In the case of correlated (Figure 6b) and
independent (Figure 6c) ESFS outperforms EBNL, but is worse
than TkLS. Therefore, our multi-level algorithm is the first
choice when evaluating Skyline queries on small datasets and
low-cardinality domains.
Figure 7 presents the runtime of all algorithms on a 5dimensional anti-correlated, correlated, and independent distributed dataset. We used a top-500 query on different data
cardinality. The low-cardinality domain was constructed by
[2; 3; 5; 10; 100]. For all Skyline sets it holds that |S(D)| < 500
to get the effect of computing more than the 0-stratum. In
contrast to the previous experiment we used larger input sizes
(10K to 250K). Here, TkLS clearly outperforms EBNL and
ESFS, which rely on a tuple-to-tuple comparison. TkLS always
constructs the same lattice for all kind of data, and hence, has
similar runtimes for all kind of input sizes.
Figure 8 shows the runtime of all algorithms on 3, 5, and
7 dimensions having anti-correlated, correlated, and independent data (up to [2; 3; 5; 10; 10; 10; 100]). The underlying data
cardinality is n = 50000 and the target was to find the top-500
respectively the top-1000 elements. We also present the size
of the different multi-level Skylines. For example, in the anti0
correlated data (Figure 8a), if d = 3 we have |Sml
(D)| = 290
1
and the first stratum has |Sml (D)| = 5254 objects. This is
also the reason why ESFS in this case is worse than for
d = 5 or d = 7. ESFS has to compare all objects of the first
stratum to all others, not yet dominated tuples. Figure 8b and
8c show the results on correlated and independent datasets.
In all our benchmarks TkLS outperforms EBNL and ESFS
due its small lattice structure and independency of the data
distribution, cp. [11].
Figure 9 visualizes the effect of different values of k
for anti-correlated, correlated, and independent data distributions. Therefore we computed top-k elements for k ∈
{100, 500, 1K, 25K} using 5 dimensions (as in Figure 7) and
a data cardinality of n = 50000.
The runtime for TkLS for all ks and all distributions
is very similar. This is due to the lattice based approach,
where no tuple-to-tuple comparison is necessary, but only the
construction of the BTG. Since the BTG for all ks is the same,
the runtime for all top-k queries is quite similar.
Considering the results on anti-correlated data in Figure

9a, in the top-100 query only the Skyline S(D) has to be
computed. For k = 500 we have to compute stratum 0, 1,
and 2. For top-1000 the first five strata are necessary, and for
k = 25K we need 41 strata to answer the query. We also see in
this experiment that ESFS exploiting some pre-sorting is worse
than EBNL. This is due the reordering of the elements. The
results for correlated (Figure 9b) and independent data (Figure
9c) are quite similar. For the correlated and independent data
we decided to use k = 1000 such that at least the second
stratum must be computed to fulfill the 1000 objects.
Figure 10a shows the results on the NBA dataset, where
the domain is drawn from [10; 10; 10; 10; 10]. The NBA set
has a size of 17265 objects. Again, TkLS has similar runtime
for each k whereas the runtime for EBNL and ESFS increases
with larger k values.
In Figure 10b we present the Zillow dataset (domain
[10; 10; 36; 46]). We compute the top-k elements for k ∈
{100, 5000, 10000} to show the effect of computing different
strata. TkLS clearly outperforms EBNL and ESFS. Again,
since our algorithm is based on the lattice of a Skyline
query the runtimes for the different ks are quite similar.
EBNL and ESFS have to compute four strata to fulfill the
k = 10000 query, which results in a long runtime and hence
bad performance.
VIII. R ELATED W ORK
The most prominent algorithms for Skyline computation
are based on a block-nested-loop style tuple-to-tuple comparison (e.g., BNL [4]). Based on this several algorithms have been
published, e.g., the NN algorithm [6], SFS [8], or LESS [9], to
just list some. Many of these algorithms have been adapted for
parallel Skyline computation, e.g., [17][19][31]. There are also
algorithms utilizing an index structure to compute the Skyline,
e.g., [7][32]. Another approach exploits the lattice structure
induced by a Skyline query over low-cardinality domains.
Instead of direct comparisons of tuples, a lattice structure
represents the better-than relationships. Examples for such
algorithms are Lattice Skyline [11] and Hexagon [10], both
having a linear time complexity. There is also work on parallel
preference computation exploiting the lattice structure [20].
The authors of [29] present how to handle high-cardinality
domains and therefore makes lattice algorithms available for a
broad scope of applications.
The present paper is an extended version of [1], where
the basics of multi-level and top-k Skylines were discussed.
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The idea of multi-level Skylines was already mentioned by
Chomicki [12] under the name of iterated preferences. However, Chomicki has never presented an algorithm for the
computation of multi-level preferences.
In [33] the term “multi-level Skyline” was used, but it has
nothing to do with the objects behind the Skyline. It was only
used for a Skyline algorithm where a pre-computed Skyline
dataset was used to compute continuous Skylines. Apart from
that there is no other work on computing the i-th stratum of
a Skyline query.
Regarding top-k [23][34] and Skyline [3] queries, there are
some approaches that combine these both paradigms to topk Skyline queries. In [24] and [25] the authors calculate the
first stratum of the Skyline with some sort of post-processing.
Afterward, they define the k best objects or continue Skyline
computation without the first stratum. A similar approach was
followed in [35], which presented the first study for processing top-k dominating queries over distance-based dynamic
attribute vectors defined over a metric space. They present
the Skyline-Based Algorithm (SBA) to compute the top-1
dominating object, which is removed from the dataset and
the same process is repeated until all top-k results have been
reported. The authors of [26] abstract Skyline ranking as a
dynamic search over Skyline subspaces guided by user-specific
preferences. In [36][37][38] and [39] an index based approach
is used for top-k Skyline computation. However, index based
algorithms in general cannot be used if there is a join or
Cartesian product involved in the query. Su et al. [40] consider
top-k combinatorial Skyline queries, and Zhang et al. [41]
discuss a probabilistic top-k Skyline operator over uncertain
data. Top-k queries are also of interest in the computation of
spatial preferences [42][43], where the aim is to retrieve the k
best objects in a spatial neighborhood of a feature object. Yu
et al. [44] consider the problem of processing a large number
of continuous top-k queries, each with its own preference. The
authors of [45] present a framework for top-k query processing
in large-scale P2P networks, where the dataset is horizontally
distributed to peers. For this they compute k-skyband sets as
a pre-processing step, which are aggregated to answer any
incoming top-k queries.
Although there is some related work, the problem of
efficiently evaluating top-k Skylines is still an open issue.
IX. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we discussed the iterated evaluation of a
Skyline query. For this, we provided a deep insight into latticebased Skyline algorithms, and afterward presented how to
modify Lattice Skyline to get multi-level Skyline sets. After a
running through a set of input tuples, we are able to return not
only the Pareto frontier, but also the tuples that are directly
dominated by them, and so on. Our approach supports multilevel and top-k Skyline computation without computing each
stratum of the Skyline query individually or relying on the
time-consuming tuple-by-tuple comparisons. Comprehensive
experiments show the benefit of our approach in comparison
to existing techniques. Furthermore, the external version of our
algorithm allows the evaluation of top-k Skyline queries even
when main memory is low. For future work we want to get
rid of the restriction on low-cardinality domains. Therefore, we
want to adjust our algorithms as suggested in Section VI-A.
However, this could be a challenging task.
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Abstract—Many applications require us to select combinations of
objects from a database. To select representative combinations
is one of the important processes for analysing data in such
applications. Skyline query, which retrieves a set of non-dominant
objects, is known to be useful to select representative objects from
a database. Analogically, skyline query for combinations is also
useful. Hence, we consider a problem to select representative
distinctive combinations, which we call “objectsets”, in a numerical database in this paper. We analyse the properties of skyline
objectset computation and develop filtering conditions to avoid
needless objectset enumerations as well as comparisons among
them. We perform a set of experiments to testify the importance
and scalability of our skyline objectset method. In addition,
we confirm that those filtering strategies also work for skyline
objectset query variant called skyband objectset query. Therefore, we propose another method to compute skyband objectset
skyline result. Our experiments also confirm the effectiveness and
scalability of skyband objectset skyline method.
Keywords–Dataset; Skyline queries; Objectsets; Dominance relationship.

I. I NTRODUCTION
This work propose an algorithm called complete objectset
skyline (CSS) to resolve the objectsets skyline query problem.
This article is an extended version of [1].
To select representative objects in a database is important
to understand the data. Assume that we have a hotel database.
To analyse the database, we, first, take a look at representative
records, for example, the cheapest one, the most popular one,
the most convenient one and so on. Skyline query [2] and its
variants are functions to find such representative objects from
a numerical database. Given a m-dimensional dataset D, an
object O is said to dominate another object O0 if O is not worse
than O0 in any of the m dimensions and O is better than O0 in
at least one of the m dimensions. A skyline query retrieves a
set of non dominate objects. Consider an example in the field
of financial investment. In general, an investor tends to buy the
stocks that can minimize cost and risk. Based on this general
assumption, the target can be formalized as finding the skyline
stocks with smaller costs and smaller risks. Figure 1(a) shows
seven stocks records with their costs (a1 ) and risks (a2 ). In
the list, the best choice for a client comes from the skyline,
i.e., one of {O1 , O2 , O3 } in general (see Figure 1(b)).
A key advantage of the skyline query is that it does not require a specific ranking function; its results only depend on the
intrinsic characteristics of the data. Furthermore, the skyline
does not relay on different scales at different dimensions. For
example risk unit or cost unit in Figure 1 may be not same but
it does not affect the skyline query result. However, the order of
the dimensional projections of the objects is important. Skyline
query has broad applications including product or restaurant
recommendations [3], review evaluations with user ratings [4],

ID

a1(cost)

a2(risk)

O1

2

8

O2

4

4

O3

8

2

O4

8

4

O5

6

6

O6

4

6

O7

10

10

a) Dataset

a2(risk)
O7
O1

O6

O5
O4

O2
O3

a1(cost)

b) Skyline

Figure 1. A skyline problem

querying wireless sensor networks [5], and graph analysis [6].
Algorithms for computing skyline objects have been discussed
in the literature [7] [8] [9] [10].
One of the known limitations of the skyline query is that it
can not answer various queries that require us to analyse not
just individual object of a dataset but also their combinations.
It is very likely that an investor has to invest more than one
stock. For example, investment in O1 will render the lowest
cost. However, this investment is also very risky. Are there
any other stocks or sets of stocks, which allow us to have a
lower investment and/or a lower risk? These answers are often
referred to as the investment portfolio. How to efficiently find
such an investment portfolio is the principle issue studied in
this work.
We consider a skyline query for distinctive combinations
of objects (objectsets) in a database. Let k-objectset be a set,
which contains k another object O0 if O is not worse than
O0 in any of the m dimensions and O is better than O0 in at
least one of the m dimensions. A skyline query retrieves a set
of non dominate objects. Consider an example in the field of
financial investment. In general, an investor tends to buy the
stocks that can minimize cost and risk. Based on this general
assumption, the target can be formalized as finding the skyline
stocks with smaller costs and smaller risks. Figure 1(a) shows
seven stocks records with their costs (a1 ) and risks (a2 ). In the
list, the best choice for a client comes from the skyline, i.e., one
of {O1 , O2 , O3 } in general (see Figure 1(b)). objects n be the
number of objects in the dataset. The number of k-objectsets in
the dataset amounts to n Ck . We propose an efficient algorithm
to compute variants of skyline query among the n Ck sets.
Assume an investor has to purchase two stocks. In Figure 1,
conventional skyline query outputs {O1 , O2 , O3 }, which does
not suggest sufficient information for the portfolio selection
problem. Users may want to choose the portfolios, which
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TABLE I. Sets of 2 Stocks

ID
O1,2
O1,3
O1,4
O1,5
O1,6
O1,7
O2,3

a1 (cost)
6
10
10
8
6
12
12

a2 (risk)
12
10
12
14
14
18
6

ID
O2,4
O2,5
O2,6
O2,7
O3,4
O3,5
O3,6

a1 (cost)
12
10
8
14
16
14
12

are not dominated by any other sets in order to minimize
the entire costs and risks. In such a case, if an user wants
to select two stocks at a time from previous skyline result
s/he can make two stock set such as {O1,2 , O1,3 , O2,3 } and
select any of them. However, set created from non dominant
objects will be a non dominant set is not always true. For
example, objectset O1,3 is dominated by O2,6 and there is no
opportunity to judge this kind dominance relationship if we
consider previous result only. That means an investor needs
to create all two stocks sets after that perform domination
check among those sets. It is very costly and not a very
user friendly procedure. Table I shows sets consisting of two
stocks, in which attribute values of each set are the sums of
two component stocks. Objectsets {O1,2 , O2,3 , O2,6 } cannot
be dominated by any other objectsets (see Figure 2(a)) and,
thus, they are the answers for the objectset skyline query.
Furthermore, if the investor wants to buy three stocks then s/he
needs to construct all of those three stocks sets and perform
domination check among those sets to get the final result. In
our running example, objectset skyline query for three stocks
will retrieve objectsets {O1,2,3 , O1,2,6 , O2,3,4 , O2,3,6 } as the
query result.
Though a skyline query of objectsets is important in
portfolio analysis, privacy aware data analysis, outlier-resistant
data analysis, etc., there have been few studies on the objectsets
skyline problem because of the difficulty of the problem. Su
et al. proposed a solution to find the top-k optimal objectsets
according to a user defined preference order of attributes [11].
However, it is hard to define a user preference beforehand for
some complicated decision making tasks. Guo et al. proposed
a pattern based pruning (PBP) algorithm to solve the objectsets
skyline problem by indexing individuals objects [12]. The key
disadvantage of the PBP algorithm is that it needs object
selecting pattern in advance and the pruning capability depends
on this pattern. Moreover, this algorithm is for fixed size
objectset k and failed to retrieve result for all k.
We have introduced the objectsets skyline operator in
2010 [13]. In this work, we developed a method for finding
the skyline objectsets that are on the convex hull enclosing all
the objectsets. However, it misses objectsets that are not on
the convex hull, which may provide meaningful results.
The main challenge in developing an method for objectset
skyline is to overcome its computational complexity. The space
complexity of objectset skyline computation is exponential in
general and a dataset of n records can have up to n Ck skyline
objectsets. This means that the time complexity of objectset
skyline is also exponential because we have to generate all
skyline objectsets during the computation. Since the set of
intermediate candidate objectsets may not fit in memory,
conventional method have to generate all candidate objectsets

a2 (risk)
8
10
10
14
6
8
8

ID
O3,7
O4,5
O4,6
O4,7
O5,6
O5,7
O6,7

a1 (cost)
18
14
12
18
10
16
14

a2 (risk)
12
10
10
14
12
16
16

in a progressive manner and update the resultant objectset
skyline dynamically. Thus, we cannot implement any index
structures such as R-trees [9] and ZBtrees [14].
In this paper, we present an efficient solution that can select
skyline objectsets, which include not only convex skyline
objectsets but also non-convex skyline objectsets. The objectset
size k can be varied from 1 to n and within which a user may
select a smaller subset of his/her interest.
There is a well-known shortcoming in the skyline query.
Though the result of the skyline query contains top-1 object
for any scoring function, it cannot be used for selecting top-k
(k > 1) object, which means that it cannot be used if an user
wants more than one object for a specific scoring function. For
example, if an user wants to choose top-3 cheapest stocks, the
result of the skyline query does not contain all the top-3. Our
previous objectset skyline query also has this shortcoming of
the skyline query.
To solve the problem, in this paper, we also examine the
objectset of another variant of skyline query called “skybandobjectset” query. Skyband-objectset query for K-skyband returns a set of objectsets, each objectset of which is not
dominated by K other objectsets. In other words, an objectset
in the skyband-objectset query may be dominated by at most
K − 1 other objectsets.
The skyband-objectset query helps us to retrieve desired
objectsets without any scoring function. It can increase (decrease) the number of objectsets by increasing (decreasing) the
skyband value of K. From skyband-objectset result an user can
easily choose his/her desired objectsets by applying top-k set
queries. For the dataset in Figure 1, the skyband-set query for
objectset size s = 1 and K = 1 retrieves all non dominated
objectsets i.e., {O1 , O2 , O3 }. Again, from Figure 1(b) for
s = 1 and K = 2 we get objectsets {O1 , O2 , O3 , O6 } those
are dominated by at most one objectset. Here O4 , O5 , and O7
are dominated by more than one objectset so they are excluded
from the query result. Next, for s = 2 and K = 1 it retrieves
objectsets {O1,2 , O2,3 , O2,6 } shown by double circles in
Figure 2(a). Similarly, for s = 2 and K = 2 skyband-set query
will retrieve {O1,2 , O1,6 , O2,3 , O2,6 , O3,4 } (see Figure 2(b)).
In this result, objectsets O1,6 and O3,4 are included because
of dominated by only one objectset. Figure 2(b) shows that
objectset O1,6 is dominated by objectset O1,2 and objectset
O3,6 is dominated by objectset O2,3 . Therefore, one can use
the skyband-set query at the preprocessing step for top-k set
query. It is useful for candidate set generation to select his/her
desired objectsets without any scoring function.
We introdue CSS to resolve the objectsets skyline query
problem. It progressively filters the objectsets that are impossible to be the objectsets skyline result, and uses a filtering mech-
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a2(risk)

a2(risk)
O1,7
O6,7 O5,7
O1,6 O1,5
O1,4,O5,6

O1,2

O1,3,O2,5

O2,6

O4,6

O2,7 O4,7
O3,7
O4,5

O1,7
O6,7 O5,7
O1,6 O1,5
O1,4,O5,6

O1,2

O1,3,O2,5

O2,6

O3,5

O2,4,O3,6

O2,3

O4,6

O2,7 O4,7
O3,7
O4,5
O3,5

O2,4,O3,6

O3,4

O2,3

a1(cost)
a) Skyline of 2 Stocks

O3,4

a1(cost)
b) Objectset skyband for s = 2 and K = 2

Figure 2. Objectset skyline problem

anism to retrieve the skyline objectsets without enumerating all
objectsets. We develop two filtering techniques to avoid generating a large number of unpromising objectsets. Moreover,
we confirm that proposing filtering strategies is also useful for
skyband objectset query computation. We also propose another
method called K-skyband objectset skyline (KSS) to compute
skyband objectset query result. The efficiency of the both
algorithms are then examined with experiments on a variety
of synthetic and real datasets.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews the related work. Section III discusses the
notions and basic properties for skyline objectset as well as
the problem of skyband objectset. In Section IV, we specify
details of our algorithms with proper examples and analysis.
We experimentally confirm our algorithms in Section VI under
a variety of settings. Finally, Section VII concludes this work
and describes our future intention.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Our work is motivated by previous studies of skyline query
processing as well as objectsets skyline query processing.
Therefore, we briefly review conventional skyline query and
objectset skyline query proposed in this work.
A. Skyline Query Processing
Borzsonyi et al. first introduced the skyline operator
over large databases and proposed three algorithms: BlockN ested-Loops(BN L), Divide-and-Conquer (D&C), and
B-tree-based schemes [2]. BNL compares each object of the
database with every other object, and reports it as a result
only if any other object does not dominate it. A window
W is allocated in main memory, and the input relation is
sequentially scanned. In this way, a block of skyline objects
is produced in every iteration. In case the window saturates, a
temporary file is used to store objects that cannot be placed in
W . This file is used as the input to the next pass. D&C divides
the dataset into several partitions such that each partition can
fit into memory. Skyline objects for each individual partition
are then computed by a main-memory skyline algorithm. The
final skyline is obtained by merging the skyline objects for
each partition. Chomicki et al. improved BNL by presorting,
they proposed Sort-F ilter-Skyline(SF S) as a variant of

BNL [7]. Among index-based methods, Tan et al. proposed two
progressive skyline computing methods Bitmap and Index [15].
In the Bitmap approach, every dimension value of a point
is represented by a few bits. By applying bit-wise AN D
operation on these vectors, a given point can be checked if
it is in the skyline without referring to other points. The index
method organizes a set of m-dimensional objects into m lists
such that an object O is assigned to list i if and only if its value
at attribute i is the best among all attributes of O. Each list is
indexed by a B-tree, and the skyline is computed by scanning
the B-tree until an object that dominates the remaining entries
in the B-trees is found. The current most efficient method is
Branch-and-Bound Skyline(BBS), proposed by Papadias
et al., which is a progressive algorithm based on the best-first
nearest neighbor (BF-NN) algorithm [9]. Instead of searching
for nearest neighbor repeatedly, it directly prunes using the
R*-tree structure.
Recently, more aspects of skyline computation have been
explored. Chan et al. proposed k-dominant skyline and developed efficient ways to compute it in high-dimensional
space [16]. Lin et al. proposed n-of-N skyline query to support
online query on data streams, i.e., to find the skyline of the
set composed of the most recent n elements. In the cases
where the datasets are very large and stored distributively, it
is impossible to handle them in a centralized fashion [17].
Balke et al. first mined skyline in a distributed environment by
partitioning the data vertically [18]. Vlachou et al. introduce
the concept of extended skyline set, which contains all data
elements that are necessary to answer a skyline query in any
arbitrary subspace [19]. Tao et al. discuss skyline queries
in arbitrary subspaces [20]. More skyline variants such as
dynamic skyline [21] and reverse skyline [22] operators also
have recently attracted considerable attention.
B. Objectsets Skyline Query Processing
There are two closely related works, which are “topk combinatorial skyline queries” [11] and “convex skyline
objectsets” [13]. Su et al. studied how to find top-k optimal
combinations according to a given preference order in the
attributes. Their solution is to retrieve non-dominate combinations incrementally with respect to the preference until the
best k results have been found. This approach relies on the
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preference order of attributes and the limited number (top-k)
of combinations queried. Both the preference order and the
top-k limitation may largely reduce the exponential search
space for combinations. However, in our problem there is
no preference order nor the top-k limitation. Consequently,
their approach cannot solve our problem easily and efficiently.
Additionally, in practice it is difficult for the system or a user
to decide a reasonable preference order. This fact will narrow
down the applications of [11]. Siddique and Morimoto studied
the “convex skyline objectset” problem. It is known that the
objects on the lower (upper) convex hull, denoted as CH,
is a subset of the objects on the skyline, denoted as SKY .
Every object in CH can minimize (maximize) a corresponding
linear scoring function on attributes, while every object in SKY
can minimize (maximize) a corresponding monotonic scoring
function [2]. They aims at retrieving the objectsets in CH,
however, we focus on retrieving the objectsets in CH ⊆ SKY .
Since their approach relies on the properties of the convex hull,
it cannot extend easily to solve complete skyline problem.
The similar related work is “Combination Skyline Queries”
proposed in [12]. Guo et al. proposed a pattern based pruning
(PBP) algorithm to solve the objectsets skyline problem by
indexing individuals objects. The key problem of PBP algorithm is that it needs object selecting pattern in advance
and the pruning capability depends on this pattern. For any
initial wrong pattern this may increase the exponential search
space. Moreover, it fails to vary the cardinality of objectset
size k. Our solution does not require to construct any pattern
previously and also vary the objectset size k from 1 to n. There
are some other works focusing on the combination selection
problem but related to our work weakly [23] [24]. Roy et al.
studied how to select “maximal combinations”. A combination
is “maximal” if it exceeds the specified constraint by adding
any new object. Finally, the k most representative maximal
combinations, which contain objects with high diversities, are
presented to the user. Wan et al. study the problem to construct
k profitable products from a set of new products that are not
dominated by the products in the existing market [24]. They
construct non-dominate products by assigning prices to the
new products that are not given beforehand like the existing
products. Moreover, there exist no previous work that focus
on skyband objectset query and are not suitable to solve this
type query.
III. P RELIMINARIES
This section formally defines objectset skyline query and
objectset Skyband query and studies their basic properties.
Given a dataset D with m-attributes {a1 , a2 , · · · , am } and
n objects {O1 ,O2 , · · · , On }. We use Oi .aj to denote the j-th
dimension value of object Oi . Without loss of generality, we
assume that smaller value in each attribute is better.
Dominance
An object Oi ∈ D is said to dominate another object Oj ∈
D, denoted as Oi ≤ Oj , if Oi .ar ≤ Oj .ar (1 ≤ r ≤ m) for
all m attributes and Oi .at < Oj .at (1 ≤ t ≤ m) for at least
one attribute. We call such Oi as dominant object and such
Oj as dominated object between Oi and Oj . For example, in
Figure 1(b) object O7 is dominated by object O5 . Thus, for
this relationship, object O5 is considered as dominant object
and O7 as dominated object.

Skyline
An object Oi ∈ D is said to be a skyline object of D, if and
only if does not exist any object Oj ∈ D (j 6= i) that dominates
Oi , i.e., Oj ≤ Oi is not true. The skyline of D, denoted by
Sky(D), is the set of skyline objects in D. For dataset shown
in Figure 1(a), object O2 dominates {O4 , O5 , O6 , O7 } and
objects {O1 , O3 } are not dominated by any other objects in
D. Thus, skyline query will retrieve Sky(D) = {O1 , O2 , O3 }
(see Figure 1(b)).
In the following, we first introduce the concept of objectset,
and then use it to define objectsets skyline. A k-objectset s is
made up of k objects selected from D, i.e., s = {O1 , · · · , Ok }
and for simplicity denoted as s = O1,··· ,k . Each attribute value
of s is given by the formula below:
s.aj = fj (O1 .aj , · · · , Ok .aj ), (1 ≤ j ≤ m)

(1)

where fj is a monotonic aggregate function that takes k parameters and returns a single value. For the sake of simplicity,
in this paper we consider that the monotonic scoring function
returns the sum of these values, i.e.,

s.aj =

k
X

Oi .aj , (1 ≤ j ≤ m)

(2)

i=1

though our algorithm can be applied on any monotonic aggregate function. Recall that the number of k-objectsets in D is
n!
n Ck = (n−k)!k! , we denote the number by |S|. If we consider
stocks shown in Figure 1, then the total number of objectset
for two stocks is 7 C2 i.e., |S| = 21 and objectset O1,2 is made
up from object O1 and O2 .
Dominance Relationship
A k-objectset s ∈ D is said to dominate another k-objectset
s0 ∈ D, denoted as s ≤ s0 , if s.ar ≤ s0 .ar (1 ≤ r ≤ m)
for all m attributes and s.at < s0 .at (1 ≤ t ≤ m) for at
least one attribute. We call such s as dominant k-objectset and
s0 as dominated k-objectset between s and s0 . For example,
in Figure 2(a) objectset O1,6 is dominated by objectset O1,2 .
In this relationship objectset O1,2 is considered as dominant
objectset and O1,6 as dominated objectset.
Objectsets Skyline
A k-objectset s ∈ D is said to be a skyline k-objectset if s
is not dominated by any other k-objectsets in D. The skyline
of k-objectsets in D, denoted by Skyk (D), is the set of skyline
k-objectsets in D. Assume k = 2, then for the dataset shown
in Table III, 2-objectset O1,2 , O2,3 , and O2,6 are not dominated
by any other 2-objectsets in D. Thus, 2-objectset skyline query
will retrieve Sky2 (D) = {O1,2 , O2,3 , O2,6 } (see Figure 2(a)).
Domination Objectsets
Domination objectsets of k-objectsets, denoted by DSk (D)
is said to be a set of all dominated k-objectsets in D. Since
the 1-objectsets skyline result is Sky1 (D) = {O1 , O2 , O3 },
then the domination objectsets of 1-objectsets is DS1 (D) =
{O4 , O5 , O6 , O7 }, i.e., D − Sky1 (D).
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TABLE II. domRelationTable for 1-objectsets

Object
O1
O2
O3
O4
O5
O6
O7

Dominant Object
∅
∅
∅
O2 , O 3
O2 , O 6
O2
O1 , O 2 , O 3 , O 4 , O 5 , O 6

Objectset Skyband
Objectset skyband query returns a set of objectsets, each
objectset of which is not dominated by K other objectsets.
In other words, an objectset in the skyband-set query may be
dominated by at most K − 1 other objectsets. If we want to
apply skyband objectset query in D and choose objectset size
s = 2 and K = 2, then the objectset skyband will retrieve
{O1,2 , O1,6 , O2,3 , O2,6 , O3,4 } as query result.
IV. C OMPLETE S KYLINE O BJECTSETS A LGORITHM
In this section, we present our proposed method called
Complete Skyline objectSets (CSS). It is a level-wise iterative
algorithm. Initially, CSS computes conventional skyline, i.e.,
1-objectsets skyline then 2-objectsets skyline, and so on, until
k-objectsets skyline.
For k = 1, we can compute 1-objectsets skyline using
any conventional algorithms. In this paper, we use SF S
method proposed in [7] to compute 1-objectsets skyline
and receive the following domination relation table called
domRelationT able.
For the objectsets skyline query problem, the total number
of objectsets is |S| = n Ck for a dataset D containing n
objects when we select objectsets of size k. This poses serious
algorithmic challenges compared with the traditional skyline
problem. For example, Brute Force approach needs to calculate
each objectset s and also needs to judge domination check
among all |S| objectsets. Fortunately, large parts of the computations can be avoided with our proposed CSS algorithm.
As Table III illustrates, |S| = 21 possible combinations are
generated from only seven objects when k = 2. Even for
a small dataset with thousands of entries, the number of
objectsets is prohibitively large. Thanks to the Theorem 1,
which gives us opportunity to prune many non-promising
objectsets.
Theorem 1. If all k members of an objectset s are in
DSk−1 (D), where DSk−1 (D) = DS1 (D) ∪ · · · ∪ DSk−1 (D),
then objecsets s ∈
/ Skyk (D).
Proof: Assume s = {O1 , · · · , Ok } and s ∈ Skyk (D).
Since all members of s are in DSk−1 (D), then there must be
k distinct dominant objectsets for each member of s. Suppose
0
{O10 , · · · , Ok0 } are those k distinct objectsets and {O1,···
,k }
0
construct an objectset s . Now, it implies dominance relationship s0 ≤ s, which contradict initial assumption s ∈ Skyk (D).
Hence, a non dominant k-objectsets contains at least one
skyline objectset.
Dominance relation given in Table II retrieves DS1 (D) =
{O4 , O5 , O6 , O7 }. By using Theorem 1 for k = 2, we can
safely prune 4 C2 = 6 objectsets such as {O4,5 , O4,6 , O4,7 ,

O5,6 , O5,7 , O6,7 } from Sky2 (D) computation, since these
combinations do not have any member from Skyk−1 (D). After
pruning by this theorem the number of remaining objecsets,
i.e., 15 (21-6), is still too large for our running example.
To avoid large objecsets comparison, CSS applies the second
pruning strategy as follows:
Theorem 2. Suppose S1 , S2 , and S3 be the three objectsets
in D. If objectset S1 ≤ S2 , then S1 ∪ S3 ≤ S2 ∪ S3 is true.
Proof: Given that S1 , S2 , and S3 are the three objectsets
in D and S1 ≤ S2 is true. Now, if we think another objectset
S3 as a constant and add it on both side then we will get the
relationship S1 ∪ S3 ≤ S2 ∪ S3 . Thus if objectset S1 ≤ S2 is
true, then S1 ∪ S3 ≤ S2 ∪ S3 is also true.
Theorem 2 gives us another opportunity to eliminate huge
number objectsets. Table II shows that object O4 is dominated
by O2 and O3 (O2 ≤ O4 and O3 ≤ O4 ). By using Theorem
2, we get following dominance relations for 2-objectsets:
O1,2 ≤ O1,4 , O2,3 ≤ O2,4 , O2,3 ≤ O3,4 . Similarly, object
O5 is dominated by O2 and O6 (O2 ≤ O5 and O6 ≤ O5 ).
From this relation, we can derive O1,2 ≤ O1,5 , O2,3 ≤ O3,5 ,
and O2,6 ≤ O2,5 . From O2 ≤ O6 , we can derive O1,2 ≤ O1,6 ,
O2,3 ≤ O3,6 . Finally, from the last row of Table II we have the
dominance relationship {O1 , O2 , O3 , O4 , O5 , O6 ≤ O7 }. Now
if we use objects {O1 , O2 , O3 } as common objects then we
get following additional dominance relationship {O1,2 ≤ O1,7 ,
O2,3 ≤ O3,7 , O2,6 ≤ O2,7 }. Thus, according to Theorem
2, we can safely prune more 11 objectsets such as {O1,4 ,
O2,4 , O3,4 , O1,5 , O2,5 , O3,5 , O1,6 , O3,6 , O1,7 , O2,7 , O3,7 } for
Sky2 (D). Actually, CSS algorithm will compose remaining
(15-11) = 4 objecsets such as {O1,2 , O1,3 , O2,3 , O2,6 } and
it needs to perform domination checks among them. After
performing domination check it retrieves {O1,2 , O2,3 , O2,6 }
as Sky2 (D) query result. However, during this procedure CSS
also updates the dominance relation table for 2-objectsets as
shown in Table III.
For k = 2 dominance relation Table III retrieves domination
objectsets DS2 (D) = {O1,3 , O1,4 , O1,5 , O1,6 , O1,7 , O2,4 ,
O2,5 , O2,7 , O3,4 , O3,5 , O3,6 , O3,7 }. When k = 3, conventional
skyline algorithm needs to check dominance relation among
|S| = 35 (7 C3 ) objectsets. In contrast to such conventional
algorithms, our CSS algorithm does not compose those 3objectsets if the distinct 3 objects are in DS1 (D) or DS1 (D)∪
DS2 (D). For DS1 (D) = {O4 , O5 , O6 , O7 }, CSS does not
compute 4 C3 = 4 objectsets. They are {O4,5,6 , O4,5,7 , O4,6,7 },
and O5,6,7 . For DS1 (D) ∪ DS2 (D), CSS pruned another 22
objectsets. These 22 objectsets are {O1,3,4 , O1,3,5 , O1,3,6 ,
O1,3,7 , O1,4,5 , O1,4,6 , O1,4,7 , O1,5,6 , O1,5,7 , O1,6,7 , O2,4,5 ,
O2,4,6 , O2,4,7 , O2,5,6 , O2,5,7 , O2,6,7 , O3,4,5 , O3,4,6 , O3,4,7 ,
O3,5,6 , O3,5,7 , O3,6,7 } After using Theorem 1, the remaining
objectset number is reduced to 9 (35-26). After applying
Theorem 2, CSS deos not need to compute another 5 objectets
such as {O1,2,4 , O1,2,5 , O1,2,7 , O2,3,5 }, and O2,3,7 . Finally, the
proposed algorithm will compose only four objectsets {O1,2,3 ,
O1,2,6 , O2,3,4 , O2,3,6 } and perform domination check among
these four objectsets to obtain Sky3 (D). After the domination
check, since these objectsets are not dominated by each other
thus, CSS retrieves {O1,2,3 , O1,2,6 , O2,3,4 , O2,3,6 } as Sky3 (D)
result. CSS will continue similar iterative procedure for the rest
of the k values to compute Skyk (D).
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TABLE III. domRelationTable for 2-objectsets

Objectset
O1,2
O1,3
O1,4
O1,5
O1,6
O1,7
O2,3
O2,4
O2,5
O2,6
O2,7

Dom. Objectset
∅
∅
O1,2 , O1,3
O1,2 , O1,6
O1,2
O1,2 , O1,3 , O1,4 , O1,5 , O1,6
∅
O2,3
O2,6
∅
O1,2 , O2,3 , O2,4 , O2,5 , O2,6

Objectset
O3,4
O3,5
O3,6
O3,7
O4,5
O4,6
O4,7
O5,6
O5,7
O6,7

V. O BJECTSETS S KYBAND C OMPUTATION
We adapt previous CSS method for objectset skyband query
computation. We term this method as k-skyband objectset
(KSS). Initially consider a skyband objectset query where
objectset size s = 1 and skyband size K = 1 i.e., conventional
skyline query. Then it retrieves {O1 , O2 , O3 } as the objectset
skyband query result. If we keep objectset size s = 1 and
increase the skyband value K to 2, then objectset skyband
result becomes {O1 , O2 , O3 , O6 }. Similarly, skyband objectset
query for s = 1 and K = 3 retrieves {O1 , O2 , O3 , O4 , O5 ,
O6 }. Finally, for s = 1 and K = 4 KSS retrieves all objects
as a result.
Similar to objectset skyline query problem if we select
objectsets of size s, then the number of objectsets is |S| = n Cs
for a dataset D containing n objects. Unfortunately, to compute
skyband objectset we can not use Theorem 1. This is because,
even if all k member of an objectset s are in DSk (D), it can
be retrieved as the member of objectset skyband. However,
to compute objectset skyband query efficiently, we introduce
Theorem 3, which is useful to filter objectsets as well as to
reduce the number of comparisons required domination check.
Theorem 3. If an objectset, say s, is dominated by at least K
other objectsets, then we do not need to compose objectsets
that contain s for K-skyband-set computation.
Proof: Let S1 , S2 , S3 , and S4 be objectsets in DS.
Assume that objectset S1 is dominated by two objectsets S2
and S3 (S2 ≤ S1 and S3 ≤ S1 ). Thanks to Theorem 2,
we can say that if S2 ≤ S1 is true, then for super objectset
S2 ∪ S4 ≤ S1 ∪ S4 is also true. Similarly, S3 ∪ S4 ≤ S1 ∪ S4 is
true. There exist at least two other objectset such as S2 ∪ S4
and S3 ∪ S4 that can dominate super objectset S1 ∪ S4 . It
implies that an objectset is dominated by two objectsets, it
cannot be an objectset of 2-skyband-set. Thus, it is proved
that if an objectset is dominated by at least K other objectsets
then we do not need to compose super objectsets that contain
the dominated objectset for skyband-set computation.
From Table II, we can easily construct similar
domRelationT able for objectset size s = 2 as shown
in Table III by using Theorem 2 and Theorem 3. Dominance
relation Table III retrieves candidates for objectset skyband
queries when objecetset size s = 2. For example, if an user
specifies skyband objectset query for s = 2 and K = 1,
then the proposed algorithm will retrieve candidate objectsets
{O1,2 , O1,3 , O2,3 , O2,6 } from Table III. Note that the
proposed algorithm will compose only four objectsets and

Dom. Objectset
O2,3
O2,3 , O3,6
O2,3
O1,3 , O2,3 , O3,4 , O3,5 , O3,6
O2,5 , O3,5 , O2,4 , O4,6
O2,6 , O3,6 , O2,4
O1,4 , O2,4 , O3,4 , O4,5 , O4,6 , O2,7 , O3,7
O2,6 , O2,5
O1,5 , O2,5 , O3,5 , O4,5 , O5,6 , O2,7 , O6,7
O1,6 , O2,6 , O3,6 , O4,6 , O5,6 , O2,7

perform domination check among them to obtain skyband
objectset result {O1,2 , O2,3 , O2,6 }. Here, objectset O1,3
is dominated by objectset O2,6 . Next, if the user concerns
about skyband objectset query with s = 2 and K = 2,
then the proposed algorithm will choose candidate objectsets
{O1,2 , O1,3 , O1,6 , O2,3 , O2,4 , O2,5 , O2,6 , O3,4 , O3,6 } and
perform domination check among these objectsets. Finally, it
retrieves {O1,2 , O1,6 , O2,3 , O2,6 , O3,4 } as skyband-set query
result. The dominance relation Table III retrieves candidate
objectsets for any skyband objectset query when s = 2. The
proposed method will continue similar iterative procedures to
construct dominance relation table each time for larger value
of s and ready to report objectset skyband queries result for
any skyband value of K.
VI.

P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION

In the experimental section, we empirically evaluated the
performance of our proposed CSS and KSS approaches. We do
not compare our algorithms with the algorithm for computing
top-k combinatorial skyline [11]. The reasons are twofold.
First, RCA requires the user to determine the ranking of every
dimension of the dataset, and its performance varies depending
on the user preference. Second, while our algorithms compare
only groups of the same size, RCA compares groups of different sizes as well. However, in order to measure their relative
performance, we adapt SFS skyline algorithm to compute set
skyline algorithm [7]. To make the comparison fair, we have
excluded all the pre-processing cost of SFS method such as
cost of objectset generation.
We conduct a set of investigations with different dimensionalities (m), data cardinalities (n), and objectset size (k)
to judge the effectiveness and efficiency of proposed methods.
All experiments were run on a computer with Intel Core i7
CPU 3.4GHz and 4 GB main memory running on Windows.
We compiled the source codes under jdk 1.8. Each experiment
is repeated five times and we report the average results for
performance evaluation. The execution times in the graphs
shown in this section are plotted in log scale.
A. Performance on Synthetic Datasets
We prepared synthetic datasets with three data distributions
correlated, anti-correlated, and independent, which are used in
[2]. The results are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5. The sizes
of resulting synthetic datasets are varied from 2.3k to 161.7k
depending on the number of objects n.
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Effect of Cardinality
For this experiment, we specify the data dimensionality m
to 4, objectset size k to 3, and vary dataset cardinality n. If
the cardinality n takes the values of 25, 50, 75, and 100 then
total objectset size become 2.3k, 19.6k, 67.5k, and 161.7k,
respectively. We plot the running times of the algorithms in
Figure 3. Figure 3(a), (b), and (c) respectively reports the
performance on the correlated, the independent, and the anticorrelated datasets. The horizontal line represents the data
cardinality and the vertical line represents execution time. We
observe that all methods are affected by data cardinality. If the
data cardinality increases then their performances fall down.
The results demonstrate that proposed methods significantly
outperforms the SFS method. The performance of SFS method
degrades rapidly as the the dataset size increases, especially for
the anti-correlated data distribution. This represents that the
proposed methods can successfully prune the objectset composing as well as many unnecessary comparisons. However,
the difference between CSS and KSS is not very significant.
KSS needs little bit extra time to retrieve results for all K.
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Figure 3. Performance for different cardinality

100

Effect of Dimensionality
In these experiments, we set the data cardinality n to 50,
objectset size k to 3 and vary dataset dimensionality m ranges
from 2 to 5. The elapsed time results are shown in Figure 4(a),
(b), and (c). The horizontal line shows the data dimensionality
m and the vertical line shows the execution time. The results
showed that as the dimension m increases the performance
of the all methods becomes slower. This is because checking
the dominance relationship between two objectsets becomes
more expensive with large values of m. For higher dimension,
when the number of non dominant objectset increases the
performance of all methods become sluggish. The running time
of the proposed algorithms achieve satisfactory even when the
dimension size is large. The results on correlated datasets are
9-20 times faster than the independent and the anti-correlated
datasets. We observed that the time difference between CSS
and KSS is not notable for the same reason as we discuss in
previous section.
Effect of Objectset Size
In these experiments, we examine the performance of the
proposed CSS and KSS under various objectset size k. We
limit the data cardinality n to 50 and dataset dimensionality m
to 4. The results are described in Figure 5(a), (b), and (c). The
horizontal line shows the objectset size k and the vertical line
shows the time taken. The results showed that as the objectset
size k rises up, the performance of all methods are fallen down.
The performance of SFS method is much worse than that of
the proposed methods when the objectset size k is greater than
1. This is because the proposed methods use SF S algorithm
for k = 1 to construct domRelationT able, and executing
domination check. For higher value of s, it does not require to
compose all objectset and it reduces the number of unnecessary
comparisons. We notice that the time difference between CSS
and KSS is not significant and CSS is faster that KSS.
From the experimental results, we observe a pattern that
the speed up of the proposed methods over SFS is 4-10
times faster. Since the number of skyline objectsets of the
anti-correlated datasets is generally larger than those of the
independent datasets and the correlated datasets, the algorithms
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with the anti-correlated datasets take generally more execution
time than those of the other datasets.

VII. C ONCLUSION
This paper addresses a skyline query for set of objects
in a dataset. After analysis various properties of objectsets
skyline, we propose an efficient and general algorithm called
CSS to compute objectsets skyline. Because of the exponential
growth in the number of combinations of tuples, objectsets
skyline computation using conventional method is inherently
expensive in terms of both time and space. Therefore, in order
to prune the search space and improve the efficiency, we
have developed two major pruning strategies. Using synthetic
and real datasets, we demonstrate the scalability of proposed
method. Intensive experiments confirm the effectiveness and
superiority of our CSS algorithm.
In the future, first, we intend to implement the objectsets skyline problem when the aggregation function is not
monotonic. As another direction for future work, we may
consider a problem of finding a small number of representative
skyline objectsets, similarly to finding a small number of
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B. Performance on Real Dataset
We next present the experimental results of the proposed
algorithms with real datasets. To examine the results for
real dataset, we select the FUEL dataset, which is obtained
from “www.fueleconomy.gov”. FUEL dataset is 24k 6dimensional objects, in which each object stands for the
performance of a vehicle (such as mileage per gallon of
gasoline in city and highway, etc.). The attribute domain range
for this dataset is [8, 89].
To deal with FUEL dataset, we conducted similar experiments like synthetic datasets. First, to study dimensionality,
we specify the data cardinality n to 50, objectset size k to 3
and vary dataset dimensionality m from 2 to 5.
Figure 6(a) illustrates the performance the objectset skyline
and objectset skyband queries of different dimension sizes. As
the dimensions increases, the running time for all methods
increases accordingly. However, CSS and KSS outperforms
than SFS technique.
Our second experiments on real data examine the performance of different data cardinality n. For these experiments,
we limit the dimensionality m to 4, objectset size k to 3,
and vary dataset cardinality n from 25 to 100. The results are
shown in Figure 6(b). As the data size increases, the running
time for all methods increase sharply. We can observe that
CSS is better than KSS and SFS.
In the final experiments, we examine the performance
under various objectset size k. We fix the data cardinality n
to 50 and dimensionality m to 4. The results are shown in
Figure 6(c). As the objectset size increases, the execution time
for all methods also increase. We can observe that the running
time of CSS and KSS are much superior to SFS.
Notice that we get similar standardized results like independent distribution that represents the scalability of CSS and
KSS on real dataset for all experiments with FUEL dataset.
These experiments demonstrate that our proposed CSS and
KSS are consistently better than the SFS method on both
synthetic and real datasets. Therefore, our experiments confirm
the effectiveness and scalability of our algorithms.
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Figure 6. Experiments on FUEL dataset
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representative skyline objectsets. Third, we want to design
more optimized mechanisms for objectsets computation on
distributed MapReduce environment.
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Abstract—During the last decade, Cloud Computing (CC) has
been quickly adopted worldwide, and several solutions have
emerged. Cloud computing is used to provide storage service,
computing power and flexibility to end-users, in order to access
data from anywhere at any time. Thus, Cloud Computing is
a subscription-based service where you can obtain networked
storage space and computer resources. The cloud makes it
possible for you to access your information from anywhere at any
time. Distributed Hash Table (DHT) plays an important role in
distributed systems and applications, particularly in environments
distributed on a large scale. In the model of normal Client/Server
(C/S model), as we centralize most of the resources on the server,
it becomes the most important part as well as the bottleneck and
the weak point of the system. On the contrary, distributed model
(a typical is Peer-to-Peer (P2P) model) distributes the resources
on the nodes in the system. In this paper, we propose a new
system of Cloud Computing based on our DHT structured using
an hyperbolic tree, which organizes the distributed services so
well that peers only need to know part of the system they can get
services efficiently. DHT provides two basic operations: retrieves
service from DHT and stores service into DHT, which is so simple
and graceful, but is suitable for a great variety of resources
(Applications, Infrastructures, Platforms), and provides good
robustness and high efficiency, especially in large-scale systems.
Resources as services are distributed by using virtual coordinates
taken in the hyperbolic plane. We use the Poincaré disk model
and we perform and evaluate our cloud structure performances.
First, we show that our solution is scalable, consistent, reliable.
Next, we compare the performances realized by the substitution
strategy, which we propose with the strategy of classic replication
in a dynamic context.
Keywords–Cloud Computing; DHT; Hyperbolic Tree; Consistent; Reliable; Cloud Services; Storage; Discovery.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

For decades, extensive work has been done for Distributed
Hash Table (DHT) [1] [2] [3] [4]. In academia, researchers
have proposed several variants of DHT and improvements,
which manage the resources in many kinds of structures,
providing abundant choices for the construction of distributed
system. Cloud computing (CC) has recently emerged as a compelling paradigm for managing and delivering services over the
internet. The rise of Cloud computing is rapidly changing the
landscape of information technology, and ultimately turning
the long-held promise of utility computing into a reality. The
latest emergence of Cloud computing is a significant step towards realizing this utility computing model since it is heavily
driven by industry vendors. Thus, Cloud computing centre
provides on-line storage and retrieving functionalities, and the
services are distributed to tens of thousands of machines in a
distributed way.

Figure 1. Cloud computing model [5].

In Figure 1, it is important to notice that many devices can
interact between them by services exchanges. These services
can be as well diverse as varied, going of the monitoring to
the network via databases.
Therefore, a distributed storage system seems to be a good
choice to manage the gigantic storage. Many big players in the
software industry, such as Microsoft, as well as other Internet
technology heavyweights, including Google and Amazon, are
joining the development of cloud services [6] [7] [8] [9] [10]
[11]. Several businesses, also those not technically oriented,
want to explore the possibilities and benefits of CC [12].
However, there is a lack of standardization of Cloud computing
and Services (CCSs) [7] [8] [13], which makes interoperability
when working with multiple services or migrating to new
services difficult. Further, there is a big marketing hype around
CC, where on-line service providers re-brand their products to
be part of the cloud movement [14].
There are a certain number of characteristics associated to
the Cloud computing, as follow: variety of resources, Internet
centric, virtualization, scalability, automatic adaptation, resource optimization, service SLAs (Service-Level Agreements)
and infrastructure SLAs [15]. The Cloud computing corresponds to a virtual computation resource with the possibility
to maintain and to manage by itself. From a structural point
of view, the resources may be (Figure 2):
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1)
2)
3)

IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service).
PaaS (Platform as a Service).
SaaS (Software as a Service).

In Figure 2, the red layers represent layers managed by
the providers of cloud resources and the green layers represent
those managed by the users of services. Thus, it presents the
services characteristics as shown by Chunye et al. [16]. Some
defining characteristics of SaaS include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Web access to commercial software.
Software is managed from a central location.
Software delivered in a “one to many” model.
Users not required to handle software upgrades and
patches.
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) allow for
integration between different pieces of software.

3)
4)

Thus, for example, it may realize them for a lot of largescale server cluster structures, including computation servers,
storage servers, the bandwidth resources [18]. Cloud platform
permits to manage both a large number of computer resources
and to store a large number of data. Resource allocation is
made in Cloud platform such as user feel that he uses an
infinitive amount of resources. In this paper, we make the
following contributions:
1)

2)
3)
4)

Figure 2. Cloud services model [17].

There are a number of different takes on what constitutes
PaaS, but some basic characteristics include:
1)

2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Services to develop, test, deploy, host and maintain
applications in the same integrated development environment. All the varying services needed to fulfill
the application development process.
Web based user interface creation tools help to create,
modify, test and deploy different User Interface (UI)
scenarios.
Multi-tenant architecture where multiple concurrent
users utilize the same development application.
Built in scalability of deployed software, including
load balancing and failover.
Integration with web services and databases via common standards.
Support for development team collaboration - some
PaaS solutions include project planning and communication tools.
Tools to handle billing and subscription management.

As with the two previous (SaaS and PaaS), IaaS is a rapidly
developing field. That said, there are some core characteristics,
which describe what IaaS is. IaaS is generally accepted to
comply with the following:
1)
2)

Resources are distributed as a service.
Allows for dynamic scaling.

Has a variable cost, utility pricing model.
Generally includes multiple users on a single piece
of hardware.

We introduce a new structure of Cloud computing
using an hyperbolic tree, in which each node is associated with a resource server’s and takes of virtual
coordinates into hyperbolic space of the model of the
Poincaré disk.
We show how Cloud infrastructures can communicate
by greedy routing algorithm using [19].
We present naming and binding principle in our
solution.
We perform some simulations, furthermore:
• We show that this structure provides scalability and consistence in database services like
data storage and retrieving.
• We present the results concerning the Floating
point precision.
• We propose a new strategy of resistance in the
phenomenon of churn, which we called substitution strategy and we show that it allows
to reach satisfactory results in terms of the
success rate of the storage and lookup queries
of services. Indeed, this strategy allows to
improve the availability of the resources on
the servers of services.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II gives a brief overview of the related previous work. Section
III highlights some properties of the hyperbolic plane when
represented by the Poincaré disk model. Section IV defines
the local addressing and greedy routing algorithms of cloud
computing system. Section V defines the binding algorithm
of our Cloud system. Section VI presents the results of
our practicability evaluation obtained by simulations and we
conclude in Section VII.
II. R ELATED WORK
The main differences between the CCSs that are deployed
are related to the type of service offered, such as storage space
and computing power, platforms for own software deployment,
or online software applications, ranging from web-email to
business analysis tools. Cloud infrastructure services typically
offer virtualization platforms, which are an evolution of the
virtual private server offerings that are already known for years
[20]. The offers of Cloud platform services include the use of
the underlying infrastructure, such as servers, network, storage
or operating systems, over which the customers have no
control, as it is abstracted away below the platform [20] [21].
Cloud software offerings typically provide specific, alreadycreated applications running on a cloud infrastructure, such
as simple storage service [22]. A very well known SaaS is
the web-based e-mail. Most software CCSs are web-based
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applications, which can be accessed from various client devices
through a thin client interface, such as a web browser. An
Internet-based storage system with strong persistence, high
availability, scalability and security is required. Obviously,
the centralized methods is not a good way because it lacks
of scalability and has the single point of failure problem. If
the centre fails, all the owners lose the capability to access
their data, which may cause inestimable losses. Besides, it
is impossible to store all the data on one machine, though
it is facility for management. Even in the cloud computing
centre, which provides on-line storage functionality, the data
is distributed to tens of thousands of machines in a distributed
way. Therefore, a distributed storage system seems to be a
good choice to manage the gigantic storage.
How to organize so many kinds of data efficiently is
the first hit. DHT with its wonderful structure is suitable to
the distributed environment. DHT provides a high efficient
data management scheme that each node in the system is
responsible to a part of the data. It supports exact and quick
routing algorithm to ensure users retrieving their data accurately and timely. Furthermore, replication and backup, faulttolerant and data recovery, persistent access and update, which
are concerned in the storage area are not difficult to DHT.
Recently, many researches have proposed a lot of systems
such as Chord based Session Management Framework for
Software as a Service Cloud (CSMC) [23], MingCloud based
on Kademlia algorithm [24], Search on the Clou which is built
on Pastry [25]. These systems are based on the DHT structure
such as MSPastry [26], Tapestry [27], Kademlia [28], CAN,
and Chord [29].
Furthermore, an Efficient Multi-dimensional Index with
Node Cube for Cloud computing system [30] has been
proposed by Xiangyu Zhang et al., also the RT-CAN index
in their Cloud database management system in 2010 [31] has
been built by Jinbao Wang et al. Both these two schemes are
based respectively on k-d tree and R-tree.
Our work follows the framework proposed in [32]. However, to support multi-dimensional data, new routing algorithms and storage and retrieve queries processing algorithms
are proposed. Furthermore, our indexing structure reduces the
amount of hops for transfer inside the Cloud and facilitates the
deployment of database back-end applications.

on the geometric property of the hyperbolic plane, which
allows to create distinct areas called half planes. As explained
by Miquel in [36], in the hyperbolic plane, we can create n half
spaces pair wise disjoint whatever n. Our embedded algorithm
is based on this property (red line in Figure 3).

III. P RACTICAL USE OF THE HYPERBOLIC GEOMETRY
In this section, we present some properties concerning
hyperbolic geometry. Geometries Hyperbolic show similarity
with regard to the Euclidian geometry. Both have the same
concepts of distances and angles, and they have many common theorems. The two-dimensional hyperbolic plane is the
simplest hyperbolic space and has a constant negative curvature
equal to -1 as opposed to the Euclidean space, which is not
curved. The model that we use to represent the hyperbolic
plane is called the Poincaré disk model. In this model, each
point is referred by complex coordinates. Beardon, Kleinberg,
and Krioukov have detailed all the concepts necessary to
understand the hyperbolic plane [33]–[35].
Next, each line of H2 splits the plane in several areas
as in the Euclidean plane, but there are a certain number
of differences. In the Euclidean space, one of elementary
properties is the impossibility to create more than two half
planes without having them intersect. Our embedding is based

Our method is to partition the plane and address each node
uniquely. We set p to infinity, thus transforming the primal
into a regular tree of degree q. The dual is then tessellated
with an infinite number of q-gons. This particular tiling splits
the hyperbolic plane in distinct spaces and constructs our
embedded tree. Figure 3 is an example of a hyperbolic tree
with q = 3 associated with the Poincaré disk model, in which
the hyperbolic plane is represented by an open unit disk of
radius 1. Thus, in this model:

Another essential property is that we can split the hyperbolic plane with polygons of any sizes, called p-gons. Each
tessellation is represented by a notation of the form {p, q}
where each polygon has p sides with q of them at each vertex.
This form is called a schläfli symbol. There exists a hyperbolic
tessellation {p, q} for every couple {p, q} that satisfy the
following relation: (p − 2) ∗ (q − 2) > 4.
In a splitting, p is the number of sides of the polygons of
the primal (the black edges and green vertices in Figure 3)
and q is the number of sides of the polygons of the dual (the
red triangles in Figure 3).

n6

n2 [-0.25;0.433]
n7
n5

n0 [0;0]

Root

n1 [0.5;0]

n4

n8
n3 [-0.25;-0.433]

n9

Figure 3. 3-regular tree in the hyperbolic plane.

•

Points are represented by Euclidean points within this
unit disk.

•

Lines are arcs of circles intersecting the disk and
meeting its boundaries at right angles.

•

Distances between any two points z and w in the
hyperbolic plane (dH ) are given by curves minimizing
the distance between these two points and are called
geodesics of the hyperbolic plane.
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To compute hyperbolic distance means to use the Poincaré
metric, which is an isometric invariant:
dH (z, w) = argcosh(1 + 2∆)
with:
∆=
because:

|z − w|2
(1 − |z|2 )(1 − |w|2 )

(1)
(2)

1
sinh2 dH (z, w) = ∆
2

and
|1 − z w̄|2
1
cosh2 dH (z, w) =
2
(1 − |z|2 )(1 − |w|2 )
For more details on the Poincaré metric we refer the reader to
the proof in [33]. The hyperbolic distance dH (z, w) is additive
along geodesics and is a Riemann’s metric. The authors of [33]
do the sketch of an important property for greedy routing:
the strict inequality in the triangle inequality. The following
relation permits to compute this metric:
1
|z − w|
tanh dH (z, w) =
2
|1 − z w̄|

(3)

where w̄ is the complex conjugate of w.
In theoretical perspective, the hyperbolic plane is unlimited.
However, to carry out measurements, it is necessary to use a
modelled representation of this plane and to define a precision
threshold for the calculations.
IV. G REEDY ROUTING IN THE HYPERBOLIC PLANE
In this section, we present how we create the hyperbolic
addressing tree for cloud services storage and how we localize
these latters in our cloud. We propose here a dynamic, scalable,
and reliable hyperbolic greedy routing algorithm [37]. The
first step in the creation of our cloud computing based on
hyperbolic-tree of services nodes is to start the first services
nodes and to define the degree of the addressing tree.
We recall that the hyperbolic coordinates (i.e., a complex
number) of a services’ servers of the addressing tree are used
as the corresponding address to the services’ servers in the
cloud. A node of services of the tree can provide the addresses
corresponding to its children in the hyperbolic-tree. The degree
of this latter determines how many addresses each services’
servers will be able to attribute for news servers of services
connexions. The degree of the hyperbolic-tree is chosen at
the beginning for all the lifetime of the cloud. Our cloud
architecture is then built incrementally, with each new services’
server joining one or more existing servers of services. Over
time, the servers of services will leave the overlay until there
are no more services’ servers in the cloud. So, for every service
that must be stored in the system, a Service’s IDentifier (SID)
is associated with it and map then in key-value pair. The key
will allow to determine in which servers of services will be
stored (like in the Section V). Furthermore, when a service is
deleted, the system must be able to update this operation in all
the system by forwarding query through the latter. This method
is scalable and reliable because unlike [38], we do not have
to make a two-pass algorithm over the whole cloud to find its

highest degree. Also, in our system, a server can connect to
any other server at any time in order to obtain an address.
The first step is thus to define the degree of the tree because
it allows building the dual, namely the regular q − gon. We
nail the root of the tree at the origin of the primal and we
begin the tiling at the origin of the disk in function of q. Each
splitting of the space in order to create disjoint subspaces is
ensured once the half spaces are tangent; hence, the primal
is an infinite q-regular tree. We use the theoretical infinite
q-regular tree to construct the greedy embedding of our qregular tree. So, the regular degree of the tree is the number
of sides of the polygon used to build the dual (see Figure 3).
In other words, the space is allocated for q child servers of
services. Each services’ server repeats the computation for its
own half space. In half space, the space is again allocated for
q − 1 children. Each child can distribute its addresses in its
half space. Algorithm 1 shows how to compute the addresses
that can be given to the children of a services’ server. The first
services’ server takes the hyperbolic address (0;0) and is the
root of the tree. The root can assign q addresses.
Algorithm 1 Computing the coordinates of a services’ servers
children.
1: procedure C ALC C HILDREN C OORDS (server, q)
2:
step ← argcosh(1/sin(π/q))
3:
angle ← 2π/q
4:
childCoords ← server.Coords
5:
for i ← 1, q do
6:
ChildCoords.rotationLef t(angle)
7:
ChildCoords.translation(step)
8:
ChildCoords.rotationRight(π)
9:
if ChildCoords 6= server.P arentCoords then
10:
S TORE C HILD C OORDS(ChildCoords)
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end procedure

Algorithm 2 Query’s greedy routing algorithm in the cloud.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

function GET N EXT H OP(services S, query) return services S
w = query.destServCoords
m = services S.Coords


|m−w|2
dmin = argcosh 1 + 2 (1−|m|
2 )(1−|w|2 )
pmin = services S
for all server N ∈ services S.N eighbors do
n = server N.Coords


|n−w|2
d = argcosh 1 + 2 (1−|n|
2 )(1−|w|2 )
if d < dmin then
dmin = d
pmin = server N
end if
end for
return pmin
end function

This distributed algorithm ensures that each services’ server
is contained in distinct spaces and has unique coordinates.
All the steps of the presented algorithm are suitable for
distributed and asynchronous computation. This algorithm
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allows the assignment of addresses as coordinates in dynamic
topologies. As the global knowledge of the cloud is not
necessary, a new services’ server can obtain coordinates simply
by asking an existing services’ server to be its parent and
to give it an address for itself. If the asked services’ server
has already given all its addresses, the new server must ask
an address to another existing database server. Besides, when
a new services’ server obtains an address, it computes the
addresses (i.e., hyperbolic coordinates) of its future children.
The addressing hyperbolic-tree is thus incrementally built at
the same time than the cloud.
When, a new services’ server has connected to servers
already inside the cloud and has obtained an address from
one of those servers, it can start sending requests to store or
lookup service in the cloud. The routing process is done on
each services’ server on the path (starting from the sender)
by using the greedy Algorithm 2 based on the hyperbolic
distances between the servers. When, a query is received by a
services’ server, this latter computes the distance from each of
its neighbours to the destination and forwards the query to its
neighbour, which is the closest to the destination (destination
services’ servers computing is given in Section V). If no
neighbour is closer than the server itself, the query has reached
a local minima and is dropped.
In a real network environment, link and services’ servers
failures can occur often. If the addressing hyperbolic-tree is
broken by the failure of a services’ server or link, we flush the
addresses attributed to the servers beyond the failed server or
link and reassign new addresses to those servers (some servers
may have first to reconnect to other servers in order to restore
connectivity). But, in this paper, we have not detailed this
solution.
V. NAMING AND BINDING IN THE HYPERBOLIC PLANE
In this section, we explain how our cloud system stores and
retrieves the resources by using these latters names, which is
mapped to its address (virtual coordinates where it is possible
to find servers of services). Our solution uses a structured
DHT system associated to the virtual addressing mechanism
of servers of services and to the greedy routing algorithms
presented in Section IV. At startup, each new resource server
uses a name that identifies the service (Application, Platform,
Infrastructure) that is shared in the system. This name will be
kept by the resource server containing the service during all
the lifetime of the cloud. When the new resource server obtains
an address, it stores the names of these services on different
others resources servers. This storage uses the structured DHT
of our cloud to store a fragment of key obtain by hashing of
service name (explain in the follow). If the same sub-key is
already stored in the cloud, an error message is sent back to
the resource server containing concerned service in order to
change this service name. Thus, the DHT structure used in
our cloud itself ensures that services names are unique.
A (name, address) pair, with the name mapping as a key
is called a binding. Figure 4 shows how and where a given
binding is stored in the cloud.
A binder is any resource server that stores these pairs. The
depth of a peer in the hyperbolic addressing tree can be defined
as the number of parent peers to go through for reaching the
root of the tree (including the root itself). When the cloud
system is created, a maximum depth for the potential binders

Figure 4. Hyperbolic cloud system.

Algorithm 3 Lookup algorithm in general context for inserting,
deleting and updating of service
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

function
L OOKUP P ROCESS(P rimeResourceServer,
Query) return Service
SID ← T g.GetQuerySID()
Key ← Hash(QuerySID)
for A doll r ∈ RCirculare
d ← PM ax
i←1
k
j
)
& & d ≥ 0 do
while i ≤ 12 × log(N
log(q)
T gServAd[r][d] ← GetV alue(Key)
Service ← GetV alue(T gServAd[r][d], SID)
if Service ! = null then
if Query == delete then
delete(SID)
end if
if (Query == update) then
update(SID)
end if
if Query == select then
return Service
break
end if
i++
end if
d−−
end while
end for
return 0
end function

is chosen. This depth permits to define the maximum number
of servers of services that can connect and share different
services. Also, the depth d is chosen such it minimizes the
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Inequality (4):
p×(

(1 − (p − 1)d )
+1≥N
2−p

(4)

with p the degree of our hyperbolic tree. Thus, this value is
defined as the binding tree depth.
When a new resource server joins the cloud by connecting
to other resources servers, it obtains an address from one of
these resources servers. So, each service name of the resource
server is mapped into key by hashing its name with the SHA-2
algorithm (SHA-2 gives 512-bit key). Next, the new resource
server divides the 512-bit key into 16 equally sized 32-bit subkeys (for redundancy storage). The resource server selects the
first sub-key and maps it to an angle by a linear transformation.
The angle is given by:
32-bit sub-key
(5)
0xFFFFFFFF
The resource server then computes a virtual point v on the unit
circle by using this angle:
(
x = cos(α)
v(x, y) with
(6)
y = sin(α)

n0

n1

Binder

Failed Binder

n 10
Closest Binder

α = 2π ×

Next, the resource server determines the coordinates of
the closest binder to the computed virtual point above by
using the given binding tree depth. In Figure 4, we set the
binding tree depth to three to avoid cluttering the figure. It is
important to note that this closest service (name of the binder)
may not really exist. If no resource server is currently owning
this address, this latter, then sends a stored query (containing
service name and address) to this closest resource server. This
query is routed inside the cloud by using the greedy algorithm
of Section IV. If the query fails because the binder does not
exist or because of node/link failures, it is redirected to the next
closest binder, which is the father of the computed binder. This
process continues until the query reaches to the root resource
server having the address (0;0) (which is the farthest binder)
or the number of resources servers is given by the following
relation (radial strategy):


1 log(N )
×
(7)
S≤
2
log(q)
with N equal to number of servers of services, q to degree of
hyperbolic-tree.
This strategy permits to not saturate the closest servers
of root’s server of the hyperbolic tree. Indeed, when the
replication of service go down towards the hyperbolic tree
root’s, the different paths from edge of unit circle towards
root tighten and provoke a saturation of the servers of services.
Inequality (7) permits to reduce this risk, and gives a better
load balancing of services storage in our cloud. Thus, we
search with this method, to increase the number of copies
across a path of the hyperbolic tree. So, this strategy has a
double interest:
•
•

Allows to make the services available.
Limits the saturation of the servers as a result of large
number of services query and the same reduces the
time of response to the servers.

n4

Sub-key K1

Figure 5. Radial replication in the cloud.

Point on the edge
Sub-key K4

Point on the edge
Sub-key K5
Binder

Sub-key K3
Binder

Point on the edge
Sub-key K2
Binder
Binder

Root
Node

n0

Point on the edge

n4
n1

Binder

n10

Point on the edge
Sub-key K1

Figure 6. Circular replication in the cloud.

To reduce the impact of the dynamic (the leave or the
join of the services server’s also the adding or the deleting
of the service) of the cloud, uses a redundancy mechanism
that consists to increase the number of copies. The number
of stored copies of a pair along the binding radius may be an
arbitrary value (chosen to the cloud creating) set at the overlay
creation. Similarly, the division of the key in 16 sub-keys is
arbitrary and could be increased or reduced depending on the
redundancy (circular strategy) needed.
To conclude, we can define two redundancy mechanisms
(represented by Figure 5 and Figure 6) for storing copies of a
given binding:
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radial strategy of replication.
circular strategy of replication.

Algorithm 4 Services storage’s processing in the general context
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:

function S TORE P ROCESS(P rimeServServer Query)
return 0
SID ← Query.GetSID()
Key ← Hash(SID)
for A doll red ∈ RCircular
depth ← PM ax
i←1
k
j
)
& & depth ≥ 0 do
while i ≤ 21 × log(N
log(q)
d ← depth
r ← red
S Key[r][d] ← CompS key(Key)[r][d]
T gServAd[r][d] ← CompAd(S Key[r][d])
T gServ ← GetT g(T gServAd[r][d])
if route(Query, T gServ) then
i++
put(SID, Query)
end if
d−−
end while
end for
return 0
end function

These mechanisms enable our cloud system to cope with
a non-uniform growth of the system and they ensure that a
service will be stored in a redundant way that will maximize
the success rate of its retrieval. Our solution has the property
of consistent hashing: if one resource server (or a service of
the resource server) fails, only its keys are lost, but the other
binders are not impacted and the whole cloud system remains
coherent. As in many existing systems, pairs will be stored by
following a hybrid soft and the hard state strategy.
A pair (service name, address) will have to be stored by
its creator every x period of time, otherwise it will be flushed
by the binders that store it. A delete message may be sent
by the creator to remove the pair before the end of the period.
Algorithm 4 describes services storage’s process on the servers
y using Service IDentifier.
When a user wants to use a service, it is connected to any
resource server on the cloud and chosen the service name’s.
Next, current service server’s, by using previous mechanism
hashes name and finds associated service by sending retrieving
query in the cloud. Retrieving query is processed and different
servers where is stored the service are located. Then, it is
possible to execute one of following operation (Algorithm 3):
•

•
•

Deleting: deleting operation allows to make unavailable all the occurrences of a service through replication in the system,
Updating: it allows to bring changes in a service
through all these replications,
Inserting: this allows to add a new service to the
the cloud system (i.e., in all resources servers of
replication).

Altogether, the mechanisms of storage and lookup that we
propose are (on one hand) reliable, in the sense that we always

manage to store or to find any service in our system of cloud.
On the other hand, this system is strong because it assures an
availability of the services in a strongly dynamic environment.
VI. S IMULATIONS
In this section, we present the results of the simulations that
we have performed and we have assessed the practicability, and
in some cases the scalability, of our addressing. Our cloud
system is considered as dynamic (the phenomenon of churn
is applied). We use the Peersim [39] simulator for cloud
computing system simulation and it allows to service name
following the uniform distribution. Our simulation involves
the following parameters of the DHT used in our cloud
(Excepted, the study on the floating point precision issue).
These parameters are valid for all the DHTs that we compare:
•

•
•
•

•

Number of servers of services connected and used to
store different services is equal to 10000 in the starting
up, maximum number of services by server equal to
2000.
We consider that our cloud system is dynamic and the
rate of churn varying from 10% to 60%.
We consider a simulation performed during 2 hours.
The leaving and joining of the servers of services
follow an exponential distribution as well as the inserting and the deleting of the services of the clouds
associated.
We suppose that the system receives 6 millions of
queries following an exponential distribution with a
median equal to 10 minutes.

A. Characteristics of our hyperbolic tree
1) Analysis of the angular gap in the Poincaré disk: In
this part, we try to analyse the average gap between points
computed on the unity’s circle.

Average angular gap (radian)

1)
2)

1.5
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1.2
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1
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0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
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0.2
0.1
0

16 replications
15 replications
14 replications
13 replications

10

20

30

40

50 60 70 80
Times (minutes)

90 100 110 120

Figure 7. Angular gap from 13 to 16 circular replications.

This study will allow us to see the level of efficiency of
our strategy of circular replication. Indeed, according to the
number of chosen circular replications, in our case 16, there
is a threshold for which the probability two primary binders
is confused.
Except, if two binders at least are confused, it means
reducing of number of replication actually made by the system
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Figure 8. Angular gap from 9 to 12 circular replications.

Average angular gap (radian)

Figures 7-10 show in the context of our simulation the
average gaps between points calculated of the circle unity as
well as their standard deviations.
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Figure 10. Angular gap from 2 to 4 circular replications.

observe a standard deviation at the most equal to 30% of
average.
These results tend to confirm that our strategy of circular
replication is reliable in the measure or at a given level of replication, we can associate various primary binders, so avoiding
that a departure of stacker not in the loss of information of a
large number of nodes.
2) Analysis of the number of sub-keys: Figure 11 presents
the evolution of the number of primary binders according to
the number of sub-keys chooses for the simulation.
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6 replications
5 replications
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50 60 70 80
Times (minutes)

90 100 110 120

Figure 9. Angular gap from 5 to 8 circular replications.

In a general way for all the figures, we notice a growth
of the average value of the angular gaps, which is inversely
proportional at the level of used replication. Indeed, we have a
variation of 0.29 for 15 replications in approximately 1.4 out
of 2 replications.
This indicates that our system behaves well because even
for a large number of circular replications, the angular gap
is enough important so that we obtain (in most of the time)
different primary binders. Furthermore, for example, we can
notice that in Figure 7, which concerns the average angular
gaps in levels of replication between 16 and 13, the values
remain constant during all the period of simulation.
So, we have gaps between 0.29 and 0.35 with standard
deviations about 30% of the average. This indicates that
approximately 78% of the calculated points have an angular
gap between 0.20 and 0.40 for 16 replications and between
0.24 and 0.46 for 13 replications. So, in Figures 7-10 the
averages seem to be significant because, in each case, we

Nombre Average number of primary binders by node

Average angular gap (radian)

and of the same cost to reduce the rate of the storage and
lookup queries.
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Figure 11. Variation of binder number depending of the number of sub-keys

This curve shows a continuous growth of the number of
binders according to the number of money keys. Furthermore,
we can observe that this curve is below the ideal case or the
number of binders always corresponds among key money. The
feigned curve is very close to the ideal curve, which shows that
we have a satisfactory situation for all the levels of replication.
B. Load balancing in the cloud
Figure 12 shows an experimental distribution of points
corresponding to the scatter plot of the distribution of servers
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of services in our cloud. Thus, we can mark that hyperbolictree of our cloud system is balanced. Indeed, we can noticed by
part and others around the unit circle, which we have servers
of services.

unit disk) by a circle of radius 1 and centred on the origin
O (Section III). The open unit disk around O is the set of
points whose
p the complex modulus is less than 1: |w| < 1
with |w| = (wRe )2 + (wIm )2 .
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Figure 12. Scatter plot corresponding to the distributed database servers.

Figure 14. Addressing capacity as a function of the
floating point precision threshold.
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Figure 13. Distribution of nodes in the neighbourhood of the edge of the
unit circle.

This has an almost uniform distribution around the root,
which implies that our system builds a well-balanced tree what
will more easily allow to reach a load balancing of storage.
Figure 13 shows correspondingly Poincaré disk model that
no address of resource server belongs on the edge of the unit
circle. Indeed, the addresses of resource server were obtained
by projection of the tree of the hyperbolic plane in a circle of
the Euclidean plane of radius 1 and of centre with coordinates
(0;0).
C. Floating point precision issue
One property of the Poincaré model is misleading: the
distances are not preserved. If we observe the Poincaré model
from an outside point of view, the distance are smaller than
the reality (i.e., inside the plane). Because of the model is
a representation of the hyperbolic plane in Euclidean plane.
Indeed, closer to the boundary of the circle are the points, the
farther they are in reality. This phenomenon is illustrated in
Figure 13 obtained by simulation.
The hyperbolic plane has a boundary circle at infinity
represented in the Poincaré unit disk model (i.e., the open

In practice, an embedding of such a mathematical space is
constrained by the precision of the floating type used, typically
a double. It is a problem of arithmetic precision, we reach the
maximal accuracy allowed by the computing in floating point.
Indeed, the calculations obey with the IEEE 754 standard,
which determines the binary floating point representation. The
floating point arithmetic can be implemented with variable
length significant that are sized depending on the needs. This
is called Arbitrary Precision Arithmetic (APA). To compute
with extended precision we have found three computational
solutions: computation with rounding (e.g., IEEE 754), interval
arithmetic and the Real Ram model.
But we should use a specific library such as the MultiPrecision Complex MPC library. As the complexity of using APA
is important and as we have enough addressing capacity by
using standard floating point numbers, we keep on using the
double type representation. Thus, two points cannot be closer
that the minimum non zero double. Hence, the minimal half
space is the space that can contain one distinct point.
To address this issue we should answer at the question
of Paul Zimmermann: Can we compute on the computer? In
order to assess the impact of overlay parameters such as the
degree and the depth, we carry out significant simulations, we
try to find the best tree parameters to maximize the addressing
capacity. This brings us to some practical concerns:
•
•

How to determine the maximum number of subspaces
that we can create to assign a coordinate to a node?
What is the maximal node density in a subspace?

To carry out our practical analysis, we proceed as follows.
We embed a tree with a degree of 32 and a depth equal to
32. Then, we assign an address to each node. We show in
Figure 14 the gap between the number of addresses in theory
and in practice. We set the maximum precision to a given
value and compute the addresses. We then vary the maximum
precision with the significant digits evolving from 6 to 12 (i.e.,
10e-6 to 10e-12). With these characteristics, the theoretical
addressing capacity is the same whatever the precision, namely
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practical
theoretical
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Addressing capacity

maximum (as expected). The addressing capacity increases
strongly between an accuracy of 6 to 9 digits compared to
the transition of 9 to 12 digits because more disjoint points
appear.
1) Influence of the degree of hyperbolic tree: Finally, for
a degree different of 32, the addressing capacity stays closer
to 2.246E+08.
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1e+60

4

1e+50

8

16

32
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1e+40

Figure 17. Influence of the depth on the number
of addresses.
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Figure 15. Influence of the degree on the number of theoretical addresses.

To analyse the influence of the degree on the addressing
capacity, we use a precision of 12 digits and a tree depth of 32
hops. The tree degree evolves from 4 to 256. Figure 15 shows
that the theoretical addressing capacity increases linearly in
function of the degree, unlike the “practical” plot that seems
constant. In fact, we show in Figure 16 that with a degree
higher than 32 the gain is weak compared to the order of
magnitude observed in Figure 15.
1e+09

D. Performances analysis
1) Evaluation of the substitution strategy: Figure 18
shows us the impact of the substitution strategy on the average
number of binders reached by every node during the process
of storage. Indeed, we compare two situations.

practical
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5e+08
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20

2e+08

18
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8

16

32

64

128

256

Degree

Figure 16. Influence of the degree on the number of practical addresses.

2) Influence of the depth: In the same way, we analyse the
influence of the depth on the addressing capacity. The precision
is the same as the previous one and the tree degree is set to
32. The tree depth evolves from 4 to 32. In Figure 17, the
increase of the theoretical addressing capacity is exponential
when the depth increases. As expected, this matches with the
normal characteristics of H2 . On the other side, in practice,
the addressing capacity achieves the threshold at 2.246E+08.
The threshold is reached with only a depth of 8. Indeed,
the boundary of the disk is quickly reached. We recall that the

Average number of binders by node

Addressing capacity

tiling is built with regular q − gon, q is the number of sides
of the q − gon. In H2 , whatever q, there exists a distance d
from which the created subspaces are pair wise disjoints (i.e.,
the sides of the q-gon are tangent as the red line in Figure 3).
This property is more explained in Section IV. Because of this
distance and the precision of the floating type (12 digits), the
leaves of the tree can reach the boundary of the disk after only
7 hops (i.e., a depth of 7).
A fine tuning of the degree parameter can improve the
addressing capacity, namely we can set q to the degree of the
tree that we find the most suitable. This is possible because
we create an overlay network, we can have some freedom in
setting the overlay links and thus we can restrain the degree
of the addressing tree.
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0
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Figure 18. Evaluation of the performances of the substitution strategy
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rate of average success of the storage queries

100
Rate of average success of lookup queries

At first, the case where the new resources servers join in
a random way the system via the first resource server having
free address. Then, the case or the new resources servers try
to substitute themselves for binders having left the network to
continue to assume this role.
In Figure 18, we notice that according to the number of
sub-keys used, average numbers of binders reached in the case
of the substitution are much greater than in the case of a
connection of new nodes to the first random address. This
established fact shows that the substitution strategy returns us
a stronger system in the sense that the couples keys-values of
the various nodes are distributed on a large number of binders
so returning the available information even in case of departure
of binders. So, for example, by using 8 sub-keys, we have
approximately 7 binders on average during all the simulation
in the strategy of circular replication and simple radial road
against about 14 binders when we use the substitution method
besides the classic replication. Furthermore, for 16 sub-keys,
we have approximately 12 binders against about 18 on average
in the case of the substitution.
2) Success rate with the substitution strategy: Figure 19
presents two plots illustrating respectively the evolution of the
rate of success of the storage queries in the case of a classic
replication (circular and radial) then in the case of a classic
replication with which we associated the substitution strategy.
We can easily note that the level of classic replication,
the success rate offered by the substitution strategy is better.
Indeed, in a replication, we note a rate of average success about
62% of successes for the classic replication against about 75%
of the method of substitution.
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Figure 20. Evaluation of the success rate in lookup context

provement of the success of the storage queries of services
(Figure 19). The same strategy impacts positively services
lookup, as shown in Figure 20.
In the case of queries for a lookup, the situation is almost
similar because, as we can observe in Figure 20, a better rate
success when we use the substitution strategy. Indeed, also in
it an earnings of an average 9% of successes on queries for a
lookup. Whether it is for the storage or for the lookup, we can
say that our strategy is reliable because it allows us to increase
considerably the success rates.
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Figure 19. Evaluation of the success rate in storage context

In 7 replications, we note 78% of successes in the case
without substitution against 89% in the case using this strategy.
With 15 replications, we observe 85% of success rates in
without substitution against 97% of successes in the case of the
substitution. Generally, we can notice on average an earnings
of about 10% in the success of the storage queries.
These results show the interest in using the strategy of
replication, which constitutes an additional factor in the im-

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new Cloud platform,
providing scalable, reliable and robutess distribution of services. Indeed, these properties are an essential requirement for
this kind of system. There were few research reports proposed
for multi-dimensional indexing schemes for Cloud platform to
manage the huge and variety services to address the complex
queries efficiently (because most of these proposed systems
do not have properties given behind). In this study, we have
showed that our solution using hyperbolic-tree with virtual
coordinates is consistent, reliable, scalable, and hardy, because
it supports enough well churn phenomenon. Furthermore,
through the study of floating point precision issue, we showed
the limits of the capacity of addressing of our hyperbolic tree
depending to the degree and to the depth. Thus, our theoretical
analysis of the Poincaré disk model has shown that even though
we lose a huge number of potential addresses because of the
floating point accuracy limits, we can still handle a vast amount
of servers of services (i.e., 100M order of magnitude) before
reaching those limits of the model. Our system has properties,
which allow to guarantee the availability of the Cloud services.
Furthermore, it gives very good results when we apply the
substitution strategy in churn context. In the future work, we
would like to investigate the impact of churn phenomenon
issue and thus to develop a new multi-dimensional index
structure, which ensures a best result in dynamic context in
the aim to supply a variety of cloud services.
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